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EDITORIAL

Intense distress and sorrow is mingled with much joyas we contemplate commencing the fourteenth volume of
our little magazine. The past year has been fraught
with fearful losses. A terrible affliction has overtaken
us in the severe and continued illness of our beloved
helpmeet, who has for many years attended to the sub
scriptions and correspondence.

For a time we despaired

of her recovery, but now it seems probable that she win
be herself again in the course of a year.

We wish to

thank all who have written for their .sympathy and
help, for our loss makes it more than ever impossible to
respond as our heart desires.

Our pain has been graciously tempered by the many
tokens of blessing and expressions of appreciation, as

well as the gifts to the various funds.
few who

Comparatively

have renewed their subscriptions have not

added a donation for the furtherance of the work.

In our next issue we. will add a department giving
reports of the work and items of interest to our sub
scribers concerning the progress of the truth.

We ear

nestly request notices of meetings, past and prospective,
encouraging incidents, and personal accounts of how
God is leading His people into the truth.

We especially

desire regular reports from centers where meetings are
held.

In writing for |his department, be comprehensive,

lucid, brief.
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The Truth is Moving On

This issue contains a reprint of the circulars used
in advertising the evangelistic series held in Los Angeles,
under the leadership of Brother Gwynne Lewis. This
sort of circular should arouse an interest in the Scrip
tures and help many who do vnot come to the meetings.
Quite a few strangers were reached though the atten
dance was not all we hoped for. * There are thousands of
counter attractions in a great city like Los Angeles.
Many whc( came resided at some distance and found it
impossible to come every night.
So the meetings are
being continued on each Sunday night by the local
brethren, as Brother Lewis is to leave for other fields.
The evangelistic van, a large bus-like body built
on1 a Ford motor chassis, is nearing completion. We
hope to Have a picture of it in our next issue. With
this it is hoped to go from place to place, hold meetings
and do colporteur work on a large scale. It is built of
nardwood and steel, with, eucalyptus veneer for the inside
finish. The walls are six inches thick, the hollow space
filled with shelves for keeping living" necessities and a

stock of literature.'

A large bin below the floor is also

provided, which will
At present the work
Pacific Coast.
Almost all of the

carry a heavy load of supplies.
will probably be confined to the
'
work has been done without cost
by those who are. interested in the work, including
Brothers Atwood, Lamb/ Oppy and Basting. Brother
DeYoung furnished materials, and Brother Nelson
made the chart used at the meetings.
From time to
time we hope to publish reports of this work> and trust
that it will be laid on the hearts of our readers.

There is still much light to spring from God's holy
word. Such subjects as creation, the relation between
God, the Father, and His Son, and that of the holy
spirit, as well, the application of the Hebrew titles
Jehovah, Elohim, etc., await the earnest explorer after
truth;

Boob of fob

THE BOOK OF JOB
Reprinted from the "Record of Christian Work".
-

I.

The Book as a Whole

The need of systematic Bible study is, in theory at least,
recognized by all evangelical Christians. As to the mode
of study, however, there exists great variety of opinion.
Of late years, much has been written upon this subject;

so much, in fact, that the household of faith has been

bewildered, and many who have been perplexed by the
multiplicity of methods, still ask the question: "What is
the best system of Bible study ?
The writer of these papers has no new method to sug
gest.
He is profoundly convinced that the right
mode of study is indicated with unmistakable clearness
in the distinct cast God has given His Word. God might
have given us His oracles in disconnected aphorisms,
short paragraphs, or brief stories. But the Divine Spirit
has, for wise reasons best known to Himself, purposely

"disregarded all these forms, which according to our mode

of thinking possess many advantages over the one
adopted, and has arranged His Word by books. This
being the case, it is patent that the best way to study

the Scripture^ is to adapt ourselves to the1 plan pursued

by its Author, and study the Bible by books.
In the exegesis of a book it is a matter of immense
importance to grasp such structural division as may be
inferred from the particular work itself. To attain'this
desirable object two things are necessary: one is that the
division into chapters and verses (useful and convenient
only for the purposes of reference) should be totally dis"■ regarded; the other is that the reader should exercise
himself in what is admittedly the most important of all
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Correct Principles

literary exercises—the reading of the whole book at a
single sitting. Two different modes of study invite the
student: one studies the detail of a book with a view
to understand it as a whole;.the other studies the book
as a whole with a view to understand its details. The
first is the method generally adopted by students of holy
Writ: they seize each successive clause, submit it to a
minute investigation, and throw upon it the light of
other passages, thinking that to master the details is to
know the whole.
The student who adopts the other
method takes his stand, like a general ; reviewing a
parade, at such a distance as affords a View of the whole
field at once; he sweeps repeatedly over the whole
ground; at first with imperfect grasp and painful con
sciousness of niuch that is overlooked and insufficiently
observed and dwelt upon, yet with each repetition find
ing more and more resolve into the common unity, while
from first to last he has remained true to that foundation
element of true thoroughness which we call perspective.
Undoubtedly while endeavoring to maintain the right
point of vision the student will not neglect the exegesis

of detail; bui in the present state of affairs when Bible

study is in a stage of infancy and the study of words
and topics has almost obscured the purpose of the books
as such, it is the rapid survey of whole books that needs
to be emphasized and insisted upon.
As soon as the trend of a book is caught, the student
is confronted by another task of equal magnitude and no
less importance—the dividing of the book into its con
stituent parts. Nothing, save familiarity with its con

tent, can help us here,

The divisions will protrude with

more or less pronounced perspicuity in proportion as we
become conversant with the subject matter of the book.
If we were to take a potato or an apple we would have
to use considerable force to break it. But if we take an
orange we need not resort to force; it can easily be
peeled and its segments detached from each other with
out difficulty. No effort is necessary; all that is required

of Exegesis
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is that we follow the dividing lines which nature itself
has 'distinctly marked. The books of the Bible, in this
respect, resemble the orange. Repetition of a word or a
phrase, introduction of new personages, changes of scen
ery, enactment of fresh. events, etc., are frequently
employed as landmarks between the component parts of
a book.

The application of this principle to the present case
seems to follow naturally from what has already been
said. The book of Job is a drama; accordingly, like all
dramas, it will be made up of the experiences of the dif
ferent actors engaged in it.

The reading exercise has familiarized us with the
exterior of thijs superb edifice of truth and has afforded
a many-sided view of its stately structure. The exter
ior grandeur presages the surpassing magnificence of the
interior and thrills us with longing for admission. The
task now devolving on us is the finding of the key. We
have heard that* usually it hangs' somewhere near the
entrance.
Our search for it near the front portal is
vain. What about the back entrance? Let us try. As
we come near we find it suspended in a prominent place
near the door.

'

"And Jehovah turned the captivity of Job. : . . So
Jehovah blessed the latter end of Job more than his
beginning" (42:10, 12).

The door is flung open. We stand in the vestibule
and a suite of magnificent chambers opens to our vista:
(1)
" The beginning of Job" (1:1-5), His charac
ter, manner of life, family and possessions before the
events related in the book occurred.
,' •
(2)
"The captivity of Job" (1:6-42:11).
"Cap
tivity", as evident from verse 11, is a designation for
"all the evil that Jehovah had brought upon him".

"(3)

"The latter end of Job" (42:12-17).

His char

acter, manner of life, family, possessions and longevity
after the events related in the book had become a vision
of the past.
,
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The Great Lesson
"We can now exhibit the plan of the book in the fol

lowing manner:
1:1-5.

*

Prelude—Before the Storm,

1:6—42:11.

42:12-17.

The Storm.

Postlude—After the Storm.

We notice that Job's "beginning" and "latter end"
are mentioned together (42:12) ; the "captivity1" is
spoken of separately (42:10). This simplifies our task
very much. We need but to study the book in this light."
There is no need of any arrangement of our own, only to
follow the divine Author.
The "beginning" and the
"end" are thus brought together and contrasted so as
to point out the difference which constitutes
THE

GREATv

LESSON

that the book of Job is designed to teach.

<

,

And now we turn On the light of the New Testament.
"Ye have heard of the patience of Job, and have seen
the end of the Lord, how that the Lord is full of pity
and merciful" (Jas. 5:11).

We have heard of the patience of Job—we haVe
heard how it gave way under the strain of adversity,
and the tale has filled us .with despondency and gloom.
Have we seen the end of the Lord? Have we seen that
the Lord is full of pity and merciful? We have heard
of it, but have we seen it ? To know the Lord's pity and
the repose it gives is the height of human blessedness.
Our attention is fastened on the "end", the "captivity"
is but a parenthesis whose deepening shadows add to the
lustre and radiancy of the happy issue.
The long central portion describes the process and
the various agents employed in bringing about "the end
of the Lord". Heaven is opened, sheol disclosed, and
we are overawed by the ineffable magnitude of the vision
unfolded and the numerous actors engaged in it. Satan,
angels and demons; the Chaldeans, the Sabeans and
forayers of the wilderness; the forces of nature; Job's

to be, Learned in Job
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wife and,children, his friends and servants; each have a
role to perform and a part to play whicfh is instrumental
in bringing about the great end—"the end of the Lord".
We must now glance at this great parenthesis and
note its salient points. The wonderful symmetry of its
component parts, and the beautiful manner in which
they dovetail each other is too evident to need comment.
1:6—2:10.

2:11-13.
3—31.

The evil that came upon Job.

Arrival of Eliphaz, Bildad, Zophar.
The Debate.

32—37.
38—42:6.

42:7-9.
42:10, 11.

The Speech of Elihu.
The Theophany.

.

Departure of Eliphaz, Bildad,. Zophar.
The evil removed from Job,

Satan appears as God's minister for the perfecting
of God's saints. His malignity and mysterious power
are for a time, with God's consent, whetted against Job,
but are ultimately turned to blessing (1:6-2:10 and 42:
10, 11).
Job's three friends come to condole with his afflic
tions, and after a heated controversy with him which
brought to light their folly are finally dismissed with
God's blessing and return to their homes (2:11-13 and
42:7-9).
In chapters 3 to 31 we listen to the protracted and
profitless debate between Job and his three friends. It
excited the disputants, failed to settle the trouble, and
only made matters worse than before.
At length Jehovah interposes, takes the matter in.
hand, humbles Job to the dust, and upon confession of
folly and complete submission to God's inscrutable ways
makes use of him to restore harmony and peace (38-42:

6).

The isolated position of Elihu's discourse (32-37)
indicates the part it plays in the intricate drama of the
book. The words of the Buzite young man flame with
a light, which flashes backhand explains to us the human
side of the process, pointing out the false position of Job
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The End of the Lord

and his interlocutors; and forward, revealing the divine
side OS the process, and showing how, in God's own time
and way, Satan was balked of his prey and Job blessed,
together with his family and friends.

V. G,

Boofc of

THE INTRODUCTION
In the structure of the Acts we have seen that chapter
1:1-11 (designated A1) constitutes the introduction.
This section has its own structure, which in itself reveals
the scope of the book. It is as follows:

i.x:l:l-2.

Luke's declaration concerning his first treatise on

the ministry of the Lord Jesus until His ascension.

21:1:3. The apostles receive intensive kingdom instruction
from the Lord Jesus during the forty post-resurrection
days.
*

31:1:4-5.

The command to wait for the promise of the

Father—baptism in

22:1:6-7.

spirit.

The apostles' question concerning the time of the

kingdom's restoration to Israel, and the Lord's answer.

32:1:8. The purpose of spirit baptism—power for min
istry. Scope of ministry defined.

I2:1:9-11.

The Lord Jesus' ascensidn, and the angel's dec

laration concerning His fulhre descension.

In verses 1-2 (Section I1 of the foregoing structure)
there are five/items which are of value in determining
the scope of the book of the Acts.
The first thought is in the opening statement, "the
first treatise I made, 0 Theophilus". This calls our
attention to the gospel of Luke, which was also addressed
to Theophilus (Lu. 1:3). The gospel of Luke therefore
is this "first treatise", while in*the Acts we have Luke's
second treatise. This calls our attention to an absurdly
simple axiom (an axiom which, simple as it is, has never
theless been wholly ignored in the study of the Acts),
namely, "When an author writes two treatises on the
same subject and, in his opening statement of his second
treatise, calls attention to his first treatise, the scope of
his second treatise must be determine^ in the light of
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The Scope of

the facts brought forth in his first treatise, and not inde
pendently of them." Hence, while not ignoring addi
tional light which may be thrown upon the Acts from
other Scriptures, the scope of the book ,of the Acts is
determined by the scope of the gospel of Luke.
What is the scope df the gospel of Luke f In common
with the three other accounts, Luke's gospel sets forth
Israel's earthly hope: the King and the kingdom develloped throughout the Old Testament Scriptures in type,
promise and prophecy. That they belong peculiarly to
Israel has been demonstrated in "The Scope of the Var

ious Kingdom Expressions''.*

It needs but a'casual

glance at Luke's gospel to see that this King and king
dom are the prominent themes.
In the pre-natal section (1:5-2:5) we find that John
the Baptist is empowered to carry on the work of Elijah
preparatory to the inauguration of the kingdom (1:16,
17 compared with Mai. 3:1; 4:5, 6)
Here, also, we find that to the Lord Jesus shall be
given "the throne of His father David: and He shall

reign over the house of Jacob for the eons" (Luke 1:32,

33).

Again, in this section, Mary speaks of the fact that,
in this coming birth of the Ghrist, God "hath given help
to Israel His servant, that He might remember mercy
... toward Abraham and his seed for the eon" (Luke

1:54,55).
Zacharias' prophecy speaks of "the God of Israel";
"redemption'for His people"; "a horn of salvation for
us in the house of His servant David;" "mercy towards
our fathers;" remembrance of "His holy covenant";
"the oath which He swaje unto Abraham our father;"

etc. (Luke 1:67-79). Here again, Israel knd salvation
for Israel is the predominant note. Page after page
enlarges on this theme; Israel; Israel's hope; the prom
ised King, and the promised kingdom.
After Christ's ministry has been brought to a close
through death and resurrection, the two that walked to

Emmaus gave voice to the fact that they had "hoped

Luke's Gospel
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that it was He Who should redeem Israel'* (Luke 24:
21). Arid why not? Had not Simeon, a man "right
eous and devout, looking for the consolation of Israel'',
been told by holy spirit "that he should not see death,
before he had seen the Lord's Christ"? And had he
not acknowledged Him, in the day of the child Jesus'
presentation in the temple, in the memorable words,
"Mine eyes have seen thy salvation, which thou hast
prepared before the face of all peoples; a light for rev
elation to the gentiles, and the glory of thy people
Israel"* (Luke 2:25-32)
And had not the prophetess Anna, in the same hour,
spoken "of Him to all them that were looking for the
redemption of Jerusalem"? (Luke 2:36-38)
And had
not all the public ministry of this "prophet mighty in
deed and word" (Luke 24:19) confirmed this hope as
genuine f Was it a false hope I Not so, for listen to the
Christ as He speaks to these two men on the Emmaus
road, "0 foolish men, and slow of heart to.believe all
that the prophets have spoken! Behooved it not the
Christ to suffer these things, and to enter into His
glory?" (Luke 24:25, 26)
The glory referred to here
is *that revealed in the law, the prophets and the writ
ings, i. e.y the glory of the earthly kingdom, "the hope
of Israel'' (Luke 24:27, 44-49).
But, in addition to this "hope of Israel", the com
mon subject of the four gospels, each gospel has its own
specific scope, indicated in the use of the Hebrew word
zemach (branch), which is flye times applied to Christ
in the Old Testament.
In Jer. 23:5, 6 and 33:15 the Zemach (or Branch)
is spoken of as raised unto David and described as a
King. This aspect of Christ's life (as God's Kipg) is
developed in Matthew, hence the royal genealogy is given
from Abraham and David onward (Matt. 1:1-17).
•In Zech. 3:8 the Branch is spoken of as "My Serv
ant". This aspect of Christ's life* (as God's ideal Serv
ant) is developed in Mark, hence there is no geneology
given, as the ancestry of servants is not inquired into.
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•

Christ as the

In Zech. 6:12 the Branch is spoken of as "tfhe Man".

This aspect of Christ's life (as God's ideal Man, or the
Son of Man) is developed in Luke, hence the human
genealogy is given backward to Adam (Luke 3:23-28).

In Isa. 4:2 the Branch is spoken of as "Jehovah's
Branch". This aspect of Christ's life (as the Son of

God)

is developed in John, hence no genealogy is

required
The scope of Luke's gospel is specifically therefore
the presentation of the Christ as the Son of Man. As
Son of David He reigns on the Davidic throne over the
twelve tribes of Israel. Through them He reigns over
all the earth as well. This wider dominion (dominion in
the earth) is embraced in the title, the Son of Man, as

shown in its first Old Testament occurrence (Psa. 8)
and also by its first and last New Testament occurrences
(Matt. 8:20; Eev. 14:14-16). Acknowledged by a gen
tile woman as "Thou Son of David", He replied that

as such He was sent only to the lost sheep of the house
of Israel (Matt. 15:22-24).

But as th6 Son of Man He

is sent to all mankind, hence it is in Luke that we have
the commission for mankind (Luke 24:46-49), and in
Luke's second treatise, the Acts, we see the ministry of
the Son of Man carried, beyond the narrow confines of
Israel, and embracing all mankind, both Jew and gentile,
but the Jew still retains his place of supremacy as he
will when the kingdom is established upon this earth.
As Luke's first treatise deals primarily 'with the hope
of Israel, while leaving room, through its presentation

of the Lord as the Son of Man, for the widening of this
blessing to embrace all mankind, so Luke's second trea
tise, the Acts, while embracing all mankind, still has to
do primarily with the hope of Israel (Acts 28:20).
As church truth is not embraced within the scope of
Luke's first treatise, neither is it embraced within the
scope of his second treatise. Only so much is revealed
concerning the gentile churches, established through
Paul, as will fit in with the theory that these were the
believing gentiles who (according to the prophets)

Son of Man
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should enter the earthly kingdom with Israel, when the
Davidic throne is re-established (Acts 15:14-18), and
that these were a fulfillment of Luke's commission for
mankind (Compare Luke 24:46-49 with Acts 26:16-20).
Let us then epitomize the first thought that we have
derived from Luke's declaration, Acts 1:1. The scope of
Luke's first treatise (the gospel of Luke) is not church
truth or church government, but the earthly kingdom,
the hope of Israel, the priest nation, through whom
blessing is to be channelled to all mankind. The scope
of Luke's second treatisp (the Acts) does not go beyond
the scope of his first treatise, therefore the Acts is not
to be studied with the thought of finding church truth
or church government revealed therein.
The second thought that we derive from Luke's
declaration (Acts 1:1) is that his first treatise was "con
cerning all that Jesus began both to do and to teach".
Inferentially then, this second treatise is a continuation
of what He "began both to do and to teach". He said,
"I must preach the good tidings of the kingdom of God
to the other cities also: for therefore was I sent" (Luke
4:43). His ministry therefore began with a proclama
tion concerning the kingdom of God, the earthly king
dom promised to Israel. For this pairpose, He said, was
He sent. In the Acts we have a continuation of this
beginning.
In the synagogue at Nazareth He reads from Isa. 61:
1, 2, but stops with the words, "To proclaim the accep
table year of the Lord", and leaves the next clause "and
the day of vengeance of our God", unread. The proph
ecy of Isaiah is "concerning Judah and Jerusalem".
(Isa. 1:1). In Isa. 61:6 we read that those to whom this
proclamation (read by the Lord) was made, were to be
acknowledged as "priests of Jehovah", and "ministers
of our God", and that they "shall eat the wealth of the
nations".
The original proclamation therefore was to
Jews, that they might be blessed, and function as priests
of Jehovah among the nations (Isa. 61:6, 9) and this
same proclamation was read by the Lord to Jews also
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Jesus Christ was a

for the same reason. The fact that the Lord J^sus read
the words of salvation and grace, and refused to read
the words concerning the " vengeance of our God", say
ing of the words that He had read, " Today hath this
Scripture been fulfilled in your ears" (Luke 4:21),
shows that His ministry (as developed in Luke's gospel)
was one of grace for Israel. When Israel rejected and
crucified her King, and the vengeance of God seemed
called for by this'vile apostasy and rebellion, her King
upon the cross, still in grace, prays "Father, forgive
them; for they know not what they do'' (Luke 23:34).
Luke's second treatise, the Acts, records the Father's
response to that petition. The Lord, through His apos
tles, still proclaims the kingdom to Israel; grace is still to
the forefront; vengeance is still in abeyance.
As corroborative evidence that the Lord's ministry
(as recorded in Luke's gospel) was connected with the
hope of Israel primarily read Rom. 15:8-12.
Note
verse 8, "For I say that Christ hath been made a min
ister of the Circumcision for the truth of God, that He
might confirm the promises given unto the fathers/9
Hexe we find that what Christ began to do and to teach
was connected with the Circumcision (Israel), and the
promises made to them. Then in verses 9-12, we see
that the gentiles were to be blessed with Israel, but in
a subordinate position in thai: kingdom, for Israel is
"His people" (see verse 10). This expresses the scope
of the Spirit's ministry in the Acts, for there we have

a continuation of what the Lord Jesus "began both to

clo and to teach".
Primarily the hope of Israel was
in the forefront. It was only through and with them
that the gentiles were to be blessed. The gentiles were
partakers of Israel's spiritual things (Rom. 15:27).
In the Hebrew epistle (1:2) we read jGod "hath at
the end of these days spoken unto us in His Son". The
"us" refers to the Hebrews. Then in Heb. 2:3, 4 we
read that this which had "at the first been spoken
through the Lord, was confined unto us (the Hebrews)
by them that heard; (i. e., by the apostles) God also

Servant of the Circumcision
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bearing witness with them, bath by signs and wonders,
and by manifold powers, and by gifts of holy spirit,
according to His will." Here we have the statement
that the Lord/s personal ministry, as recorded in the
gospels, was confirmed by the apostles, as recorded in
the Acts. Therefore, Luke's second treatise records the
same truth that we find in his first; it is a confirmation
of kingdom truth. The signs and wonders and powers
of Heb. 2:4, are spoken of in Heb. 6:5 as "the powers

of the age to come", i.e., the kingdom age, the millen

nium, in which Israel's hope is to be fulfilled to them.
Thus we find that the miracles of the apostles in the
Acts were all powers of .the coming age; all were a testi
mony to kingdom truth; all were related to the hope of
Israel, hence it is not strange that at the end of the
Acts period W« find that all miraculous gifts like heal
ing, tongues," interpretation of tongues, etc., are abol
ished.
In the Acts therefore we have a confirmation
and continuation of the works and the words of the
Lord Jesus, of "-all that Jesus began both to do and to
teach".
The third thought that we derive from Luke's dec
laration is found in Acts 1:2, "until the day in which
He was received up".
This shows that not only the
beginning of the Lord's personal ministry, but all of it,
from its inception to His ascension, is referred to as "all
that Jesus began both to do and to teach", i. e., His
whole'personal ministry was as "a minister of the Cir
cumcision", with blessing for the gentiles made possible
only through and with Israel, the priest nation (as in
Rom. 15:8-12). In the Acts we have a confirmation and
continuation of this same ministry; Israel has the place
supreme; the gentiles have the place subordinate, par
taking of Israel's spiritual things.
The fourth thought we derive from Luke's declara
tion is in Acts 1:2, "after that He had given command
ment through holy spirit". The commandment referred
to is found in Luke 24:47-49. It embraces three items:
(a) Repentance and remission of sins was to be preached
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Repentance and the

in His name among all nations beginning at Jerusalein
(verse 47).
(b) They were to be witnesses of these
things, i. e., the kingdom truths revealed in the gospel
of Luke (verse 48). > (c) They were to tarry in the city
of Jerusalem until they were endued with power from
on high (verse 49). We -find in Luke's second treatise
that this commandment was obeyed by the apostles. In
the record of this obedience, in the Acts, the three items
of this commandment are given in just the reverse order
from that given in the gospel of Luke, (c) They tarried
in Jerusalem until the day of Pentcost, when they were
endued with holy spirit, or power from on high (Acts
2:4).
(b) Then they became witnesses of these things
in Jerusalem, in ^11 Judea and Samaria, and to the

furthest parts of the land (Acts 2:14-12:23). (a) Obe- ,
dience to the commission for mankind, i. 'e., the preach
ing of repentance and remission of sins among all nations
beginning at Jerusalem, began with the Pentecostal min
istry (Acts 2:14), and is carried on throughout the bal
ance of the book, the twelve apostles carrying it on in
the land, while Paul and Barnabas and their co-workers

carried on this ministry among the Jews of the disper
sion and the gentiles. Here again we see that church
truth is not embraced in either Luke's first or second
treatise. Repentance and remission of sins is not church
truth. Repentance as a means of salvation is foreign to •
the Pauline epistles, which alone contain church truth.
Remission of sins, as proclaimed in the gospel of the king
dom,- could be revoked upon subsequent unworthy con
duct as evidenced in the parable of the servant who
owed his master 10,000 talents (Matt. 18:23-35). This
also is foreign to the teaching of the Pauline epistles,
where we have justification by faith, including a for
giveness of offenses which is never revoked. To leave the
Pauline epistles and go to .the book i of the Acts for church
truth is not only looking for something where it can
not be found, but is a descent from the heights of grace
and glory to the weak and beggarly elements of this
world (Gal. 4:N3, 9; Col. 2:8, 20).

Remission of Sins
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The fifth thought that we derive from Luke's declara
tion is found in Acts 1:2, "unto the apostles whom He
had chosen". Why did He choose these apostles? That
they might be "witnesses of these things" (Luke 24:
48), %. e., the kingdom truths developed in Luke's first
treatise, and that they might carry on His commission
for all mankind (Luke 24:47), after being endued with
power from on high (Luke 24:49), which they were to
receive after His ascension, for they were to tarry in
the city until then, and immediately after this command
He ascended to the heavens. (Compare Luke 24:49 with
verse 51)
This witnessing and this commission for all
mankind looked forward to the time when the Christ
shpuld "enter into His glory7' (the glory of the earthly
kingdom) ; when the sufferings of the Christ, revealed
in Luke's first treatise, should bear as their fruitage His
glorious entrance into the kingdom of Old Testament
type, promise and prophecy.
Luke's second treatise
reveals that this glorious goal was made possible by the
apostles' continuation and confirmation of Christ's
earthly ministry.
(See Luke 24:26; 1 Pet. 1:11)
But
the entrance of the Christ into the glories that should
follow was contingent upon Israel's acceptance of His
absentee ministry, which He carried on throughout the
Acts period through the apostles whom He had chosen.
These apostles were to be stewards over His house
hold, to give forth food in due season during His absence.
(See Luke 12:41-48) It is but logical to conclude that

the household which the Christ had gathered together

through the proclamation of kingdom truth, was not to
be given church truth, as their portion of food, by these
stewards whom He had chosen. To do so would consti
tute unfaithful stewardship.
\
In Luke 13:6-9 we see Israel as God's fig tree, the
nation of His choice. For the three years of Christ's
public ministry He had wrought with Israel, God's fig
tree, but yet it had brought forth no fruit. God desired
to cut it down. Then comes the plea "Lord, let it alone
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The Parables of the Fig Tree,

this year also, till I shall dig about it, and dung it: and
if it bear fruit thenceforth, well; but if not, thou shalt
cut it down." How this plea reminds us of the Christ's
closing prayer on the cross, "Father forgive them, for
they know not what they do!"
In response to these
requests, we have, in Luke's second treatise, the absen
tee ministry of the Christ through "the apostles whom
He had chosen; through whom He carried forward the
purpose of His plea "till I shall dig about it, and dung
it", but this ministry of His chosen apostles ended in
failure; the fig tree did not bring forth fruit; and so at
the end of the Acts we see fulfilled the promise in
Christ's plea, "if it bear fruit thenceforth, well; but if
not, thou shalt cut it down"; judicial blindness is pro
nounced upon Israel; the nation is set aside; the salva
tion of God is sent unto the gentiles until the fulness
of the gentiles be come in. Then will God again deal
with Israel, His chosen nation, and then they will be
saved (Acts 28:25-28; Eom. 11:25, 26).
• The parable of the great supper (Luke 14:15-24),
also suggests this absentee ministry of Christ through

the apostles.

Those who Had been bidden through John

the Baptist's preparatory kingdom ministry, were urged
by the Christ (in His three years' public ministry) to
"come", but "they all with one consent began to make
excuse". Then is sent forth the invitation to the pub
licans and sinners (Luke 15:1), typified in the parable
by the poor, the maimed, the blind and the lame of the
streets and the lanes of the city. This ministry was con
tinued, by His chosen apostles, in the Acts. "Go out
into the highways and hedges" (verse 23) seems to
point to the commission far all mankind, where the nar
row confines of Israel are forsaken, and the gentiles are

invited into the kingdom, as was supposed to be the case*
in the ministry of Paul and Barnabas, and their coworkers, during the Acts period.
To those who '' supposed that the kingdom of God
was immediately to appear" (Luke 19:11), the Lord

spoke the parable of the nobleman who went "into a far

the Great Supper, the Nobleman
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country" (Luke 19:12-28), to receive for himself a king
dom, and to return". At the end of Luke's first treatise,
and at the beginning of his second we see the Christ
going into this far country, i. e., heaven. There He is
to receive the kingdom. He is to enter into the glory of
that kingdom (Luke 24:26). Therefore, necessarily, pe
is to return to the earth to administer that kingdom in
all its glory (Acts 1:11). The ministry of the apostles
took place during His absence, as related in the Acts; it
was a continuation of His own ministry, i. e., it was His
own absentee ministry through these chosen apostles,
for they were to frade with what He had given them
until He came back again (Luke 19:13). He had given
them kingdom truth, not church truth, hence the min
istry of the apostles whom He had chosen was a kingdom
ministry. Therefore, if we would rightly apportion, the
word of truth, we will seek for church truth in the Paul
ine epistles (wher% alone it is revealed) and not in Luke's
second treatise.
It records the kingdom ministry
of His chosen apostles, which constituted the hope of

Israel (Acts 28:20').

H. W. Martin

NOTES ON THE WORK

The increased circulation of the literature makes
it advisable to make some more convenient and economi
cal provision for printing and handling it.
"We then

hope to render much better service, especially to our
agents* whose stocks we have not always been able to
replenish without harmful delay.
There are incessant and urgent calls for enlarging the
publishing field. The Mystery of Babylon will probably
be issued in German for circulation in Germany, and
should be issued in a large edition. It will also be pro
duced in modern Greek for the many of that nation who
are eager for Scriptural expositions. The following ex
tract from a letter explains the situation: "I have begun
the translation of it into Greek, and hope to have it done
soon. I shall make no changes, but find a great difficulty
to have it printed, because I have not the necessary
money. I propose that you undertake this matter. That

is, I will . .' . send you the translation and you print it

and publish it yourself and I will try to spread it
amongst Greeks interested in Scriptural questions."
A great door is opened for us. What shall we do?
The interest in the end time is growing and the two
pamphlets, The Coming Conflict and The Mystery of
Babylon have already made a strong appeal to those

whose eyes the Lord has opened. These pamphlets ought
to be published in all the leading languages. They will
not only enlighten His people on this theme but open the
way to further truth.
Since they were written events have notably con
firmed every position taken, while the opposite is true of
most interpretations. This makes their message wellnigh unanswerable. Here is a unique opportunity for a
great service. We propose to do our part if we can get
the capital to carry it out.

THE RICH MAN
(Luke 12:16-21)

*

During our Lord's earthly ministry He pointed out
many lessons by reference to human" character. Among
these cameo-like pictures of life, that of the rich but fool
ish man stands out with dramatic clearness.
Here was a man who planned his future in utter dis
regard of God. His lands yielded abundant crops. And
so much so, that he was confronted with the problem of
storage. "I have no place in which to store my crops."
Absorbed in himself the personal pronoun stood
supreme. My cropsv my barns, my harvest, my wealth,
my soul. Self, all the way through. He overlooked the
fact that his wealth came largely by gift of sun and
shower, and doubtless apart from his own exertions. He
had fashioned his own world, and was living within its
puny circle. The empire of the unseen was unfelt, the
presence of God unthought of..
For the moment, however,- his vast wealth staggers
him as he contemplates its proper disposal. He has a
real trouble. "What shall I doi" Beaten by conflict
ing choices,' he was brought to a dead stand. Some may
doubt whether thi^ could have been a real trouble tb the
man, but to the rich of this world, excess of wealth
engenders many cares and fears. It may be noticed that
in exact proportion as man becomes exempt from the real
evils of life, is his susceptibility to evils that are only
imaginary, intensified and increased. And every man's
troubles are real to himself. Naboth's vineyard was a
necessity to Ahab.
The homage of Mordecai was to
Haman as much as daily bread. That there should be
troubles and cares attendant on wealth may be one of

f God's set-offs against the inequalities observable in the
temporal lot of mankind.
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The Great Poverty

Be this as it may, the rich man's lament was that he
had no room, no place for the storage of his huge har
vest yield. For awhile this was."the dead fly in the
ointment", until he conceived an elaborate program.
But we see that in the course of action thus outlined, the
idea of stewardship was lost sight of. His proposals
merely mapped out an assured future of indulgent ease.
It was the proud dream of an epicurean. And the "I"
and "my" go together as the expression of the man's
self-sufficiency. He concludes on a note of self-congratu
lation. "Soul,.you have ample possessions laid up for
many years to come; take your ease, eat, drink, enjoy
yourself."
With what a stroke of irony is such language charged.
As though the satisfaction of the senses can fully meet
the needs of life which is life indeed. The man would
fain fling himself upon the soft lap of luxury, and with
out a thought for others, would sleep the rest of life's
hours away.
"But God said to him, 'Foolish man, this night your
soul is demanded from you; and these preparations—
for whom shall they be!' "
. He was arrested at the very summit of his rosy dream,
his false intent laid bare, as with lightning stroke. The
power to enjoy the realization of his dream was to be
taken from him. And what had he left 1 Now, indeed,
was he naked, poor and blind. The world might have
applauded his wonderful organizing ability, but he was
not like Joseph, whose honor was of God. Therefore,
across siich a life the words stand written: "So is it with
him who amasses treasures for himself, but has no riches
in God."
- o
'
"What lessons are here for both rich and poor. The
contrasts are startling. The rich man had said to him
self, "You have ample possessions laid up for many years
to come." But God said to him, "This night your soul
is demanded from you.'' It must needs be that in some
cases a veto must be put on human purpose, and at times
with dramatic suddenness. In the words of a certain
poets

,

of the Rich Man
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"God's own hand
Holds fast all issues of our deeds: with Him
The end of all our ends is; but with us
Our ends are, just or unjust."

Happy, then, are we, if in the ordering of our
lives we can say, ''our times are in Thy hand". To let
our proposals be at God's disposal, in pliancy of heart
and mind, should be our ambition. It must ever be that
some prosper, and rightly so. But to all such the precept
comes: "If riches increase, set not your heart on them."
And here we touch the crux of the whole matter,, for it is
a question of disposition. "Be disposed to that which
is above, not that on the earth."
' The rich man amassed wealth for himself. He had
no riches in God, 'and these alone abide. "The way of
life is above to the wise," but this landowner, being fool
ish, thought it was beneath. And even here, it was not
the beauty of the landscape, flecked with unrivaled hues
and tints, that made appeal to his soul. The wonderful,
waving grain, was to him merely the means to a selfish
end. And these he arrogantly claimed for "many years
to come". He deemed himself master of the situation, as
do so many who are rich in the present era. A few hours,
all too brief, and the disposal of his wealth was in other
hands. Wha^ a sense of loss and utter nakedness must
have been his at such a crucial moment! Had he but
tasted the sweets of stewardship, he would not have
planned his castle of ease.
Thanks be to God if our hearts are caught and
thrilled by the deeper lure of the highest, conscious of a
glory that far transcends the appointments of earth.
Then are we indeed rich, with wealth celestial.
William Mealand

Wf$t Qoncorbant 'JJtxslian
The outlook for the version has brightened consider
ably since the publication of the article on the Indef
inite.
Some who disapproved have become enthusias
tic when they saw that the very points which <Jid not
suit them contained most precious gems of truth. This
augurs well for the reception of the version when the
whole work is out. "With the helps furnished, an objector
will usually be able to convince himself that the ren
dering to which he dissents is not only the most exact,
but contains elements of truth of which he was not
aware.

As the final revision of Acts has taken longer than
was anticipated, that part has not yet beefr printed, but
ought,to be in the hands of our readers before the next
magazine. Some who have seen it think it is the most
valuable of all the parts.
Many inquire as to the translation of the so-called
Old Testament. Is it to be included in the Concordant
Version 1 We hesitate to answer in the affirmative even
though a great deal of preliminary work has been
already done in connection with the meaning of words.
Most of the words in the Greek have been connected
with their Hebrew equivalents and both assigned Eng
lish standards. The grammar, however,,is in a very
unsatisfactory condition. It is impossible to state how
much work would need to be done to overhaul the

Hebrew verb and put it on a rational hasis. A plan of
procedure has been formulated, but it may take weary
years of testing to try it out. Our present versions are
so unsatisfactory that this work should be done, but
our hands are overful, and we could with difficulty spare
the time even to direct such investigations. May the
Lord look after His own work!

Wt)t ttnbettmg of Jt*u* Qtirfet

THE TWENTY-FOUR ELDERS
Around the throne are twenty-four thrones, occupied by
twenty-four elders. Just as one of them afterwards asks
John concerning the vast crowd with palm branches in
their hands, we, too are tempted to inquire: "Who are
they VWe shall seek to imitate John and endeavor to
extract our answer from the Scriptures themselves. We
shall gather the significance of their title from its usage.
We shall learn who they are from their own acts and
utterances.

The almost unanimous consent of expositors that they
represent the church in glory has been ably championed,
but never satisfactorily settled for those who are
acquainted with the place and portion of the ecelesia
which is the body of Christ. In this economy, this body
is God's means of manifesting His multifarious wisdom
to the celestial hosts (Eph. 3:10), and in the on-coming
eon, in which this vision finds its place, we are to display,
the transcendent riches of His grace (Eph. 2:7). We
are not fitted to dispense wrath. It is not in keeping
with the character of our calling/ It is out of line with
the love which He has lavished uDon us. But the elders
deal out indignation. They preside over the most awful
period of wrath in the history of mankind. Before tak
ing our seats around this terrifying judgment throne,
let us be sure we are not usurping the place and func
tions of others more fitted for the execution of God's
strange work.
Truly, the saints shall judge the world, and we shall
judge angels, but the word judge often means no more
than rule, and this section does not deal with the judg
ment of anyels but of the earth.
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The Universal Eange

In our attempt to identify the twenty-four elders we
should bear in mind the character of the vision.. It is
concerned with a throne and government. We should con-,
fine ourselves to creation, for redemption does not enter
this scene until the seven-sealed scroll appears. ^We

should enlarge our conceptions to fit the scope of the eon-

text.

The universal range of this judgment scene is clearly
set forth in the next chapter, which records the doxology of "/every creature which is in heaven and on the
earth and underneath the earth and on the sea, and those
in them all . . ." (5:13). And it is of the utmost sig
nificance that the response to this universal outburst of
praise consists of an "amen" by the four animals, and
the elders prostrate and worship. The elders and the
animals are evidently the representatives of all created
beings, except perhaps, the messengers, or angels, who
have their own place distinct from the others.
This vision includes the whole realm of creation.
The elders stand for the heavenly creatures, the animals
for those on earth, while the messengers constitute the
link between them. Thus the entire range of intelligent
creation is accounted for, and the magnificence and
magnitude of the great drama about to be enacted opens
up to our gaze. It is no local judgment, limited in its
effects, but, as befits the crisis of the eons, the heads of all

created beings are concerned to execute the judgment*

due.
>
As the opening action of the vision is confined to
creation, and the elders and animals and messengers are
concrete expressions representing all created beings, we
may well inquire whether we cannot corroborate this

view by the account of creation in other portions of the
Scriptures. One passage especially confirms this inter
pretation. In the first chapter of Colossians we learn
that, in the Firstborn was created the universe in the
heavens and on the earth, the visible and the invisible,
whether thrones or dominions, or sovereignties or author
ities (Col. 1:16).

of the Throne Vision
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In. this throne scene the heads of heavenly govern
ment—the thrones and dominions and sovereignties and
authorities—are symbolized by the twenty-four elders.
The heads of earthly creation are symbolized by the four
animals.
From time immemorial it has been the custom to use

the comparative. form Ai elder" in the special sense of
official position. This is seen in our "alderman", which
is simply another form of elder-man.

In our Lord's day, they together with the chief
priests and scribes^ formed the Sanhedrin, which ruled
the nation subject to the Eoman governor. Again and
again they are associated with the chief priests (Mat.
26:47; 27:1) and with the scribes (Mat. 26:57; .27:41;
Mk. 11:27). Hence we are safe in concluding that the
function of the elders in this vision is distinct from both
scribe and priest. "We are confirmed in this by the fact
that the twenty-four elders are never seen in the temple.
Yet, before the throne, on one occasion, they perform the

functions both of priest and Levite, when they offer the

prayers of the saints in golden bowls and play on harps.
This, however, seems to be incidental.
Indeed, the ideal priesthood is a royal one. The man .
who approaches nearest to God is best fitted to rule over
others. Thus those who are privileged to have a part in
the former resurrection will be clothed in priestly and
regal honors. David's twenty-four courses of the priest
hood seems to have been copied from the heavenly orig
inal which is partly disclosed in this vision. But these
were more than priests. They were governors of the
.sanctuary and of the house (1 Chron. 24:5).
The place given to elders in the Pauline ecclesias con
firms the conclusion that they are rulers; We read of
"the elder who rules (or controls) well" (1 Tim. 5:17).
He must first be able to control his own house (1 Tim.
3:4, 5). The control of the ecclesia was evidently in the
hands of the elders who were accorded a special standing

and dignity. They were not to be rebuked (1 Tim. 5),
except with two or three witnesses (1 Tim. 5:1, 19).
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Elders are Eulers

e The same officers were common among the ecclesias of
the Circumcision.
Peter exhorts to submission to the
elders (1 Pet. 5:5). John calls himself an elder (2 Jno.
1; 3 Jno. 1).
If we add to all this the fact that they sit on thrones
and are confined almost entirely to the Throne Section
of/this jprophecy, the regal nature of their office is settled
beyond question. They are the high hierarchy of heaven,
the sovereigns of the celestial spheres.
It is not a mere coincidence that there are just twelve
references to these twenty-four elders. Divine adminis
tration is ever apportioned thus. We hardly need men
tion the fact that the twelve apostles will rule the twelve
tribes in the millennial earth. Have we not here the
twice twelve dignitaries who rule the heavenly courts
subordinate to the Enthroned One?
We shall now examine the twelve occasions on which
they are mentioned and the seven utterances which are
recorded of them.
Their, first appearance is of paramount importance
(4:4).
Never before do we read of elders occupying
thrones, so we are more than confident that they repre
sent the rulers of the realms above. But there seems
to be more than this. They are clothed in white. White
garments are given as an award of merit. They wear
wreaths. Wreaths are for those only who have come off
victors in some trial or contest. It is evident that these
rulers, lil^e all to whom God confides the duties of state,
have won their place in some mighty conflict of which
we have hardly more than a hint in the Scriptures.
The second time the elders are mentioned we find
them casting their wreaths before Him Who lives for the
eons of the eons, and they worship the Creator. Creation
has been hymned from the beginning when the sons of
God shouted for joy. It is not often that we are allowed
to listen to the high worship of heaven.

The Creation Hymns
I.
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THE CREATION HYMN OF THE ELDERS

Thou art worthy, O Lord, our Lord and our God,

To get glory and honor and power;
For the universe Thou dost create,
'Twas created and was through Thy will.

The august simplicity of this hymn is matched by its
sublimity. In the language of a child it discloses a secret
unknown to the sage. The world's wisest philosophers
have groped in darkness ta find a fitting First Cause to
• account for creation. Not one of them has been able

to trace its genealogy back to the Creator. And none of
them, should they find Him, could tell us why He cre
ated. Hence they cannot glorify Him as they should.
But the elders know. 'The universe is not only the work
of God, but it originated in the will of God. It is the
fruit of His heart hunger. Love cannot live alone. It
must have an object on which to lavish its affection. The
universe is the outlet of God's love. It was created
through His will. For this He deserves the glory and
honor and power which the elders ascribe to Him in this
hymn of creation.

The word "universe" is simply "all" in the original.
God created "the all". It causes great distress to some
of His saints to believe this. Should they be asked to
join the song of the elders they would surely wish, to

add "Thou dost create all good." 'They cannot acknowl

edge Him as the Creator of "the all".
The fourth reference is to one of the elders, who com
forts John when no one in heaven, nor on earth, nor
underneath; tlie earth was able Jo open the scroll. He
gives the first intimation of the royal Redeemer Who will
loose the seven seals. Note the regal language and the
Teference to David.
"Do not lament!
Lot He conquers!
The Lion out of Judah's tribe, the Root of
David, is to open the scroll and to loose

its seven seals!"

It is most fitting that the Lord from heaven should
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"Thou dost buy us", not

have His conquest heralded by a heavenly dignitary, for
the earth has rejected Him.
The taking of the scroll by the Lambkin is the most
momentous act in this great apocalyptic tragedy.^ It
stirs the whole creation Jrom center to circumference.
First the four animals and the elders join in their new
song of praise.
Then myriads of messengers take up
the strain. And thence it sweeps on until every creature
in heaven and dn earth and underneath the earth and on

the sea join in the universal anthem to th& throne-

centered Lambkin.
The new song of the elders and animals presents one

of the most difficult problems in the whole Unveiling.

It

"has been used to prove that the elders and animals are
redeemed sinners, for they sing, according to our. ver

sions, "Thou hast redeemed us", and "Thou hast made
us « . . kings and priests'*,,&nd "we shall reign" on the
earth. If all these readings are correct, the elders and
animals can represent no one else but the saints in Israel,
for they alone will be kings and priests and reign on the
earth.
The elders have golden bowls brimming with
incenses, which are the prayers of the saints. How can
they be the saints themselves and at the same time offer
the prayers of the saints?
A portion of the difficulty is readily solved by the
fact that the best manuscripts put all of the latter part
of the song in the third person, and read ''Thou dost also
make them a kingdom and priesthood", and "they will
be reigning on the earth".
As the principal manu
scripts, including Codex Sinaiticus, and all modern edi
tors, follow these readings there is no question of their
correctness.

The only reason why this correct reading is not fal

lowed by some expositors is well expressed in the follow
ing footnote from Seiss' Lectures on the Apocalypse:
"Some of the best MSS. read 'them' in place of us; but
the sense is not altered by it, or by reading 'they', as
some MSS. do in the next clause instead of (we'; for the
subject is settled by the preceding declaration to be the

"Thou hast redeemed us"
persons

uttering

the

song,

namely,
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by

the

phrase

'redeemed us'; the genuineness of which must be con
sidered established since the discovery of the Codex
Sinaiticus."
On the other hand, Dr. E. W. Bullinger, in "The
Apoealyse", takes exactly the opposite view. He says,
in a note, "Lachman, Tischendorf, Alford, Wordsworth,
Westcott and Hort, and the E. V. omit heemas, us.
Indeed, all the critical authorities are unanimous in sub
stituting the third person for the first in the next verse.
But if so, then we must have the third person here and
not the first person. MS. authority for this is the Alex
andrian MS. in the British Museum (cent. iv).
The
Sinaitic MS. (cent. iv)). The Beuchlin MS. (cent. iv).
The Ethiopic Version' (cent. iv). The Coptic Version
(cent. v.).
The Harleian MS. No. 1773 in British
Museum, It is quoted without the "us" by Cyprian,
Bishop of Carthage, 248-258, and Fulgentius, a Bishop
in Africa, 508-533, so that it was neither in the ancient
MSS. from which those versions were made; nor was it

in the copies which those two Bishops had before them."
But Seiss gives the evidence for us as follows: '' Some
critics and expositors have rejected this heemas (us), for
the reason that it is omitted in the Co<Jex Alexandrinus,
and in the Ethiopic Version: though the latter is not
more than a loose, paraphrase.
The Codex Sinaiticus,
however, which was discovered in 1860, and which is of
equal antiquity and authority with the Codex Alexan
drinus, contains it. The Codex Basilianus, in the Vati
can, contains it. The Latin, Coptic or Memphitic, and
Arminian, which are of great value, contain it. And
so do all other MSS. and versions. And to discredit it,
simply and only because it does not appear in that one,
single Codex of Alexandria, is most unreasonable and
unjust to the weight of authority for its retention. Dr.
Tregelles, on full examination, was firmly convinced of
its right to a place in the text, before the Codex Sinaiticus appeared; and the presence of this heemas in that

MS., ought to settle the question of its genuineness for
ever.

The evidence from the context, also argues power-
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A Correction

fully for a construction which necessarily embraces it,
whether expressed or not. "We regard it as indubitably
genuine".
An examination of Codex Sinaiticus will show that it
does contain this word. This seriously weakens Dr. BullingerV position.
The manuscript evidence is clearly
in favor of us in the first part of the song, a,nd even more
decided for them and they in the second part. Both of
the expositors we have cited claim that it must be the
same throughout. If the elders speak of themselves at
first then they must continue to do so. If they speak of
others at the end then they must have started so.

Both

reject good readings in order to gain this uniformity. ^
Difficult as it undoubtedly is, let us strive against the
temptation to conform the text of Scripture to our under
standing of it. There is no reason or right in changing
one part of the song to a supposed conformity with
another. The elders sing of themselves at the beginning
and of the saints whose prayers they are offering at the
close. They speak of two distinct themes.- First they
show why He is worthy to take the scroll. Secondly they
foretell the result of His action on the earth.
He is
worthy because He has bought them by His blood. His
opening of the seals will give the saints the kingdom on
earth. A translation # follows:

III.

THE NEW SONG OF THE ANIMALS AND EIDERS
Thour't worthy to take the scroll'and to open its seals,
For Thou wast slain and dost buy us for God by Thy

blood.

$
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* Those who have the earlier editions of the Unveiling
should erase the word of in both superlinear and sublinear i
on page 9 of the Greek, opposite the 800 line.
This is an
inexcusable blunder. They should also change the version to
accord with the translation here given. It will be corrected ■
in subsequent editions and the note changed accordingly. In
this case the Version is'guilty of the very fault it is planned
to avoid, but we shall not spare ourselves in exposing and
correcting such a transgression—should there be another.
We hope to issue a corrected sheet to replace these pages
when the work is completed.

The New Song
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Out of every tribe and language'and people and nation,
Thou dost also make them a kingdom and a priesthood

for our God,
And they will be reigning on the earth.

°

"Wherein does His worthiness consist?
In the
redemption of the saints? But the judgments that fol
low the opening of the seals affect far more than the
faithful few who are true to Him. What right.has He
to visit the earth with vengeance and even drag down
Satan from his place in the heavens? The reason is
given. Because He has bought the whole creation and
pmd for it by His blood. Let us rid our minds and
hearts of the crude notion that the blood of Christ has
no claim on any* but those who seek shelter beneath its
power. Its value is not exhausted by redemption.
The first occurrence of the word for buy will not only
give us the meaning of the word but also illustrate how
He buys all creation in connection with the establish
ment of the kingdom. In the parable of the treasure hid
in the field (Mat. 13:44) the saints are represented by
the treasure, and "the field is the world" (38). When
He finds the treasure He does not confine His efforts to
it, but p>ays the price for the whole field and so gains
the treasure. There is no thought of redemption here.
He sold all that He had. All that a man has will he give
for his soul. The soul is in the blood. The blood of
Christ—all that He had—is the price He has paid for the
field. The blood of. Christ has overpaid creation's value.
All creatures belong to Him and should acknowledge
Him as their Owner. The false teachers of this very
judgment period are accused of "denying the Owner
Who bought them" (2 Pet, 2:1). It is as the rightful'
Owner of the universe that the Lanbkin takes the seven
sealed scroll and breaks its seals. Redemption leads to
liberty, purchase to slavery. The slave who is redeemed
is free: the man who is bought is in bonds. It is nowhere
said that the elders and animals represent redeemed sin
ners. This would have no logical bearing on the great
question which is uppermost in the vision. The redemp
tion of the saints does not entitle Him to judge sinners.
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But the purchase of all created beings—saints and,sin

ners, good and bad—invests Him with the poweY to
redeem His people and judge those who rebel against
His authority.
The rendering "redeemed us" is misleading.
It
should read "bought us". The A. V. translates this
word buy twenty-eight times and redeem only here and
in the fourteenth chapter. There is a vast difference
between buying and redeeming.
Let us remember that, at the time when the elders
sing this song, the universe has come to the very climax
of evil. This judgment session is convened to deal with-V

rebellious earth.

The man of. sin is on the scene, and

Satan has marshalled his hgavenly hosts. And this is the
universe which He created, the offspring of His will!
Yet it is just such a universe which will get Him glory
and honor and power.
It is no relief to seek to exonerate God, as the gnos
tics did, by interposing some of God's creatures between
Himself and evil. That false faith invented a series of
subordinate divinities, the lowest being responsible for
evil. So some of His saints seek to shield Him by inter
posing Adam, and his will, or Satan and his rebellion.
Yet Adam was God's creation and Satan himself is His
creature. It was not Satan who planted the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil in Eden. Why did not God
plant two tr^es, one for the knowledge of good, and the
other for the knowledge of evil? Was it not because the
two are inseparable? Can good be known apart from
evil, or evil apart from good? Are they not like light
and darkness, which we know only by contrast? Never
let us doubt God's wisdom in planting one tree for the
knowledge of both good and evil. Eather let us rejoice
that the knowledge of evil will always constitute the
prime ingredient in our appreciation of good when evil
itself is no more.

It is true, and well to note, that evil is introduced by
intermediaries. God did not directly afflict Job. Satan
was His instrument. Yet Job was not deceived. Even

of the Elders
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the dim light in which he lived was sufficient to lead him
back to the One "Who is the primal Cause of all. He did
not say "Shall we receive good at the hand of God, and
shall we not receive evil at the hand of Satan?" There
would have been much truth in that. He received evil at
the hand of God (Job 2:10). Let us learn the lesson Job
knew so well and boldly say, ^The Lord gave and the
Lord hath taken away; blessed he the name of the Lord!"
Is this a sin? Is this charging God foolishly? "In all

this", we read, " Job sinned not, nor charged God fool

ishly" (Job 1:21, 22).
The remaining utterances of the elders confirm the
interpretation we have advanfced. One of,the elders tells
John who the vast throng are (7:3):
"And one of the, elders answered, saying to me,
'These who are clothed in white robes^-who are they,
and whence came they?' And I declared to him: 'My

Lord, fou are aware.'

And he said to me, 'These are

those who are coming out of the great affliction. And
they rinse their robes, and they whiten them in the
blood of the Lambkin. Therefore they are before God's
throne and are offering divine service to Him day and
night in His temple. And He Who enthroned is sitting
will be tabernacling over them. They shall be hunger
ing no longer; they shall be thirsting no longer; no, nor
may the sun fall.on them nor any heat, seeing that the
throne-centered Lambkin shall be shepherding them,
and shall be guiding them to living springs of water, and
every tear shall God be brushing away from their eyes.' "
Their last long utterance is Characteristic of the part
they play and celebrates the consummation of their work.
The judgment of the evil is over, the "judgment" or
reward of the good is due (11:16-18) : "And the twentyfour elders who are sitting on their thrones before God
prostrate themselves on their faces and worship God,
saying: 'We are thanking Thee, Lord God Almighty,
Who art and Who wast, seeing thai? Thou hast taken Thy
great power and dost reign.
And the nations were
angered, and Thy indignation is come, and the era for
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the judgment of the dead, and for giving wages to Thy
slaves the prophets, and to the saints and to those who
are fearing Thy name, the small and the great, and to
blight those who are blighting the earth.' "
The Seventh and last utterance concerns the judg
ment of great Babylon. Both the elders and the animils
join in the jubilation over her doom. After the vast
throng in heaven has voiced its approbation of God's
judgment, they assent witluan " Amen! Hallelujah!"
In closing, we must once more express our thankful
ness that our ministry is so far above that of the twentyfour elders. They appear upon the scene for the execu
tion of judgment against the ungodly.
"We are His
chosen channel of grace. Often do his dear saints give
vent to a thoughtless "Hallelujah!", little dreaming its
true import. It is never found except in connection
with God's strange work. It is always used in praising
Jah for His stern inflictions.'
It never finds a place
in the responses of grace. 0, that the saints of this trans
cendent economy of God's unforced favor would drink
so deeply of the delicious draught of grace that all
desire for the lower spheres of blessing would vanish!
It is ,not ours to choose, but, if it were, who would part
wijh the priceless privilege of revealing the transcendent
riches of God's grace to these celestial sovereigns, in
order to usurp their place and power in righting a
rebellious earth.
A. E.--K:-

OUTLINE OF SUBJECTS

Cfie Ctomscl of tfje
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1.

GOD

What are we getting from the Bible—the true Charac

ter, or acgross Caricature of God?

Modern theology over-emphasizes one attribute of God at the
expense of another—His Justice at the expense of His Love.
Is the greatest and final manifestation of God to be that of a
Judge—or Father?

2.

If He is Omnipotent why does He allow Sin and Satan to
rob Him of most of His creatures?
He does not allow this.
This is an unauthorized statement.
Modern Orthodoxy is not scriptural in its teaching about Man's
Destiny.

3.

Is it possible that the loving God can permit the Endless
Torture of the vast bulk of Mankind?
Such an idea is repugnant to the inherent heart-feelings of the
race, and definitely proven to be false to 'God's Word.

4.

Is God's will absolutely supreme or can man successfully
oppose his Creator's will?1
We do not believe the self-glorifying conclusions -of Modern Theol
ogy and Philosophy.
We heed the sane counsel of the Word of
Grod and our Experiences.

5.

Has God a definite Plan and purpose for the Universe,
or is the Universe drifting slowly but surely to Destruc

tion?

In view of Man's failure we do not believe his "optimistic" assur
ances.
We discard his theories for the sound wisdom in God's
Word.

6.

What is to be the ultimate issue? Will Satan or God be
the final Victor? If "heir is endless how can God truth
fully be proclaimed Supreme Victor?
The true Scriptural doctrine of the lake of fire.

to

become ALL in AIL

God proposes

EVIL
1.

Who is responsible for the appearance of Evil upon the
earth?'
o
The1 part taken by Man,

2.

Satan, and God Himself.

What does God Himself say about the source of Evil?
Isaiah 45:7 and related verses,
source of all things.

show God to be the sovereign

3.

What purpose can be served by Evil?

#

Its Disciplinary and Educational value and actual means of better

knowledge of God.
Evil helps to reveal the Attributes of God.
Evil is sometimes made to work good.
Instances: Job, the man
born blind, the life and death of the Man of Sorrows and

. acquainted with grief—all issue in greater blessing—and to the
glory of- God.

4.

Why is Satan the personification of Evil?
Because he forgot God and violated the law of his being—and
now serves as an example of those who forget to give God His
rightful glory.

5.

Is Evil to increasingly perpetuate itself endlessly?

God started something which He cannot stopt v

Has

In view of the revealed character of GTod such a conclusion is
untenable.

6.

How is Evil effectually dealt with in the Divine Plan of

the Universe?

Not merely checked—but utterly abolished—by the Christ, He
Who came to destroy the works of the Devil—Death, that
quintessence of Evil,

is abolished from the

universe.

SALVATION
1.

What is Salvation?
The relative usage of the term.

2.

1

Timothy 4:10.

As there is an Election within an Election

so God.has a Salvation within a

3.

Deliverance from Sin.

Is there a "special".Salvation?
Salvation.

Is there any hope for the -Salvation, of the Heathen?
* Timothy 2 :5-6, and 1 Timothy 4 :9-ll, Romans, 5 :18, etc., point
that way.
But what about "Orthodoxy" ?

4.

Is there any insurmountable obstacle to any Unbeliever's
being saved?
Isaiah 45 : "Can the clay say to the Potter 'What doest Thou?' "
God can find means to overcome the enmity of the stubborn
human will.
The human will is not supreme.
Example: Saul
becomes Paul.
.

5.

Is Salvation confined to this age?
The scope o'f God's Plan of Salvation—conceived in the heart of
God before the world was—offered in all Ages, past, present, and
future, yea, even beyond the shadow of Death itself!

6.

Is there any urgency about accepting Christ's present

offer of Salvation?

Great urgency!
Unbelieving Israelites did not enter the Prom
ised Land but died in the wilderness.
How sad will be the fate
of those who today reject God's "Special Offer" of Salvation!
The Speciality is Sonship, and a Celestial destiny.
The choice is,
either to reign with Christ, of be rejec'ted by Christ for the eons.

7.

What does the Divine Plan of Salvation issue in?
is its Consummation?

Universal Vilification and Universal Reconciliation,

What

GRACE
1.

What is Grace?
The Free, Unmerited Favor of God tof the Ungodly.

2.

Is there Divine Grace for the Vilest sinner—without any

exception?

^

Scriptural cases of the manifestations of God's Grace: Adam,

3.
4.

Abram,

Jacob,

David,

Peter,

Israel,

Saul of Tarsus.

Is this Divine Grace Confined to one appointed channel?

Grace and Truth came by Jesus Christ. Without Me ... nothing.

What is the greatest proof to Humanity of God's Grace?
The Life and Deattt of the Son of God, and its un-natural outcome
—Not Vengeance, but Grace!

5.

What is the most "Gracious" chapter in the Bible?
The scope of Grace in Romans 5.

6.

What are the most prominent tokens of God's Grace to

this age?

*

(1) The Gospel of Conciliation,(2) The Celestial Calling of His

Body,

\

the
,

Church.
.
'

.

ETERNITY
1.

j

How many times is "Eternity" mentioned in the Sacred
Scriptures?

Once only, in Isaiah 57 :15, a mistranslation.

the word.

2.

The derivation of

Can .any existence be truthfully said to last for "ever

and eyer"1

If "for ever" is endless what about "for

ever and ever"*!

3.

Mistranslation, ignorance, and traditionalism.
Next in importance to the enabling gift of scriptural
discernment what is essential to the understanding of the
Scriptures?

A knowledge of the Time Element—a Dispensational Viewpoint.

4.

What is Eonian Truth?
The Number,

5.

Course,

and

Goal of the

How many Eons are still future?

them most prominently?

Eons.

What characterizes

The Eons of the Eons and the Eon of the Eon.
The millennial
reign and the climax of eonian glory—Perfection Reached.

6.

Is there "Everlasting Punishment" or "Eternal JLiife?
The bearing of Eonian Truth upon these questions.
The careful
usage of the idea of "Endlessness" in the Scriptures—never
applied

to

the

doom

of

the

Wicked.

t

THE GOSPEL
1.

Reader, is your preacher preaching a gospel which is out

of datel

The possibility through not rightly dividing the Word of Truth.
The different Gospels.
.
..
.

(2.

How can we find the Gospel for the present dispensation?

Paul claims to have been Divinely ordained and, charged with a

peculiar message to the Gentiles.

3.

Are Christ's words as recorded in the Four Gospels our
Gospel?

x

Christ was sent only to the lost sheep of Israel.

4.

5.

When did the Gospel for this time come into effect?
At the crisis set forth in Acts 28^28.

How does. Paul's Gospel present God, in what attitude?

God, not the sinner, does the beseeching!

6.

He is conciliated I

What is the peculiar feature of the Gospel of the happy
God?

'-.

The offer of becoming His Sons, and sharing in His Glory, for the

eons, through His Beloved Son—Christ Jesus.

THE MYSTERIES
1.

What distinguishes a Divine Mystery from any other?
It is a Mystery not because it cannot be understood, but because
it is Divinely hidden away until the moment of its revelation.

- 2.

How many Divine Mysteries are there?
There are twelve.

3.

In what respect were the Mysteries revealed through
Paul unique?

He revealed the Divine Secret that The Christ was Head of the
Universe and also that*the Present Economy of Grace abolished
all National differences to those "in Christ".
Theirs is a
Celestial destiny, not an earthly.

4.

What modern fallacy does the doctrine oJf the Mysteries
expose as false?

That all believers, of all ages, "go to heaven when they die".
God's Word clearly distinguishes between the Blessed Earthly
Destiny and the Glorious Celestial Destiny.

5.

Did The Christ have any Mysteries to proclaim?
what method did He make use of? \

If so,

The unbelieving attitude of Israel.
He met it with Parables.
His motive for so teaching was to conceal not to reveal.

6.

What is the personal benefit of becoming an "Initiate"
of the Pauline Mysteries?

Suffering with Christ now will be repaid by regal honors in the

future—we

shall

Reconciliation.

reign with

Christ

in

His

plan

of

Celestial

RESURRECTION AND VIVIFICATION
1.

How does the Faith of Christ differ from all others?
We boast a Eesurrected and

2.

Many

3.

Ascended Lord.

What is the Order of Vivification?
Resurrections.

Three

classes

are

\

Of Resurrection?
vivified.

%

What was the necessity for the Resurrection of the Man

Jesus Christ^1

"As in Adam all are dying, 80 in Christ shall All be made alive"
(1 Cor. 15:21).

4.

What are God's motives for Resurrection?
(1) The display of His Sovereign Power.
(2) Through Death He designs to ov/ercome the work and enmity
of Satan.
(3) The Salvation of Unbelievers.

5.

What event may preclude a Resurrection in the case of
some?
*
''
.
They may be caught up while living.

6.

What greater blessing is Resurrection the forerunner of?
Resurrection is but the portal to Universal Reconciliation.
hath spoken it.
G?od will be All in all.

God

JUSTIFICATION
1.

What is Justification—and why to be desired?
Justification is the attainment of Righteousness
with God's standard of Righteousness.

2.

in accordance

What method is at once the most Popular, the most
Natural, and yet the most unsuccessful in seeking Jus
tification?'
;
By means of meritorious Law-works.

3.

What method is most distasteful and yet the most suc
cessful in Justifying those who follow it out?
Receiving the Grace of God in and through the Son
Who was raised from the dead for our Justification.

4.

of

GTod,

What is the one essential thing required to give us a
valid personal right to the claim of being Justified?
Faith.
Human Sin started with Unbelief, God justly requires
us to undo that act through Faith.
Believe Him now.

5.

How does Justification compare with Atonement and
Forgiveness?

/

Atonement was only a covering of Sin.
Pardon or Forgiveness
was Probational and could be Revoked.

6.

Is the number of those who are Justified very limited?
Romans 5:18, etc.,
through Christ.

points

to the

Justification

of alj

Mankind

THE NATIONS
1.

Was the formation of Nations accidental?
God has a definite Plan for them.

2.

Is there any nation that can claim to be "The Most
Favored Nation"?
Israel—"What Nation is like unto thee?"

S.

On what grounds
Favored Nation?

does

God select and

deal

with

a

Divine Favor, as a basis on which to bless the rest.

4.

What is the present relationship of the Favored Nation
to God—and .why?
They are Rejected for a season in order that God may be gracious
to the Gentiles.
'

5.

What portions of God's Word especially deals with the
Nations?

The Abrahamic Promises, The Promises in hie Prophets—Daniel,
The

6.

Revelation,

and Paul's Epistles.

What is the Divine Objective sought in God's Interna

tional plan?
Israel elected
Nations.

.

to

«

become

a

channel

of Divine

Blessings

'

to

.

all

THE CHURCH
1.

Is the present Church—the Body of Christ—the only one
recognized by God?
/
'there are several "Churches" given in the Word of God,

2.

Wherein does the present Church differ from all others?
In its Peculiar Membership—Neither Jew nor Gentiles, etc.
In its Peculiar Message—The Gospel of the Conciliation.
In its Peculiar Destiny—Not on the Earth, but in Heaven.

3.

4.

What difference does it make whether we call the Church
a "Bride" or a "Body"?

Believers in Israel are the Bride. We are the Body.
Is a Creed essential to the Church? If so, has God sup
plied one?
The

5.

Pauline

Creed

is

in

Not to convert the world.

6.

Ephesians

4:4-6.

What is the Church's Mission on the earth?
The eon will end in apostasy.

What awaits the Church which is His Body?
The

Rapture

Glory.

x

or

Resurrection;

and

the\ Celestial

x

Calling

and

THE GEEATION
1.

What Theories of Creation are very popular in Philoso
phical and Religious circles of the day?
The * Evolutionary Theory of Philosophers, the Creation out of
Chaos, and the Creation out of Nothing of modern religionists.

2.

Can a Believer accept these theories?
The Evolutionary Theory deposes God and exalts a Force, vio

lates a Divine Law—Like produces like.
Creation out of Chaos
is a survival of Grecian Mythology.
Creation out of Nothing is
worse than absurd—it is sinful, and unscriptural.
The all came
out of God.

3.

What Scientific Fact and what Divine Event discredit
Darwinism absolutely?

The proven experiments of Mendel, and the Divine Necessity of

Besurfection as the only lasting hope for perfection.

4.

What three facts should be clearly understood when con
sidering Creation?

The Beginning, The Disruption, The Six Days' Reconstruction.

5.

What is the Revealed Reason given for the present Ruin
ous state of Creation?
God hath subjected the Creation to ruin according to
Sovereign Will, but in (or rather on) hope. See Romans 8.

His

6.

How many Creations find a place in the Divine Plan and
Purpose?
The Present and the New Creation.
Second Creation—God All in all.

The End

attained by the

THE SACRED SCRIPTURES
1.

Are the Sacred Scriptures wholly God Inspired?
(1) Evidence of Design.
(2) Prophetic Element. v
(3) Personal witness of the writers by lip and life—and in some
cases by their death.

2.

Is the English Version of the Bible actually Inspired?
No!
Mistranlations of
versions also prove it.

3.
4.

the grossest

kind

prove

it;

the

many

Is Christendom making a god out of a Book or finding

God through the Book?
The former. Loyalty to the letter not always loyalty to God.

What have always been the greatest hindrances to a full
knowledge of God's Word?
Traditions—whether Jewish or Christian—they limit the Holy
One.
Christ's arraignment of the religious people of His day
was: "Ye -make the Word of God of none effect through your
Traditions.

5.

Will Prophetic History repeat itself in the case of the
Church?

It will. One of the contributing causes of the predicted Apostasy
is "Having the form of Gfodliness but denying the Power thereof."

6.

Should the "Authorized" version be the last version, or
is there still room for improvement upon all versions,?

A Consistent Translation is needed.

The Concordant Version.

JUDGMENT
1.

What false idea prevails regarding the nature of Divine
Judgment?

*

The Anti-Scriptural idea that the Divine Judgments are an end
in themselves—not remedial.

2.

Are the Sacred - Scriptures clear enough to expose this
slander upon the Divine Judge?
The Jubilee.

3.

Restoration of Sodom (Deut. 25:3), etc.

Is "Judgment" always detrimental to our interests, and
necessarily to be shrunk from?
No!
Divine Judgment is remedial, and results in Blessing in
many recorded cases—and i^ so in some—why not in all!

4.

"All His ways are Judgment!" (Deut. 32:4).
Dispensational

5.

and

How?'

Eonian Judgments.

Whatsis the significance of the Judgment of the Cross?
We are Judged in Christ in order to be Saved—no other way.

6.

Is there an "Endless Hell"?
God actually say?

What does the Word of

The Hope promised oeyond the Second Death.

G. L. Lewis

UNSEAECHABLB RICHES, DECEMBER, 1922
BEING

THE

SECOND

NUMBER OP VOLUME FOURTEEN

EDITORIAL
The prospects for the spread of the truths we love grow
better continually. In various parts of the United States
God is awakening hearts, who, we hope, will become
heralds of this highest and grandest of all revelations of
God. Meanwhile the most progress is being made by a
generous distribution of literature, and especially by

subscriptions to the magazine.

Few, indeed^ who receive

the magazine for a year, do not respond to the grand and
glorious conception of God which illumines its pages. At
first they may be suspicious, but this soon gives place to
interest and eventually to enthusiastic conviction.
We have the true riches. Material wealth has wings
and flies away, unless, indeed, we exchange it for the
currency of heaven. But the real riches will increase the
more we expend it. It is a luxury to give, whatever the
gift may be. But is it not our highest privilege and joy
to share with others that which brings a satisfaction
which money cannot buy and transforms the life and
glorifies our God!
The article on "The Salvation of the Unbeliever'' has
met with such hearty approval and so many have re
quested that it be printed separately in pamphlet form,
that we have added it to our list. It is hoped that a
liberal distribution of this booklet will result in convinc
ing many of the utterly untenable position tff other
theories, and lead them to further investigation.
The
subject is one that interests all. To encourage its use,
we will send twenty-five for a dollar.
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Once more we are called upon to record with sorrow, the
falling asleep of dear friends in the faith. E. A. Sutton,
a most faithful and energetic worker in London, Eng
land, was taken suddenly, in the midst of his activities.
Elsewhere we publish a brief outline of his life, by one of
his fellow laborers. Samuel Mackey, Sr., of New York
City, a long time friend of beloved Brother Gelesnoff,
and latterly ours also, has been put to repose, leaving a
most affecting token of his love and interest in the truth.

We look forward to the day when we shall see these "dear
brethren, whose faith' and devotion will have a full

reward in the presence of our Lord.
sorrow as those who have no hope.

It .is not ours to

I*r is with much satisfaction that we are able to annou#ce
that the agency carried on by E. A. Sutton, will be taken
over by A. E. Cock, no^ at The Dairies, Sunningdale,

Berks, England.' We hope, in the future, to carry a con-r

siderable stock in England, though our plans to this end
have been most tardy in maturing. We trust the breth
ren about London will give Brother Cock the most hearty
cooperation and support in his work for the Lord.

After many delays, the Concordant Version of the book
of Acts is printed and ready for the binders. It may
take some time to do the forwarding and mailing, but
orders may be sent at any time. In sending be sure tb
say whether the paper covered edition is wanted, or that
for insertion in the loose leaf covers.

We are out of loose leaf covers, but have ordered a

new supply. All orders for covers and parts will be held

until these arrive.

It is expected that Acts will prove more popular than
the previous parts, so we have printed an, extra large
edition. Paul's epistles and the Unveiling are so little
known, and so little taught, especially in Sunday Schools,
that many have asked for the Gospels and Acts. This
ne1v instalment will make a special appeal to them.

ttnbetttng of Jtiui QJrfet

THE CHEKUBIM
The cherubim of the Hebrew Scriptures and the animals
or living creatures (called "beasts" in the common
version), which support the throne of the Divine Majesty

iii the apocalyptic visions, are identical.

The cherubim

are called animals or "living creatures" by the prophet

EzekieL He does not call them cherubim in his first
vision, but in the tenth chapter, where he speaks again
and again of the cherubim, he tells us: "This is the liv
ing cfeyture that I saw under the God of Israel by the

river Chebar; and I knew that they were the cherubim"
(Eze. 10:15, 20). This identity make it possible for us
i;o trace the cherubim from Genesis to Revelation, and, by
noting all that is said, gain some conception of the part
they play in God's universe.
Of one point we may be positive: they are closely
connected -with life. Their very name ZQA, zoa, means
living ones, and is used by us today in such combinations
as zoology, the science of animal life, geological, pertain

ing to animals. In fact, they are animals. Our preju
dices are very stubborn. We do not object to their being
called beasts in the Authorized Version.

But to call the

"living creatures" animals grates harshly on our ears.
In all the other occurrences of this word this term is most

appropriate.

Why, then, refuse to use it here?

Beside the passages in the Unveiling it occurs but

three times. In Heb. 13:11 we read that those animals
whose blood is carried into the holy places by the chief
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priest for sin, these bodies are burned up outside the
camp (Lev. 6:30). The animals, in this case were a bul
lock and a goat (Lev. 16:14,15, 27). In 2 Pet. 2:12 and

Jude 10 men are compared to irrational animals (rather
than "brute beasts"). We may not conclude from this
that the animals of the Unveiling are confined to the
irrational, but that they include them. Man is an animal
and must be included in the term, for one of the f&ces is

that of a human being.
Throughout the Hebrew Scriptures the usual word

which represents the word "beast" in our version, is this
word living [creature] which is much better rendered
animal. The word which Ezekiel applies to the cheru
bim is used scores of times of animals. Indeed, Ezekiel
himself does so often (14:15, 21; 29:5; 31:6, 13, etc.).
9 "When first we meet the cherubim they are associated
with the divine judgment on Adam (Gen. 3:24). Along
with the flaming sword they camp at the east of the gar
den of Eden to keep, or preserve, the way of the tree of
-life. The mere mention of the name gives us no clue to
their number or appearance. The most we may be able
to infer is that, as they are always found in the booth,
or camp, of the Divine Presence, here the Lord Himself
probably camped eastward of the garden and heref He
was still accessible to mankind.
They brought their

offerings to Him there.

The curse of dain was pro

nounced there. This was the "presence of the Lord"
from which Cain was banished.
'
The position of the animals in this Unveiling is in
perfect accord with the references to the cherubim in the

Hebrew Scriptures.

They are incorporated into the

throne* of the Divine Majesty.
When Moses was in
structed how to make the cover or propitiatory of the
ark he was told to make two cherubim, one at each ^end,
not on but of the same substance as the cover itself (Ex.
25:17-20).

They were beaten out of one piece of gold
(Ex. 37:7). They were extensions of the cover itself,
while their wings were stretched out over it and their
f$ces were intent upon it.

are Animals.
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Not only in the propitiatory were the cherubim seen,
hut also in the curtains (Ex. 26:1) and the veil (Ex. 26:
31), wrought into their very texture, so that nothing was
so prominent or so striking to onfe in the hplyf.of holies,
where the Shekinah dwelt, as the pervading presence of
the cherubim. They were to be seen above on the ceiling,
all around on the walls and the veil, and in the center, a
part of the golden throne.

Here it was that Moses met Jehovah. Gqd spoke to
him from between "the two cherubim (Nu. 7:89). When
the Philistines defeated Israel they brought the ark into
the camp because Jehovah of Hosts was between the
cherubim. And the * Philistines were afraid and said,
"God is come into the camp!" (1 Sam. 4:4-7). . David
changed Jehovah's order and carried the ark on a new
cart instead of on the shoulders of the priests.
Once
again the cherubim are associated with judgment, for
Uzzah touched it to keep it from falling, and was struck
dead for his error (2 Sam. 6:2-7).
Not only are they evident everywhere in the house,
but the ten lavers in the court were supported by lions,
oxen and cherubim, and the same figures were graven on
it (1 Ki. 7:29, 36).

In Solomon's temple the cherubim are even more con
spicuous than in the tabernacle. Two large carvings of
cherubim with outstretched wings reached clear across
the holy of holies, so that they touched each other's wings
in the center. They touched the two walls as well. They
were overlaid withpure gold (1 Ki. 6:23-28). All the
walls and dooris of the house were also carved with
cherubic figures, covered with gold. The veil, like that of
the tabernacle, was wrought with cherubim (2 Chron.
3:14).

Hezekiah, in many ways the best of the line of the
kings, and a marvelous type of the suffering Messiah,
addresses his petition to the One Who dwells between the
cherubim (2 Ki. 19:15). The result was that Sennacherib was defeated by Jehovah's messenger.

Ezekiel, in his opening vision, gives us a detailed
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description of the cherubim as they appeared to him,

though he does not call them by this name.

He, like

John in his apocalytie vision, calls them living ones or
Animals. They had the appearance of a man. Each one
had four faces and four (or possibly, six) wings. These

correspond exactly with the four animals of John's

vision: the man, the lion, the ox and the vulture.

They

'were beneath the throne.

In the tenth chapter the ox is replaced by the face of
a cherub (10:15), yet this statement is omitted in the
LXX (10:14). Ezekiel identifies them as the cherubim
or animals which he had seen before, hence it is likely
that the last list in Ezekiel is an interpolation.
The

faces correspond with the animals of the Unveiling.^

As usual, the appearance of the cherubim is the signal
for judgment.
They reach out and take fire from
between them, which is scattered over the city in token
of the judgment to follow.
"The glory of the Lord's presence left the cherubim
■ for the threshold of the house (9:3; 10:4).
Then it
returns to its place above the.cherubim and removes to
the entrance of the east gate (10:18, 19). Then it stands
upon the mountain to the east of the city (11:22).
Ezekiel's temple, which will stand in the millennial
kingdom, is not so lavish of cherubic ornamentation as
Solomon's house. There seem to be no cherubim in the
holy of holies except those on the ark. The walls and
folding doors were ornamented with alternate palm trees
and cherubim. The face of a man faced one way and the
face of a young lion faced in the opposite direction. The
ox and the vulture do not appear in Ezekiel's temple.
The covenant recalled by the encircling rainbow was
made with the fowl, the cattle, and the beasts of the
earth, as well as with mankind (Gen. 9:8-17). In the
beginning the animal kingdom, which is, with more than
./'scientific" accuracy, called "the moving soul which has
life" (Gen. 1:20), is divided into seven, groups. Besides
those enumerated in the covenant with Noah, there are
the '"great whales" and "every living soul that moveth"

and tlie Cherubim
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in the waters (Gen. 1:21) as well as the "creeping
things'' of the earth (1:25).

Before pressing the connection of the creatures con-'

tained in the ark with the cherubim, we will seek to
define the distinctive characteristics of the whole animal
creation of which these form the major portion.
Affer the cataclysni of the second verse of Genesis,
the order of the restoration of the earth and of the crea
tion upon it was progressive. The first day saw the
division between light and darkness. The second spread

out the expanse between the waters above and beneath.
The third day saw the separation of the dry land from
the seas. It also witnessed the first forms of life, the
grass, yielding seed, and the trees, yielding fruit with
seed within it. Here is life, but no motion and no soul.
The fourth day was demoted to the celestial luminaries.
On the fifth day we have the creation of life asrain, as on
the third day, but it is especially oualified as the moving
soul.
The sea and the air are filled with life which,
unlike the grass and trees, which would die if tlieir roots

were Setached from the soil in which they grow, are

detached and capable of motion and of sensation. These
were brought forth by the waters.
As usual the" sevenfold division is segregated into
two groups of four and three. Two of these are ignored
- in the covenant with Noah for the reason, doubtless, that
they could not be destroyed by a deluge, hence needed
no assurance that it would not be" repeated. We have;
no reason to believe that the fish perished in the flood or
that they were preserved in the ark. The same is true of
the water mammals.
While the covenaint seems to
include every living soul with Noah in the ark, the

"creeping things'' are omitted from the special list in

the covenant.

On the sixth day the land brings forth souls, cattle
and creeping things and beasts and man, who is made
master of all the moving souls which have been created.
Animate creation, then, is divided into flora and

fauna, plant and animal.

Both have life, but only the
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latter have life detached from the earth, are capable of
independent motion, are endowed with consciousness, or
soul.
With these facts before us we perceive that the cheru
bim are not haphazard specimens of life but are con
fined to the animals of the land and air. "Creeping

things" are excluded.

The reason does not seem far to

find when we remember that the dragon, that old ser
pent, is figured by the head of the creeping creation. The
lion is the king of wild beasts, the bullock is the head of
the herds, the vulture is the autocrat oi: the air, and man
is master of them all.
■)
Thus the faces of the animals or cherubim establish
a definite connection with the living moving souls which
live on the land. Though seen in the heavens, they sug

gest the earth. Herein they diffar greatly from the elders.
In character at least, one is entirely celestial, the other

purely terrestrial. The elders do not appear in the Scrip

tures at all except when the powers of heaven are in view
in the latest letters of Paul and7 Peter. The cherubim, on
the contrary, appear at the very threshold of earth's
story and were the constant center of Israel's worship.
From the various symbols of animal life in this

prophecy we are prepared to deduce certain facts Which
will clear our way in understanding the symbol of the

four animals.

In the throne scene in which they first

appeal we also have the symbol of the Lambkin. We are
sure that this is notr literal. Christ never was and never
will be metamorphosed into an actual lambkin. So we
may be sure that we have here, not actual members of the

fauna of heaven, of species quite different from1 any'
known on earth, but symbolic representations of the
heads of earthly dominion.
This view of the cherubim is confirmed by the various
forms w,hich they assume. Were they creatures of blood
and flesh their appearance would be the same or similar
each time that they appear. Let us consider their wings.
In the tabernacle and temple they probably were fur-»
nished with two wings (Ex. 25 :20; 37:9; 1 Ki. 6:24, 27).

of Earthly Dominion
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In Ezekiel's vision* however, they appear with four,
wings, two of which were spread out above, and two
covered their bodies (Eze. 1:11, 23). In the Unveiling

they have six wings (4:8).

In each case they assume a

shape in accord with their surroundings. This flexibility
of form is sufficient evidence for assuming that they are
not zoological monstrosities, but figurative representa
tions of spiritual realities.

It is always a delicate matter to decide the meaning,
of a symbol, and the fact that this one has been so var

iously interpreted should deter us from being too dog

matic. One of the most popular explanations was that
they represented the four evangelists. From this came
the association of the lion with "Mark, and the " eagle"
with John. They have been taken as representative of
various epochs: the vulture denoting the millennial era;
the man, the so-called Christian; the bullock, the Mosaic;
and the lion, the patriarchal. Then again they have been
associated with the twelve tribes of Israel. It was said
that the standard of Judah was a lion, of Ephraim, a
bullock, of Reuben, a man, of Dan a vulture. Under
these representative tribes all the rest were marshalled.

The one point on which most modern interpreters
seem agreed is that they are symbols of the redeemed.
But they, as well as the elders, do not sing of their
redemption, but that they have been bought. As the
blood of Christ is a sufficient price for all creation, all has

been boiigfit, but all has not been redeemed.

The fact

that they appear in the first section of this vision, deal
ing with creation, ought to have been a bar to this inter
pretation. ,
There ought to be some kind of congruity between
this symbol and that which it purports to represent. If
it is limited to mankind, why is only one of the animals
given a human face ? It would be more suggestive if
none were thus endowed. But as one is human and the
rest animals of a lower order of creation, we cannot help
deducing that the reality has to do with that in which
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man is associated with the sentient creatures which share
with him the domain of earth.
No one who has read Ephesians and has reveled in
the grace which is ours in Christ Jesus, and is in sym
pathy with God's purpose to display the transcendent
riches of His grace in us, in the coming eons, can enter
tain the thought that these animals represent the church
which is Christ's body.
They deal out judgment, notv
grace.
They call on the destroying horsemen (6:1).
One of them gives the seven messengers the seven golden
bowls brimming with the fury of God (15:7). Cbuld we
do such a thing? We should be profoundly thankful
that such work is not for us.
By a process of elimination we may arrive at the
correct interpretation of this symbol. This august judg
ment session is the crisis of the eons. The triumphant
march of the powers of evil is about to be checked. All
creation is vitally interested in the proceedings, and we
may be sure that all creation is represented. We have
already seen that heaven has its delegates in the twentyfour elders, and in the myriads of messengers. But the
special scene of judgment is the earth. Are its denizens
without representation in thifc session of high heaven at
the very crisis of its history ? Far from it! In the four

animals we see the symbol of the only part of creation
still without representation—the living souls that move

upon the earth. The animals are living souls as well as
man, and have a much greater right to blessing than
humankind, for their thralldom is the result of man's

sin. In the judgments which flow from this fiery throne,
there are promises of relief and liberation. Through
them they, too, shall be freed from the slavery of corrup- :
tion into the glorious liberty of the children of God
(Rom. 8:21). Man shares the creatures' groan and the
creatures shall shares his release.

Our traditional training would lead us to look for the

animals somewhere on the far fringes of the throne encir
cling tlirong. Surely the elders and the angels are

nearer to the seat of Majesty than the soujs of earth!

of Living Souls
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Is not divine government fixed firmly in the hands of
these celestial dignitaries? Not so! Not to messengers
does He subject the future inhabited earth (Heb. 2:5).
That is in the hands of a Man. And even the heavenly
realms shall be ruled by earth souls such as We, who
become members of Christ's body. Through humiliated
humankind God will reveal the deepest lessons of His
heart to the highest creatures in the universe. And so
we find the cherubim where they belong—centering in
the throne and around the throne—like the golden fig
ures on the mercy seat, a part of the very throne of God.
Only One is nearer, if that may be. The Lambkin is
in the center of the throne and of the four animals. Yet
He, too, was one with them—a living soul. . So that in
this symbolic scene is pre-figured the outcome of the,

impending judgment day. "

*

n The four animals, then, are the heads of animal crea
tion on the earth, and represent man and his fellow
creatures of the land and air, who, like him, are living
souls. Weak and worthless as they seem, compared with
the heavenly hosts-, they are the center of the divine
administration to which this vision is the prelude.
It is the groaning creation which invokes judgment

to right its Wrongs. It is the suffering of conscious souls
which calls the four horsemen to their awful task. And
it is those who endure the burdens of. great Babylon who
hand the bowls of vengeance to the messengers. Apos
tate Israel has bought her blessings at the cost of untol'd
misery and weariness and woe on the part of the souls
Who served her foul purpose. In His just retribution, a
living soul, the symbol of their victims; brings on the
bowls ol, vengeance.

-

. Just as the blood of Abel cried^to God from the
ground, for it was Abel's soul, or suffering, so the
souls under the altar cry for vengeance, because they
figure the fearful fate of the martyrs, so the heads of
sentient soul lifev on earth call for the judgment which
rights their wrongs and answers to their sufferings.
Let us not miss the marvelous message taught in the
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position of the cherubim.
The angels are near the
t&rone. The elders are nearer. But the animals are near
est. Indeed they are a component of the throne itseK.
The earth may be small and insignificant compared with

the heavfens, but it has become, by association with the
sufferings of God's Son, the center of His administration
of the universe.
A. E. K.

Boofe of Job

PBELUDE AND POSTLTTDE
(2:1-5 and 42:12-17)

The Prelude and Postlude are thrown together.

The

"beginning" and "latter end" are placed side by side,
with the intention of bringing into relevancy the points
of difference.

To grasp these we must view „ these sec

tions as a whole and emphasize the salient features.
It is customary to indent lines of poetry according
to rhyme.

Lines ending with harmonious sounds are

placed equidistant from' the left margin.

The same prin

ciple may be profitably adopted in Biblical analysis. The
passage setting forth Job's "beginning" is filled with

harmonies.

In order to exhibit these to the eye, we will

arrange them so that analogous subjects will have the
same indentation.
Job. What he was (verse 1).
His sons and daughters,—their number (verse 2).
His possessions,-—great (verse 3a).
His position,—great (verse 3b).
His sons and daughters,—their ways (verse 4).
Job. m What he did (verse 5).
^

Analyzed after the same fashion, the postlude pre

sents the following:
Job. His double blessing (verse 12a).
Job. His possessions (verse 12b).
His sons and daughters,—their number (verse 13).
His daughters,—their names (verse 14).
His daughters,—their beauty (verse 15a).

His sons and daughters,—their inheritance (verse 15b).

Job. His longevity (verse 16).
Job. His decease (verse 17).
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The Beginning

The Prelude introduces us to a scene of archaic sim
plicity and stately quietude in the land of Uz, and pre
sents to us Job, amidst social and domestic circum
stances, surrounded by his sons and daughters, and #

1 living with such outward display as invariably betokens
social prominence and greatness.

A few terse sentences

acquaint us with the "beginning" of the person who

is to act the foremost part of the drama.
we kiiow of Job before his captivity!

the information!

How little

How scanty is

I do not say that it is not enough; I

believe it is enough—enough ta give insight into the
^character and spiritual condition of the man and his

family, enough to explain and justify the necessity for
the severe ordeal he underwent; but in the mere matter

of words, how small it is!

The locality where he liv^d;

the inventory of his live stock;/the number of liis chil
dren; two or three traits of personal character and a

glimpse of ordinary family routine, is all we have.

A

few rapid" pictures of rural greatness and festal mirth

and ceremonial round and the scene is gone!

If you

will write, in the manner in which novel writers are
wont to acquaint their readers with the origin of their
heroes, the beginning of Job, how diminutive and meagre

it is!
The Prelude gives us, in effect, a rough sketch from the

-life of Job and his family in one of those rare moments
when environments wear* on the physiognomy of men,

lineaments which reflect the innermost depths of their
being; when even inanimate nature seems to become
instinct with life, and the dullest details acquire pro

found meaning.

As a sudden flash of lightning, break

ing the darkness of a stormy night, reveals to the straye'd
traveler the contours of the surrounding landscape in

of Job
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the twinkling of an eye, s6 these artless touches of the

Prelude seize those details in Job V course of life, which
give color to the picture, and bring to the surface the
calibre of the inner life.

.

Job, the central figure of the book, was "perfect

and upright, and one that feared God, and eschewed
evil".

Here we find a combination of features in the

man renowned for righteousness (Ezek. 14:14, 16, 18,

20).

First, he stands before us in uprightness—the

idea of unchallenged conduct, an absolutely right atti
tude towards men and circumstances.

Then further, he

was "one, that feared God", one who acknowledged the

Almighty in all his ways, complied with His claims, and
sought to attain the golden .mean of restful serenity,

as far from the glitter of life as from its stains.

Having

thus outlined his personal character, the inspired writer

(whoeyer he may be matters not) proceeds to show how
Job's integrity manifested itself in the habitual round
of social and home life.
First, as to his property.

"His substance was seven

thousand sheep, and three thousand camels, and five

thousand yoke of oxen, and five hundred she-asses, and a
very great household"; viz., he acquired'it by means
of honest thrift, legimate speculation, and unreproaehable commercial transactions.

It is right and proper to

utilize life's opportunities for the amelioration of our

condition, materially or otherwise.

But while we are

anxious to establish the unquestionable legitimacy of

indulging in contrivances conducive to temporal pros
perity, it would be well to lay equal emphasis upon the

fact that all such ventures are fraught with tremendous
peril.

All riches and grandeur are glorified dust, and

the affluence, which often crowns the enterprises of stu-
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dious frugality, may be easily overvalued, become the
insignia of monetary and aesthetic rank, gain the signifi''cance of wealth and social display and rivalry, and be
used to erect a vantage point from which the "god of

this age" can touch us and our affairs, and use it in
establishing a moral sway, which is foundad on the

material intruments of moral interests.

Job's camels,

oxen, she-asses and sheep: these were good in God's
hands, though purely terrestrial and ministering exclu-,

sively to temporal wants; and they would have been
good in Job's hands, had he sought in them sufficiency
of want and good works.

But such was not the case;

though to all appearance, and as far as human obser

vation went, it seemed to 'be.
Lamenting his departed prosperity Job said: "When
I went forth to the gate unto the city, when I prepared
my seat in the broad place, the young saw me and hid

themselves, and the aged rose up and stood; the princes
refrained talking, and laid their hand on their mouth;

the voice of the nobles was hushed, and their tongue
clave to the roof of their mouth"

(29:7-9).

Without

further quoting Job's long oath of clearing (29 to 31),
it is evident, from the words before us, that'his sub
stance acquired, in his estimation, the significance of
social pomp and worldly ambition; and that he valued

these useful and indispensable things, not merely as com
mon comforts and necessities, but also for the sake of
prestige, honor and power, to which these accessories
entitled him in the eyes of the community.
It is thus, that acts of generosity and works of benev

olence and philanthropy in which we may delight, and

which outsiders may admire and hold forth before the
public as examples worthy of imitation, may be but sub-

Prosperity
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tile webs spun out of the inscrutable recesses of the

natural

heart—webs whose threads Satan holds and

manipulates with t a view , of providing respect-able and

pleasant outlets for the pride of life.

Satan may be the

instigator 6f deeds of generosity and acts of self-denial,
if Qnly under the garb of altruism and piety these may
be used to elicit self-praise.

His mark may be on every

dollar of the fortune given to charity.

The picture of Job's family is one of enviable har
mony and unanimity.

There are rounds of feasting on t

ceremonial days; sisters lend their presence to the festiv
ities of their brothers; while the aged father sacrifices
burnt offerings to atone for whatever follies youth may
have indulged in.

Charming as this picture of family

life may appear at first sight, it is pervaded by the sheer

instinct of natural affection, and evidences no other
fruits but such as grow on the soil of fallen human
nature.

There are homes on God's earth today, where

children are respectful to their parents, where brothers
and sisters esteem one another and welcome opportu

nities" to express their mutual attachment; but there is
nothing in all these amiable qualities that could be

ascribed to the exclusive work of divine grace, and
regarded as the implantation of the holy Spirit.

All

men have love as an instinct; mere natural love towards
those whom they like, or who do well for them; and
wicked men love one another from mere natural affinity,

as a lioness loves her cubs.

"If ye love them which love

you, what reward have ye? do not even the publicans
the same?"

Saul, after Jehovah had forsaken him,

showed feelings of generosity and kindness for his fam
ily and nation, and Dives in hades expressed solicitude

and concern for the five brethren he left behind!

But
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neither of these had as much as a spark of divine love.
The spiritual condition underlying this lovely picture
of a pleasant home, is far from being enviable. In spite
of personal integrity—integrity for which Jehovah
vouched and pronounced to be unique on earth—Job was
vexed by the apprehension of the possibility of his chil
dren having "cursed God", and thei*e lurked in his
heart some undefined but ever-felt and present fear (3:
25). Job had that natural wisdom which fears God and
departs from evil; but that heavenly wisdom which
always justifies Go'd and condemns man he did not have.
* Passing on to the Postlude, we are at once conscious
of moving in a totally different atmosphere-—an atmos
phere of heavenly fragrance whose every atom is per
meated with the presence of God.

One finds himself

surrounded on every hand by those exotic fruits of

righteousness which are the result of the indwelling
and operation of the holy Spirit.

"And Jehovah grave Job twice as much as he had

before." Job now held his increased substance as a
divine gift entrusted tq his stewardship: no longer was
it the insignia of worldly power; no longer was the value
of monetary rank and social prestige attached to it; no
longer was it used for gratifying the ambitions of the
heart, but became a channel for the outflow of God's
indwelling and transforming grace.
The family transformation is no less stupendous.

An additional ray of light may be obtained by a slight
emendation of the fourteenth verse. "And they (not
he) called the name of the first, Jemimah; the name of

the second, Kezia; and the name of the third, Keren-

happuch." This apparently insignificant change is very
valuable, inasmuch as it indicates that these were not the

of Job
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names that Job gave his daughters, but appellations

which the children of the east bestowed on them on
account of their beauty. Jemimah means fair or pure,
and was so called not merely on account of her beauty,
but also because of spiritual purity which could touch
life everywhere with a sanctified hand. Kezia means
cassiar—an ingredient used in the preparation of thelioly
anointing oil (Ex. 30:24-29), and speaks of prayer and
loving labor. Possibly as she went visiting among the
poor and1 outcast, speaking words of comfort and pray
ing with them, they named her so in recognition of her
works

of

mercy.

Keren-happufch

means * paintbox.

Women in those remote days were frequently moved by
the same feeling of vanity which actuates women of
today: they seek to improve their appearance by the use

of cosmetics.

Job's daughter had neither need, desire,

nor time to waste on such shams, but adorned herself
with the ornament of that meek and quiet spirit, which
is in the sight of God of great price.

Their father gave

them inheritance among their brethren.

Thus Job's

daughters were no more, as at first, mere figures gracing

by their, presence the festivities of their brothers, but
became, in God's appointed sphere and manner, impor

tant factors in the furtherance of the Lord's work.
Nothing more is heard of their eating and drinking.
The kindness of God our Saviour and His love to men

dawned upon them.

With the dawning of that love, all

the phantoms of former days vanished away.

The lower

orders of worldly aspirations and carnal pleasures gave

place to the higher in the realm of spiritual service.

So

much for the difference.

What lies at the basis of this transformation is not

difficult to find.

The name of God occurring in the Pre-
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lude is Elohim; in the Postlude, Jehovah.

The former

is connected with creation, the latter with covenant rela
tionship and grace.

At the beginning God is known as

a far-off Ruler; at the end He is known as an ever-

present Friend.

Originally, man was the offspring of

God by creation; in that'relationship he failed.

God

has now come to us as the Saviour,, Who Himself has
provided a ransom for our sins.

He lavishes favor; all

His dealings with the members of His family have one

end—that we renounce all confidence in the flesh and
find repose in His all-sufficient, all-embracing love.
V. G.

in

INTKODUCTION TO ACTS
" t

(continued)

Referring back to the Structure of the Introduction of
the Acts, we find that Acts 1:3 (designated 21) has to do

with the apostles' reception of intensive kingdom
instruction from the Lord Jesus during the forty postresurrection days.

The first part of that verse shows how, through His
appearances during these forty days, He gave proof of
the fact of His resurrection to His chosen apostles.
Henceforth they were to proclaim a Christ crucified and
risen, for His resurrection was the proof .that His
earthly ministry was true, and had been acknowledged
by God.
The second part of this verse shows that His instruc
tion, which He gave to His chosen apostles was "con
cerning the kingdom of God". Here again we find that

the scope of both of Luke's treatises is confined to the

kingdom of God, "the hope of Israel''. The Christ was
preparing His chosen apostles for the work they were
to carry on in^His absence.
Was He preparing them to establish the church, the
body of Christ, by giving them this intensive instruction
on "the things concerning the kingdom of, God"? A
strange way indeed it would be to prepare them for a

hew work, by instructing them concerning an old work;

to prepare them for the calling out of a heavenly people,
by instructing them concerning the things connected
with the earthly people; to prepare them for the estab
lishing of the church, the body of Christ, by instructing
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/ them concerning the kingdom people—the bride of the

Lambkin!

'

If this verse read that, during these forty days, He
was " speaking concerning the church, the body of
Christ", then we might expect to find church history,
church government, and church truth in the book of the
Acts. But as tbis verse tells us that His instruction
was "concerning the kingdom of God", we expect to
find kingdoih truth, and not church truth, in the book
which records the acts, the teaching and the preaching
of these chosen apostles subsequent to this intensive
kingdom instruction.

,
In Acts 1:4, 5 (designated 31 in the Structure) we
have the command to wait for the promise of the Father,

baptism in spirit.

In this command Efe charged them

not to depart from Jerusalem; they were to wait for the
promise of the Father; they were reminded that this
promise of the Father had been made known to ^them
by Him.
^
Luke's first treatise shows us what this promise of
the Father means, "And behold, I send forth the prom
ise of My Father upon you: but tarry ye in the city,
until ye be clothed with power from on high" (Luke
24:49).
In both of these treatises this gift which they were
about to receive is spoken of as "the promise of the
.Father".. In the first treatise this is described as the
reception of "power from on high".
In the second
treatise this same promise is described as baptism in holy
spirit. Evidently, then, baptism in holy spirit is that
which gives them/'power from on high", and consti

tutes "the promise of the Father".

***

'

,

They were "not to depart from Jerusalem, but to
wait for the promise of the Father" (Acts 1:4). They
were to tarry in the city until they were clothed,with
power from on high (Luke 24:49). When that promise
was fulfilled tlie charge "not to depart from Jerusa
lem", but to "wait" and to "tarry", was abrogated.
Then the apostles not only were at liberty to leave Jeru
salem, but were under orders to leave Jerusalem in the

'

Power from on High •■ *

.
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gradual development of their appointed ministry (See
verse 8).
\
•
,
When was this promise of the Father fulfilled to
them! On the,day of Pentecost.
(See Acts 2:1-13),
John the Baptist had baptized in water.

They were to

)e baptized in holy spirit "not many days hence"

verse 5).
John the Baptist himself had foretold the
coming of One Who should baptize in holy spirit (Matt.
Jrll). When the Promised One came, unlike John the
laptist, He did not baptize in water. (See John 4:1, 2).
leither did He, in fulfillment of John the Baptist's
prediction, baptize in holy spirit. "If any thirst, let
hm come to Me; and let him drink who believeth in
Bfe, as saith the Scriptures, 'Out of Him (i. e., Christ)
shll flow rivers of living-water7. But this He said concening the spirit which those believing in Him were
abut to receive; for holy spirit had not yet been given,

beause Jesus was not yet glorified'* (John 7:37-39).
Hee we find that John the Baptist's prediction, that

theLord Jesus would baptize in holy spirit, could not
be nilfilled until the Lord Jesus had been glorified.
As re open the *book of the Acts we have left behind us
the^ecord of the Lord Jesus V death and resurrection.
Were tm the very verge of His ascension and glorifica
tion Hence baptism in holy spirit is "not many days
henc" (Acts 1:5). On Pentecost John the Baptist's

predtion was fulfilled,' and the Lord Jesus baptized
the $embled disciples* in holy spirit.
"V\at was the purpose of this baptism in holy spirit?
The ommon

theory

is

that

this

baptism

was

the

establhment of a spirituaFunity among the believers,
that Ire, at Pentecost, we have the beginning of the
formaon of the one body as described in 1 Cor. 12:12-

14, "Ir even as the body is one and has many members

yet alihe members of the one body, being many, are
one bot, thus, also is the Christ. For in one spirit we
all wei^aptized into one body, whether Jews.or Greeks,
whetheilaves or free, and all were made to imbibe one

spirit, 'or the body is not one member, but many."
Luke's ]§t treatise gives an emphatic negative to this
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theory. The "promise of the Father" was givei\ not for
the purpose of establishing a spiritual unity, but that
the disciples might receive "power from on high" to
equip them for their ministry (Luke .24:49). Luke'8
second treatise is equally emphatic in telling us that tha
baptism in holy spirit was given to empower the discipla
for their'work (Acts 1:8).
Peter's quotation, froxi
Joel, on the day of Pentecost, describes the pouring forth,
of the spirit, not as the bond of a spiritual unity, but is
the empowering for service (Acts 2:16-18).
In Acs
4:31 the infilling with holy spirit likewise empowers fir
testimony. In Philip's Samaritan ministry, the evideiee
of his baptism in holy spirit was power from on highas
manifested in signs and great powers (Acts 8':B).

'i When Simon saw that through the laying on of ;tie

apostles' hands holy spirit was given" to these Samritan believers, he coveted the same power to thus imtart
holy spirit. How did Simon see that holy Spirit was
given? By the manifestation of "power from on h?h"
as in verse 13.
(See Acts 8:18, 19). Holy spiriffell
upon all the believing household of Cornelius a* the
result of Peter's preaching. How did Peter andthey
of the Circumcision know of this baptism in holy sirit ?
"For they heard them speak with tongues, and minify
God" (Acts 11:46). Here again baptism in holyspirit
empowers for testimony and service. When Pa; laid
his hands on certain disciples who had been bptized
into John's baptism, "holy spirit came upon" the;,* and
tjiey spoke with tongues and prophesied" (Acil9:l7). Again we have the impartation of powers *>m on
high for service.
All these occurrences agree with the hought
advanced in both of Luke's treatises, namelyaat the
baptism in holy spirit, spoken of in the Act is the
impartation of powei* from en high for servic((upori a
unity already formed through water baptism),ence the

day of Pentecost is not the formation of a netfpiritual
sunity, as afterwards described in 1 Cor. 12.2-14, but
is the preparation of the disciples, there assebled, for
their kingdom testimony. Their unity was manifested

and Spirit Baptism
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in water baptism, not in spirit baptism. Our unity (as
members of the one body) is effected by spirit baptism
(1 Cor. 12:12-14), and not by water baptism.
As corroborative evidencfe that the water baptism
which sealed the unity of the kingdom believers, has no
place in the formation of the unity of this present
Secret Economy (which is first revealed in Ephesians)
let us look at the structure of the list of spiritual unities
of this economy, as enumerated in Eph. 4:4-6. We will
use the letters a, b, c, and d to show forth the corres
pondence between the different unities. a1

one body.

b1
c1

one spirit.
according as you were called also with one expec
tation in your calling,

d
c2

b,2

a2

one Lord.
one faith.

one baptism.
cne God and Father of all, Who is over all, and through

ill, and in all.

Thi* structure shows that in a1 and a2 we have the
one body with the God and Father of all (in this body),
Who is *Ver all, and through all, and in all. In b1 and
b2'we hive the one spirit corresponding with the one
baptism. The one baptism of this present economy is
therefore the baptism in this one spirit which makes of
us a spirtual unity.
The addition of water baptism
would mem that there are two baptisms, water and
spirit, whfeh would ruin this list of spiritual unities.
In c1 and t2, "you are called also with one expectation
in your caling", corresponds with the one faith result
ing from ths calling and its proclamation of one expec
tation. In tie center of this list of spiritual unities, we
have the on» Lord (designated d in the structure),
* around Whon all these spiritual unities of this present
Secret Econony revolve.
If we are a\ liberty to mar this list of spiritual unities
by the additiot of water baptism to the one baptism in
one spirit, then others have the same liberty to add other
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bodies, other spirits, other expectations and callings,
other Lords, other faiths, and other Gods and Fathers,
for of each of these, baptism included, the Word of God
says that there is but one in this economy.
During the Pentecostal and Transitional Economies,
which preceded the present Secret Economy, there were
more than one baptism (water and spirit) ; more than
one calling and expectation (Israel and thes gentiles)
more than one body; more than one faith, for Israel had*
a peculiarly special place of privilege and power allotted
to her, while the gentiles were given the place subordin
ate. This constituted therefore more than one body, and
the respective faiths of Israel and the gentiles were
necessarily based upon the truth proclaimed as to their
respective places in the kingdom, hence there was more
than one faith. Concerning those at present outside the
pale of God's grace, we are told that to them "there are
many gods and many lords" (I Cor. 8:5). To as, the

members of the one body, u there is one God, the Father,

... and one Lord, Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. 8:6), And
only about us, the members of the one body, aad only
during this Secret Economy, can it be said thit there
is but one body, one spirit, one expectation and calling,

one Lord, one. faith, one baptism, and one 5rod and
Father. Let us not mar this list of spiritual unities by
insisting on importing into it the rite of wate? baptism,
which is the symbol of unity for the kingdom believers,
but not for the one body. And let us not inport into
the spirit baptism "of the Pentecostal Econony, during
the Acts period, the thought of the formation of a new
spiritual unity, when Luke^s first and secoid treatises
unite in telling us that this baptism in sprit was but
the believers' empowering, from on high, /or the king
dom work and testimony that lay fo
In Acts 1:6, 7 (designated 22 in the Structure) we
have the apostles' question concerning tie time of the
kingdom's restoration to Israel, and the word's answer.
In verse 6 we read that this question vas asked when
the apostles were come together. The pl*ce of this meet
ing was Mt. Olivet (se$ verse 12). Tlere the apostles

of the Kingdom

tl

had been told to meet Him after His resurrection. (See
Matt. 28:10, 16). From thence He ascended to heaven

(Acts 1:9-11).

t

It is quite commonly taught that the apostles showed
great lack of spiritual perception in asking the Lord,
"dost thou at this time restore the kingdom to IsraelV9
(verse 6). If so, ^hy then did not the Lord rebuke and
enlighten them at this time when He was about to

ascend to heaven?

"Would He leave His apostles, who

were to carry on His absentee ministry, with such gross

lack of spiritual perception, and such a woeful misun
derstanding of the nature of this absentee ministry,
when just a word of explanation would have set them

right?

Stranger still, if the common teaching (that the apos
tles showed woeful lack of spiritual perception in their
question) is correct, that the Lord, instead of enlighten
ing them, said, "It is not for you to know times or sea
sons, which the Father hath set within His own author

ity" (verse 7)|. Virtually this answer meant that the
kingdom was to be restored to Israel, but that so many
questions were involved in the carrying out of God's
program that the time of this restoration could not at
present be made known to them, for the Father alone
determines the times and seasons.
Let us note also that, in the Structure, this section

(22) corresponds with verse 3 (21 in the Structure).

In this corresponding section <verse 3) we find that for

the forty post-resurrection days the Lord had given
these same apostles intensive instruction concerning the
kingdom of God. This is the kingdom )which is to be
established, on this earth, in whit;h. Israel is to have the
place pre-eminent. "What more natural, therefore, than
this question "dost Thou at this time restore the kingdom
to Israel?" (verse 6). Lacking in spiritual perception,
indeed, these apostles would have been,A if they had not

firmly believed in the restoration of \he kingdom to
Israel,

after such kingdom instruction as they had

received!

,
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The restoration of the kingdom to Israel was a
divinely revealed truth then, as it is now. The only
question then as now, is the question of time,—"When

will it be restored ?''

,

There were scriptural reasons Vhy these apostles
should think that "at this time" the kingdom might be
restored to Israel. The Lord had just told them that

they would be baptized in holy spirif to empower them
for

service.

Their knowledge of the

Old Testament

Scriptures would cause them to connect" this teaching
with Joel 2:28-32, where the pouring forth of God's
spirit for service is located in the Day of the Lord,
which synchronizes with the establishment of the king

dom upon this earth.

!

,

Again they would be reminded of Isa. 32:9-17. In
verses 9-14 there is the picture of the desolation of Israel.
From the latter part of verse 15 to verse 17 we have the
picture of the restoration of Israel. What brought about
the change?
The first part of verse 15 gives us the
clue, "until the spirit be poured upon us from on high".
The Lord had just spoken of the pouring forth of the
spirit upon them. Why should this not be followed by
the restoration of the kingdom to Israel as in Isa. 32:
15-W?
These words of the Lord, about spirit baptism, would
remind them of Ezek. 39:22-29, where the restoration
of Israel is spoken of, .closing with the reason for their
restoration, "for I have ppured out My spirit upon the
house of Israel, saith the Lord Jehovah", (verse 29).
If the pouring out of God's spirit is the reason assigned
for the restoration of the kingdom (in Ezekiel) why

should not the promised baptism in spirit (of Acts 1:

4-5) be followed by the restoration of the kingdom to
Israel?
Instead of charging the apostles with lack of spiritual

perception, because of their query concerning the time of

the kingdom's restoration, their critics may be rightly
charged with a woeful lack of spiritual perception,
because both the near and the, remote contexts are
against their assumption that the work of the apostle^

the Limits of .the.-Land
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was to be the establishment of the church, instead of the
proclaiming of the earthly kingdom hope with a view
to the kingdom's restoration to Israel.
In Acts 1:8 (32 in the Structure) yve are told of the
purpose of spirit baptism, and also what the scopes of
the apostles' ministry was to be. This verse should be
read in connection with the corresponding verses (Sec
tion 31—Acts 1:4, 5)^ In these verses the promise of
the Father, baptism in' holy spirit, is to be waited for.
It was to be fulfilled to them "not many days hence".
Now (in verse 8) the reason for this .spirit baptism is
given, i. e., that they might have power for witnessing.
Then the scope of this apostolic witness-bearing minis
try is defined. It was to be divided into three parts;
they were to witness in Jerusalem; in all Judea and
Samaria; and unto the furthest parts of the land. The
record of the Jerusalem ministry is found in Acts 1:
12—7:60; the Judean and Samaritan ministry in Acts
8:1—9:2; the ministry unto the furthest parts of the
land in Acts 9:31—12:23. Eead these passages of Scrip
ture carefully and see how little scriptural foundation
there is for the assumption that the twelve apostles be
long to the body of Christ, or had anything to do with
establishing the body of Christ. When the time arrived
for the calling out of the body of Christ, God did not
use the twelve apostles, but Paul, Barnabas and other
apostles whom He had chosen for this ministry.
The
twelve-apostles continued in their ministry, the procla
mation of the gospel of the kingdom.
'
In Acts 1:9-11 (I2 in the Structure) we have the
Lord Jesus' ascension, and the angel's declaration con
cerning His future descension.
The* angelic message to the apostles, "this Jesus,
Who was received up from you into heaven, shall so
come in like manner as ye beheld Him ^oing into
heaven," refers to the hope of Israel-(Acts 28:20). It
must not be confused with the hope of the body of
Christ, for we are "in a state of prior expectancy in the

Christ" (Eph. 1:12).

Our hope will be fulfilled before

the Christ returns to this earth in fulfillment of Israel's
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hope, as related to the apostles by these two men in
white apparel (Acts 1:10, 11). In our prior hope the
Christ descends into the air (IThes. 4:13-18), not to the
earth, and we shall meet Him there and be transported
to the heavens where our eitizinship belongs, having
received celestial bodies, the body of our humiliation

having been conformed to His fcody glorious (1 Cor. 15:

49; Phil. 3:20, 21). In our prior hope, the Christ de
livers us from this earth, and the indignation that shall
descend upon all that are upon the earth (Rom. 5:9),
while, in Israel's hope the Christ keeps the^ faithful
remnant through the indignation, and then descends to
the earth tp set up the long promised kingdom, in which
they shall receive their allotments (Un. 3:10, 11).
According to the message of these two men in white
apparel, the Lord Jesus is to come to Israel "in like
manner" as He ascended into heaven (Acts 1:11). A
cloud received Him out of their sight (Acts 1:9). "He
is coming with clouds" (Un. 1:7). He ascended from
Olivet; He shall descend upon Olivet (Zech. 14:4). He
ascended in visible, bodily form; He shall descend_m
visible, bodily form.
He ascended from a believing
remnant of Israel; He shall descend to a believing rem
nant of Israel. He ascended with the kingdom not yet
established; He shall descend with the kingdom not yet
established, for only after His descension will it be estab
lished. He ascended from a people who ."were looking
steadfastly into heaven as He went" (Acts 1:10) ; He
shall return to a people who are looking steadfastly into
heaven for His reappearance, with the cry, "Bb coming,
Lord Jesus", in their hearts, and upon their lips (Un.
22:20).
He ascended from a believing remnant of Israel beset
. with enemies round about; Hq shall descend to a believ
ing remnant of Israel, likewise beset, and shal} deliver
them, and give them the place of supremacy over the
nations (Zech. 14:1-21).
When this section (I2—Acts 1:9-11) is viewed to

gether with its corresponding section (I1—Acts 1:1, 2)
we note that in I1 of the Structure we are reminded of

to Mount Olivet
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( the Lord Jesus' ministry until His ascension, while in I2
we have His ascension, and the promise of His future
deseension to complete the ministry of I1. Therefore we
have neither a new beginning, nor an ending in this
book.

The ministry of I1 is recorded in Luke's first treatise,
' the gospel of Luke; the future descension of I2 is not
recorded in this book, because it is still future. This
future descension, and the events that precede it, are
shown to us in the Unveiling of Jesus Christ. .
Between these two personal appearances of the Lord
Jesus, upon this earth, for the beginning and the com
pletion of God's counsels for the earth, we have, in the
Acts, a parenthetical absentee continuation, of His min
istry, through His apostles, with the reason why His
descension was postponed, instead of following immedi
ately upon this absentee ministry. That reason is sum
med up in one word—unbelief.
H. W. Martin.

ART AND SCIENCE

The concordance method of analysis makes philology a

science,- not an art.

Art takes license.

Art is allowed

to "give the sense" as it appears to the artist. In con
sequence no two artists paint the same scene alike, or
give the same rendering, for the reason that no two
people have the same sense of proportion or values.
When it comes to words of truth, the fallibility of trans

lations rises or falls with the individual's standard of
truth, Now, the whole point of inspiration is just this:

that man has no standard of truth, and therefore re
quires a revelation from God. This means, of course,
that all God's words and elements of speech are used in
a pure sense, and as scientifically precise as the laws of
light. Consequently, personal opinion is excluded, and
no Scripture is of any private interpretation. Once let
the translator .find the definition that is right and it will
be as much at home in one place as in another. The)
overlooking of this principle has not prevented the light
of God's word <from shining, but it has obscured the

light.

Those of us who watch the progress of'the con

cordant method are vibrating with expectancy of.the
precious gems now about to see daylight after centuries
of obscurity. It is 300 years since Thomas Hobbes, tutor,
to Lord Cavendish in 1610,^ warned philologians, but it
is only now that concern is shown. These are his words:
'' Seeing that truth consisteth in the right ordering
of names in our affirmations, a man that seeketh precise
truth hath need to remember what every name^he useth
stands for, or else he will find himself entangled in words
as a bird in lime-twigs. For the errors of definitions
multiply themselves, according as the multiplying pro"ceeds, and lead men into absurdities . . . from which
proceed all false and senseless tenets.
For words are
wise men's counters—they do but reckon by them—but
they are the money of fools, that value them by the
authority of an Aristotle, a Cicero, or a Thomas, or any
other doctor whatsoever, if but a man."
Horatio Matthews, M. D.

Qoncorfcant jStubiei

A CONCORDANT TEST

"It is impossible to follow any fixed principle in trans
lating the New Testament; a single English word will
not iit any given Greek wordj and no English ^ord can
be confined to any one Greek word." This statement, it
will be seen, is an exact contradiction to the principles
laid down in the compilation of the Concordant Ver
sion.

Usually, we would be inclined to disprove this sweep-^
Yet, in specific instances, it doubtless eontains a measure of truth, and it shall be our present task
to gauge that measure and examine a special case which
seems to prove it, and which presents some of the diffi
ing assertion.

culties and disabilities attendant on the application^ of

the opposite principles which underlie the Concordant
Version.

Specific objection has been taken to the sublinear

replete and the corresponding words in the version,
brimming,

pack,

cram,

etc.,

representing

the

Greek

words gemo and gemizo.
It should be understood that such cases as this are
most unusual. There are, in all probability, not a score
of words in the Greek Scriptures, which are so recal
citrant. "We shall consider the two forms gemo and
gemizo together, as this still further enhances the diffi
culty.
The first question is, What do these words mean?
Our versions and lexicons all unite in saying "be full"
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be filled". Is it not sheer presumption to chal
lenge this universal voice, especially as it makes the
whole matter smooth and pleasant, and our course is
likely to be rough and-disagreeable ? "Why not leave it las
the translators have always rendered it ?
In the first place it is not a definition. Several other
Greek words are rendered fill.
There is kerannumi,
which our version renders pour out in Rev. 14:10 and
fill in 18:6. This is a good example of the principle that
no one English word will fit any given Greek word, or,
perhaps we should state it more broadly, that any anto
nyms, or words of dissimilar meaning may be used for a
given Greek word! This is what they have done here.
If pour out and fill are one and the same Greek word, it
is the most acrobatic of all languages, for, in English, it
would be difficult to measure the distance between pour
out and fill, for they are exact opposites! The word
means neither pour out nor fill, but blend.
Another word our version rendered fill or fill up is
teleo. It is often translated finish (Mt. 13:53; 19:1;
26:1; Jno. 19:30; 2 Tim. 4:7; Rev. 10:7; 11:7; 20:5),

which is the standard of the Qoncordant Version. Here
again, if it were not for the tenor of the context, fill up
might mean the very opposite of finish. Tofill up God's
wrath gives us the notion that it is ready to break forth:
to finish or consummate His indignation gives us the
truth that, at that juncture, it will be empty or
exhausted because it has been poured out.
Another word translated be full is mestoo (Acts 2:
13). Its abjective is uniformly rendered full. A con
sideration of all the contexts will suggest that this word
means more than merely full. In each case the recep
tacle is of a pliant nature and is distended beyond its
usual limits by some cause. The '' vessel■" or'skin was

distended by the vinegar (Jno. 19:29). The charge
against the apostles was that they were bloated with new
wine (Acts 2:13).
*

"Fill" and "Full"
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Only once have our translators rendered chortazo
satisfy (Mk. 8:14), and once to be fed (Luke 16:21),
but elsewhere always fill. As it comes from a root meanhay, it is evident that the filling is confined to eating,
and each context bears this out.

The Concordant Ver

sion renders it satisfy, which satisfies the contexts and
defines the words much more satisfactorily than the

vague fill.
Another word, of similar import, korennumi, they

renderN had eaten enough (Acts:38) and full (1 Cor.

4:8). It doubtless means full of food, in even a stronger
degree than the word just noted. As we have English
words which register this distinction, why should we not
use them?* Why not use satisfy for one and sate for this
word? If we use full for eyerything (even when refer
ring to that which has been emptied!) what will become
of our language? A constricted vocabulary is a sign of
mental poverty and senility.
The one term in Greek which really corresponds with
our fill is the element -IIAH- pill. Together with its
derivatives and compounds it is rendered fill and ful
fill so generally that there is no occasion to doubt its
significance. Broad as our ^vord fill is, this Greek word

is even broader. It is not confined to food, as are two of
the words we have considered. It is superfluous to give
evidence on a matter in which all are agreed.
Coming back to gemo and gemizo, the words under
discussion, we are confronted with the problem with
which we began, but on a larger scale. Shall we trans
late the Greek words for blend, finish, distend, satisfy,

sate, and fill by the one word fill (as our version has
done), or shall we distinguish between them?

If we

may render them all fill then we may render these two

words fill also. If we distinguish between them, then,
we should draw a distinction here as well.
Now we can restate our opening principle in concrete
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terms. If no English word shall be confined to a given
Greek term then we may use one English word fill for
these seven Greek words. It is precisely as if a botanist
"defined" trees as trees, and refused to distinguish an
apple from an orange, or a fig frpm an olive. If the
printer of this article used such a principle his fonts
would all be miXeD and he would lose his position. If
the magazine or version were printed in this style it
would never be read.' If a carpenter used this principle,
and considered that seven inches more or less here and
there ]vould not matter, his work would never pass
inspection.
No line of human endeavor is practical
unless attention is paid to differences in detail. And
when men come to God's workmanship in nature,
whether on earth or in the heavens, only those who are
able to detect the minutest distinctions attain enimence
or obtain practical and profitable results from their,
labors. Only in the sphere of God's revelation are we
urged to ignore distinctions. What would he a vice in
other realms here becomes a virtue! Even an attempt
to differentiate between physical phenomena is applauded.

In the Scriptures it is decried and derided.
If, then, we are to distinguish between the words
gemo, gemizo and the usual term for fill, how shall we go
about it? The lexicons and versions probably all say it
means fill. As they say the same of three or four other
words the simple fact is that they do not define it at all.
No word is really defined until its boundaries have been
determined. And these are not determined by its rela-'
tion to words of totally different meaning, but to those
of similar significance.
We must get its exact force from the passages in
which it occurs.
Usually there is one passage which
affords the clue, which may then be tested by the rest.
Such we find in the second chapter of John. The Lord

told the servants \o fill the jars with water. If He had

that Define
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used the ordinary word they ^ould nave left at least a
small space between the water and the tops of the jars

to avoid spilling.

But, responding to the unusual term

which the Lord used, we are told that they filled the
jars as full as possible, to the very brim (Jno. 2:7). In
fact, they were so full that no more water could by any
means be added. The importance of this term can only
be fully realized when we consider the typical signifi
cance of the whole scene. The wine brings before us the
joy of the coming kingdom when the marriage of the
Lamb is celebrated. That joy will be unconfined, gun
ning over, like the brimming cheer furnished at Cana
of Galilee. The joy of God fills its vessels to repletion.
Here then, gemizo means to fill to the brim. The com
panion term gemo is also used of liquids in the Unveiling.
It differs from gemizo in that it lacks the -izo and means
simply being full in contrast with being filled. The
golden bowls of the twenty-four elders (Un. 5:8) are
brimming with incense, and (15:7) the seven calamities
are in the seven golden bowls'brimming with the fury of
God, and the scarlet woman has* a golden goblet in her
hand brimming with abominations, etc. The bride is
shown by one of the seven messengers who have the
seven bowls brimming with the seven last calamities
(Un. 21:9). "W^ho cannot feel the added forced of this
expressive term in such highly colored scenes as these!
The vessels ar6 completely filled, replete.
"What strength this rendering gives to such passages
as the following: Mat. 23:25: "you clease the outside
of the cup and the plate, yet the inside is brimming with
rapacity and incontinence.9' ^ Luke 11:39: "Now you
Pharisees are cleansing .the outside of the cup and the
platter, yet your inside is brimming with rapacity and

wickedness."

^

If this term were always confined to liquids, as in
these passages, our task would be satisfactorily finished.
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But it is not. We cannot use brimming of smoke (Un.
15:8), or a sponge (Mat. 15:36), or a house (Luke 14:

23} or a basket (Jnb. 6:13), or of the inside of men
(Mat. 23:25), or their mouths (Eom. 3:14).

Yet in all of these the one idea of repletion prevails,
more than mere fullness, so full that no more can be
added. In casting about for some English term which
most nearly expresses the distinct idea, which we may
use uniformly in the sublinear (as it is evident no one
English word can be used uniformly in the version) we
will find ourselves in difficulties. The many terms which
suggest excess or redundance will not dd for there is no
overflow, and other Greek words are used to express this
idea. We must find some term which, after exhaustive
tests, is not covered by any other Greek word and which
confines the thought within its proper limits.
To be
practical it must be only one word, not a phrase. The
only word which seems at all fitted for this uniform'
standard is replete. It is defined in the Standard Dic
tionary as "fill to the ufmost capacity". This is pre
cisely the meaning oigemo and gemizo. We know of
no other term in English which is so close an equivalent.
It differs, however, in its grammatical usage. We
cannot readily say replete of something. We must say
replete with.
As the sublinear, however, makes no
attempt at conformity to English grammar, this is no
valid objection. It does not lead to any misunderstand
ing.
To distinguish between gemo and gemizo, be-REPLETE

is used for the first alid REPLETEize for the second, for
-ize has the same force in English as in Greek.
The most serious problem of all remains. Brimming
does very well in the version where liquids are in ques

tion, but what of the other occurrences?

Available

synonyms are, stuff, cram, pack, soak (a sponge) "be
dense (with smoke). These all carry the idek of filling

Mathematics
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a given Bpace to the utmost, without invading the terri
tory of any other Greek word. If, for instance, any of
these English words were to be turned into Greek, gemo
or gemizo would be the most likely term to be chosen.
We have been asked whether if we were not ham
pered by the rule forbidding us to use the same English
word for several Greek words, we would have chosen
any of these terms. .Probably not. We would, in all
likelihood, have fallen into the usual rut, and used fill,
and so please most of our readers, but fail to please our
Lord. Where He has been pleased to put a difference
we wish to make a distinction:
One of the passages, dealing with the feeding of the
five thousand, reminds us how our version has rendered
three distinct terms basket. These are sargane, wicker
basket, kofinos, pannier, and spwis, hamper. These are,
indeed, all baskets, but one of the most marvelous of les
sons lies largely in the difference in size between a pan
nier, borne by a beast of burden, and a smaller hamper,
though each is larger than our basket. All our natural
and rational methods of computation are completely
upset by the highest mathematics of holy Writ. When
our Lord used seven loaves and some fishes to feed four
thousand, they gathered seven hampers full of frag

ments. When He had only five loaves and two fishes He
satisfied five thousand people. As He had less to work
with, and fed many more, there would be less left over,
would there not ?-'•.,■■
But here is where the beauty of an accurate trans
lation reveals His niarvelous power. Not only did He
feed more with the smaller provision, and not only were
there five more "baskets" of fragments but these "bas
kets" were also evidences that His provision comes in
inverse ratio to human help. There were seven hampers
left from feeding the four thousand with seven loaves,
and twelve large panniers from feeding the five them-
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sand with only five loaves; But more even than this,
for the seven hampers were full, the twelve panniers
were packed (egemisan, John 6:13)-—filled to their
utmost!

The delightful accord which this method discovers
in this one instance ought to be proof enough of its effi
ciency and value. Follow the ordinary method of trans
lation, and, not only this delicate distinction, but the
difference between the "baskets" is far more effectually
expunged from the pages of holy Writ than if they had"
been cut out by critics or destroyed by the opponents of
God and His Christ. It is infinitely better for a transla
tor to exaggerate distinctions than to conceal them.

Furthermore, it is probably well to add another term
to our list and translate Mark 4:37; "so that the ship
was already swamped."
This is the technical term
which we would use when a ship is so filled with water
that it can hold no more. This opens up a side of the mir
acle which is usually overlooked. The ship should have
sunk, and the Lord's power was used, not only to still the
wind and calm the waves, but to keep the ship afloat. '
This rendering is confirmed by the account in Luke who

says that they were foundered (Luke 8:23).
Only extreme poverty of expression and a loose use
of language allow us to fill a sponge. Is it not more
idiomatic and colorful to say "some one, running, soaks
a sponge in vinegar . .'.": (Mark 15:36)1
Saturates
would be more precise, b^t too stilted.
When things are packed in a receptacle with little
regard for order or condition, we speak of it as cram
ming. This is sometimes done in haste, but this thought
is not at all inherent in the word. Browning says
"Earth's crammed with heaven,"

in which there is no thought of haste or force. This word
seems to fall in well with such contexts as Un. 8:15:
"And the messenger has taken the thurible, and he

.

Sensibly Applied
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crams it with the fire of the altar and easts it into the
earth. And thunders and voices and lightnings and an

/

earthquake occurred."
Thi& word also suits well such malevolent contexts as
Rom. 3:14, " whose mouth is crammed with imprecation

and bitterness." Is not "fill" weak and limp in such a
context? So also in the following passage: "you resem
ble the whitewashed sepulchers, which outside, indeed,
appear beautiful, yet inside they are crammed with the
bones of the dead and all uncleanness" (Mat. 23:27).
In summarizing the results of this word study, we
find that a given Greek term cannot always be rendered
by a single English word in the version, but. that this
most desirable and profitable principle can be practically
maintained for the student by the use of one term in the
sublinear where English idiom and usage are given no
place. But even when this is the case, the companion
principle, which denies the right to use the same Eng
lish word for many Greek expressions, drives us to make
distinctions of great interest and • importance. It prac
tically enlarges the scope of God's revelation to include
ideas which have hitherto lost their identity by wearing
a disguise common to a whole class of Greek words. The version has been charged with a slavish and
blind adherence to impracticable notions, such as always
rendering each Greek word by one English word.
On
the contrary, the work gives two distinct English render
ings, the sublinear, which does strive to adhere to this
principle (which will be found of paramount importance
by the real student) and the version, which departs from

„

its letter, but never from its spirit.

Even when we use
seven different synonyms, these cannot be used for any
other Greek word and contain the essential elements
which distinguish the Greek ,word from all others.
The very criticism which. the version is evoking is

an encouraging sign.

We should not be ready to accept

/
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Pour Out and Fill

anything and everything in a matter o^ such grave
moment. Yet we cannot help wondering why this same
spirit of criticism has never objected to the translation
i of the same word by such contradictory expressions as
pour out and fill. It inevitably leads us to the conclu
sion that, given the same time and reverential associa
tions, any translation would win the same superstitious
veneration which is inspired by our common version.
A. B. K.

EDWARD A. SUTTON
The late Mr, Edward A. Sxjtton of Lewisham, London, be
came known to the writer during the memorable year 1914,
when attending a city gpspel meeting, at the close of which,
this earnest and untiring man of God distributed tracts. The

seed thus sown and watered by patient prayer became the

means under the Lord of opening the writer's eyes to the most
blessed truth of "universal reconciliation".
From that time
onward it became a privilege and joy to experience almost
unbroken fellowship with our dear brother in Christ, until
October, 4922, when the end so suddenly^ came, and with much
sorrow of heart one looked upon that face no longer illumin
ated with the glorious smile, that in. life had shone out to
encourage and comfort others.
Following a surgical operation on the tenth of October,
he peacefully fell asleep and was laid to rest three days later,
under the shadow of Hilly Fields Park, Lewisham,-where so
often he had witnessed for the Lord and His word to many
hearers.
This faithful servant of the truth will be greatly missed
my many and by none more than the writer of these lines in
respect to the things of the Spirit. Very few knew that our

brother had attained his seventy-third year, for God kept him
apparently young in spirit, soul and body. His daily meat
was to make known the love of Christ with peculiar aptitude
and wisdom, which few, could resent. One is reminded of an
instance when literature was being distributed at an open air
meeting consisting chiefly of "Romanists^. -A certain lady
refused the offer of a tract, exclaiming "I am a Catholic!"
The reply calmly followed: "How do you know I am not a
Catholic?'" The message was then accepted. His childlike
faith and unaffected manner appealed to all who knew him in
the Lord, and at times when our brother fearlessly ap
proached, with kindly words, the leaders of certain dogmatic
factions, one would remember those words—"The righteous
is bold as a lion".
•

Mr. Sufeton was saved by grace in the year 1,874, and was
associated for some short time with the Congregational

church, afterwards to be drawn into deeper study of the

Word among the "Brethren" persuasion.

As a man of business, his days were long and arduous;

yet, notwithstanding, for many years he often visited various
cults, preaching the good news of Christ, many having testi

fied to the grace received from the Lord by this ministry.
For upward of fifteen years weekly meetings for Scrip
ture study were held on Mr. Sutton's business premises at
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-Moreton street, Pimlico, continuing until 1914, when retire
ment from commercial life, brought him ana Mrs. Sutton to
Lewisham. During those years at Pimlico he closely followed

"Things to Come" and other works by that noble 'servant of'
God, the late Dr. E. W. Bullinger, suffering, in consequence,

,

at the hands of many who thought they did God's service by
opposing themselves.
Our brother's face was steadfastly set to go forward,
putting to the test th£ things that differ, that he might be
numbered with those of transparent character in preparation
for the the day of Christ/ With the advent of the magazine
"Unsearchable Riches" his joy and strength in the Lord
increased. At times he has been heard to say with emotion,
when reflecting on the pathway of faith, "How marvelous it
is that we were ever able, to receive such wonderful truths!"
For many years his life had been hid with Christ in God
and the sad incident of death makes no difference in that
respect; for whenever Christ our Life may be manifested,
then, too—"In That Day"—our dear friend and all members
of the Body will be manifested with Him in the glory.
--Sleep on beloved: sleep, and take thy rest.
Sleep soundly on, the dead in Christ are blest.
We loved thee well, but God, He loves thee best.
Good night!
*

R. Allsopp

"I AM fully convinced concerning the universal reconciliation,

having understood, by the Lord's grace, the meaning of-the
eons. Thank the Lord for all His goodness! It is wonderful

and magnifying to know and understand that God is love, and
that Christ's victory will be complete. Thank the Lord from
the depths of my he^rt, because He thus opened mine eyes to
behold the indescribable majesty and brilliancy of His won
derful love!

"There are six of us—Greeks—who have now begun to
study the Bible more intelligently."

"Enclosed you will find . . . which please use as you see fit.
I want to help. Oh, it is so glorious—this wonderful message
of love. I have been very ill for one year. Am improving
under His care. Pray for me, please . . „—J. R. C."

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES, FEBRUARY, 19283
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Encouraging signs and symptoms indicate that God is
working among His people, and that He is about to im
part some of His precious truth to many who are seek

ing for the light.

We have no hope of stemming the

tide of apostasy, for that must needs be, in fulfillment

of God's Word.

Nevertheless, God always has had His

own in days of declension.

He always reserves a goodly

number who, in a very special measure, rejoice in His
truth.

As the apostasy deepens and the days darken, He
will widen the breach between the true and the false,
and will give to His own that special portion of grace
and truth which will be needed to sustain His testimony
in the earth.

Let us not be discouraged when our

efforts do not seem to bring immediate results.

Per-

sisent plodding and steadfast endurance is needed in
these days, and the preciousness of the fruit more than
makes up for the smjall amount.

Special interest has been awakened in the truths
concerning the time of the end.
are in the utmost confusion.

The affairs of the earth

Even God's saints are per

plexed and wonder what the outcome is to be.

Dates

have been set and events foretold, but they have proved
a disappointment.

The return of the Jews to their land,

the restoration of Egypt and Syria, and the severe in
dictment of the Jews among the nations, all these are
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awakening the saints to the fact that the end is not far
off.

We should take advantage of this interest.
"The Mystery of Babylon" has been especially used

to enlighten the saints on this theme.

It has been trans

lated into modern Greek and will be published forth
with.

It will also be translated into German.

The

details concerning this will be given later.
Those of our subscribers who read German or who have
German friends who cannot read English will be pleased

to hear that a magazine in that language is being pub
lished, called "Das Prophetische Wort'9, The Prophetic
"Word.

It stands for the Word of God, the ultimate

reconciliation of all, and is especially strong on the
Lord's coming.

We would have commended it before,

but the death of its founder, Professor Stroter, and the
financial confusion made it uncertain whether it would

be continued.

Now this is settled, and subscriptions are

solicited for the next volume.

Send one dollar (cur

rency will do) to Das Prophetische Wort, Maranatha-

Verlag, Sidonienstrasse 26, Leipzig, Germany.
There is a constant call for the early numbers of the
magazine, which are loaned.

If those who have them

will inform the office when they are through, we will
send an address to which they may be forwarded.

PAUL vs. JAMES

All Bible students know that there is a conflict between
the teaching of James and Paul in regard to salvation

and justification, as to whether they are obtained by
works and faith, or faith alone. Note the following:
James says, "Even so faith, if it hath not works, is dead, be
ing alone" (Ja. 2:17).

Again, "For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith
without works is dead also" (Ja. 2:26).
Again, "What doth it profit, my brethren, though a man say
he hath faith, and have not works, Can faith save him?"
(Ja. 2:14).

Paul

says, "Therefore being justified by faith, we have

peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ" (Rom.
5:1).

Again, "Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by
faith without the deeds of the law." (Rom. 3:28).

Again, "Now to him that worketh is the reward not reckoned
as of grace, but as of debt. But to him that worketh not,
but believeth on Him that justifieth the ungodly, his
faith is counted for righteousness" (Rom. 4:4, 5).
Again, "For by grace are ye saved through faith', . . . Not
of works lest any man should boast."
(God will have

no peacocks in heaven)

(Eph. 2:8, 9).

Again, "Not by works of righteousness which we have done,
but according to His mercy He saved us" (Titus 3:5).

Now if these scriptures do not flatly contradict each
other, and absolutely refuse to be reconciled or inter
preted as meaning the same thing, then I fail to under-
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Paul and James

stand the use of language. I am not seeking to raise a
conflict between Paul and James. The conflict is already
there. I am seeking the true interpretation of each, for
both are Divinely inspired and are written under the
Holy Spirit's direction. Both are true, let us never
doubt that. But why this great difference in that which
is necessary to salvation?

It is useless waste of time to try to harmonize such
directly opposite phrases as occur above. James says
faith is dead unless you have works with it. And to
show how dead it is, he says, "For as the body is dead
without the spirit, just so is faith without works." Of
what use is a " dead body ?y y Faith is just as useless. This
admits of no other interpretation. To show the stability
of his position, and how earnestly he held to his belief
that he was right he says, '' If a man say he have faith,
can faith save him?" James would certainly say no!
There are many explanations brought out to explain
or harmonize this passage, such as '' If a man just say he
has faith, will that save him ?''
Implying that the man
may be lying, etc. I myself have heard this explanation
offered. What did the eunuch say unto Philip? "I
believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of God." Philip
baptized him, that was all. He just said I have faith.
So then this .sort of explanation will not stand the
test. James means something else.
James says, "Ye see brethren, how that by works a
man is justified and not by faith alone." According to
this statement no man can ever stand justified before
God without he have some works, for he says, "A man
is justified by works, and not by faith alone." Then
justification is attained by works rather than by faith
(for James). Notice the emphatic way he puts these
statements. There is no possibility of harmonizing those
with Paul's "faith without works".,
I know one great Bible teacher, who, in trying to har-

cannot be "Keconciled"
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monize these statements with present truth, (salvation
by faith alone), says: "James is speaking from man's
standpoint, while Paul is speaking from God's stand
point." An explanation that fails to explain anything.
It is his own guess. We prefer to take God's own
explanation of the whole matter, for in such a difficulty
as this, God does not allow any two of His inspired apos
tles to flatly contradict each other without having ample
explanation somewhere revealed in His "Word.
This
could not be, so let ustgo back and look for it.
God's Word is written to reveal Himself and the pur
pose which He purposed in Christ (Eph. 3:11) first to
man, then the church, then through that to all celestial
intelligences in the universe (Comp. Eph. 3:10, 11; 1:
10; Rev. 4:11).

Through His Word we learn that God has created the
heavens and the earth (Gen. 1:1), all for the purpose of
displaying to all created intelligences His manifold wis
dom and purpose in Christ (Eph. 2:7; 3:10, 11). Now
consider these two, the earth and the heavens. God's
manifold purpose concerns all of these spheres, to estab
lish, people, and inhabit all for His eternal glory
through Christ Jesus our Lord. Now the point I wish
to make clear from the foregoing is that, God has created
these spheres for the final and eternal destiny of man
kind (so far as we can now judge), for in the final anal
ogy according to His Word we find man inhabiting each
of these.
It is nowhere revealed that all mankind have their
eternal destiny up in heaven. Neither is it revealed that
earth, even the new earth, is to be the final destiny of all
men.
The farthest, most remote occurrence revealed in
the Word of God, is brought to us by Paul, and it is that
final ultimate that, "God will (at some future time) be
All in all" (1 Cor. 15 :28).
But this furnishes no loca
tion for the all. But all is of God, and all is through
God, and all is into God (Rom. 11:36).
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The Heavenly and

Now God has had, and still has, an earthly people,
with an earthly inheritance (Israel). This people has
an earthly ministry, a commission fitted to them, so as to
reveal to them their earthly kingdom glories as promised
them in the Scriptures of truth. The Lord Himself said
to one of their rulers, "If I have told you of earthly

things and ye believe not, how shall ye believe if I tell
you of heavenly things?" Heavenly things are still be
yond the ken of that people of God. Let us understand
that they are bound up with the earth and its coming
glories.
It is not given them to understand heavenly
things. Therefore their teachers, leaders, and those com
missioned to minister to them, could not unfold to them
the heavenly "secret", the mystery of the church, the
one body, which was hidden in God, during the run of
all past ages until announced through Paul, God's
chosen vessel for that purpose. Then why, I ask, shall
we even expect James to agree with Paul ? Especially,
when James is writing to the twelve tribes (Jas. 1:1),
who have their inheritance on earth (Psa. 37:29), and
are the sheep of His pasture (pastures are in earth, not
in heaven), while Paul is writing to a people whose in
heritance is up in heaven, and all in Christ (Bph. 1:3)
not on earth at all? How could the same gospel possibly
fit both of these peoples ? It seems folly to talk about the
standpoint of James being from that of man, and the
standpoint of Paul being from God. All Scripture is a
revelation from God to man. If James was inspired to
write that, "Faith without works is dead," then to those
to whom he wrote, faith is dead without works (to the
twelve tribes). This is what God said! Then too, when
Paul says, "A man is justified by faith, without the
deeds of the law," (he is inspired also), then, to those to
whom he wrote (all who will believe his glad message of
grace) a man is justified by faith, without works. This
is what God says also, and is true.

the Earthly Spheres
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Let us now consider the two gospels, the two com
missions, as proclaimed by the God-appointed leaders
of each of these peoples.

Let us inquire, are they the

same gospel only (as some say) given to two classes of
people?

Let us see if, according to the Scriptures, they

are identical.

This is the vital point at issue, for herein

lies the conflict between Paul and James.

We know that

there is a fundamental difference between Israel and the

church throughout the Word of God, and this difference
Then
when James unhesitatingly says that he is writing to the
is kept inviolate and is maintained unto the end.

twelve tribes he is saying nothing to the church which

is the body of Christ. Now, why not hold this truth
just as the Holy Spirit has placed it, to and for the
people to whom it was written! How can God ever get
a message through to the Hebrews if the church grabs
all, no matter to whom written, for itself ? This is just

what they are doing regardleas of their Divinely given
commission to the contrary. Without Scriptural author
ity for our assertions all are at sea. My guess is as
good as anyone's. But we want no guesswork when deal
ing with the Word of God. If He has not outlined the
way, then better await further revelation, but if He has,
then follow until death! We know definitely that there
was a commission given to Paul to proclaim to the gen
tiles. We know just as surely that a, commission was
given to Peter, James, and John to proclaim to the Jews.
And these were wrought out and given under Holy
Spirit power and direction (Gal. 2:7-9).
We know
further that we have no record of the abrogation of
either of these two commissions in the Word of God.
Let us not make the Word of God of none effect by our
traditions.
We read in Gal. 2:7, of "the gospel of the Circumci
sion", and "the gospel of the Uneireumeision'\ Are
they the same gospel ? Let the Word answer. Paul says,
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The Gospel of the Circumcision

"I went up [to Jerusalem] by revelation and communi
cated unto them that gospel which I preached among the
gentiles . . . " (Gal. 2:2). If this was the same gospel
Peter, James, and John were preaching, what need of
explaining it to the elders at Jerusalem? It was not
the same. What was it that made it necessary for the
Lord to reveal to Paul that he was to go up to Jerusa
lem? "And certain men which same down from Judea
taught the brethren (Paul's converts), and said, Except
ye be circumcised after the manner of Moses, ye cannot
be saved. When therefore Paul and Barnabas had no
small dissension and disputation with them they deter
mined that Paul and Barnabas and certain other of
them, should go up to Jerusalem unto the apostles and
elders about this question" (Acts 15:1, 2).
Now, what was "this question"? It was the same
question as that at the opening of this article.
The
same one that causes the conflict between Paul and
James. Is salvation by faith, or by faith and works com
bined? This church at Jerusalem knew nothing of a
salvation without works. So saturated with the keeping
of the law of Moses were they, that twenty years after
Pentecost, they said to Paul, "Thou seest, brother, how
many thousands of Jews there are that believe, and they
are all zealous of the law" (Acts 21:20). Now anyone
should be able to see that the church at Jerusalem, these
elders, Peter, James, and John were fighting bravely for
a gospel of law-works and faith combined. Nothing else
can explain their position here. Why try to warp the
Scriptures out of all semblance of what they teach, and
force upon them a meaning totally foreign to their
intent?
Now while this was going on, Paul was contending
just as manfully for his gospel of faith alone, without
works, without any works as an aid to salvation or jus
tification.

and of the Uncircumcision
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Just here lies the major difficulty, and it is funda
mental. This is why it brought on such a commotion
that the Holy Spirit Himself came and" laid His hand
upon the men most concerned in the matter at this con
ference, and gave unto each his special commission (Gal.
2:7-9). What was it? That Paul should go and minis
ter to the gentiles, while the elders, Peter, James, and
John, should go and minister to the Jews. Notice, the
Holy Spirit is careful to say that there are two gospels
here, "the gospel of the Circumcision, and the gospel of
the Uncircucision". It is not the gospel to each, that is,
to carry the same gospel to each, but there is a gospel of
the Circumcision (which included faith and works), and
there is a gospel of the Uncircumcision (salvation by
faith alone). Now Paul was to carry this latter to the
gentiles, while the elders were to proclaim the former to
the Jews. And note this, never do we find a record
where this was ever changed, cancelled, or fused into
one gospel.
Note carefully another point.

Paul says he went up
to Jerusalem and explained uthat gospel" which he
preached among the gentiles. Did the Holy Spirit at
the conference tell Paul that he must change "that"
gospel of his so it would "fit" into that of the elders?
Did He? Did He tell the elders to change their gospel
to fit in with Paul's? Did He? There is not even a
hint of it. If such a change was ever to be made, here
certainly is the place for it to appear, but there is none.
This arrangement then is of Divine origin. Let us not
"make the Word of God of none effect, by our tradi
tions" (Mark 7:13).
Therefore henceforth we know James is proclaiming
the inspired Word of God when he says, "Faith without
works is dead" (to the twelve tribes, to whom he is writ
ing, Jas. 1:1), because he, and those to whom he
writes, are still standing by their Divinely given com-
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Salvation is by Faith

mission, or rather by their original doctrine of "faith
and works", as coming out into fuller kingdom truth as
expressed also by Peter in his sermon in Acts 3:19-20.
Now, the epistle of James was, in all probability,
written some twenty years before that conference at
Jerusalem, and this only goes the more forcibly to prove
that the gospel of the elders of the church at Jerusalem
held with James exactly, when they say that thousands
of Jews "believe but they are all zealous of the law".
The "faith and works" expressed in James' epistle is
echoed in the church at Jerusalem. They are at one in
their teaching. Now this gospel held its "right-of-way"
among them just so long as God's special favor was held
open towards Israel.
Peter, one of their elders, said
unto them: "Eepent and be converted . . . and God
shall send Jesus Christ, Who was before preached unto
you" (Acts 3:19, 20). But they would not (Acts 4:
1-3).
So this condition continued on to Acts 28:28,
where God's special favor towards this people ceased,
and He closed the door against Israel as such, and they
sank down on a level with the nations or lower, for
instead of "the Jew first" today, it is nearer the truth
to say the Jew last. They were then, and are still set
aside, as a nation, until the " times of the gentiles be
fulfilled" (Rom. 11:25), We know as a fact that Israel,
as a nation, is set aside today. Surely then, all that per
tained to them alone, is as surely in abeyance also. It
could not be otherwise.
Paul says, "... because we

thus judge, that if One died for all, then were all dead"
(2 Cor. 5:14). Upon the same basis we will say, because
we thus judge that if Israel, as such, is held in abeyance,
in the purpose of God today, then all that pertained to
them, their king, their kingdom, their kingdom gospel,
their gospel of faith and works, the epistles written
directly to them as such are all just as surely held in
abeyance together with them.
This is why Paul and
James do not agree.

not by Faith and Works
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One writer, who is well qualified to know, has this to
say in .regard to these epistles to the Dispersion, "In
days not far off these epistles will appeal to Israel when
to them the gospel of the kingdom is once more pro
claimed. To the preachers will again be committed the
" powers " of Pentecostal days, to be exercised once more
as exemplified in James 5:14,15." This we believe to be
God's plan and purpose. Therefore we also judge that
it is not a matter of "standpoint", either of James or
Paul, but a matter of "Thus saith the Lord." It is a
matter of to whom God is speaking.
Many shelve the whole subject by saying, "Well,
were they not Christian Jews James wrote to?" Judge
for yourselves. They doubtless believed that Jesus was
the Messiah, but they believed that works constituted
one righteous.
If they sinned they offered sacrifices
according to Moses, kept up circumcision, and were zeal
ous of the law. This is the sort of Christians they were.
This, we do not hesitate to say, is "unfinished business",
when salvation by grace through faith alone is reigning.
We need no law-works today to make us righteous in the
sight of God. It would but tend to make the perfect
work of Christ inefficient!
If the epistle of James was written in A. D. 45, as
many commentators believe, or the year before the
Jerusalem Council, which was held in about A. D. 45 or
46, then we see that James and the great church at
Jerusalem held the same doctrines, proclaimed the same
gospel, and held to circumcision and the keeping of the
law of Moses to constitute them righteous, or give them
salvation. "For except ye be circumcised after the man
ner of Moses, ye cannot he saved/9
Paul's letter to the Galatians was written in A. D.
57, or early in 58. In the first part of this epistle the
apostle comes forward with the proof of his Divine
authority, and the Divine source of the gospel which he
received, setting forth the fact that the gospel which he
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proclaimed was underived of man (not of the twelve or
any other man), but was a direct revelation from the
Lord Jesus Christ Himself (Gal. 1:11, 12). "For I cer
tify you, brethren, that the gospel which was preached
by me is not after man. For I neither reeeived^jt of
man, neither was I taught it, but (I received it) by the
revelation of Jesus Christ." "What gospel was this?
Was it the same as that proclaimed by the church at
Jerusalem ? Was it the same as James had written ?
Was it the same as Peter had proclaimed ? If so, I ask,
Why was it necessary for Paul to have to get it by reve

lation from the Lord?

The only possible answer isThat

it was not the same gospel. Then why try to force the
messages of those who are all zealous of the law, to agree
with Paul's new revelation which excludes lawf
The teaching of the Bible, with the exception of
Paul's epistles, which relate to the Divine purpose in the
heavens, follow one definite line of thought—the estab
lishment of the kingdom of God on earth. The culmina
tion and climax is seen in Rev. 11:15, "The kingdom
of this world is become the kingdom of our Lord, and

of His Christ."
What was the distinctive feature of Paul's gospel?
There must have been some striking differences or there
never would have arisen the difficulties that we find in
the Word. In latter part of the 24th verse of Acts 20
we have this statement, "... so that I might finish my
course with joy, and the ministry, which I received of
the Lord Jesus, to testify, or preach, the gospel of the
grace of God/9 Let us place another Scripture along
side of that. "That the gentiles should be joint-heirs,
and of the same joint-body, and joint-partakers of His
promise in Christ by the gospel whereof I (not the
twelve) was made a minister, according to the gift of
His grace given unto me by the effectual working of His

power.

Unto me, who am less than the least of all saints,

Revealed to the Circumcision
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is this grace given, that I (I alone, not Peter, James, nor
John) should preach among the gentiles the unsearch
able riches of Christ; (unsearchable riches are riches that
have never before been searched out, or revealed. "What
are they? Listen) and to make all men see what is
the dispensation (not fellowship) of the "mystery"
which from the beginning of the ages hath been hid in
God" (Eph. 3:6-9). "Who now rejoice in my suffer
ings for you, and fill up that which is behind of the afflic
tions of Christ in my flesh for His body's sake, which is
the church: whereof I (myself alone) am made a minis
ter, according to the administration of God which was
given to me for you, to fill out the Word of God: Even
the "mystery" which hath been hid from the ages and
from generations, but is now made manifest to His
saints: To whom God would make known what is the
riches of the glory of this mystery among the gentiles,
which is Christ in you, the hope of glory" (Col. 1:
24-27).
Wonderful Word of God!
Are the unsearchable
riches in Christ circumcision and law-keeping? Is the
"mystery" that was "hidden in God through all past
ages", seen in the epistles of James? Do you find it
revealed in the church at Jerusalem ? Do Peter, James,
or John have a single word to say or write concerning it ?
If they do, then it was never "kept silent" until after
Paul's conversion. Let me say that the epistles of the
elders of the church at Jerusalem have no place in the
dispensation of the mystery. Why should they? They
are definitely written to and concerning another people

altogether, and their writers admit the same.
God's
Word teaches us that Paul was God's chosen vessel to
unfold the "mystery" unto the gentile nations. Why
should we struggle, fight, and fume to have all the other
writers declare the same thing, when from the very
beginning it was held separate? What is the use of
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Paul's writings, if Peter, James, and John wrote the
same things to the same peoples?
What is the use of God having a people who were
chosen from before the foundation of the world, a peo
ple with a heavenly destiny (Eph. 1:3, 4), and also
having a people who have a kingdom prepared for them
from (or since) the foundation of the world (Matt. 25:
34), a people with an earthly destiny, if the church of
today is to absorb everything1? James does not agree
with Paul, and there is a reason. It was never intended
that he should.
Let us leave some of God's writings for those that
shall come after the church is caught away.
It is the
body of Christ, and will soon be with Him in glory.
Praise His name! But there will be many millions of
people left in the earth. What Scriptures will they look
to in that dread era? God will write no new book for
them, they must find their solace in the one we now have.
The Dispersion Epistles, the book of Hebrews, and Revr
elation will then come in, will be re-vitalized by Holy
Spirit power, and will fill up the Word of God for them
in deed and in truth.
F. L. Fallis

THE HIGHWAY OF GRACE

Not until we trod the broad highway of grace did we
revel in the rare simplicities of faith. But now, with
vision clear, we appreciate the wide prospect and the
sweet liberty of the upland walk. Time was, when we
were held in thrall, traversing a pathway bounded, as
it were, by rail and fence. But when the magnificence
of the highway was truly discerned, our forward m^rch
began.

It was a case of "forgetting, indeed, things behind,
and stretching out to what lay in front". And oh, the
grandeur of the new horizon! At first, it may be, we
were so dazzled that we could not take our bearings, .
but little by little, the landmarks of our .new domain
were perceived, until we grasped and prized their sig
nificance.
Then we took courage and boldly pursued
our course. Life was viewed in the light that shone
from the goal, and we rejoiced in its beams.
The apostle Paul clearly defines the principles of
grace, and deftly touches upon the springs of motive
and action. He employs the language of entreaty: "I
plead with you therefore, brethren, by the compassions
of God, to present a*ll your faculties to Him as a living,
and holy sacrifice, acceptable, to Him".
How fine a
starting point for the ethics of grace!

Again, we are enjoined "to cultivate, sobriety of
judgment in accordance with the amount of faith which
God has allotted to each one". Here we have the meas-
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ure of faith which will determine the nature of our wall?:
and service. In the words of another, "Be natural and
simple, be what you are, and where you are, spiritually,
mentally, socially; and do not strain to walk by an
other's light, or faith, or experience'7.
. '
■
And so, adown this fine chapter we have just those
precepts of divine impulsion adapted to the footsteps
of grace. For instance, note the delicate regard for1
human frailty in the counsel: "If it be possible, as
much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men."
Such words need no comment.
In all the Pauline injunctions we discern beauties^
which harmonize; with the highway of grace.
The
qualifying clauses are phrased in such manner as to
extract the full essence of the precepts.

Note the follow

ing:

Abstain from every appearance of evil.
L^t us not abate our courage in doing what is right;
for in due time we shall re#p a reward, if we do not
faint. So then, as we have opportunity, let us labor
for the good of all, and especially of those whd belong
to th$ household of faith.
Live and act as sons of light, and learn in your own
experiences what is fully pleasing to the Lord.
With such, and other guiding words, the apostle
lays down lines of conduct, which, in their completeness,
rightly point the believer's path.
Thus do we "put
on the new humanity, that new and better self which
has been created to resemble God in the righteousness

and holiness which come from the truth".

Walking in

love we move along in the major key, and in the great .
ascent thought and action are attuned to the compassion's
of God.

We are led to'contemplate the great multitude,, so
heedless of His love in Christ.

Running hither and

Incentive to Godliness
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thither,' as sheep without a shepherd, with senses all
unsatisfied, they present to our minds the greatness of
God's untiring quest. And since God played upon our
hearts until they throbbed with the knowledge of His
grace, we are moved to tell forth the magnitude of His
unmerited favor. Having drawn us to Himself as the
vanguard of faith, He wduld have us mindful of* the
vast rearguard who are yet to know Him in the splendid
actualities of His wisdom and love.

And so, as we travel

the great highway, ^e cannot, and must not, be insen

sible to the yearning, unvoiced need of the desert crowd.
A word here, an action there, just for Him, and who

knows the mightiness of its bearing?

And then again,
we must uphold the sweet and gracious majesty of being,
in all its *far-flung power, as opposed to those feverish
forms of doing which may be but as poison drops in our
trail. Truest deeds can only8 emanate from a being that
rings true to the highest. It is the happy, spontaneous
fruit of the life which is hid with Christ in God.

The waymarks on the slopes of faith are shiningly
clear.

In the guidebook of sacred writ they are set

forth for our heart's content.
important -center,

grace".

And the heart is an all-

requiring to be " established with

The head may achieve ajid attain, but it is for

the heart to restfully know the beauty of the "one thing

needful". Therefore, "keep thy heart with all diligence,
for out of it are the. issues of life".
What a highway, then, is ours! The call of such a
road is a call to liberty, and life in which we see the
leading of an ever faithful God. And the vision which
gladdens our gaze is no mirage of the excited senses.
We follow no cunningly devised fables or phrases, for
we are steadfastly set in the way of grace and truth.
Freed from a multitude of opinions, we walk at liberty,
in the blaze of an ultimate fully consonant with the
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The Highway of the Heart

glory of God. And even now we are not unblest. With
"■God, our Saviour, and' Christ, our Hope", no mourners
are we.
The God of all.comfort is our minister, and
the Christ of God our pilot.

Let us then be careless of the many things for which
men toil, but careful to maintain the clear, unswerving

look above.

He knoweth the way wre take, and will be

stow'what He deems best. And, acceptance as from Him,
will often transmute ill into blessing. Our God would
have us ever mindful of His faithfulness.
He would
have us regard as needful, only those things which help
us to tread unreproachfully the great highway.y/

We have truth in abundance to nerve us on our way.
But we must conform to it with all reality, for only so

will God "fill us with air joy and peace in believing".
It is the unmurmuring faith which wins the prize. Bowed
head and bared heart, bravely, yet humbly, surmount
the sorrows of the way. Bujb there is gladness, too, and
for this we give thanks. ,So, then, we joy in the God
of all grace, acknowledging both the mystery and ma
jesty of His appointments. Assure^ of the splendor
and perfection of His accomplishment we continue in
our course.

\

Then travel* on and tireless be,
For God shall grace each day;
And by His Word encourage thee
' To keep His perfect way.

William Mealand.

m

THE

TRIPARTITE

MINISTRY

OF THE TWELVE
PREPARATORY

INTERLUDE

If we refer to the structure of the Acts, we will find
1:12—2:13 (designated B1 in the structure) is a
paratory interlude to the tripartite ministry of
twelve apostles as outlined in Acts 1:8. It has its
structure, as follows:
41 61:1:12,13.

The eleven returned to Jerusalem.

chamber—their residence.

-

71:1:14.

The upper

Prayerful tarrying and waiting for the prom

ise of the Father.

i

42

that
pre
the
own

51:l:15-26,

Multitude of brethren gathered together.

Preparatory.

72:2:l-4.
62:2:5.

Judas' successor chosen.

The promise of the Father fulfilled.

Devout Jews from every nation under heaven
dwell at Jerusalem—their residence.

52:2:6-13/

paratory.

Multitudes of Jews come together.

Interest aroused bj^gift of tongues.

Pre

With the above structure as our guide, we find that
there are two predominant thoughts in Acts 1:12-14,
which correspond with the two predominant thoughts
in Acts 2 :l-5.
'
The, first of these thoughts has to do with the resi
dence of the eleven apostles in Jerusalem. Acts 1:12, 13..
After the ascension of the Lord Jesus, they returned to
Jerusalem from Mt. Olivet, which is spoken of as a sab
bath day's journey, i e. about 2000 yards. Upon arrival
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in Jerusalem they went into an upper room, when the
eleven (mentioned here by their names) were abiding.
This was their residence while in Jerusalem.
The corresponding thought (in the structure) is
found in Acts 2:5, where we read that devout Jews
from every nation under heaven were dwelling in Jeru
salem. It was their place of residence, just as the upper
room was the residence of the eleven apostles.
The second of these "thoughts is found in Acts 1:14
and Acts 2:1-4.
The eleven all continued with one
mind in prayer, with the women, ^nd Mary the mother
of Jesus, and with His brethren.
As a parenthetical
thought, we may note that this is the last mention of
Mary, the mother of the Lord Jesus, that we find in the
New Testament. In this last occurrence of her name,
we find her at prayer. Her prayer, at least, would be
for Israel, in harmony with the angel's pre-natal an
nouncement to her (Luke 1:31-33).
WJiatwere they praying for? The promise of the
Father, baptism in spirit, for which they were to wait
and to tarry (Acts 1:4, 6, 8; Luke 24:49). Not until
that promise was fulfilled could they begin their minis
try, for only then would they be clothed with power
from on high.
Where were they praying?
In the upper room?/
That was the residence of the eleven even as Jerusalem

was the place of residence of the devout Jews in Acts

2:5. But the place of prayer for the devout Jews was
the temple.
Luke's first treatise shows us that the
temple was also the place of worship and prayer of these
kingdom believers (Luke 24:52, 53). In Acts 2:46 we
find them continuing steadfastly with one accord in the
temple. In Acts 3:1-4:4 we find Peter and John in the
temple. In Acts 5:20-42 (notice especially the first and
last verses) we find the apostles daily in the temple. In
Acts 21:26 we find Paul in the temple in connection

with the vow of the four men for whom he was ^at

the Place of Prayer

-
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charges'\ In Acts 22:17 we find Paul at prayer in the
temple.
Paul was seized by his enemies while in the
temple (Acts 26:21).
The temple was the place of
prayer for the devout Jew.
The law had not been
abolished, for the Jewish kingdom believers, with the
death of Christ.
Years afterwards, writing to these
same kingdom believers, they are told that the law is
nigh unto vanishing away%(Heb. 8:13). It will vanish
away (for kingdom believers) when the advent of the
Christ replaces the old covenant with the new covenant.
(The gentiles never were under the law—Eom. 2:14;
6:14). No—Lthe place of prayer for these early kingdom
believers was, not the upper room, but the temple, the
house of God.
There they prayerfully tarried and
waited for the promise of the Father. And- there (the
corresponding section of the structure shows us) the
promise of the Father was fulfilled to them (Acts 2 :l-4).
It was when the day of Pentecost was being com
pleted, i. e., at the completion of seven weeks (or fifty
days, inclusive) from the waving of the sheaf of firstfruits (Lev. 23:15, 16.) y which refers to the resurrection
of Christ, that all the brethren were together in one

place. The near and remote context (as well as Luke's
first treatise) shows us that this "one place" was the
temple. As a passing thought it is well to note that the
upper room would not have been large enough to hold
the great multitude of devout Jews which gathered
together and marvelled at the manifest signs of spirit
baptism—the speaking in other tongues.
The temple
courts and porches allowed ample room and privilege
for such gatherings of devout Jews for worship, or dis

cussion of religious themes.
The baptism in spirit was ushered in by a sound like
the rushing of a mighty wind, and the appearance of
tongues distributing themselves, like as fire, and sitting
upon each one present (verses 2 and 3).
They were all together in one place (verse 1) and
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a^were filled with holy spirit, i. e., power.from on high
(verse 4). The evidence of this fact is stated—they all
began to speak with other tongues, as the spirit gave
them utterance (verse 4).
As Pentecost was a Jewish feast, the interpretation

must be Jewish also.

The Christ (Who had come as the

minister of the Circumcision, that He might confirm the

promises given unto the fathers—Eom. 15:8) had been
waved as the $heaf of firstfruits fifty days before (at His
resurrection), and now these Jewish believers, who were
awaiting the fulfillment of the promise made unto the

fathers, are viewed as the expression of that harvest of
kingdom believers which is to result from the death and
resurrection of the Christ. The earthly kingdom, which
He came to establish (and not the church) is here viewed
as ithat harvest which is typified by Pentecost.
In section 51 of the structure of this preparatory
interlude (1:15-26) we find the multitude of brethren
gathered together, and the twelfth apostle chosen. This
is preparatory to the tripartite ministry which they
were soon to begin. The structure may be shown forth
as follows:
' 81:1:15,16.:

Fulfillment of' Scripture concerning Judas.

91:!:!?. Judas numbered among the twelve and receiving
his lot in this ministry.
lO1:!:^.

Judas' end.

■102:l:19.

Knowledge concerning Judas' end.

82:l:20.

Fulfillment of Scripture concerning Judas.

r 92:1:21-26.

Matthias numbered

among

receiving his lot in this ministry.

In 1:15, 16

(81 in this structure)

the

twelve land

we find Peter

arising in the midst of the multitude oi disciples, one
hundred and twenty in number, and calling attention
to the fact that it was necessary that the Scriptures con
cerning Judas should be fulfilled. Peter, in this state-

The Chief Priests Buy a Field

.'.
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ment, enumerates a principle which we find throughout

Scripture.
The Scripture here spoken of ks fulfilled,
was spoken through the mouth of David. It was David's
mouth, but the words were the words of the Holy Spirit
spoken through David's mouth.
In dealing with theScriptures it is well always to remember that we are
not dealing with man's word or opinion, but v^ith God's

Word.

Before that Word we must bow in submission,

whether it agrees with our views or overthrows them.
If our views do not agree with the Scriptures, the
sooner our views are overthrown and His view accepted,
the better it will ^e for us, "Now let God be true, yet
every man a liar" (Rom. 3:4, C. V.).
In 1:17. (91 in this structure) we read that Judas
was numbered among the twelve and had obtained the
lot of this ministry.
Then in 1:18 (101 in this structure) we have Judas'
end., Previous to that he had purchased a place with
the wages of unrighteousness (see verse 18). This pur
chase is often confused with the chief priests' purchase

of the potter's field in Matt/ 27:6-8.

Men assume that

both of these accounts treat of the same transaction, and
then, because the accounts vary, they charge the Word
of God with (discrepancies. In* Acts we find that "this
man*", i. e.,/Judas, purchased a field; in Matthew the
chief priests are the purchaser^. In Acts the property
purchased is spoken of as a freehold (Gr., chorion) ; in
Matthew as a field, (Gr. agros), i. e., Acts speaks of a
small place, while Matthew speaks of a large field: In
Acts the word for purchase is ktaomai, which means
acquired as a possession by purchase, while in Matthew
the word is agorazo, which means purchased with money
in the market. The purchase in Acts was made before
that of the chief priests. It could not have been made
between the betrayal and condemnation, for lack of time,
therefore must have been made some time before the
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betrayal. The purchase in Matthew was made after the '
betrayal, and after Judas had returned the betrayal
money.
Judas probably was enabled to acquire this
freehold because "he5 was a thief and had the bag" (Jno.
12:6). Therefore this freehold is spoken of as bought
with "the wages of unrighteousness", i. e., with stolen
money.

In Matthew we find that the "field" was pur

chased fey the chief priests with the returned betrayal

money, i. e., the thirty pieces of silver.

In Acts we find

that the freehold purchased by Judas was afterwards

called "Acheldamaeh", i. e., the place of blood, because
of Judas' suicide at that place. In Matthew we find that
the "field" purchased by the chief priests was known
originally as the potter's field, and later was called the
field of. blood because it was purchased with blood
money, i. e., the thirty pieces of silver paid for the Lord's
* betrayal. Here, as always, we find that the discrepancies
are in our own mind, or our views and*, interpretations
of God's Word, and not in the Word of God. His Word
is true. Our understanding of that Word may be erron
eous.

/

In Acts 1:18 we read of Judas that "falling headlong,
he burst asunder in the midst, and all. his bowels gushed
out.'' In Matthew 27:5 we read that '' he departed, and
went apd hanged himself." Matthew's account undoubt
edly antedates Acts 1:18. After hanging himself, as in
Matthew, he fell headlong, as in Acts, with the results
spoken of in that account.
In Acts 1:19 (102 in this structure) we find that
Judas' end was known unto all the dwellers at Jerusa
lem. Awful as his end was, especially in the light of
the well-known fact that he had betrayed innocent blood,
God's spirit probably used this well known fact of judg
ment upon the betrayer, to prepare the hearts of the

people of Jerusalem for the kingdom message that was
to follow in due time.

Pill Judas' Place

.
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In Acts 1:20 (82 in this structure) we again have the
fulfillment of Scripture concerning Judas as in Acts 1:

15,16.

His domicile was to be desolate, i. e/, the "place"

he had acquired with the wages of unrighteousness was

to become deserted. No man was to dwell in it. His
office or pverseership, i. e., his lot in the apostolic minis
try, was to be received by another. Thus in the book of
Psalms did God foretell what was being fulfilled in Judas .
and his successor, Matthias. And God's Word foretells
just as truly the conditions of the present time; the
formalism that poses as godliness; the pleasure seeking;
the love of money; the lack of faith; the present apos
tasy—these things that characterize the present times are
all revealed in God's Word.
The very men who set
themselves up as critics of God's Word, and seek to be
little or overthrow it, will some day find that this same
despised Word is their critic, and by it they will be
judged.
In Acts 1:21-26 (92 in this structure) we find Mat
thias numbered among 6the twelve as Judas was num
bered among them in the corresponding section (verse
17).
As we read in verse seventeen that Judas had
received '/the lot of this ministry", so in Acts 1:21-26
we read that Matthias received "the lot of this apostolic
ministry". The structure of Acts 1 -.21-26 is very simple.

111:1:21,22.

Qualifications; required of Judas' successor.

121:1:23.

Barsabas and Matthias put forward.

122:1:24.

Prayer to show which of these two the Lord had

chosen.

II2:1:25,26.

.

Judas' successor appointed.

.

"This structure emphasises first the qualifications re
quired of Judas' successor (verses 21 and 22). He must
be a man that had companied with the apostles from the
baptism of John until the day of the Lord's ascension.
He was to be a witness with them of the Lord's resurrec-
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tion. That was the great apostolic theme. In this time ,
of apostasy it is the great neglected theme—the resur
rection of ChVist, and all that is involved in that glorious
truth.

■ ,

In verse twenty-th,ree we find that the apostles put
forward two, i. e., Barsabas and Matthias, who had the
required qualifications.
In verse twenty-four we find the apostles praying to

the " heart-knowing" Lord to show plainly which of
these two He had chosem

In verses twenty-five and twenty-six we have the ap
The prayer ,of verse
twenty-four is continued,* that the Lord may point but
the one who is to " receive the lot of this apostolic min
istry ". Then this lot of apostolic ministry is identified
as that from which Judas fell. Then the prayer is con
tinued, that the one thus pointed out by the Lore}, to
"receive the lot of this apostolic ministry", might go
pointment of Judas' successor.

into his own place, i. §.\ the place of apostolic ministry
allotted him by the Lord.

Then we find the apostles

giving forth their lots, and, in answer to their prayer,

the lot falls upon Matthias
Then, still in answer to
their prayer, Matthias is numbered with the eleven apos
tles, i. e., he goes into his own allotted place of apostle-,
ship, as in the prayer of verse twenty-five.
To those who object to this use of the lot in ascer
taining the Lord's choice of Judas' successor, it is but

necessary to point to the fact that, in Israel, this was
God's appointed way of showing forth His will. "The,
lot is cast into the lap; but the whole disposing thereof
is of Jehovah" (Prov. 16:33).
See also Proy. 18:18;

Lev. 16:8-10; Josh. 14:1, 2;" 15 :1; 16:1;' 17:1; 1 SanT.

14:41, 42; Neh. 10:34; 11:1, etc., as evidence of this
divinely appointed use of the lot.
^.■o those who object that Paul was the twelfth apos
tle (God's choice, while Matthias was man's choice), it

one of the Twelve

'
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is but necessary to point to tlie words of Scripture, "the
lot falls on Matthias; and he is enumerated with the
eleven apostles" (Acts 1:26). Paul, Barnabas, Apollos,
Andronieus, Junias and others, who are also spoken of
as apostles, belong to the order of church apostles (1 Cor.
, 12:28). The twelve apostles are the apostles of the king
dom. These two groups of apostles must be kept separ
ate, as a different line of truth was revealed to each, and
a different line of work was allotted to them. The king
dom apostles had to do with the earthly sphere of Jblessing, the hope of Israel, while the church apostles had to
do with the formation of the body of Christ, and the
heavenly sphere of blessing.
In Acts 2:6-13 (52 in the structure of B\ 1:12—2:
13) we find a multitude of Jews come together on the
day of Pentecost. This is preparatory to the proclama
tion of «the kingdprn. The multitude's interest is aroused
by the gift of tongues. The structure follows:
lfr&iG,!.

141:2:8.

The multitude amazed and marvelling.

Question concerning the various tongues heard.

142:2:9-11.
132:2:12,13.

Enumeration of the kinds of tongues heard.
The multitude.

Amazement and mockery.

It was the day of Pentecost. The disciples had met
in the temple for prayer as was their custom. They had
been baptized in holy spirit and began to speak with
other tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance (Acts
2:1-4).
As this was voiced abroad, a multitude of Jews,
devout men, out of every nation under heaven (verse 4),
came together (verse 6). Every man heard some of these
disciples speak in his own language.
The result was
that ^11 were amazed and marvelled, especially because
it was well known that all these who were speaking were
Galileans.
Hence the question, 'i How are we hearing
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each of us in his own vernacular, in»which he was born ?' [
(verse 8).
Then in verses nine to eleven we have an
enumeration of the different tongues in which they heard
concerning the wonderful works of God. And finally,
in verses twelve to thirteen, we have again the effect
upon the multitude.

All were amazed and were per
plexed.
On everyone's lips was the question, "What
does this imply V But there were scoffers as well, for
some mocked, saying "They are bloated with sweet
wine!"

The preparation was complete for the inauguration

of the first phase of the apostles' tripartite ministry.
Judas' awful end had left its wholesome impression upon

all in Jerusalem; the successor to' Judas had been ap
pointed by the Lord; the promise of the Father, baptism
in holy spirit, which imparted to them power from on
high, had been fulfilled to them; the multitudes in Jerur

salem were filled with amazement and wonder, because
of the gift of tongues, and were ready to listen, eager to
know what these things might imply. The apostles were
about to witness unto Him in Jerusalem (Acts 1:8).
What will Jerusalem's answer be to this renewed offer
of the kingdom f
H. W*. Martin

Book of Jnh

JOB TESTED

III.

The Evil That Came Upon Job (1:6—2:10).

We are now approaching the great central part of the
Book of Job (1:6—42:11), in order to learn the process,
means and agents through whose instrumentality the

"end of the Lord" was brought about.
The present paper deals only with the first section of

this great part; namely, the one describing Satan's role.
This number consists of four visions,—-alternate scenes

in heaven and on earth,—and we must get a complete
view in order to embrace them all, and view them as a
whole.

Related to each other, these visions stand thus:

1: 6-12.

Vision in Heaven.

1:13-22.

2: 1^6.

Scene on Earth.

Vision in Heaven.

2: 7-10.

Scene on Earth.

Satan before Jehovah.
Satan detroying Job's property.

Satan, before Jehovah.
Satan smiting Job.

From this arrangement we glean that this section
consist^ of two pairs of visions.

The first of each pair is

a vision "in heaven"; and the second of each pair is a
vision "on earth".

If we examine these more closely, we shall find that
they are correlative: viz., the vision "in heaven" is pre

liminary to, and explanatory of, the events which follow
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"on earth".

Things are seen u\n heaven", and words

are uttered which prepare us for what is about to take
place "on earth".

Each vision "in heaven" is prepara

tory to the scene afterwards witnessed "on earth": and
what is seen "on earth" is the carrying out of the vision

seen and the wbrds heard "in heaven".

This alternation of heavenly visions with earthly%
„ scenes institutes a parallel between the visible and invisi
ble spheres.

The procedure in the latter is mirrored

in the former, and the movements of our globe seem but
echoes of events transpiring in the adjacent supernal
spheres.
These visions in heaven (1:6*12 and 2:1-6) translate

us to the invisible realms.

The curtain of limitation is

momentarily lifted, and we catch a glimpse, of fact on a

level to which our experience is foreign, and an exhibi
tion of transactions on a plane to which our sight is unac
customed.

Heaven's court is in session, and the Lord is

surrounded,, by the assembly of holy ones.

The sons of

God pass in review before the throne, and report on the

situation of the provinces under their charge.

Satan

comes among them, and is questioned as-to his where

abouts and intentions.

is in ^he balances.

Job's case is broached: his future

Satan proposes an implacable trial

which Jehovah approves.

The word goes forth from

God, "Behold, all that he hath is in thine hand." Armed
with this decree, Satan darted to the land of Uz, and in
a single mctaent concentrated the forces at his disposal

to bring about a colossal ruin which reduced Job from a
state of opulence to one of absolute pauperism.
Let us now glance at these earthly scenes and note

their unique construction.

to Test Job
1:14.
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Arrival of the first messenger.

]

15c.

J earm

15a. Incursion of the Sabeans.
I
15b. Oxen and asses stolen; servants slain, f

16a.

Only I am escaped.

Arrival of the second messenger.

16b.

The fire of God.

16c. Sheep and servants consumed.
16d. Only I am escaped.

17a. Arrival of the third messenger.
17b. Incursion of the Chaldeans.
17c.

Camels stolen; servants slain.

17d.

18.

Only I am escaped.

}

19b.

f upnvpT1
J neclven
1
I

f

Storm blast.

19c.

Children killed.

Only I am escaped.

R1_w

I £~™

Arrival of the fourth messenger.

19a.

Blow

fYom
aaTi.h

Blow
from

f£

J

heaven

This beautiful parallelism affords an insight into the
administration of the kingdom of darkness, and shows

the extensive and complete network of its organization
moving with clockwork precision.

These four inflictions

—alternate blows from earth and heaven—throw an

interesting light on Satan's strange personality and
work.

The scene is introduced by the phrase, "And it (the
departure of Satan from the Lord's presence) fell on a
day when his sons and daughter were eating and drink

ing wine in their eldest brother's house" (1:13), and
shows

Satan's manipulation

world".

of

the

"course

of

the

He appears (1) as "the spirit working in the

sons of disobedience", the world's agitator, stirring the

passions of fallen humankind, and using them for the
promotion of his schemes (1:14, 15 and 1:17) ; and (2)
as "the prince of the power of the air", hurling the ele

ments against the victims of his rage (1:16 and 1:18,19).
The second scene on earth (2:7-13) is much simpler
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in structure and describes the physical sufferings of Job
under the direct touch of Satan's hand.
The severe experiences of the patriarch have proved
a source of perplexity to many.

Their perplexities, we

are persuaded, arise from attempting to separate process

from after-effect, which are inseparable in the very
nature of things, and consider them per se.

The process

is mysterious and inscrutable; the after-effect is patent
and palpable.

If therefore the end is certain and bene

ficent, the process—however perplexing and apparently

incongruous—is justified from the results achieved.

The

scientific experimenter may not know why a certain mode
of complex probing is necessary; he knows the results
and so submits to the laborious process with resignation
and devotion.

The husbandman, too, does not know why

death must take place before fruit-bearing, but he knows
the fact.

The inevitableness of death is unsearchable—

the harvest is real; mysteries all, and yet established

facts, patent to the most ignorant, while defying the ex
planation of the most learned.

We have learned by

experience and observation that processes are indispen

sable, and so judge of their value in the light of after
effect.

We ask, then, if this principle is widely recog

nized, and acted upon, with respect to the affairs of this
life, why should it not be equally recognized in dealing
with spiritual problems?
Seen by itself, from the ordinary point of view, Job's

"captivity" is meaningless; considered in the light of
the "end", it is full of purpose.

The way was rugged,

the end happy; the process painful, the issue wholesome;

the pathway dark, the goal glorious.

Who would not

willingly submit to Job's ordeal, if he could only be

are Inseparable
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brought to the same "end"?

Job stood in danger (as

pointed out in the previous paper) of over-estimating the
accessories of life, and Jehovah made use of Satan to

divert his life to wholesome courses.

The ordeal was no

more ruthless, than the danger it averted.

The work of Satan, the prince of evil, in reference to

the saints may be gathered from two kindred Scriptures:
1.

"Deliver such an one unto Satan for the destruc

tion of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day
of the Lord Jesus" (1 Cor. 5:5).

2.

"Whom I deliver unto Satan, that they might be

taught not to blaspheme" (1 Tim. 1:20).

The case of Peter is in point.

Satan obtained him by

asking (as he obtained Job long before) that he might
sift him as wheat (Luke 23:31).

Peter, full of self-asser

tion, retorted: "Lord, with thee I am ready to go both to
prison and to death."

To this the Lord rejoined, "I tell

thee, Peter, the cock shall not crow this day, until thou
shalt thrice deny that thou knowest me."

It was Peter's

privilege—nay his duty—to examine himself in the light
of the Master's word and judge his self-assertion.

Had

he done so, the sifting would have been averted; for

Satan has no power over a saint walking in self-judg
ment.

But as Peter in spite of the Master's warning

persisted in his course, Satan was employed to administer

the lesson which the word could not impart because of
Peter's stubbornness.

The divine purpose is that the

saints should become "conformable unto his death"; and
if they fail to reach this place of blessing in communion
with Him, God will empower Satan to bring them there.

Satan's blows were meant for evil, but God "turned"
them to Job's blessing and Satan's defeat.

The incon

sistent tactics of the evil one which frustrate his own
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plans are not due to any faux pas of his, but God is the
author of his confusion of mind; Satan and his emis
saries are forced to carry out the divine will, even though

it will lead to the downfall of his authority over human
kind.

V. G.

tfitbeiling of Jesus

THE SEVEN-SEALED SCROLL

We are now about to behold the most momentous act in
human history, for when the Lambkin takes the scroll
from the right hand of Him Who is sitting on the
throne, the tide turns in the affairs of mankind, the cri

sis is reached which will eventuate in the utter destruc
tion of evil and the ultimate triumph of good. Up to
that moment the powers of darkness were in the ascend
ent : from that time they are surely doomed. On so sub
lime a subject it were sin to slight a single detail, so we
will inquire carefully into its significance.
To apprehend the import of this section of the vision
we must remember that creation's song has been sung.
Now we enter upon another theme, which may be sum
marized in one phrase, the deliverance of that which has
been procured. One is tempted to narrow it down to one
word, redemption, yet there is far more than this, both
in scope and effect. On the one hand there is the pay
ment of a price which suffices for all creation, not the
redeemed alone, on the other the redemption is by power
and effects the deliverance of the redeemed.
But before enlarging our vision of this great trans
action, let us focus our attention on the scroll upon which
our gaze is riveted at the very outset.
It may seem
pedantic to call it a scroll, rather than a book. Yet
such slight distinctions often have an importance quite
beyond the form of the object. Its real shape is evident
from an allusion in this very Unveiling. Under the sixth
seal heaven recoils as a scroll rolling itself up.
Our
translators recognized the incongruity of rendering it
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The Sealed Scroll

book in this passage, hence they, too, in this one instance,
translate "the heaven departed as a scroll".
Two other renderings of theirs are of vital value in
helping us to understand what this scroll really is. Our
Lord speaks of "a writing of divorcement" (Mat. 19:
7), and again "a bill of divorcement" (Mark 10:4). In
both cases this same Greek word is used. From this it
is evident that the scroll was not a book in the sense in
which we understand the term, and may have been only
a short roll not more than a page in length. It may be as
long as the prophecy of Isaiah (Luke 4:17). It may be
no longer than the brief legal document used in grant
ing a divorce.
In the first chapter John is told to write what he is
observing in a scroll (1:14). The Unveiling itself is that
scroll. By it God reveals to us what is to come. It has
been a great temptation to expositors to make the sevensealed scroll another medium for unveiling the future.
But what confusion is thus created! Nothing is revealed
of the contents of the seven-sealed scroll, even after the
seals are broken, so that, if it contained a revelation, no
one is aware what it is. And why should it? The scroll
written by John is amply sufficient for this purpose, for
it tells what effect the breaking of each seal produced.
Some think it contained the history of the church.
"We ourselves believe that, when the true history of the
church is revealed, there will be great consternation!
But we are not prepared to expect the effects which fol
low the loosing of these seals.
It has been identified with the scroll referred to by
Isaiah (29:11) : "And the vision of all is become unto
you as the words of a book that is sealed, which men
deliver to one that is learned, saying, 'Read this, I pray
thee:' and he saith: 'I cannot; for it is sealed:' and the
book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying,
'Read this, I pray thee;' and he saith, 'I am not
learned'." But the whole difficulty here lies in the read
ing of the scroll, while theseven-sealed scroll is not read
at all, even after it has been opened and all its seals
broken.

is Never Read
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A more plausible explanation is based on the charge
to the prophet Daniel to "seal the book, even to the
time of the end" (Dan. 12:4). And again he is told
"the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the
end" (Dan. 12:9). From this we might expect dis
closures not found in Daniel, This, indeed, is the case
with the Unveiling itself, but not in any case can it be
connected with the seven-sealed scroll. Daniel's book
was to be read. But who knows a single word of the
scroll in the hands of the Enthroned One, either before
or after the seals were broken ?
"We are shut up to the important conclusion that
this scroll, like those spoken of by our Lord, is not a
book to be read, but a legal instrument to be put into
execution.
The laws God gave His people were so different from
any we are acquainted with that it will be necessary for
us to refer to them ere we can fully comprehend the
significance of the scroll, sealed and signed, within and
without.
Under Jehovah's law the land could not be sold "for
ever", or to cutting off (Lev. 25:23). No title could be
conveyed. All that could be done was to give a lease
until the jubilee. At the jubilee the land automatically
returned to its proper tenant.
If it remained out of
his hands until the jubilee there was no redemption nec
essary. But if- it was to be redeemed before that time
certain legal processes were customary, and one of these
was the breaking of the sealed scroll which constituted
the legal record of the transaction. Thus, a sealed scroll
was the sign of a forfeited allotment; an open scroll the
token of a tenancy redeemed before the jubilee.
Such is the significance of the seven-sealed scroll
seen on the hand of Him Who is seated on the throne.
The fifty-year cycle of the jubilee was the type of the
grander and greater course of the eons. As all that was
forfeited during the fifty years was restored at the jubi
lee, so all that has been lost during the eons will be re
covered at the consummation.
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When, however, there was a goel or redeemer, a kins
man who was able to buy back what had been mortgaged,
there was no need to wait for the jubilee. So, in this
case, the deliverance of the saints does not wait until
the consummation—when all creatures will receive their
own again—but, through the work of the great goel,
Jesus Christ, they are introduced into an eonian redemp
tion, and enter into the enjoyment of their allotment
during the eons of the eons.

There is a precious line of truth in the Scriptures
(which our bibles obliterate), in the distinction between
redemption and deliverance, which is of special interest
if we desire to understand this vision. Redemption, in
Greek, is literally, a loosening. Deliverance is the same
word strengthened by the preplacing of the preposition
from. It is a prom-loosening. This, of course, merely
suggests the difference in the meaning of the two terms.
Their full force can only be gathered from their usage.
As the A. V. renders both redemption in every place but
one (Heb. 11:35), it is useless to study the term there.
"We will cite all the passages.
Eonian redemption has been made by the one great
Sacrifice (Heb. 9:12). So spoke Zacharias, saying
"Blessed be the Lord God of Israel,
Seeing that He visits
And makes a redemption for His people
And rouses a horn of salvation for us . . ."
(Luke 1:68).
And so when the prophetess Anna saw the Saviour,
she spoke concerning Him to all who are anticipating a
redemption in Jerusalem (Luke 2:38). These passages
suggest no more than is ordinarily associated with the
term redemption. It is the work accomplished on Cal
vary. If the seven-sealed scroll was occupied with such
a redemption, the seals would have been broken long ago.
And we may be sure that none of the terrific calamities
which follow the breaking of the seals could possibly
result from redemption such as that. No, this is not a
scene of redemption, but of deliverance.

Deliverance is Future
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Redemption is past. Deliverance is future. "We are
redeemed. We expect to be delivered. This future and
effective deliverance is seen in every passage where this
form of the word is used. Our Lord told His disciples
of the very days described under the seals. He told of
the signs in the sun and moon and constellations (Luke
21:25), as under the sixth seal (Un. 6:12), of the fear
ful perplexity and agitation, and of His glorious coming.
Then He said "Now at the beginning of these occur
rences, unbend and lift up your heads, because your
deliverance is nearing" (Luke 21:28).
Perhaps the distinction can be grasped if we consider
the exodus from Egypt. They were redeemed in Egypt
by blood: but they were delivered from Egypt by power.
Israel's redemption has been accomplished, but her de
liverance is still future.
In like manner the deliverance of those in Christ
Jesus is still to come. We have been sealed by the spirit
until the day of deliverance (Eph. 4:30). We are await
ing the deliverance of our bodies (Rom. 8:23). In Christ
Jesus (mark the title) we have more than mere redemp
tion. We have deliverance (Rom. 3:24; 1 Cor. 1:30;
Eph. 1:7; Col. 1:14). This has not yet been realized,
but is involved in His glorification. The second of the
two passages in Hebrews (Heb. 9:15; 11:35) clearly
requires the word deliverance, and the translators so
render it on this single occasion. The faithful of old did
not refuse redemption but deliverance.
One passage above all others shows the full force of
this word. The earnest of the spirit is ours until the
deliverance of that which has been procured (Eph. 1:
14).
Here is a deliverance which is still future, but
which is guaranteed to us by the earnest which we al
ready enjoy. So that we wait for a future deliverance
of our bodies and a fullness of spirit which is no part of
our present redemption.

Another term of prime importance in connection
with this theme is the one we have rendered "that which
has been procured'7 (Eph. 1:14), which the A. V. rend-
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ers "purchased possession".
Its literal rendering,
about-doing is little help to its understanding. It seems
always to denote that which has been legally acquired
and for which payment has been made or satisfaction
given, but into which the proper owner has never en
tered, and of which he has no enjoyment. The passage
just quoted makes this clear. The "purchased posses

sion" or "that which has been procured" or secured, is
ours, but we have no enjoyment of it until the day of its
deliverance.

The English language seems to have no definite term
for this idea, and the translators seem to have been
rather lax in their renderings, for they use purchased

possession, obtain, saving, and peculiar, rather a strange
assortment to represent one Greek word. The word pro
cure, or, perhaps, secure (not, to make safe, but to get a
position so as to obtain) will cover all cases fairly well.
"We may speak of "the ecclesias which He procures (or
secures) through His own blood" (Acts 20:28) but this
fails to convey the underlying thought that the actual
enjoyment of possession is withheld for the present.
' This thought is more easily conveyed in the epistle to
Timothy: "for those serving ideally are securing for
themselves an ideal rank ..." (1 Tim. 3:13). It is evi
dent that the full reward of service is in the future,
when the Lord comes. This element can hardly be over
looked in Paul's assurance that "God did not appoint
us to indignation, but to the procuring of salvation
through our Lord Jesus Christ ..." (1 Thes. 5:8, 9).
This follows the phrase "the expectation of salvation",
and logically demands a future, not a present deliver
ance. So that we have a right and title to a salvation
which we have never enjoyed as yet.
In Hebrews our translators break away from the
thought entirely. Suppose they had rendered the pre
vious passage "but to save salvation".
That sounds
ridiculous, yet it is no more so than the phrase "the sav
ing of the soul (Heb. 10:39). "Whenever this phrase
really does occur it has reference to the physical delights
of the kingdom. Here a similar thought seeks expres-

or "What has been Procured"
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sion. Hebrews who believe secure, or make sure of, the
future pleasures of the kingdom.
The last passage has been and is a most difficult one
to turn into acceptable English. The A. V. "a peculiar
people" (1 Pet. 2:9) is indeed peculiar. The Revisers
changed to "for God's own possession". This is much
nearer, but is unfortunate in the addition of "God's
own" without warrant in the text. It is, literally, a
"people of securing", perhaps better phrased, "a se
cured people". It refers to the fact that Israel belongs
to God, but He has never entered upon the enjoyment
of His possession.
Does not all of this lead us up to. the crisis when the
scroll is opened, and that which has been secured by
the blood of Christ, as the Lambkin, is now to be pos
sessed by Him as the Lion f The redemption wrought in
weakness is to be realized by a deliverance effected by
unstinted force. The breaking of each seal is the signal
for another blow at the tottering kingdom of mankind
until the seventh ushers in the kingdom of Christ. Let
us, then, distinguish between His redemption in the past
and His deliverance in the future.
Not only is redemption too mild a term to describe
this great deliverance, but its scope is all too narrow.
Truly, the deliverance is wrought for the redeemed, but
it involves all of earth's rebels as well as those of heaven

and includes within its range the messengers and the
celestial hosts above. "What right has the Lambkin to
judge the earth f Upon what ground can he clear it of
its usurpers?
The answer lies in the overwhelming
value of His blood. It suffices, not only to redeem His
own, but to buy the whole creation. The elders do not
sing "Thou dost redeem us", but "Thou dost buy tis
for God by Thy blood". The price paid on Calvary was
sufficient, not only to save His own, but to purchase all
that God had lost, not only on earth, but also in the

realms above. The former is taught by our Lord Him
self in His parable, the latter is seen in the elders' song.
Among the parables of the kingdom He told them of
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the treasure hid in a field (Mat. 13:44). We would
naturally suppose that all He needed to do was to take
the treasure for Himself. But He had no right to
extract a treasure from a field which was not His. It

belonged to the owner of the field. It has been the cus
tom for ages in the Bast to store valuable goods in secret
underground vaults. These were sometimes lost or for
gotten, but always remained a part and parcel of the
field in which they were dug. So that only the one way
lay open to possess such a treasure. It was by the pur
chase of the field itself.
The parable is plain. Israel, redeemed, is the treas
ure. But what is the field? He had just told His dis
ciples, the field is the world (Mat. 13:38). In order to
possess and enjoy His treasure, Israel, He has pur
chased the whole world. It is His. And the judgments
of the seals proceed apace upon that premise. Lest we
should limit the term "world" to the earth, the elders,
the highest of heaven's dignitaries, joyously acknowl
edge that they, too, have been bought by His blood (Un.
5:9). His right to the treasure is based on the prior
right to the field. The deliverance of His saints is His
exalted privilege because He is the Owner of the uni
verse.

He alone is worthy!
When the messenger pro
claimed to a shrinking universe "Is anyone worthy to
open the scroll, and to loose its seals ftn no one in
heaven, nor on earth, nor underneath the earth was able
to open the scroll or even to look at it. No mere creature
could face such a task. The appalling price could not
be paid.
John lamented much.
He knew what was
involved. He knew that the seals must be loosed ere
Israel could be saved or the world released from the
thralldom of the powers of evil.
It is the Lion out of Judah's tribe, the Root of David,
Who has the power to break the seals. He is the Man of
might, the Root and Fruit of Israel's warrior king. We
look for Him in vain beneath the earth in the rockbound tomb.
He i& risen! We seek for Him without

to Possess the Treasure
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success among the ranks of men. He is ascended! We
do not find Him among the myriads of messengers, or
even on the encircling thrones of heaven's highest hosts.
Where is the Lion Who will break the seals?
At last we see Him, in the center of the elders, in
the center of the animals, in the center of the throne
itself—in the very center of the universe! Such is the
place supernal which befits His peerless power and regal
rank. Only One can occupy the center of God's universe.
He alone is worthly!
But what a transformation! There is no Lion there;
only a feeble Lambkin, wounded to the death. What a
picture of abject weakness! Yet such is the One Who
has paid the price of earth's deliverance,, and is entitled,
as the Lion, to right its wrongs.

Men have been making an effort to right the wrongs

of earth.
The last war was loudly proclaimed as a
deliverance from evils and the harbinger of good. The
good has hardly yet materialized, though it cost a sum

so staggering that figures refuse to tell the story.

It was

as great a material loss as though a mighty cataclysm
had destroyed the whole United States. Man has failed.
Far greater still will be the havoc and far more ap
palling will be the loss when the seals are loosed and the
trumpets sound, and the bowls are poured out in the day
of His indignation. But blessed results will follow. The
world will not be safe for democracy—which is itself
most unsafe-—but saved for God. And the secret of His
success lies not in His lion-like power alone, but in His
utter weakness and defeat on Calvary's cross. This is
the moral power, the spiritual force, which will so qual
ify His strange and terrible judgment work, that its
effect will be salutary and successful.
Let us, then, imitate the mighty multitude of the
heavenly host (for we belong to heaven, too) and join
their song of praise.
"Worthy's the Lambkin which Has Been' slain

To get power and riches and wisdom and strength
And honor and glory and bliss!"

A. E. K.

. . . Finances are pretty close with us and dollars are scarce.

But it don't seem as if I can give up the magazine, it has
It has brought me out
from under the bondage of Methodism. Twenty-five years
I labored in the Methodist church holding every office in it
from door keeper to delegate to state annual conference (ex
been so much of a comfort to me.

cept pastor's job), and I can testify that I am surely a free
in Christ Jesus—which is free indeed . . . Glory to

man

God!

But I am an outcast so far as working in the churches

is concerned . . .
1 i

I have so much enjoyed reading your Coming Conflict,
Mystery of Babylon and All in All, that I would like to get

some more on the same line . . . God has been revealing the
glorious truth of the reconciliation of all to me ... I feel
God wants me to scatter this truth . . .

Evangelist.

Dear Brother:—Your letter and package received.

When I

opened the package and found the Concordant Version four
books I wept for very joy.

I cannot explain to you how or

what the magazine and the pamphlets from you have done
for me.

I have been a very close student of the Word since

I was twenty-five years old but have always been under
somewhat of a bondage and uncertainty.

If I could have

had these precious things thirty years ago it would have
caused me to made different plans for my life work.

I am

now going down on the sunset side of life and it may not be
many years before I will lay down to wait my blessed Lord's

call.

So many things in God's Word seem to puzzle so in

my past life work in the church that it seemed there was

something wrong with the God Whose love Jesus came to
reveal.

At times it seemed to me that the Bible was wrong

or that I was awfully out of joint. I have been promised
work in a neighboring city, so will not do much with the

printed matter till we get settled there. Then not only will
you hear from me, but with the Lord's help others will also
hear from me.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR APRIL, 1923
BEING THE FOURTH NUMBER OF VOLUME FOURTEEN

■EDITORIAL
In response to many requests, this issue of our magazine
is devoted mainly to an answer to a recent attack on the
great truths which God has committed to our keeping.
Our next number will continue the reply, and take up
the argument against the vivification of mankind.

Later
we will defend the reconciliation of the universe. The
impotence of these assaults against the citadel of truth
provides the strongest "proof of its impregnability.
We urgently request that our readers will use every
means at their command to see that the readers of. Our
Hope have an opportunity to see this reply. "We will
send copies freely to all such. We shall endeavor to
have the writer of the article make a public acknowledg
ment in Our Hope of at least one corruption of the
Word. Perhaps it may be that they will publish a part
of our defense. Let us pray that God will give them
grace to right the wrongs they have committed.

Our
The
x35
sold

readers will rejoice with us that the large chart of
Divine Calendar is now ready. It is about 22y2
inches in size, lithographed in colors and will be
for 85 cents or 3 shillings 6 pence.
It may be

ordered directly from Mr.

Hugh

Camblin,

Highfield

House, Carr Lane, Shipley, England, or will be supplied

from the publication office. We hope soon to revise and
reprint the small pamphlet of the same name. It will
have a small-sized reproduction of the large chart (in

black only), and will serve as a key to the larger chart.
These will be 15 cents, or 9 pence, each. We hope to get
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The Divine Calendar

these out in large quantities, and urge our friends to
use them freely, for we have found the chart one of the
most effective means of introducing the truth.

Is it not heartening to have a helper whose cup is so full
that it is running over? The following is from a brother
who is already helping all he can in other ways, and

now wants to help others to help.

I have been wondering for a long time what I could do
to spread the glad tidings printed in your little book "All in
All". It has been such a blessing to me and others who have
read it that I would like to make it easy for a greater num
ber of the Lord's dear ones seeking after the truth (some
who may be unable to pay for it) to have it loaned to them,
on the condition that after reading it could be returned and
r©loaned.
I am enclosing you a cheque for $50.00, which will pay
for two or three hundred copies to be used this way and if
there are enough interested to make it worth while will be
glad to send another amount later on.

The thought is a very good one, so we invite all of
our readers to keep copies of "All in All" on hand
for loaning to others. They will be supplied freely. If
other literature is ordered at the same time it will be no
extra labor to include them. Let us co-operate to spread
the glorious message!

We greatly regret that space cannot be found in this
issue for a contribution by Alan Burns, "How the

Vision was Lost", as we'll as another by Dr. Wm. H.

Walker, and the next instalment in the series on Acts
and the Unveiling. The attack on the truth in Our Hope
calls for an immediate reply, at least in part, and it was
not found feasible to divide the argument on one pas
sage.

Pastor Geo. L. Rogers, of Almont, Michigan, would be
glad to hear from any of our readers in Michigan or
vicinity who would like to have a Bible Conference. We
desire to give our cordial and whole-hearted co-operation
to this effort to stand faithfully for God's Word and to
spread the glorious gospel of His transcendent grace.

"UNIVEBSALISM REFUTED"
A REPLY

It is written: "Faithful is the saying and worthy of all
welcome, for for this are we toiling and being
reproached, that 'We rely on the living God, Who is the
Saviour of all mankind, especially of those who believe.'
These things be charging and teaching- Let no one be
despising your youth . . ." (1 Tim. 4:9-12). It is writ
ten again: '' Now the Lord's slave ought not to be fight
ing, but to be gentle to all, apt to teach, bearing with
evil, in meekness training those who are antagonizing,
if perchance in time God may give them repentance to
come into a realization of the truth . . ." (2 Tim. 2:
24, 25).
The reproach which is promised to those who believe
that God is the Saviour of all mankind is administered
in an article in the March and April numbers of Our
Hope, by Arthur W. Pink, entitled " Universalism Re
futed, Eternal Punishment Established From the
Scriptures?'.
It is introduced by an editorial in the
March number by A. C. Gaebelein. It must needs be
that this reproach should come, that the Scriptures may
be fulfilled. Yet we cannot help a feeling of sorrow that
these brethren, whom God has used for the truth, should
fall so far from the standard set in the second quotation.
The spirit which pervades the article is but a reflex
of the doctrine which it teaches.
Those who do not
hesitate to consign the majority of mankind to endless
torture naturally are not tender of the feelings of any
of God's creatures. As God gains so few they care little
about' convincing or convicting those they deem in error.
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We Are Not

Let us not judge these brethren too harshly. If we be
lieved as they do, we should probably pursue the same
course. We would gladly omit the offensive terms in*
the following quotations, but they are so interwoven
that it is difficult to do so, and we may be misjudged.
That this article is not the ordinary kind, but is con
sidered crushing and conclusive by the editor of Our
Hope is evident from his editorial concerning it. After
suggesting that we believe the lie of the serpent "Ye
shall not surely die" (though we teach that the unbe
liever dies twice), he continues:
The article in this issue by Mr. A. W. Pink is an excellent
one. It completely annihilates the inventions of old, restated
and dished up in th-e "Concordant Version of the Bible," by
a Mr. Knoch in Los Angeles.
We understand that some
believers on the coast have listened to these miserable per
versions of the faith.
We hope the article will be used in
their deliverance.

As we will reprint the greater part of the article in
our reply, little need be said by way of introduction.
After several pages of appeal to the prejudices of his
readers, he seeks to show that the justification of all
mankind in the fifth of Romans is confined to the elect,
that the vivification of all in the fifteenth of first Corin
thians is confined to the resurrection of. the saints, and
that the reconciliation of the universe in the first of
Colossians is limited to the things (not persons) in earth
and heaven. This is followed by putting "the ending
of the ages" in the past, and a discussion of the word
"eternal".
We are grievously slandered by being called "Universalists". Lest we should be guilty of the same sin,
and misrepresent the writer of this article, we sent for
another of his pamphlets on this same subject, "Universalism Examined and Refuted". In it he gives his def
inition of " Universalism" again and again, by telling
what they believe.
On almost every point we do not
hold what he attributes to Universalists. Is it honest
for him to call us by this name, knowing that in so

"Universalists"
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doing he is fastening on us a stigma which will preju
dice his readers against us? He says "They insist on
the Fatherhood of God and universal Brotherhood of
man."
"They believe that Christ suffered at the hands,

of men, but deny that He suffered at the hand of God."

"They deny that Christ died to satisfy the demands of
God's broken law ..." They "insist that an age spent
in the Lake of Fire will remove the dross from and
refine the character of the one who is sent there by
God.'' They say c' there is something good still within
man, something that is capable of being educated by
punishment.'' Now he knows that we do not hold any of
these things. "We would be glad to think the slander a
matter of ignorance. But since he knows what Universalists teach and knows what we teach—
We feel this matter very keenly, for, while we are
glad to suffer reproach for the sake of God's truth, we
cannot bear to be classed with those who, according to
their reputed teaching, dishonor our Saviour, and our
God. May God forgive him this wrong!
Universal ism
.

Refuted, Eternal Punishment
From the Scriptures
Arthur

W.

Established

Pink

Does the Word of God affirm the everlasting punishment
of those who die in their sins? That it does has been the
firm and settled conviction of a host of godly men all through
the centuries of this Christian era. That it does is the ex
pressed declaration of the 1611 translation of the Scriptures.
But today both the piety and the scholarship of Christian
leaders of the past is being called into question. We are

told that they held views of God which reduces Him to a

heartless Fiend, a Monster comparable to the worst of the
gods of the heathen.
We> are asked to believe that all of
these Christian scholars of the past were so ignorant of
Hebrew and Greek, and so careless in their searching of the
Scriptures to ascertain the exact force of its terms, that their
translations and interpretations are not only egregiously
faulty, but a slander upon the Lord God.
In the present day there are a number of men so filled
with conceit that they hesitate not to dismiss with a wave
of the hand the concentrated and consecrated studies of all
who have gone before them. Not content with branding as
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Tradition

damnable heresy the doctrines proclaimed by such men as
Luther, Whitefield, Edwards, Spurgeon, etc., they declare
that the 1611 translation of the Scriptures—which God has
so markedly and marvelously honored—is full of serious
mistakes.
We are told that its translators were so bound
by the traditions of men, so prejudiced in their views, so
tied down by theological systems, that, wittingly or unwit
tingly, their labors have resulted in traducing the character
of God and caricaturing His truth.

In these opening paragraphs the writer bares the
principles which pervade his protest. In it he denies
the solemn truth that we are living in an era when men
turn away from the truth (2 Tim. 4:4). As he does not
believe God's express declarations as to this matter, we
find him continually turning away from the Scriptures
themselves to find some human authority on which to
lean. The tradition of the elders is, to him, the voice of
God.
The second principle which permeates and vitiates
almost all he says is a lamentable looseness in dealing
with the words of God. Paul's exhortation to Timothyis unheeded, for there is no attempt at a pattern of
sound words (2 Tim. 1:13). Unsound theological terms
are defended.
The 1611 translation of the Bible does
not l' affirm the everlasting punishment of those who die
in their sins". This is said of the nations at "the left
hand of the Son of Man when He comes in His glory

(ML 25:31-46), not of untold billions "who die in their

sins".

'

*

'

Those who degrade the word of God below the words
of men, or so pervert the word of God as to apply a
statement made to a particular class at a special time
fcto all men at all times, deserve to be in darkness. We
would not speak of this opening statement if it stood
alone. But the principles involved are at the base of his
whole position. We are told that, in Romans, all men
does not mean all men, but only the elect.
In Corin
thians "in Christ all" means "all in Christ". In Colossians "the all" means "all things". He deals loosely

Is Not Truth
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with. God's inspired words yet insists on hanging all on
human perversions.
,
Before entering into details let us weigh thoroughly some
of the general issues involved. To begin with, let us ask the
question, Is it thinkable that the God of the Scriptures would
have suffered His holy Word—which He had magnified
above all His name (Psa. cxxxviii:2) and which He has so
graciously and so wondrously preserved during the cen
turies—to be thus abused? God knew all that was involved
in the making of that 1611 translation.
He knew that it
would be, for centuries, the only transcript of His mind
which countless numbers in the English-speaking world
(who had no access to the Hebrew and Greek originals)
would have.
He knew that this 1611 translation would
form the basis of hundreds of others into as many different
tongues.
Is it thinkable, then, we ask, that God would
ever permit that translation to give such a radically mis
leading view of His character, and an utterly erroneous
setting forth of the final destiny of probably the greater part
of the human race? That there should be inaccuracies in it
was only to be expected; for it is human to err. But that
God should allow such inaccuracies that completely mislead
its countless readers concerning the two most vital of all
subjects—the character of God and the destiny of men—

is to us, and we doubt not to all reverent and honest minds,

utterly unthinkable.

.

Reverent and honest minds will remember what God
has said concerning the apostasy of the end time and
will believe God that the errors of the last days will be
very grave. It is not a question to be decided by mental
incapacity, but by a written revelation.
Whenever a writer begins by creating a prejudice
in0 the minds of his readers in favor of a doctrine for
Which he cannot find sufficient support in the word of
God, he reminds them of the crime of differing from
godly men. It is perfectly proper for good men to dif
fer among themselves, it is quite commendable that he
should differ from them in many matters, but for any
one else to appeal to the Scriptures themselves—that
is the height of heresy! We shall see that, in differing
from such men as Calvin on the subject before us, our
'brother has classed himself as a criminal in this indict
ment ! These godly men all had much truth and some
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An Appeal

error.

Does our brother believe Luther's doctrine that,

the bread and the wine are transformed into the actual
body and blood of the Lord ? That the epistle of James
is not inspired?

But, suppose that we are so constituted that we must
have something besides the revelation God has given,
what should our reason recommend? Seeing that the
Scriptures plainly teach that this economy will end in
apostasy, the presumption is that all doctrines which
are

commonly

received

throughout

Christendom,

are

false.
They should be viewed with suspicion. None
should be received without first being tested by God's
word.
Such, for instance, is the orthodox dogma of
inherent immortality.
The overwhelming majority of
men, including the great and good, believe it. Yet the
Scriptures emphatically deny it. It is not conceit but
faith that follows the word of God.
Or, if we cannot see the appalling plight of the apos
tasy, we should fall back upon the simple, clear state
ments concerning God Himself, and the spirit which He
has given us. God is love, and the spirit He has given

us is one of grace.

The nature of God and the new life

of the believer are utterly opposed to hatred. "We are
to love even our enemies and do them good, because this
is what God does. Suppress it, stifle it, denounce it we
may, but no real believer has ever escaped the thought,
"How can God torture His creatures forever and ever?"
Every honest heart will bear witness to this. This does
not prove eternal torment to be wrong, but it does cast
a cloud of suspicion upon it. What is so contrary to
the spirit which we have received from God demands
investigation. If it is of God, let us cling to it: if not,
let us repudiate it. Its nearly universal spread proves,
that it is a part of the apostasy, if it proves anything.
But even those who have the mind of Christ cannot
be the final arbiters of truth, for they differ among
themselves. Truth should be viewed in the light of the
revealed character of God. Both His attributes and His
essence are irrevocably arrayed against eternal torment.

to Apostasy
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It outrages His love, it sullies His holiness, it robs Him
of His justice.
Limited suffering satisfies love, and
fully answers the demands of justice and holiness. It
was so in the case of Christ. If eternity alone can suf
fice for sin, why does not the Saviour suffer eternally ?
That the 1611 version is not perfect is freely granted.
That there is room for godly men, possessing the requisite
scholarship, to correct its flaws is doubtless true. And dur
ing the last three hundred years there have been many such
who have reverently and painstakingly studied the Hebrew
and Greek texts. These men have earnestly and prayerfully
sought God's mind.
The results of their labors have ap
peared in prin£, and thousands of believers have been helped
thereby. But now we are asked to believe that their trans
lations, at least where certain truths are involved, are mis
leading and erroneous.
They, too, were so blinded by

prejudice that they could not see the truth; or so cowardly,

they were afraid to herald it; or so dishonest, they deliber
ately perverted it. This may pass with the credulous and
thoughtless, but sober-minded men and women will be slow
to believe it.

This paragraph is a deliberate attempt to create the
false impression that we invariably change the accepted
versions to suit our teaching. But what are the facts 1
He (not we) wants to alter "all men" to "all the elect"
(Rom. 5:18). He actually does corrupt "in Christ all"
to "all in Christ" (1 Cor. 15:22). Worse than this, in
order to undermine our more accurate rendering,
"the universe" for "all things", he actually offers mis^
leading and false evidence and suppresses the true! We
do not need to change these passages. He does. We are
willing to leave them as they are.
With regard to the word for the ages, is there a
single modern translator or expositor who does not, in
some passage, give tlxe true meaning? Newberry calls
• attention to it. Rotherham has two long notes on it an#,
I believe, always has age 6r age-abiding. The Revisers
have age in the margin half of the time. We have taken
the most straightforward course possible in a case like
this, and have simply transliterated the Greek, leaving
the interpretation to the reader. Nay, more than that,
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We Have Borrowed

we venture to say that our brother himself refuses suet
phrases as "the end of the world." So that our real
crime lies in doing just as he does—only doing it. Con
sistently.
The next few pages are so contradictory that they
cancel themselves, hence we shall not transcribe them.,
On one page we are told that good men have searched
the Scriptures "with the hope they might discover some
thing which would at least modify" that "against which
their own sentiments revolted", on another eternal tor
ment commends itself "to the consciences of His chil
dren ".■ If the unction they received approved of the
teaching of eternal torment, why did they try to find
some escape from it?

As, however, we build nothing on such broken reeds

as these,

we will not even attempt to answer these
appeals, lest it may seem that we also depend on such
methods of shoring up the truth. The word of God is
sufficient for us and does not need the props of a per^
verted "conscience" or a spurious spirituality.
Two books lie before us as we write, "The Divine Mys

teries: The Mystery of the Gospel" and "All in All: the
Goal of the Universe"—which are the occasion of this

brochure. The former is written and published by> a Mr.
Knoch of Los Angeles, the latter published by the same

man contains a number of articles from different authors
and several from the pen of its editor. We shall here notice
only those written by Mr. Knoch.
The above books present a system of Universalism, for
they teach the ultimate salvation of every creature of God.
But like the majority of those who contend for the ultimate
salvation of every one of God's creatures, Mr. Knoch is not
a consistent Universalist.
His later writings—from which
we quote.at the conclusion of this paper—contains not a
little which he has borrowed from Annihilationists.
The
arguments made have, almost all of them, been presented
many times before, though no acknowledgment is paid to
those from whom they have been borrowed.
These argu
ments have been repeatedly examined during the last two
hundred years by the servants of God, and being weighed
in the balances of Holy Writ have been found wanting.
But many of the present generation are more or less ignorant
of this, and know little or nothing of the ease with which

From the Bible!
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other students of the Word have exposed and refuted these
sophistries of Satan. This is our chief reason for engaging
in the present service.

An amusing incident has occurred in connection with
the charge that no acknowledgment is paid to those from
whom we are supposed to have borrowed our arguments.
Speaking on the subject of vivification in a public gath
ering, we asked if anyone had heard or read any similar
exposition of the theme. For a while no one spoke and
all seemed.to indicate that they had never known of it
before. But, at last, one brother, holding up a book, so
that all could see, shouted, "I have a book that has it.!"
The audience turned to see. He was holding up a Bible!
So we humbly retract any claim we are supposed to have
made as to originality.
It is all borrowed from the
Bible!
Our main testimony is concerned with the universal
reconciliation and the various mysteries. We know that
our teaching on these themes has been derived fresh
from the word of God. We do not know of anyone else
who teaches the same. Others have taught the salvation
of all mankind,oor a kind of "restitution". But where is

the record of anyone teaching the justification of all man
kind, the vivification (not resurrection) of all mankind,
the reconciliation (not salvation) of the universe? Who
has presented the mystery of Babylon as we have ? Who
teaches as we do concerning the present secret economy 1
We do not ask this merely to show that we have not
"borrowed" from others, but we would gladly know
of others who have found these treasures in God's holy
word.

If then, what we have presented has been practically
unknown, how can it be that it has been repeatedly
examined and answered ? Answers to Universalism there
are, not doubt, in plenty. But, as we have been told by
those who had belonged to the Universalist church that
our teaching was as different from theirs as could be,
they do not cover our case.
We base all blessing on
Christ. They build on character.
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The Scriptures Cannot

The purpose of Mr. Enoch's" books is to repudiate the
doctrine of the everlasting punishment of the lost. In his
efforts to accomplish this he attempts to do two things:
First, to so interpret certain portions of the New Testa

ment as to make them affirm the justification, vivification,

and reconciliation of all; second, to show that the Greek
words rendered "eternal" and "for ever and ever" in the

1611 translation do not signify endless duration.

therefore, test his teaching at these two points.

W© shall,

"The Mystery of the Gospel" originally contained
the following: "The underworld, though not sharing
in the universal reconciliation, will be powerless to pre
vent and impotent to infringe upon that perfect bliss."
{See page 187). It can hardly be the purpose of. a book
to prove that which its author did not believe when he
first wrote it. Yet the above statement of our critic is
an admirable summary of "All in All".
Really, all that is needed to refute any system of Universalism is to demonstrate that the Scriptures do expressly
affirm the endless punishment of the lost, for truth is always
consistent, and as God's Word ts "truth" it cannot contain

any
tain
tion
help

contradictions; therefore, it is evident, that though cer
passages may at the first glance seem to teach the salva
of all, yet in fact they can not do so. However, it may
some if we expose the various glosses which Mr. Knoch

has placed upon the passages he appeals to in support of his
heretical dogmas.

All that is necessary to refute the doctrine of end
less punishment is to quote a single passage of Scripture
which affirms the contrary (Col. 1:20). One argument
is as good as the other, only that in favor of ultimate
reconciliation is immeasurably better, for its conclusion
is in harmony with the revealed character of God and
the spirit of love which He has implanted in His saints.
Our brother asserts this when he protests that many
have made a study of the Scriptures "with the hope tb^t
they might discover something which would at least
modify" this doctrine. If it appealed to their hearts
and consciences and the spirit God had given them, why
did they seek to modify it ? We are not seeking to alter
the universal reconciliation.

Teach What They Seem To!
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The first passage he summons to his aid is Rom. v: 12-21.

Upon the first verses Mr. Knoch comments as follows: "Sin
fixes its fangs firmly on every one of Adam's sons. There

is ho escape for any one.
Sin is not evil theoretical, but
actual and practical.
It is not presented as a matter of
choice. It is powerful and sovereign. The grand proof of
this is Death.
Death can enter only through sin.
But
Death claims every single son of Adam.
These universal
results have come through a single offense.
a
"For the present at least, the acceptance of the concilia

tion is not universal.

But Adam's offense did not merely

make it possible for men to sin and merit condemnation, it
made it impossible for them to do otherwise. And we dare
not refuse to believe that the work of Christ is 'THUS
ALSO/ So that it is beyond denial that Christ's one right
eous act is the basis upon which all mankind will yet be
freed from every effect of Adam's offense.
Truly, God
locks up all in distrust in order that He may be merciful to
all (Rom. xi:32).
And we may ask, Upon what other
grounds could God justify the inclusion of all under sin?
In order that He might condemn them?
Never!
But in
Order that He might create conditions in which He can
reveal His love to them?"
■ ' ■
Here the Universalist dogma is plainly set forth; upon
the basis of Christ's one righteous act "all mankind" will
yet be freed from every effect of Adam's offense." Mark
how in the closing sentences of this quotation (from "The
Divine Mysteries", pages 65 and 66) Mr. Knoch disposes
of the mystery of evil, and undertakes to fathom the ways
of the Almighty.
"Upon what other grounds," he asks,
"could God justify the inclusion of all under sin? In order
that He might condemn them? Never! .But in order that
He might create conditions in which He can reveal His love
to them." What an arrogant replying against the Creator
is this!
Commenting on the singleness of the acts of Adam and
Christ and upon the universal (?) effects of these, Mr.

Knoch says (page 56), "And right here we challenge all who

reverence the Word of God to array their strong reasons .
against a universal reconciliation before the adamantine
fortress which these words provide."
It is needless for us
to call attention to the spirit which such language displays.
But what follows is far worse. On page 67 the venom of the
Serpent is plainly observable: "The damnable dogmas of
interminable sin, of estrangement irreconcilable between
God and man, of endless torment, of a vindictive God—all
these, shuddering, flee before these verities like foul vapors
before the ascending sun." We verily trust that all who read
these lines will "shudder" at such "foul" language!
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The Principle of Imputation

There is a certain plausibility about Mr. Knoch's state
ments which is well calculated to beguile the unbeliever.
" Unless the true scope and meaning of Rom. v :12-21 be clearly
perceived it is well nigh impossible to detect the fallacies
in the Universalist's reasonings.
That the apostle is not
. treating of a numerical contrast is freely granted; that he
is not drawing an antithesis between one part of the Adamic
race and another part of that same race as such we fully
allow.
But wl\en Mr. Knoch, commenting on these verses,
says, "Christ's work has no limits, either in power or ex
tent!
It restores far more than sin has taken away!
It
vitally affects all humanity who were mortally affected by

Adam's sin," he greatly errs.

Little need be said concerning this extract except
that he deserves credit for giving a very fair presenta
tion of our position. Our error consists in refusing to
limit the work of Christ. We are content to have it so.
He now proceeds to prove by a somewhat lengthy and

involved process, that Christ's work has limitations, that
Romans does not deal with "all men" (as it says) but

with all the elect.

It would require too much space to give here a complete
and detailed exposition of this most important passage in

Rom. v, yet we must try and say enough to bring out its

central teachings and enable the reader to see how thor
oughly unfounded are Mr. Knoch's reasonings upon it.

To begin with, a word needs to be said concerning the
relations of Rom. v: 12-2! to the context. In the previous
chapters the Holy Spirit had dealt at length with the de
pravity and sinfulriess of men, both Gentiles and Jews—even
in the first half of Rom. v this is further brought out by

such expressions as "without strength;" "ungodly," "sin
ners" (verse 6), "enemies" (verse 10).
But now in the
second half of Rom. v we are conducted to the fountainhead and shown the cause of all this—the fall of Adam.
This, then, explains why "Adam" is referred to here.
Again; in the second section of this Epistle (which begins
at iii:21) a brief exposition is given of God's way of salva
tion—see iii:21-26).
In chapter iv this is illustrated at
length by the case of Abraham. God's way of salvation is
by imputing righteousness (made possible by the death and
resurrection of Christ) to every one that believeth. That this

principle of ^imputation is neither novel nor exceptional, but
basic and universal, is now proven in chapter v by an
appeal to the case of Adam, where we are thus taken back
to the very beginning of God's governmental dealings with

the human race.

" Federal Headship"
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The dominant purpose of Rom. v: 12-21 is to illustrate the
doctrine of the .justification of sinners on the ground of
Christ being made the righteousness of God to every one that

believeth.

From the beginning of the Epistle the Holy

Spirit has been engaged in inculcating one dominant truth,
namely, that the ground of the sinner's acceptance before
God is not anything in him or from him, but instead, solely
by what Christ has done.
This comes out clearly in v:9,
10, 11. But as this idea of men being treated and regarded
not according to their own doings, but on the merits of
Another, is altogether contrary to the thoughts of^ the
carnal mind, and is particularly offensive to the self-right
eous desire of fallen man to win the Divine favor, God
moved the apostle to illustrate and enforce this vital prin
ciple and truth by a reference to the great analagous fact
of the fall of Adam and the consequent ruin of his race; a
ruin brought about not by anything done personally by the
members of that race, but accomplished solely by the acting
of one outside of themselves.
So much then for the central design of our passage. Let
us next point out the key which unlocks it.
It should be
obvious to all who have given it much study that the clause
which illuminates the whole paragraph is the one found
at the close of verse 14. There we are told that Adam was
"the figure of Him that was to come." What this signifies
is made clear by what follows: It means that the first Adam,
like the last Adam, was appointed by God as the FEDERAL
HEAD of a race. Like the words 'The Holy Trinity" and
"Substitution," "Federal Headship" is a theological term,
and it is an idle cavil to object that these terms are not
found in Scripture. The words themselves may not be, but
the truths they express certainly are. The principle of rep
resentation, of one acting for the many, of the many being
looked at as in the one and as that one legally standing for
them, is illustrated in the Word of God again and again; for
•example, the High Priest representing the whole house of
Israel on the annual day of atonement. It is in this sense our
passage presents Adam as "a figure," or type, of Christ. So
in 1 Cor. xv:47 Christ is termed "the second Man," which
can only mean the second Federal Head.

.

Now the all-important question arises, Whom did Christ
represent, of what race is He the Federal Head? I answer,
all who believe on Him to the saving of their souls. THESE
constitute the new race, the new creation, the "one new
man"

(Eph. ii:15).

There is, therefore, no difficulty whatever in harmonizing
the so-called universal terms of Rom. v: 15-19 with the fact
that a multitude of Adam's race will be eternally lost. The
"many" unto whom the gift of God's grace abounds (verse
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15) are the same "many" as in John xvii:2 and Acts xiii:48.
The "all men" unto whom comes the free gift "unto justifi
cation of life" (verse 18) are th-e "all men" that the last
Adam represented, namely, God's elect; each of which is
brought to "receive" Christ as a personal Saviour (John
i:12). In short, the second "all" and the "the many" are those
legally and vitally connected with Christ, as the first "all"
and "many" are those who are legally and vitally connected
with Adam.

There is much to commend in this, especially the cen
tral sentence, "this idea of men being treated and
regarded, not according to their own doings, but on the
merits of Another, is altogether contrary to the thoughts
of the carnal mind . . . the great analagous fact of the
fall of Adam and the consequent ruin of his race; a ruin
brought about not by anything done personally by the
members of that race, but accomplished solely by the
acting of one outside of themselves." It is racial, then,
It was the race that was ruined by Adam's fall. But of
course it is not the race which is restored by Christ!
We might object (as he himself does) to the unscriptural term, "Federal Head". Christ is the Head of the
body (Col. 1:18). In the natural sphere He is the Head
of every man (1 Cor. 11:3). He is the Head of every
sovereignty and authority (Col. 2:10). He will be the

Head of the universe (Eph. 1:10).

But I have not been

able to find any passage to support the statement that
He is the Federal Head of "all who believe on Him to
the saving of their souls". He is never spoken of as the
Head of the new humanity (Eph. 2:15). It is a very
misleading expression to impose on this passage.
Headship, in the Scriptures, has to do with rule. The
question here is not the character and extent of Adam*s
dominion, or of Christ's sovereignty. The point of the
passage lies in the character and -effect of Adam's sin.'
It is not that he was a ruler and so Christ also; wiHreign^
It is that he was a man, and Christ also is a Man. One
act of his involved all mankind in ruin, and one act of
Christ's will bring all mankind justification of life.
AH types are restricted. If one man were exactly

the Ground of the Type
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like Christ in all particulars, he would not be a type.
Many men were types of Christ, not in all they were or
did, but in some particular. In what way is Adam here
brought before us?
Do. we read of the headship of
Adam, or of the transgression of Adam f It is Adam the
transgressor who is the type here.
In the following
argument His headship is not alluded to, but his trans
gression is always before us. The introduction of the
theological "Federal Headship" into this passage proves
nothing so much as the absolute necessity of injecting
some foreign element in order to destroy its clear and
unequivocal assertion that all mankind shall be justified
through the one act of Christ just as they were con
demned through the one offense of Adam.
It is in order to prove that "all men" means only
some men, that this phrase "Federal Headship" is intro
duced. It is not the form of sound words which the apos
tle so earnestly exhorts us to hold. Yet since this seems
the only way of showing that Scripture does not mean
what it sdys, he adopts it, not, we are pleased to note,
without some qualms of conscience. But what does he
gain 1
Suppose we allow the unfounded "federal head
ship". It proves nothing. It is far more reasonable to
deduce from it that, as Adam was the "federal head" of
the whole race, without exception or distinction, so
Christ has become the "federal head" of the whole race.
No type is ever greater than its antitype. This chapter
bears witness that, in every other particular, the work
of Christ is "much more" effective than the default of
Adam. But there is no necessity to reason or deduce
anything. God says it includes "all mankind". When
God said that sin came through to "all mankind" (verse
12), our brother believes it because of the evidence of his
senses. Now, when God says He will justify all man
kind, he does not believe it.
As there is no other
evidence, he refuses to believe God. Instead, he actually
asks us to believe him in opposition to God! God says

"all mankind".

"I (A. "W. P.) answer", "God's elect".
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Words Without Knowledge

Now we come to the heart of the matter. As he
intimates, it is the all-important question. The bringing
in of "federal headship'7 has served no useful purpose
whatever. It has only thrown dust into our eyes. The
all-important question is "Whom did Christ represent?
Of what race is He the Federal Head?" God has no
answer for this. He is silent. No passage can be pro
duced. But that does not matter!
"I answer

all who believe on Him to the saving of their souls."
"The 'all men' unto whom comes the free gift 'unto
justification of life' (verse 18) are the 'all men' that
the last Adam represented, namely, God's elect; . . ."
We confess that we are gravely sorrowful for a
brother who can stake all upon his own word, or who can
expect his readers to believe him in preference to God.
Not a shred of scriptural evidence is given that "all
men" means all the elect, for there is none.
But perhaps his assertion is based on reasoning. Let
us examine his premises. The question is, How many
will be justified? Under protest we will use his own
unscriptural phrases.
1.
2.

Christ is "federal head" of a race, as Adam was
"federal head".
Adam's offense condemned all mankind.

Conclusion.

Christ's work justifies all mankind.

Let those who prefer reason to revelation try to write
down definite premises for the conclusion that the work
of Christ is limited to the justification of the elect. They
will soon find that the great fact that Adam's offense
actually makes all mankind sinners is fatal to such a
deduction. If we were only given a choice in the matter,
if some of mankind had refused to be ruined by what
Adam had done, then we could reason out a limit to
Christ's work, as the antitype of Adam's fall. Yet even
this would not be conclusive for in all other particulars,
where the effect of Christ's work varied from Adam*s,
it was much more.

Arguments of Ashes

,
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Let us try to manipulate the minor premise as is
suggested, and make it
2.

Adam's offense condemned those who are legally and
vitally connnected with him.

But, as all are thus connected, it hinders, rather than
helps, for it proves that all will be legally and vitally
connected with Christ.
It is evident that nothing can
be done with the premises. The only possible way to get
the result we want is to slip a cog. The ''federal head
ship " will cover this slip. We are forced to take for
granted the very thing we are supposed to prove! Keep
at this passage, dear brethren! Reason with it. Wrestle
with it. You will never be satisfied until you acknowl
edge that Christ's work, in all its aspects, completely
eclipses Adam's.
For those who desire to make a more minute study of
this passage we submit the following analysis:

First, as the point to be illustrated is the justification of
sinners on the ground of righteousness being imputed to
them, appeal is made to the condemnation of the old race
through the offense of Adam (verse 12).
Second, before carrying out the analogy and applying
the principle of the illustration, proof is first supplied that
all of Adam's race were condemned on account of the sin
of their Federal Head (see verses 13 and 14a).

Third, Adam was, therefore, a figure or type of Christ,
inasmuch as what he did is imputed to (reckoned to the
account of) all whom he represented (verse 14b). »
Fourth, having stated that Adam was a type of Christ,

we are next shown in what particulars He was and was not
so.
There was both a comparison and a contrast (verses
15-17).

Fifth, the Holy Spirit then returns to the principle of
headship, and plainly states the consequences to the members
of the old race and the members of the new race of the
federal relations of both Adam and Christ (verses 18, 19).
Sixth, the Holy Spirit next supplies a reason why the
Law was given, and draws a contrast between sin and grace
(verse 20).

Seventh, the climax of the argument is reached by affirm
ing that grace reigns through righteousness unto eternal
life by Jesus Christ our Lord (verse 21).
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An Analysis

We see nothing in this analysis which will assist the
student to settle the point before us.
So we present
another analysis which we confidently believe will be a
much greater help in studying the whole passage and
definitely 4ecide that "all men" means all men.
The word of God is vitally alive. All living organ
isms have a symmetrical structure, part corresponding
with part. In man, one arm corresponds with the other,
finger balances finger. So the whole epistle of Romans
has a structure in which each passage has a companion
passage in the corresponding division of. "the book. For
the sake of those who do not possess the Concordant
Version it is reprinted here. No one who will carefully
consider this framework will doubt for a moment that
here we have God's analysis. We have not made it. We
have only discovered it. This, we submit, is not an out
line based on human insight or the lack of it. Like the
flower of the field, the marvelous symmetry and relation
of the parts in this "outline" reveals the handiwork of
God. It is given on the next page.
From this structure we learn that the companion pas
sage is found somewhere in the eleventh chapter. We
may expect to find there a counterpart of the justifica
tion of all mankind, but from the national standpoint
rather than the individual.
Is. there any statement
dealing with all mankind ?
There is, and it is just
as clearly all as the fifth of Romans. "God locks all up
together in obstinacy, that He may be merciful to all"
(Rom. 11:32).

The same marvelous proportion of parts is to be
seen in this passage itself. If we should ask our hearts
what part of the context will east most light on the
interpretation of this scripture, the answer will be found
in the framework which we submit herewith. It will be
noted that it is a miniature of the epistle as a whole, a
! reversal in which each subject is reviewed in opposite

order once the center of the passage has been reached.
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of the Passage

LITERARY FRAMEWORK
Reversal with Doctrinal Alternation

Gospel, made known. Justification I1-!6

I Greetings, brief V
' Piayer 18-19
I Intended Journey I10-113

I | Previous Ministry 114-117
j The Conduct of Mankind l18-320
Doctrine

Justification 32l-425

Conciliation S^S30

'

"|

I
|

| God's Sovereignty 831-839 )
| God's Sovereignty 91-929
Doctrine
Justification 930-1021
Conciliation ll1-!!35

j The Conduct of the Saints 1&-157
Previous Ministry 158-1521

| Intended Journey 1522-1529

| Prayer 1530-1533
| Greetings, extended 16^16»
Gospel, hushed up, Conciliation 1625-1627

FRAMEWORK OF
12

One man sins;

13'

ROMANS 5:12-21

the law;

14a

death reigns

146 Adam's transgression: its antitype—All mankind
15

One man's offense:

death—Many

16a One sin

166 One sin

17

18
19

One man's offense: death—Believers

Adam's offense: its counterpart—AW mankind
One man obeys: 20

the law: 21

grace reigns
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The Commentaries

Is it possible that such symmetry can be accidental?
Since it is undoubtedly designed, we should take advan
tage of its plan, for it points unerringly to the closest
context for any part of the passage. This is not neces
sarily the next verse. It is the corresponding member
of the structure.
Adam's sin is twice brought before us and used as a
picture of present conditions. First it is called a trans
gression and the question is whether those who have no
law, as Adam had, are reached by its dire effects. The
answer is that all mankind are included, even though
they had not transgressed, as Adam had.
This is the
lead which the eighteenth verse follows.
All between
verses fourteen and eighteen is parenthetic. This is evi
dent to the careful student apart from any structure.
There is nothing in verses fifteen, sixteen, or seventeen
on which to base the conclusion in verse eighteen. So
that we are justified in reading the passage as follows:

14 ". . . death reigns from Adam unto Moses, over those,
too, who did not sin after the likeness of Adam's trans
gression, which is a type of that which is about to be.
(15,16,17) 18 Consequently, then, as it was through one
offense for all mankind for condemnation, thus, too, it
is through one just award for all mankind for life's
justifying."

Now we are ready once more to ask the question,
Does this refer to all the elect or all mankind f Since
the plain statement of the text is denied, we ask the
further question, Did Adam's sin reach a portion or all
of mankind ? There is no need to answer. Consequently
justification also, is for all mankind.
We have now shown that both revelation and rea
son are for the justification of all mankind. We ought
to stop here. It is useless to study human opinions on
such a matter. Yet our failure to follow may be urged
against the truth.
So we will see what men have to
say!

of Christendom
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The brief exposition which we have furnished above
upon the second half of Rom. v is no novel interpretation
of ours, invented for the purpose of disposing of a difficulty.

In substance it is—as Mr. Knocn very well knows, or ought
to know, since he appears to be so well acquainted with the
commentaries of Christendom—the identical interpretation
uniformly given by the Reformer and the Puritans. Were
it necessary we could prove this by quoting from upwards
of twenty-five of the leading Christian teachers of the six
teenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. But we have
adopted it not because it comes to us endorsed by so many
godly scholars, but because we have long been personally
satisfied it is the only interpretation which fairly, and con
sistently with other scriptures, gives a place and meaning to
all of its terms. That Mr. Knoch ignores this interpreta
tion—an interpretation embodied in some of the leading

Catechisms and Creeds—only serves to show the weakness

of his case.
Not that we are complaining because he has
failed to notice the Catechisms and Creeds (which are no
more authoritative to us than to him), but fairness requires

an exegete, who is advancing a system of interpretation which

is opposed to the one which has been widely received by
God's people in the past, to show the untenableness of that
which he seeks to supplant.
If a man should offer some
refinement of Socinianism to the Christian public, it would be
incumbent upon him to attempt to show where he believes
they err who believe in a plurality of Persons in the God
head. Failure to do this will cause reflecting minds to con
clude he was unable to do so.

It is with a deal of diffidence that I speak of personal
They are of no moment when dealing' with

matters.

God's truth. The fact that Peter had recently denied
his Lord did not impair his preaching at Pentecost.
Yet if I miist descend to speak of myself I will only con
fess my ignorance. I am not at all acquainted with the
commentaries of Christendom.

I have long ago read in

the Scriptures that this is a day of departure from the
faith. This defection must be reflected in Christendom's
commentaries and I do not wish to feed on apostasy. It
is bound to have its effect on everyone who absorbs it.
I have spent half a lifetime fitting myself to hear God
speak through His inspired word, and, having heard
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Him, it would be hard to find commentaries which would
interest me. Yet I have a broken second hand set to
refer to when I am expeeted to know what Christendom
thinks, but the volume on Romans is missing. However,
sometime ago some one kindly gave me a copy of Barnes
on Romans, which I believe, is a standard work. I will
look up the point in question. This is what I find:
Barnes on Romans 5:18

Upon all men. . The whole race . . .
Came upon all
men.
(eis pantas antkropous.)
Was with reference to all
men; had a bearing upon all men; was originally adapted
to the race. As the sin of Adam was of such a nature in* the
relation in which he stood as to affect all the race, so the
work of Christ, in the relation in which h& stood, was adapted
also to all the race.
As the tendency of the one was to
involve the race in condemnation, so the tendency of the
other was to restore them to acceptance with God.
There

was an original applicability in the work of Christ to all

men—a richness, fulness of the atonement fitted to meet
the sins of the entire world, and restore th© race to favor . . .
... Perhaps there could not be found a more striking
declaration anywhere that the work of Christ had cm original
applicability to all men;. or - that it is, in its own nature,
fitted to save all. The course of argument here leads inev
itably to this; nor is it possible to avoid it without doing
violence to the obvious and fair course of the discussion . . .
Calvin concurs in this interpretation, and thus shows that
it is one which commends itself even to the most strenuous
advocates of th^ system which is called by his name.

Both Barnes and Calvin were " leading Christian
teachers" and they do not teach that "all mankind" in
Romans 5:18 is confined to the elect.
It includes the
whole race of mankind. For once I will quote a com
mentary: "The course of argument leads inevitably to
this; nor is it possible to avoid it without doing violence
to the obvious and fair course of the discussion.yj These
words come from one who, like the writer in Our Hope,
must find some way to avoid the plain teaching of this
passage. That seems to be the function of commentaries.

But he could not force himself to do such "violence" to

the passage as we are now called upon to approve.

of the World
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Perhaps our critic will smile at the mental con
tortions of Mr. Barnes. The specially strong inspired
INTO, he would like to change to "with reference to",
or, "had a bearing upon". But these are not just satis
factory, so he has a brilliant idea. It was "originally
adapted" (his italics) to the race".
This seems to
relieve him wonderfully, so it is repeated as "an original
applicability ... to all men". All that we need now
is a commentary on Barnes, for we do not know what he
means. Neither does he.

What are the facts? In this passage this word EI2
into is used eight times. The occurrences follow. In
place of into, in each case put one of the phrases pro
posed and the absurdity of the whole position is mani
fest. This is the only safe commentary. You may call it
mine if you like. I am not ashamed of it before either
God or man.
Little discernment is necessary to
see that this not only robs mankind as a whole, but it
strips us of everything that we have in Christ.
5:12.

sin entered into the world

12.

death came through into all mankind

15.

the grace of God and the gratuity in grace, which is
of the One Man, Jesus Christ, into the many supers
abounds

16.
16.
18.
18.

the judgment is out of one into condemnation
the grace is out of many offenses into a just award
as it was through one offense into condemnation
it is through one just award into all mankind for

21.

grace, too, should be reigning, through righteousness,
into eonian lif©

life's justifying

"We must, however, acknowledge that Barnes has a
glimmering of a great truth which no theologian that I
am aware of has ever seen, and which seems to be almost
unknown in the present day. Our dear brother who is
refuting universalism gives no hint, in his analysis, that
he has even heard of it. It is this, "that God was in
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Christ conciliating the world to Himself, not reckoning
their offenses to them" (2 Cor. 5:19). This is not rec
onciliation, for that would prove that God's present
work includes the salvation of the world at this time.
It is conciliation on God's side. It describes God's atti
tude. Reconciliation ensues only when we obtain the
"conciliation" (Rom. 5:11). Had our verse (Eom. 5:18)
read "all mankind for conciliation", then Barnes would
have been very near the truth. But all mankind are
already conciliated. God is not reckoning their offenses
to them.5 He is not threatening, but beseeching them.
This is the great, unknown secret of the evangel, which
is the subject of "The Mystery of the Gospel". But
justification is an entirely different matter. Conciliation
on God's side does not guarantee salvation necessarily.
That rests with its acceptance. Not so with justification.
He who is justified can -face the entire creation and
challenge them to lay anything to his charge. Justifica
tion through Christ need not include eonian salvation,
but it includes far more than ultimate deliverance.
At this juncture we may as well take up one of the
most serious charges against our personal character. We
have not dismissed anyone with a wave of the hand—
not even our critic. The little we know of the teaching

of others on these themes has shown us that they are in
hopeless disagreement. If we choose one side in pref
erence to the other then we are dismissing some as
utterly wrong, and we are presuming to decide between
men and between their opinions. Our opponent does not
even recognize Barnes and Calvin.
Using his own
argument we ought to charge him with colossal conceit.
But we shall not descend to such foolish fighting, for it
is unprofitable and vain. We should not compare our-*
selves among ourselves (2 Cor. 10:12). Those who do
this do not understand (A.V., are not wise). It takes
just as much conceit to dismiss Calvin as a heretic as to
pass by some lesser light.
We cannot commend such a course, but if we musi

Better Than "All Men"
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not study the Scriptures themselves, but consult human
interpretations, is it wise to follow one class of expositors
exclusively when they are opposed*by others equally
good and great and learned ? Is it not wiser to compare
each with the Scriptures and give both credit for as
much as accords with God's word? Calvin is right when
he claims that "all men" means all men in Romans five.
We are with him. Our dear brother is right when he
insist that it is not a mere provision for salvation but
actual justification. We are with him. But we cannot
follow him when he says that all men means.some men.
Neither can we follow Calvin when he says "It is offered
to all without distinction."
Each has a measure of
truth. Neither has a monopoly. Is it conceit or pru
dence to believe only so much of each as does not con
flict with God's revelation?
Does not our position
accord with both as far as it is possible when they are
in disagreement?
We plead guilty of having changed the reading "all
men" in the common version to "all mankind". The
inaccuracy of fixing all sin upon men, and exculpating
Eve and her daughters is evident.
The word here translated men in our version is not
the special term for men (aner) as distinct from women,
but refers to any human being (anthropos). Hence the
Concordant Version has "humans" in its sublinear,
and mankind in the version. Everyone knows that "all
men" does not exclude women, so no one can object to
this change. The best rendering is "all mankind". It
is precisely the same as in the twelfth verse.
Death
came through to "all mankind".
To conclude.
Revelation, reason, and even some
forms of tradition, all unite in assuring us of that grand
and glorious fact that God, through Christ, will justify
the life of every human being. How and when He will
do this we have elsewhere inquired. May God give us
grace to believe Him and revel in the rich redundance
of His grace!
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'' Mankind'' or " The Elect ?''

"We may sum up the whole of this lengthy discussion
in one simple question, What has God said,

all mankind
or, all the elect?

A. E. K.

Boob of Job

IV.

THE DEBATE

We pass over the short section of the book which tells of
the

arrival

of

Job's

friends,

Eliphaz,

Bildad,

and

Zophar, as it only serves to connect the threads of the
narrative.

We enter, therefore, upbn a study of the debate.
analysis is the following:
3.

Job's curse (basis of the debate).
4, 5. Eliphaz's first address.
6, 7. Job's reply.

8.

Bildad's first address.
9, 10. Job's reply.
11. Zophar's first address.

[ First
f Round

15. Eliphaz's second address.
16, 17. Job's reply.

]
I

12-14.

18.

Job's reply.

Bildad's second address.

19. Job's reply.
20. Zophar's second address.

21.

22.

Job's reply.

[Second
f Round

.

Eliphaz's third address.

23, 24.

Job's reply.

25, 26:5-14.

Bildad's third address.

26:2"-4; 27:1-6. Job's reply.
27:7—28. Zophar's third address.

29, 30.

31.

Job's reply.

j
1
I Third

[Round

j

Job's oath of clearing (conclusion of the debate).

Its
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Antiquity and Majority

Our aim in the study of this colloquy is "to become

wise unto salvation".

To accomplish this we must seek

to view the controversy from the right standpoint.
Jehovah, when He speaks at the conclusion of the
debate, distinctly declares that Job had "darkened coun

sel by words without knowledge "(38:2).

At the " end''

of the whole matter He tells the friends, "Ye have not
spoken of me the thing that is right" and orders them

to bring a burnt-offering in atonement for their "folly"
(42:7,8).
In the light of this verdict our basis in examining the

speeches of the friends is, not to receive their wisdom, but
to recant their "folly".

The disputants were aged men,

and great; they were sincere, well-meaning, upright; but
their utterances are the effusions of a darkened under

standing, mere gropings of the mind in the quagmire of
human opinion.

Godliness is no guarantee of right principles or cor
rect opinions.

A man's character may be everything

that is good: his principles and opinions may be wrong.

Some of the saintliest characters that the Church has
produced have at times found themselves on opposite
sides of some controversy.

Conflicting theologies have

arrayed the godliest against each other.
Lot was a righteous man, he aimed at being, right, but

his principles of action were so palpably wrong that Holy
Writ holds him forth, not as an example which we should

follow, but as a warning, in order that we may avoid his
footsteps.
So it was with Job's three friends.

They were good

men—good, that is, in intention, good in the deepest
desire of their hearts, pure in their motives, but utterly

wrong in their knowledge of God's ways.

They knew

Are Not Divine Evidence
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God, yet had not spoken of Him the thing that was right:
they were grave, yet had uttered folly.
pattern case.

Theirs was a

In them are set forth the flimsy substitutes

for divine revelation to which we are ever prone to turn.

Let us first review their grounds of reliance.
'' With us are both the grayheaded and very aged
men, much elder than thy father"

leaning on antiquUy and majority.

(15:10).

Here is

The antiquity of a

belief is no proof of its truth: Buddhism antedates Chris
tianity.

The friends repudiated Job's doctrine, because

it was modern; they held tenaciously their own, because

it was ancient.

In our quest after truth we should be

influenced by nothing save the ruling of Scripture.

The

great test of a doctrine being true is not whether it is
new to us, but whether it is new to the Word. A doctrine
may be new as far as its acceptation is concerned; it may

be old, as far as God's, revelation of it is concerned.
When Luther preached justification by faith many repu
diated it on the score of novelty.

But we know today

that whilst it was new to the "doctrines of the church",
it was old in the "doctrine of the Bible".

The friends

tested things by "what they were taught"; what agreed
therewith they received, what conflicted therewith they
refused.
The friends are also inclined to lean on the number

and distinction of those "with them".

But majorities

and minorities cannot be recognized as factors in estab
lishing the truth of any doctrine.
ance is not spiritual evidence.

Numerical preponder

Saul had more supporters

than David, the Pharisees had more votaries than Christ.
Christianity has had less martyrs than apostates.

"I will declare what wise men have told from their
fathers, and have not hid it; unto whom alone the land
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Education and Erudition

was given" (15:18,19). Job's opponents repose implicit
confidence in education and erudition.
Learning and truth do not always walk hand in hand,
nor does the presence of the one imply the existence of

the other.

Some of the greatest intellects have aligned

themselves on the side of error.

the

bitterest

opponents

Father's name.

of

The learned Jews were

Him

Who

came in

His

Education is an aid of no mean calibre.

It dilates the sphere of usefulness, gives greater point
and color to argument, increases the power of adapta
tion.

But education can only develop; it imparts noth

ing.

It is no substitute for grace and spiritual illumin

ation.

Nor

does

erudition betoken

spiritual power.

The herdman of Tekoa made more impression on the
sinners in Zion than all the intellect and culture of a
whole generation of learned priests.

The speeches of the friends are replete with personal
observations, profusely seasoned with quotations from

the fathers, and abound in reference to arts and sciences,
to natural history, to astronomy, to mineralogy, etc., but

contain only one reference to the Word of.God (22:22).
They knew

and

reverenced

"the instruction of

the

Almighty": they laid up its words in their hearts and

could no doubt repeat many texts.

They read it, How

ever, through the spectacles of the fathers, and knew it
only as a valuable text-book of dogmatics in defending

traditional tenets.

The Word as a life-shaping force, as

the living and Active word, piercing to the dividing of
soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and quick to
discern the thoughts and intents of the heart, they did
not know.

The all-sufficiency of the Word was to them

a mere theory.

In reality it was a dead letter.

committed to a fixed theory.

They are

Their minds are closed.

Are Usually in Error
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Their submission to the fathers is servile.

They rest

their position on human authority: support it by human
wisdom: accredit it on the strength of human favor.
And is not the tendency to acquiesce without inquiry

in the teachings of good men all too prevalent among
Christians?

From time to time God has raised men to

unearth precious truths which for generations lay buried
beneath the rubbish of decayed theology.

Hearts were

quickened; new life infused into moribund communities;
souls lifted to higher planes of life and aroused to a new
sense of responsibility.

The Word became to many the

joy and rejoicing of the heart.

But the next generation,

instead of using the knowledge thus gained to climb

higher the ladder of truth, devoted its energy to stereo
typing it, and so the very knowledge which would have
opened the inner recesses of Scripture, was employed in
erecting a barricade to bar admission thereto.

Such were the bulwarks of the friends.

They substi

tuted the "wisdom of men" for the power of God; the
stagnant pool of tradition for the gushing stream of rev
elation : the clumsy club of opinion for the sharp sword of
the Spirit.

Let us now glance at the procedure of the contro
versy.

The friends- begin by suggesting, in guarded lan
guage, that the severe fate which has overtaken Job
proves him to be a sinner.

Resistance to this overture

they meet with aspersions on the moral character and
remarks reflecting on the animus of the opponent. Inten

sification of feeling follows; pungent epithets are ex.
changed by the contestants, the friends enforcing their .
arguments by enumerating instances or elaborating pic

tures.

To Job's remonstrance against such treatment at
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their hands Eliphaz prefers a long list of supposed
charges:
Thy wickedness is great,

Neither is there any end to thine iniquities.
For thou hast taken pledges of thy brother for nought,
And stripped the naked of their clothing.
Thou hast not given water to the weary to drink,
And thou hast withholden bread from the hungry.
But as for the mighty man, he had the earth;
And the honorable man, he dwelt in it.
Thou hast sent widows away empty,
And the arms of the fatherless have been broken (22:5-9).

If their doctrine was precarious, the weapons of their
warfare were carnal.
The friends have passed away, but their doctrine
lives.

Their bulwarks-—aptly styled by Job, " proverbs

of ashes", "defenses of clay"—are still the bulwarks of
Christendom.

"I have seen", "the fathers have said",

"I have done my best"—experience, the voice of the
church, personal merit—are the premises on which a vast
number

of people

found their hope

for the

future.

Thousands of professing Christians know of no other
authority in spiritual matters.

The church of God, split

into a number of contending parties, offers to the world
the same sad spectacle which the heated disputants out

side a village in the land of Uz presented to the spectators
assembled around the ash-mound.

Faith looks beyond th£ transient scenes of this age.
It penetrates behind the curtain of the visible and "per

ceives that apparent phenomena were not evolved from
apparent causes" (Heb. 11:3).

By faith Noah adjusted

the affairs of his household in the light of "things not
seen as yet", Abraham went "not knowing whither",
and Moses endured as "seeing the invisible".

The knowledge of the friends was not of faith.

They

Is Inadequate
kiiew only what is seen.
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Nature was their text-book.

They reasoned thus: "The visible world is God's work
manship.

The essential facts of God's being govern all

the forces of His nature and find expression in a variety

of ways, through created things.

Harmony prevails

throughout nature: the world-system must exhibit the
same order and perfection."

They ignored that nature

reveals God's works, but not His ways.
folded in the Scriptures.

These are un

Psalm 19 elaborates this dis

tinction; its first part (verses 1-6) is occupied with the
revelation of God written in tike heavens, and its latter

part (verses 7-14) with the revelation of God written in
the Word.

The heavens declare the perfection of God's handi
work; the Scriptures make known God's dealings with
His servants.

There is no analogy whatever between the

universe about us and the world of man.

In the former

all is order, harmony, law, symmetry; in the latter all is

confusion and disorder—we read of "error", "faults",
"sins", "transgressions".

This antithesis between the

world of nature and the world of man the friends could

not account for, but labored to "reconcile" it with their
theory.

Grounded on this false hypothesis as to the

"course of the world", they inferred that all calamity is
a judgment on sin, as prosperity a reward for upright
ness.

The position of the three friends is substantially

the same, only Bliphaz supports it by experience, Bildad

by tradition, Zophar by human merit.

The whole duty

of man they sum up thus:
Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom;

And to depart from evil is understanding (28:28).

Job once held their views, but has spirituality enough

to cast them aside now that they have proved deficient.
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The friends offered commonplaces of divine judgment;
he retorts with commonplaces of impunity.

They dwelt

on generalities in accordance with their theory; he

appeals to the organized character of evil as seen in
social evolution of which he describes the process (24:
2-17).
(a)
(b)
(c)

Encroachment of landowners on the common land,
The consequent formation of a proletariat.
The animosity engendered in the proletariat by the

luxury of the wealthy.
(d)
The congested condition of cities and violence of city
crime.
(e)
The rise of a distinctly criminal class, whose whole
aim is the overthrow of social order.

Such dispensation of God's providence—so runs his
train

of

thought—impeaches

God's

justice;

affliction

therefore is a persecution by God of His own creatures:
He destroyeth the perfect and the wicked.

If the scourge slay suddenly,
He will mock at the trial of the innocent.
The earth is given into the hand of the wicked;
He covereth the faces of the judges thereof;
If it be not He, who then is it?
(9:22-24)

Towards the close of the colloquy, Job, wresting from

Zophar his definition of wisdom, defeats the friends with
their own weapons.

He shows that his wonderful former

prosperity was evidence which proved that he feared the
Lord; and his innocency of life was proof that the sud

den reversal of his position could not have come upon
him on account of sins.

Thus the friends were sjlencecl;

they found "no answer".

•

:

The preposterous view of the friends that all calamity
is a judgment on sin, is when practically applied, produc
tive of disastrous consequences.

The treatment which

Israel accorded the Messiah has demonstrated its absurd
ity. He was among them as "a man of sorrows, and

The Friends'Failure
acquainted with grief".
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His abasement and unassum

ing appearance without any outward attraction, they
regarded as a sign of God's displeasure and accordingly
esteemed Him "stricken, smitten of God".

sion!

Awful illu

Calvary's scene is the standing refutation of the

friends'doctrine.

In dealing with the problems of sin, sickness and
death, in seeking, to ascertain the origin of evil, and its

existence and continuance in the world, the question to
be settled is, Have we a revelation ?

If this question can

be answered in the affirmative, as we know it can, then

experience and tradition have no voice in the matter.
Scripture informs us that the complex world-system
in which we find ourselves is not of the Father (1 Jno;
2:15, 16).

It tells us further that Satan accosted the

first human pair and proposed to them a scheme of pro
gress which, would eventually raise them to Godhood.

Bewitched

by

his

representations,

our

first

parents

embarked on the career thus offered them, thereby com

mitting their posterity to the consequences of their choice.

In consequence of this compromise Adam forfeited his
right to lordship, and Satan became the world's god
(2 Cor. 4:4), prince, and moving spirit (Eph. 2:2).
There is another point we wish to note before part
ing company with the friends.

Eliphaz backs his experi

ence by the story of a vision (4:13-21).

Experience,

insufficient to grapple with life's problems, is ever dis
posed to lean on the mysterious.

Bildad never ventures to dissent from the fathers,
even though their theory be contrary to experience and

revelation.

He meets objections by reiterating his view,

and will ratheT deny the sickness than take the medicine.
Zophar lays more emphasis on human merit than his
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companions.

ment.

He preaches the gospel of self-improve

He talks of "setting things right", "preparing

the heart", "putting away iniquity", "stretching the
hands", etc., and goes through the whole ceremonial rou

tine of patriarchal life.

Self-occupation fosters ritual

ism.

Thus has it been in the past, and thus it is today.

Truly there is nothing new under the sun.
is hath been already."

"That which

The gropings of the human mind

have not changed with the course of centuries.
tendencies are as much in evidence as ever.

The same
Movements

making extraordinary claims to "holiness" are noted for
laying excessive stress on experience, and are, almost
invariably, accompanied by trances, visions, special rev
elations, pretense to miraculous gifts, and other phenom
ena akin to spiritism.

Among deserters of the evangelical oarnp avowing
their emancipation from the teachings of the Bible, there

is a strong tendency to embrace the exploded theories of

evolution.

Men who scoff at the Biblical account of

man's creation, pride themselves in believing that man
was evolved from a "cell".

To believe God takes faith;

to believe evolution takes credulity.

create is a fact.

That God is able to

Man's ability to produce is unques

tioned, why then deny this prerogative to God?

That a

cell should evolve a human being is a figment.

There

can be no e-volution unless there is also, and first, in

volution.

Only what is involved can be evolved.

The

flower is involved in the seed and is evolved in due time.
But an animal is not involved in the flower, and there

fore no flower has ever evolved one,.

It is a patent fact that ritualism thrives,best where

Elihu's Address
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aversion to the Biblical doctrine of salvation by faith is
strongest.

It may be laid down as a canon that in pro

portion as churches apostatize from the fundamental
truths of the gospel they drift toward ritualism.

We must now leave the venerable trio and hearken to
Elihu.
-■

Elihu (32—37)

As the friends ceased to speak, a new actor appears
upon the scene.

Among the group of silent listeners to

the colloquy was a young mail Elihu, of the family of

Earn. - In all probability he was a passer-by who lingered

there in hope of learning more of God's ways. He had
no intention of participating in the debate. Job's selfjustification and the friends' inability to answer, made
him feel as "wine which hath no vent" and forced him
to the front.

Here is the analysis of Elihu's striking address:
32. Address to the friends.
33. Address to Job.
34.

Address to the friends.

35.
36, 37.

Address to Job and his friends.
Address on God's behalf.

He begins By dissociating himself from the previous
speakers.

He points out the shallowness of experience,

exposes the fallacy of tradition, demonstrates the futility
of merit, and proves the views of the contestants to be

erroneous.

He outlines God's dealings with humankind.

Man is utterly ruined: he is incapable of recovering his
lost estate.

God deals with him through a Mediator

"Whose office is to interpret the invisible God and pay the
price for man's redemption.

The strange personage of Elihu -stands out in striking
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"God Is-Greater-Than-Man""

contrast with the friends.
their "folly".

He is a living refutation of

Greatness is confounded by obscurity;

age by youth; pomp by modesty.

The friends had

defended an established doctrinal system; Elihu speaks
on God's behalf (36:2).

They relied on human wisdom;

he on the divine spirit (32:8) ; they depended on those
"with them"; he counts on the divine presence (36:4).

His ministry cleared the arena and prepared it for God's
operation.

When Jehovah interposes, He reproves Job

in the words of Elihu (38:2; cf. 35:6; 40:2: cf. 33:13),
takes for His text Elihu's words; "God is greater than
man", and seals with His approval the ministry of this
obscure stranger.

What a deep and needed lesson is here for us!

Let

the theme of our ministry be nothing more, nothing less,
and nothing else than Himself.

The Department of Agriculture, some years ago, was
cultivating a tract of land in one of the western states.

The experiment was carried on for a number of years
with poor results.

The matter was then placed in the

hands of a commission, which decided upon an elaborate
•program of investigation.

Fertilizers, new implements,

improved methods, were tried in turn without much suc

cess.

Once an old farmer who was passing by lingered

for a while to watch the sowers.

He chanced to take a

handful of seeds and noted their poor quality.

The mat

ter was brought to the attention of the commission.

New

seed was procured; the field was sown afresh and yielded

splendid crops.
We have spent much time and talent in multiplying

and perfecting organizations and in devising new con
trivances for catching men.

Is it not easier and wiser to

The Lord's Blessing
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pause and ascertain what quality of seed we sow?

Per

haps we need to exchange it.
The church of God stands in no need of more stately
and costly edifices.

It does not demand more highly cul

tured singing and sweeter music.

for want of orators or eloquence.

Neither is it famished

The bread of life is

needed by the people who cry aloud for the truth of God.
The ministry of the friends, supported by varied aux

iliaries, produced no impression.
accomplished nothing.

It made much ado, but

The Word of Life ministered by

Elihu, alone, single-handed, unaided, unassisted, undi
luted, brought about the desired effect.

When Job and

his three friends turned to the fountain of revelation,
and the burnt-offering became the ground of acceptance,

the object of contemplation and subject of conversation,
it was not long before the scene was transfigured.

The

rays of grace dissipated the fog of discussion- animosity
gave place to loving fellowship, and intercession replaced
argument.

V. G.

-Qtv&oual
Kaoyihsien,

Chihli,

North

January

XI,

China
1923

Dear Friend:

It is with the object of glorifying God, and to get into

a closer touch and better co-operation with you,= that J write
this brief history and report of the mission work which God
has intrusted unto our hands.
'
Some twelve years ago^ after my conversion, God gave me
a wonderful vision of His infinite love for His creatures,
and of His plan of salvation, by opening up and revealing
His blessed truth to me in a very clear and simple way.
At the same time that He was thus illuminating my heart
and leading me into His truth, He put a longing and a strong
desire in my innermost being to tell the story of His wonder
ful love and salvation amongst the benighted heathen where
the good news was not being told. He also made it clear to
me that I was to work and proclaim this wonderful message
in China.
Now I knew of no mission board where I would
be accepted as a missionary, because of my belief and firm
stand for the universal reconciliation.
But almighty God
has always taught us to put our trust in Him, and believe
His promises, and knowing that all His promises are true,
and that He is faithful, I launched out in faith.
In the year 1914 I left my dear home in Saskatchewan,

Canada, for China. I had a pleasant journey and reached
my destination safely.
Immediately after my arrival I
began studying the language, and the Lord helped jtne,. and
I soon learned enough so I could testify to the people, which
is my greatest delight.

Out here I met the lady who later became my wife, and
who had been in China three years longer than I. In the

fall of 1915 we rented a place and opened work in a city

about fifteen miles from her^e (Linch'enghsien) where we
stayed over winter. While in that place God gave us a few
converts, one of whom has been with us ever since, and
another man who was converted has been used of God in
preaching the gospel to his fellowmen there. In the spring
we had to look for larger quarters, and the Lord led us to

Kaoyihsien, where we have been stationed ever since. Here
the Lord has given us open doors from the very beginning.

Some who came to the first meeting we had here, are believ

ers now.
We have regular meetings here in the city, and
have a nice gathering of saints,
^"e also* work in several
villages, and in three of these we have chapels and a regular
meeting where one of the evangelists helps them a weejc at
a time, in each place. We have one evangelist helping in
the work here in the city.
During the past we have also

An Opportunity in CMhli
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been able to do some colportage work, and have distributed
thousands of gospels, tracts, and Scripture posters.
The mission now owns one acre of land, and we have a
house where we live, and some houses for the native workers,
and a women's chapel.
W© are in great need of a large
chapel. A seven-foot wall is built up all around the mission,
which is divided into court yards.
Our aim has been, and is, to establish this work upon
the doctrines and principles of the Bible, and to lead the

Chinese to a God of love, and instruct them in His word
of life and truth. So far God has prospered the work, not
withstanding much opposition and misrepresentation from

both missionaries and people at home.

We have also been

permitted to be brought through mucn sickness, and many
trials, and we praise eGod for it all, for we- know it works
together for our good. Beloved, be ye steadfast, unmovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye

know that your labor is not in Vain.

Please pray for us and

the work here in general. With Christian love and greetings.

Yours very

sincerely in
Abraham

Christ.

Heidal

and

Wife

NOTE—Later letters give the encouraging news of a real
revival among the people, with much prayer and exercise
of heart.
Tsehchow, via Tsinghwachen, Honan, China
February 12, 1923
Dear Friend:
What comfort there is in the word: "The Lord will perfect
that which concerneth me" (Ps. 138:8, and see verse 7),

notwithstanding the fact that, before we can be "brought out

into that wealthy place", God sometimes "proves us, tries
us as silver is tried, brings us into the net, lays a sore bur
den upon our loins, causes men to ride over our heads, and
makes us to go through fire and through water!" (Ps. 66:
10-12).
On February 5 (the thirty-eighth anniversary of
my sailing for China) I Received an official letter, which told
me that the Chinese Foreign Office had ordered our Christian
business to be closed in all its seven branches by the end of
the Chinese year, i. e., February 15 for this year. This has
all been brought about by the intrigues and workings of a
very high placed Mohammedan official named Ma Chiin.
I do not propose now to give you the details of the matter,
so kindly suspend all judgment. Just now we are right in
"the net" arid in "the fire"; but I Jbelieve God will "bring
us out" and we shall give glory to the "God of deliverance".
Then having been humbled to the dust under His "chasten
ing", we shall be able to tell of a brighter "afterward".
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It will require no effort of imagination on your part to
see, that as our personal expenses, half the expenses of our
son's education in England, and, up to the end of last year,
nearly all the expenses of Mission work in five counties were
entirely supplied by the proceeds of this Christian business,
its sudden suspension is, for us, a disaster of no small mag
nitude. But our God is a God of resurrection, and it may
be that, by my withdrawing my capital from the business as
an investment, and changing the name or sign of the busi
ness, the Chinese Christians may be able to carry on them
selves. This, humanly speaking,^ turns on whether Mr. Ma will
think he has now done us enough harm, and will be willing to
treat our Christians with a little consideration. One of the
most lovely proofs that our God has not forsaken us was the
arrival, on January 9, of our dear, faithful friend, the Rev.
James A. Stimmon to work with us. He will occupy the city
of Yangch'eng as his station, and take charge of Ch'in Shui
city as an outstation. Please pray for us.

Yours in Christ,

Stanley P.

Smith

Words cannot tell you how much I appreciate the Con
cordant Version and all of your literature, for my heart
seems too full for expression. I am thankful that God can

read the heart, and oh, how I do desire to praise Him for
His wonderful goodness to the children of men!
I would
like very much to contribute toward the work on the Version
at this time, but am under a heavy expense, so cannot now.
Be assured of my Christian love and co-operation to the
extent of my ability and opportunity. Four of us meet each
Thursday to study these precious truths and a few others
are reading.

I am a member of the
Presbytery Synod. Some
time ago I opened a Bible mission, and carried on for
two weeks, meetings every night, and presented during

those meetings some of the blessed truths found in
"Unsearchable Riches". The — — Presbytery met here last
week and investigated the work and truth of the mission,
which resulted in an order from the Presbytery to bring my
work under the direction and care of the Presbyterian church.
This I cannot do. I believe the Word and teach the Word.
I was educated in a Presbyterian college and have always
preached in the Presbyterian church.
There are five of us
here who love the truth.
Is there any way by which this
could be made a center from which to spread the truth?
We met today and closed the mission for the present. The
churches here are fighting the mission.

UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR JUNE, 1923
BEING

THE

FIFTH

NUMBER OF

VOLUME

FOURTEEN

EDITOBIAL

This number of the magazine is a third larger than
usual.

So many articles of interest would have been

crowded out if we had printed the usual number of

pages, that we have deemed it best to enlarge it to sixtyfour pages.

So many have requested us to print more

or come oftener, that we hope this will meet the approval

of our readers.

The steady increase in the circulation

of the magazine is most encouraging, and, while it does
not warrant the present size, it may be, if our readers

give their enthusiastic support and a sufficient number
of new names are added to our list, that we shall be
able to make the change a permanent one.

A monthly

issue has often been suggested, but, at present, that

would add a burden we would not be able to bear.
The Bible Conference intimated in our last number

will be held on August 8 to 12, inclusive, at South Bend
or Mishawaka, Indiana.

These two cities are practically

one, being only about twenty minutes' ride apart, and
it is not certain in which a suitable hall will be found

for the meetings.

Further particulars will be furnished

by C. R. Rhinehart, 811 Lincoln Way, West, South
Bend, Indiana.

Geo. L. Rogers, F, H. Robison, and

others will speak.

No definite program has been an-
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nounced, but, in a general way, the transcendent nature

of God's grace will be emphasized, and perhaps a series
on Service as seen in Philippians, and such subjects as
the Universal Eeconciliation and Vivification will come

before the meetings.

Questions will be answered.

It is hoped that this conference may become an

annual event and not only include the north central
states, but ultimately embrace the whole country, with
delegates from all the centers in which the truth has

found a lodgment.

We urge all who possibly can do so,

to arrange to be present and enjoy a season of refresh

ing with those who hope *in the Word of the Lord.

We rejoice to hear that God has so graciously interfered
in the Tsehchow Chinese Mission, and has brought it
through the trial which threatened to destroy the work

of years.

On the last page of |:he magazine will be found

a letter from Stanley P. Smith, which should cause us

to be thankful and exult that the largest mission in
China which stands for the salvation of all mankind will
continue its blessed work.
For several years there has been a continual call for

"On Baptism", one of the earliest pamphlets we issued,
which first appeared in serial form in Dr. Bullinger's
magazine, "Things to Come".

By special request it

was reprinted in our magazine several years ago, but
the demand for a separate pamphlet is still insistent,

so we have printed an edition of seven thousand, and
hope our friends will not be slow to avail themselves of
them.

It has been thoroughly revised and enlarged.

It has

been much blessed in the past as an introductory pamph-

Enlarged in Size

.
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let for those who have little or no knowledge of the cor
rect partitioning of the word of truth.

By showing the

gradual change from the laver in the tabernacle, through

the great sea in Solomon's temple and the fountain of
Ezekiel 's house to the river of life in the New Jerusalem,
the truth is graphically presented to beginners, so they

can

grasp

the

great

changes

which

they

portray.

"We shall be pleased to supply them in quantities to
those who earnestly seek to spread the satisfying truth

of our completeness in Christ.
The

pamphlet

on

The

Divine

Calendar

has

been

revised and reprinted, with a new chart, a replica in

black of the large colored chart, for which it is the key.
An edition of ten thousand makes it possible for us to

supply them in quantities, and we urge their use freely,
especially in connection with the large chart.

This

method of appealing to the eye has been greatly blessed

and we anticipate notable results from its widespread
distribution.

No other chart takes all the time elements

in the Scriptures and lays them out so that they can be
taken in at a glance, so that their relation to the other
time periods can be seen with ease.

We urge all our

readers to have one of the large colored charts where it
will be seen, and to ke§p a supply of the pamphlets to
give to those whose interest is aroused.
We hope soon to reprint "The Sacred Scrolls of the

Scriptures", which treats briefly of the books of the
Scriptures in their relation to one another and especially
the introduction of each as a key to its contents.

Such

a simple presentation of the correct apportionment of
the truth will be helpful in reaching those who have

never considered the importance of this subject.
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New Pamphlets

We hope, in our next issue, to announce another instal
ment of the Concordant Version.

The final proofs of

Hebrews to Jude are in the hands of the readers and
the paper has been ordered.

This part will close up the

last gap and give a continuous version from Acts to the

end.

The gospel of John is in hand, and the version of .

Luke is being revised and the letters counted.

This completes about half of the version actually
published.

It is hoped that the gospels will soon be so

far along that work can be commenced on the Elements

and Concordance, which involve a great deal of labor,
and would take years of toil if left until all the rest

were issued.

Indeed, a part of the Elements is already

in type, as it is desirable to use it in checking the sublinear.

A small edition will be bound in the usual bible cover
and include all the parts issued—from Acts to the

Unveiling.

All who would like this will please order in

advance if possible.
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HOW THE VISION WAS LOST

In a previous article we have briefly touched on that
measure of divine revelation which may be found on the

pages of nature's book.

The "things that are made"

help to reveal certain aspects of Deity only so far as
the beholder looks through or beyond them.

In modern

science the electron has taken the place of the Almighty
for the simple reason that in science the preposition at
has taken the place of the preposition through. Theology,
too, has substituted its terminology, so much so that

many Christians of today fail to realize the force of the
fact that "no man cometh unto the Father" except and
only through the Son.

In the case of the nations crea

tion eclipsed the Creator.

In the case of the church the

glory of the Son has well-nigh eclipsed the glory of the
Father.

In order to be enjoyed the revelation in nature had to
be looked through.

Nature was a mantle that dimmed

the dazzling glories of Deity, a veil thrown over the
vision of God, and those who would learn of Him must
needs.look through, or in other words must lift the veil.

But let us once and for all record the fact that veils, of
whatever nature they be, are not "lifted"; they must be
rent in twain—and always from the top.

That is why
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Man does not Like

Philosophy is a bankrupt occupation.

It is the attempt

to rend the veil from the bottom up.

What one estab

lished and incontrovertible conclusion has sixty centuries
of man's boastful philosophy arrived at?

The last half of Romans One records the degradation
of the race.
the

With such facts as we have before us here

doctrine

of

evolution,

so

far

as

it

affects

the

morals of humankind, becomes a doctrine of evil-ultion.
Mankind goes not from bad to better, but bad to worse.

Human religions, human philosophy, and human activity

expend themselves on a ladder that reaches down and
not up.

Paul gives us the root-cause of all human apos

tasy in a single phrase: "they did not like" (verse 28).
What does man "like"?

proves that,

as

churches of today proves it.

old world is!

life!

Something to do—Cain

every flower-banked

"altar"

in the

What a busy ant-heap this

How varied its activities and how tense its

But what is the end of the goal of their labors ?

When Cain "went out from the presence of the Lord"

it was a city and not a temple that he built—his goal
was humanity not God.

A certain reluctance may be

found in Adam in that he was "driven" out of Eden.
No such reluctance may be found in Cain, but instead
a certain eagerness to depart when he "ivent out" from

that same. Presence.

Why?

Well, "he did not like"!

His affections were out of tune, and his thoughts were

out of tune, and he himself was out of tune, and tins
made the very thought of God a jarring discord to his
mind and soul.

So Cain expunged himself.

What does man "like?

Read the story of Cain's

descendants—the history of a godless world.
duced poetry.

They pro

Incidentally they invented bigamy and

the Presence of God
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their first poem was am epic of murderous revenge.
Compare this with the history of Seth's children.

In

this we find no brilliance, no genius, no art,—only piety.
Cain produced great business men, great musicians,
great poets—and, of course, great liars and murderers,

too.

Seth produced—nobodies!

The whole line of Seth

produced but this—a man that walked with God.

Enoch walked with God because he "liked".

"went out" for the same reason.

Cain

The musicians com

posed, and the poets wrote, because they, too, "liked".
To walk with God was not medicine but meat to the man

of God.

His affections and his mental powers alike fed

upon his divine Companion.
nauseated Cain.

What nourished Enoch

The one "liked", the other did not.

Paul in this one little phrase diagnoses the malady of
mankind as being one of "not liking".

Here is the foun-

tian-head of which all human history is but the stream.
The carrion-crow, the buzzard, the vulture, or other birds
of prey all feed on flesh because it is their nature to like

flesh.

The domestic animals feed on grass or grain

because they also "like".

Their nature governs and

characterizes their appetites.
what they "liked".

What they are determines

And what man was, determined, as

it determines today, what he desires.
The writer has seen this passage translated thus:

"As they did not search to retain God in their knowl
edge ' \

That is truth whether it is translation or not.

If one must search to attain, one must equally search to

retain.

Truth must be added to—and therein lies th-3

folly of a static creed.

Full many a creed is but the

tomb of a once living truth.

The furious orthodoxies

of Christendom are the warring skeletons of doctrinal

systems which could have led on to clearer light and
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Man Searches all Creation

larger truths.

As we have them now they are but the

bony remnants of daring thinkers' essays after truth.

They have been subtracted from by not being added
to.

The search after a great truth, which we have not as

yet is the divinely appointed means for our retaining
the little truth which we already possess.

Brethrenism

—the youngest member of the furious orthodoxies—-■
reveals the same dire tragedy of stunted growth, and the

sorrowful' loss of truth through
retain".

not "searching to

One apostle wrote of those who sought to bite

and devour one another.

It is said that even sheep will

eat each other if they have nothing else to eat.

And it

is patent that the spiritual famine existing in this once
promising movement is the real cause of all the fire and
fury which has taken the place of spiritual food.

The very fact that we must "search to retain" shows
what should be our firm attitude toward the truth we

possess,^ whatever its quantity or volume.

It signifies

the opposite of the "know-it-all" spirit, and opposes the
popery of the man in Rome no more than it opposes the
essence of popery which may be traced in nearly every

Protestant creed.

It is only the man, the meeting, or

the system which consciously has not squeezed dry the
sponge of truth to the last drop, and which knows that

man's petty thimbles will never bale the oceans of divine

truth dry, that seeks to "retain by searching".
But it is not that man has not searched—no indeed!
Every century of human history has been a century of
search. Heaven and earth has been ransacked, the oceans
have

been searched, the mountains scaled,

quarried.

the rocks

Yes! man has been seeking—searching.

He

has been—with microscope and telescope—looking for

but Hides from the Creator
something.
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And we can better tell what he has not been

looking for than the opposite.

He has not been seeking

either to attain or.to retain the knowledge of God.

The

astronomers have been trying to find out about the stars
—not God.

The geologists have been seeking knowledge

of the earth-—not its Maker.
searching

after

The scientists have been

laws—not the Lawgiver.

"What

the

world of science knows about the universe and its laws

would require a huge library to contain it.

What it

knows about God would not need so much room as could

be found on a postage stamp. Through not "searching to
retain" the nations have lost whatever knowledge they

originally possessed.

Is it any wonder that this same apostle should write
to Timothy iistudty . . . rightly divide"?

When we

close with a period our description of what we find
taught in the Bible we have perpetrated a creed.

When

we suspend our description of its teachings with a comma

it shows we are still "searching to retain".

"Study"

said Paul to Timothy—that is- "use a comma". t)o not
study and stop, but study without a stop.
Alan Burns

THOU ART COMING
Tune—Let the Lower Lights be Burning

1 Blessed Saviour, Thou art coming!
How we long Thy face to see!
To be with Thee, to be like Thee,
Ever then for Thee to be.
Refrain

He is coming! Christ is coming!
Soon we shall no longer roam.
Come, Lord Jesus! Come, Lord Jesus!
Come and take us to our home.
2 Blessed Saviour, Thou art coming!
Keep us waiting in Thy love
Till we see Thy face most radiant,
For celestial realms above.
3 Blessed Saviour, Thou art coming!
May we ever cling to thee
Till we hear Thy voice most gentle
Saying, Loved ones, come to Me.
4 Blessed Saviour; Thou art coming!
May Thy saints on earth proclaim
And by lives of true devotion
Witness for Thy blessed name.

5 Blessed Saviour, Thou- art coming!
May we each take up the strain
As we join in fond entreaty,
"Come, Lord Jesus, come again!"
6 Blessed Saviour, Thou art coming!
May we seek to know Thy word,
And, with heart and mind instructed,
Welcome back our blessed Lord.

7 Blessed Saviour, Thou art coming!
May that hope our fears allay,
As in blessed expectation,
We look forward to that day.
8 Blessed Saviour, Thou art coming!
Thou wilt end the world's dark night,
And wilt introduce Thy kingdom,
By the judgments of Thy might.

W. M."
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THE LAMBKIN

To the devout student of the Scriptures every character
of Christ has a precious quality, which calls for close
consideration and quiet meditation. We have seen how
the title Christ is itself the key to this apocalypse, for
He appears as the Anointed prophet, potentate and
priest.

Now our hearts are engaged with Him once more

and He is presented to us as a Lambkin.
Instead of being called a Lamb, as heretofore, the
diminutive form is used—He is a young Lamb, a Lamb
kin.
This is full of precious significance.
A literal

lamb, after the lapse of many hundreds of years, would
be very old.

But the sacrifice of Christ does not become

decrepit with age.
fresher than ever.

Rather, it renews its youth.

It is

It is incorruptible and potent as long

as time shall last.
Serious objection was

at first taken to the term

"Lambkin" and the use of the neuter pronoun "It"
in referring to it. Why not use the name,Lamb, as the
current versions have done ? To those who are spiritual,
our reason is both simple and satisfactory. If the Con
cordant Version had made no other improvement than
this in the Unveiling we would consider it worth while.
If our aim were to pander to personal prejudice we, too,

would have used "Lamb". But accuracy, consistency,
and that deep, underlying principle of language—the
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The Lambkin

relative value of words—which is so little understood
or appreciated, compels us to use "Lambkin".
"Words are like currency.
They have no absolute
value, but depend entirely on their relation to other
words for their efficiency.
The Concordant Version
aims not simply to accord each Greek word its nearest
English equivalent, but to so arrange its vocabulary that
the relation of its words to one another will correspond
to that of the original, and thus preserve the proportion
and interrelations of truth.

It is of far greater concern

that we use terms properly related to the divine vocabu
lary than to conform to fluctuating modern English.
The word before us is a simple illustration of this
principle. A lamb is a young sheep. If the word here
used were the only word for a young sheep used in the
Scriptures, it might have been admissible to translate
it Lamb. But there is another word, of which this is
the diminutive, which means lamb.
The task of the
translator, then, is not simply to transfer the thought
common to these two words, but to register the distinc
tion between them. One is a young lamb, a lambkin;
Otherwise how can he convey the striking contrast in
our Lord's commission to Peter after His resurrection?

Its pathos and beauty are sadly marred in our version
which renders, two different

word "love"

and

two

"feed", and translates a second word "lamb". The Lord
did not say "Feed my lambs" and "Feed my sheep",

but "Be grazing My lambkins" and "Be tending My
sheep".

Our Lord is called the Lamb of God in the first
(verses 29 and 36).
He is
compared to a lamb in Acts 8:32 and 1 Pt. 1:19. Why
did not the spirit of God use this word in the Unveiling ?
Because it fails to convey the full thought.
Submission and sacrifice are associated with Him as
chapter of John's gospel

is a Composite Figure
the Lamb.
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These are not uppermost in this scroll.

It

is gentleness, weakness, utter defenselessness and youth
which is suggested by the Lambkin.

How sublime is

the contrast between the powers of evil and the power
of God!. A monstrous dragon leads the powers of dark
ness to defeat, a little Lambkin leads the legions of light
to victory.

The weakness of God is stronger than the

most powerful confederacy of His creatures.

Students who read this scroll attentively will be

struck with the fact that, while the Lambkin appears so
often on the scene, it is almost always in connection with
blessing, and not with the execution of the judgments
which follow the severing of the seals. It seems to have
no part at all in the terrible trumpet trials or the more
awful besom of the bowls.

How is it that this is all

in the hands of messengers, when we have so lately
learned that no one was worthy to open the seals but the
Lambkin f

True, It is alone in the breaking of the seals,
but the inflictions that follow, if not providential, come
through the mediancy of messengers, or angels, as they
are usually termed. .

Notwithstanding the fact that the seven eyes of the
Lambkin are distinctly stated to be the seven spirits of

God, commissioned for the entire land, both the seven
horns and the seven eyes are supposed to be a simple
intimation of the fullness of Its power and intelligence.

If this interpretation is true, then it must also be cor
rect in the case of the ten horned beasts (12:3; 13:1;
17:3, 7, 12, 16), and the explanation would be, "And

the ten horns which you preceived are the fullness of its
power . . ." But what we do read is that they are ten

kings (17:12).

This should open up to us an entirely

new conception of what God intends us to understand

by the seven horns and the seven eyes of the Lambkin.

This consideration is full of interest to us in our pres
ent inquiry. The Lambkin is a composite symbol. It
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The Horns and Eyes

includes more than Christ in Person.

It presents Him

and His messengers as incorporated in one animal.

has the seven spirits (3:1).

They are His.

He
They join

in the benediction which opened the prophetic portion
of the book (1:4).

They are associated with Him in the

work of setting up the kingdom.

sengers or angels.

Spirits are often mes

The Lambkin opens the seals, but

the seven messengers are commissioned to blow the seven

trumpets.

In His sacrifice Christ was alone, but in the

deliverance by power He is accompanied by His holy
angels, who are His eyes and His horns of power.
Perhaps the easiest composite symbol for us to grasp
is that of the wild beast which has seven heads and ten
horns (13:1).

Both the heads and the horns are dis

tinctly stated to be kings (17:10, 12).

The body of the

beast, like a leopard, its feet, like a bear, its mouth, like
a lion, are probably representative of the governments
which are subordinate to it.

For our present purpose

it is enough to see that this animal brings before our

mind a confederacy of kings.
literal existence.

This beast will have no

It is a vision, designed to illustrate

the apostasy of the nations at the time of the end.

This is by no means the only composite symbol in this
scroll.

The dragon

(12:3)

has seven heads and ten

horns each of which is doubtless a distinct power.

His

tail may well represent his numerous following.

He

has messengers in his train which battle for him and are
cast down with him (12:7-9).

"A composite symbol which comes very close to us is
He is not alone in His administra
tion of the celestial realms. His orders are carried into
the body of Christ.

execution through the members of His body.

"We would

not care to be His agents in blowing the trumpets or
pouring out the bowls. Such strange work is not for us.
We shall school the celestials in the ways of wisdom and

are Seven Spirits
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in the grandeur of His grace.

If, then, He will associate

us in a work which is so agreeable to Him, why should
He not delegate His holy messengers to deal out the
destruction due His enemies?
And is not this precisely what He has foretold? At
the time of the end "the Son of Mankind shall dispatch
His messengers and they will be culling out of His king
dom all snares and those doing lawlessness, and they
will be casting them into a furnace of fire" (Mat. 13:
41). Again and again, in the course of the judgments,
messengers are the means He uses.

But we are especially

directed to two groups of seven each, one of which blows
the trumpets and the other pours out the bowls. May
not these be represented by the seven horns and the
seven eyes ?

After the Lambkin has opened all the seals, John per
ceived the seven messengers who stand before God, and
seven trumpets were given to them

(8:2).

Again he

sees the seven messengers who have the seven last calam

ities (15:1).

One group sounds the trumpet call to war

and call for power.

They are the horns.

The other

group cleanses the land with the bowls of the sanctuary.
They are the seven spirits which are commissioned for
the entire land. As in the days of Joshua the .great
priest, they will remove the iniquity of the land (Zech.
3:9).

All of this confirms that sober canon of interpreta
tion which refuses to find a figure in the explanation of
a figure. The seven eyes are not literal. But the seven
spirits, which is God's interpretation of the figure, must
be literal. When God say liseven . . . which are seven"
no expositor should dare to change it to (<seven . . .
which are one".
When the Lambkin takes the scroll there is a respon

sive thrill throughout creation, from its center to its
circumference. The heavenly choir, composed of the ani-
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The Universal Hymn

mals and the elders and myriads of messengers, intone
their psalm of praise:
"Worthy's the Lambkin which has been slain
To get power and riches and wisdom and strength
And honor and glory and bliss!"

The response is universal. Every creature which is
in heaven and on the earth and underneath the earth
and on the sea and all those in them echo back the hymn
of hope:
"To Him Who is sitting on the throne
—To the Lambkin—
Be bliss and honor and glory and might
For the eons of the eons!"

If we concede that the taking of the scroll is the most
amazing act in human history—nay, in the chronicles
of creation—we should be prepared for a stupendous

sensation throughout the universe. Yet where is the
expositor who does not ignore or deny this marvelous
foretaste of the final issue? Seiss, in The Apocalypse,
tells us '' There was not a holy heart unmoved, nor a holy
tongue that did not lift up its song."
•
This he calls a "universal thrill of adoration".

But

he has practically taken the word "creature" out of this
passage and substituted for it "saint".

How the saints

will be able to feel a universal thrill, especially at the
time of the end, when saints will be so scarce on earth,
we are not told.

Neither can we imagine why saints in

the sea and underneath the earth should be specifically
included.

If we, too, would adore the Lambkin and apprehend
the colossal nature of the task It undertakes at this, the
crisis of creation, it will be necessary to banish all such

unbelief.

Let us allow that there is no limit here, that

every creature of God's hand senses and responds to the
scene sublime.

of Adoration
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Some have supposed that here we have a record of
the reconciliation of all, for they could not praise God
while at enmity with Him. But this cannot be true, for
at this crisis the estrangement between God and His
creatures has reached its climax, and reconciliation is
not finally effected for two full eons further on. Yet
there is a measure of truth in the mistake. God often
gives an earnest or foretaste of the outcome at the begin
ning. We, who have the spirit of God, have, in minute
measure, what will be ours in glory. So, at this turning
point in the career of creation, which will come to its
consummation in the reconciliation of all, God gives
every creature a tiny taste of what He has in store for
them.

Of course, the religionist will rant and the rationalist
They cannot accept God's

reason that this cannot be.

great assurance that He will be All in all.

cannot receive this frecord that every

Hence they

creature

will

respond, in some degree, to the great change 'of policy in
the government of the universe.
There are those who tell us that God cannot accom
plish His purpose to reconcile all to Himself. He can
not override the will of His creatures. This symptomatic
sample, at the very beginning of His efforts for all man

kind, indicates, not only that He can, but that He will.
Strange as it may seem, this passage, instead of prov
ing God's power and promising His purpose to reconcile
all creatures to Himself, has been made the basis of an
argument to disprove it. As this is put into excellent
form by the devout student who is its author, we will
copy it here. Unlike others who ignore or deny the univer
sal terms here used, this critic claims this to be the only
place in all the Scriptures which is actually broad enough
to include all.
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"Heaven and Earth"
UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION

Those who believe in the final salvation of every lost

being in the universe, usually fall back on three texts to try

to prove their doctrine. These are Colossians 1:20, Philippians 2:10, Revelation 5:13. But do these texts teach that
all the lost are finally saved? Let us diagram and number
them thus:
No. 1
Colossians 1:20
Heaven
Earth

No. 2
Philippians 2:10
Heaven
Earth
Under the Earth

No. 3
Revelation 5:13
Heaven
Earth
Under the Earth

Sea

Number 1 speaks of the reconciliation of things in
heaven and earth. The things in two places are reconciled.
Number 2 speaks of the confession of those in heaven,
earth, under earth. Those in three places bow and confess
that Jesus is Lord.
Number 3 speaks of the praise of those in heaven, earth,
under earth, sea. Those in four places give praise by say
ing: "Blessing, and honor, and glory, and power, be unto
Him that sitteth upon the throve■, and unto the Lamb forever
and .ever."
Now Number 1 may teach salvation, but the two classes
of which it speaks do not include all; for when the Lord

would include all He adds two more classes as iii Number 3.

So that counts Number 1 out.
Number 2 has more classes than Number 1, but not the
four classes of Number 3'.
Thus Number 2 is not broad
enough to include all. But even if it did include all it does
not speak of salvation. It simply says that its three classes
bow and confess Him Lord.
TJiis does not mean salvation
for them, for we read in Matthew 7:21-23, "Many will say
to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not ... in thy name
done many wonderful works?" And He will say to them:
'Depart from me'. 'I never knew you'."John 18:6 tells us
that those who came to arrest Jesus "went backward, and
fell to the ground" when He told them who He was; and
the Lord can just as easily make others bow before Him.
Certainly the saved will do this willingly, but the time will
come when the three classes mentioned in Phil. 2:10 will do
it whether willingly or unwillingly.
Thus bowing and con
fessing Him Lord does not of itself imply salvation. Number
2 does not teach universal salvation.
Number 3 has four classes, and is perhaps broad enough
to include all, but it does not speak of either reconciliation or
salvation, but only of ascribing blessing, honor, glory, and
power unto the Lamb. One who does this is not necessarily

includes all Creation
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saved, for demons praised Him saying He was the Holy One
of God. They submitted to Him, and, in the person of one
possessed; bowed to Him, and acknowledged Him as their
Judge; and at that time at least they were not saved. Thus
Number 3 does not teach universal salvation.
We may sum up these three texts thus:' Number 1 may
speak of salvation, but is not broad enough to include all.
Number 2, and Number 3 may include all but do not speak of
salvation.

Before examining the premises of this argument we
will take it to be true, and see where it leads us.
as to creation.

First,

In the beginning God created only the

heavens and the earth.

The sea and the subterranean

regions are not -included.
Another creator must be
responsible for their existence (Gen. 1:1)!
The Son
created only a part of the universe, notwithstanding
the fact that "all came into being through Him, and
apart from Him not one thing came into being" (Jno.
1:3). His creation was confined to heaven and earth
(Col. 1:16) I God is Lord only of heaven and earth
(Mat. 11:25) ! All power in heaven and in earth is

given to Christ (Mat. 28:18) but He will have no juris
diction over anything beneath the soil or on the sea!

In the final eon His headship will be likewise confined
(Eph. 1:10) ! Why, in this very chapter, the search for
one to open the seals was not thorough, for the sea was
not included (5:3) ! "When heaven and earth pass away
(Mt. 5:18; 24:35; Mark 13:31; Luke 16:17; 21:33;
2 Pet. 3:5-13; Un. 20:11) the sea and the subterranean
regions will remain!
Now that we see where this reasoning leads we are
prepared to examine more closely the basis on which it

is built.

The chief foundation stone of this argument

is this, that all things continue as they have been from
the creation, and will so continue till the end. There is
no recognition of the great change God has brought about
since creation.
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God will Eeconcile

In Colossians we have creation as it was in the begin
ning, and reconciliation as it will be at the consumma
tion. Why are the sea and the underworld omitted?
Because there was no sea and no underworld in the
beginning and there will he none at the consummation.
The sea is the result of the cataclysm of Gen. 1:2.
will pass away in the new creation.
would take account of these facts.
time is false at another.

It

True reasoning

What is true at one

How foolish it would be to one

acquainted with the truth to open the record of revela

tion thus: "In the beginning God created the heavens
and

the

earth

and

the

sea

and. the

subterranean

regions!''
The latter two, as such, were not there.
Neither will they be present at the end, and I would

have no hesitation in condemning any attempt to include
them in the reconciliation of all at that time.

Philippians and Revelation do not deal with the first
earth or with the final state.

Hence, in the Unveiling,

where the sea and the subterranean regions are promi
nent factors, and where we would be strongly inclined

to omit the creatures in them, they are specifically men

tioned.

The action takes place while they exist.

In Philippians the sea is omitted because, at the

special time which is in view, the new creation, there will
be no sea.
Let no one deduce from this that the sea and the
subterranean regions are excluded whenever the present

"heaven and earth" are referred to. The whole passage
in the third of second Peter is a protest against this.
Neither the sea nor the subterranean regions are men
tioned, yet no one can exclude them. This is confirmed
by the twentieth chapter of the Unveiling. Only heaven
and earth are said to pass away. It is quite unnecessary
to add the details for no one can question them without
becoming questionable.

what He has Created
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Unless driven to it in order to find an argument
against the truth, no one would even question what is
so apparent in every passage, that "the heavens and the
earth" are used by the spirit of God to include all crea
tion. Blot the reconciliation of all from your mind for
a moment, and imagine what all true believers would
think of a teacher who " proved" in this way from Gen.
1:1 that God created only a part of the universe! If
God created all then He will reconcile all, for exactly the
same terms are used. You cannot destroy God's con
summation without demolishing His creation.

It is unnecessary to go into the other details.

The

praise of Eevelation does not necessarily include salva
tion.

The bowing and " confessing" of Philippians as-

surely lead to it, yet it is certainly not the universal
reconciliation, for it takes place while Christ is Lord.

The reconciliation comes long after, at His voluntary
abdication.

A great teacher once read Col. 1:20: "by"

Him to reconcile all things to Himself."

Commenting

on it he said: "There are some people mho actually
believe this as it stands!" He then "explained" it. God
grant that we may be silly enough to "believe it as it
stands!"

Boofe of J06

THE THEOPHANY

V.

(38—42:6)

The division here commencing deals with the divine
intervention, which is the finale and climax of the whole
drama.

Its analysis is very simple:

The storm rises.

38—40:2.

Voice out of the storm.

Man's insignificance

shown by contrast with the Creation.
40:3-5.

A lull in the storm.

Job's answer.

40:6—41:34. Voice out of the storm. Man's insignificance
shown by contrast with the Creator.
42:1-6.

The storm begins to abate.

Job's answer.

The storm ceases.

The first discourse, cast in the form of questions, is
made up of three demands for an answer interrupted by

two startling interrogatories as to the mysteries of the
universe.
38:2, 3.

The form is an alternation:
Demand for an answer.

38:4-35.

Interrogatories as to the wonders of Inanimate
Creation.

38:36-38.

Demand for an answer.

38:39—39:30.

Interrogatories as to the mysteries of Ani

mate Creation.

40:1, 2.

Demand for an answer.
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The Speech of Deity

Throughout the controversy the friends had harped
on one string: the judgment upon sinners.

They in

stanced the "course of the world" as demonstrating this,
and appealed to nature in support of their main thesis,
the immeasurable chasm between God and man.

Job at

one point of the discussion had spoken of a distant God,
far off from the commonplaces of life. And Elihu hinted
the possibility of further judgment, that Job may be
"tried unto the end".

So when our eyes fall on the

phrase, "Jehovah spake to Job out of the storm", we
feel like exclaiming,i' It is a fearful thing to fall into the
hands of the living God!" and prepare ourselves to

behold the march of His chariot car of wrath crushing
sinners beneath its heavy wheels.

But the sympathetic

flow of God's speech, its tender cadence, harmonious and
connected order, causes fear to subside and evokes loving
adoration and grateful praise.
The Deity of the divine intervention is the direct

opposite of the Deity described by Job .and conceived by
the friends.

No two conceptions could be farther apart.

Their thought was an Exactor; here we have a Liberal
Giver.

Jo£> represented Him as an Enemy; here we have

a Friend.

One note there is in common: the appeal to

divine greatness and the wonders of nature, but even this
note is pitched in a different key.

The friends instanced

the power displayed in creation as proof of Infinite

Inaccessibility: He instances it to intensify the force of
Infinite Sympathy.

To the disputants the groan of crea

tion is a cry for vengeance; to Him its sorrow and pain
are an appeal drawing forth an outflow of fatherly care.

Their thought was Distance; His thought is Nearness.
Truly His thoughts are not our thoughts!

The dominant

Infinite Sympathy
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chord of the Theophany is an Infinite Sympathy embrac
ing a height that strains imagination, pervading the
realm of terrestrial life, penetrating the region of things

most remote from human interest,

bestowing closest

attention on things most minute and trivial.
The speech of Deity consists of a series of rapidly

changing representations, swaying to and fro, like a pen
dulum, from unthinkable loftiness to supreme condescen

sion.

The omnipotent arm that overturns the rocks and

moves the mountains glides off into the gentle hand that
satisfies the raven's cry for food.

The omniscient eye

flashing wrath on evildoers becomes a gentle look com

miserating with the sorrows of the hind; and the thun
der-like voice that drowns the ocean roar softens to the
gentle whisper of a mother's caress. "We see His splendid
attributes—His Wisdom, Prudence, Power—not in the
iron harness of wrath, but arrayed in the livery of love.

Power and Love strangely coalesce, Majesty and Tender
ness intermingle their beams and blend their glory.

The

Creator of the Theophany is not a Creator evolving the

world by fiat, but an Architect planning the foundations,
a wonderful Numberer computing the measurements and
stretching the lines, a Workman fastening the pillars,
while the celestial hosts sing their oratorio, and the sons

of God shout for joy as He lays the corner stone.

There

is omnipotence in shutting the sea with bars and doors

and drawing a circle its waves dare not transgress; there
is a mother's joy in receiving it into His arms as it
emerges from earth's womb, listening to the music of the

waves, while making for it a garment of clouds, and
swaddling bands of darkness.

There is the mien of aus

terity in sending forth men to take hold of the ends of
the earth and shake off the wicked; there is a wayfarer's
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joy in viewing the landscape change as clay under the

seal, as approaching dawn attires the slumbering earth in
a gorgeous royal robe.

The transcendent wonders of the

heavens, the phenomena of the atmosphere, the insoluble
mysteries of the underworld are held together in glorious

order by His creative hand, and ruled by His rod.

Now

He rides through the heavens, binds the cluster of the
Pleiades, looses the bands of Orion, guides the signs of
the Zodiac in their season, leads the Bear with her train,
establishes the ordinances of heaven on the earth; now
He walks the fathomless deep, delves in the recesses of

the sea, traverses the realm of shades, cleaves a channel

for the waterflood, scatters the wind, enters the abode of
light; and while thus revolving the wheel of nature's
mechanism with amazing regularity, He reserves the

treasuries of hail against the day of battle and war.
rain here

descends from. heaven, not to

The

engulf the

nations, but to assuage the thirst of the waste and uninhabitated wilderness and gild its outskirts with a border
line of tender green.

There is majesty that covers the

deep with icy vesture; there is infinite pathos in His
watching the sport of dust driven into a mass by a tor
nado, while He pours out the bottles of heaven to fasten
the clods in each other's embrace.

in

THE PENTECOSTAL PROCLAMATION

Proclamation of the Kingdom in Jerusalem.
First Part of the Tripartite Ministry

Eeferring back to C1 of the Structure of the Acts,
we find that the subject of Acts 2:14—7:56 is the proc
lamation of the kingdom in Jerusalem. It may be dis
played as follows:
151: 2:14-4:7. Proclamation jto the people and effect.
161: 4:8-37. Proclamation to rulers of Israel and effect.
?
171: 5:1-11. Judgment in the ecclesia and effect.
152: 5:12-16. Proclamation to the people and effect.
16g: 5:17-42. Proclamation to the rulers and effect.
172: 6:1-7. Order established in the ecclesia and effect.
153: 6:8-10. Proclamation to people and effect.
163: 6:11-7:56. Proclamation to rulers and effect.

Section 151 of this Structure (2:14—4:7) gives the
opening kingdom proclamation to the people, and its
effect upon them. It may be structurized as follows:
181: 2:14-36.

Peter's testimony to Jerusalem.

191: 2:37.
Effect.
182: 2:38-40. Peter's testimony to Jerusalem.
192: 2:41-47.
Effect.
183: 3:1-7-.
Peter's and John's testimony to the lame man.
193: 3:-7-ll. Effect.
184: 3:12-26. Peter's testimony to Jerusalem.
194: 4:1-7.
Effect.
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Section 181 (Acts 2:14-36) of this Structure may be
subdivided as follows:
201: 2:14-15. Taunts and questionings answered.
211: 2:16-18-. Fulfillment of Scripture.
202: 2:-18. Taunts and questionings answered.
212: 2:19-21.
Scripture
203: 2:22-24. Taunts and
213. 2:25-28. Scripture
204: 2:29-33. Taunts and
214: 2:34-35. Scripture

yet to be fulfilled.
questionings answered.
fulfilled in Christ.
questionings answered.

fulfilled and to be fulfilled in
Christ.
205: 2:36. Taunts and questionings answered.

The opening theme of this Structure is section 201

(2:14-15), Taunts and questionings answered.
The Pentecostal outpouring of the spirit had pro
duced amazement and bewilderment as manifested in
the question "What does this want to be!"
On the
other hand there were scoffers who tauntingly said
"They are bloated with sweet wine!" Both of these,
the questioners and the scoffers are now answered by
Peter.
.
Peter is spoken of as "stationed with the eleven"
(Acts 2:14). Here is another incidental point which
proves that Matthias was chosen of God to take Judas'
place among the twelve apostles.
The God inspired
Scriptures which speak of Matthias being "enumerated
with the eleven apostles" (Acts 1:26), also speak here
of Peter being "stationed with the eleven", thus in each
case admitting that the selection of Matthias again com
pleted the broken circle of the twelve apostles.
Peter "declaims to them". This word is used three
times in the Acts. The first occurrence is in Acts 2:4.
After the Pentecostal descent of the spirit upon the
assembled disciples, "they were all filled with holy spirit
and they begin to speak different languages, according
as the spirit gave them to declaim." The declaiming
then was indited and empowered of the spirit. In Acts

Peter Declaims by the Spirit
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26:25 we have the third occurrence of this word. Paul,
in his testimony to Festus, says "I am not mad, most
mighty Festus, but I am declaiming declarations of truth
and sanity." Here Paul's testimony was indited and
empowered of the spirit also, for he was fulfilling his
commission which he had received on the Damascus road.
So in Acts 2:14, where we have the second of these three
occurrences of this word in the Acts. Peter "declaims
to them". He does it in the power and under the direc
tion of the spirit. Therefore it is well for us to take
heed to what he says, for we have here God's word, not
man's word. Directed and empowered by God's spirit,
he addressed the men of Judea and all that dwelt at
Jerusalem. The Pentecostal message therefore is not for
the gentiles or for the church of this present economy.

It is the beginning of the first cycle of the tripartite
ministry of the twelve, and has to do exclusively with the
Jewish hope. Therefore it is not- church truth.
The first point made in this spirit-indited message
is against the scoffers who taunted the disciples with
drunkenness. The sufficient answer is that the earliness
of the hour, "the third hour of the day", i. e., about 9
a. m., shows forth the absurdity of the charge that this
outpouring of the spirit and the resultant gift of tongues
can be explained on the theory of drunkenness.
Section 211 (Acts 2:16-18-) takes up the second point
of this spirit-indited message.
The things that these
amazed and taunting dwellers in Jerusalem saw and
heard are a fulfilment of Scripture.
God is saying,
through the prophet Joel, that in the last days He shall
be pouring out from His spirit on all flesh; that then
Israel's sons and daughters shall be prophesying; their
youths shall be seeing visions; their elders shall be
dreaming dreams; and that on His men and women

slaves, in those days (i. e., the last days). He will be
pouring out from His spirit. The spirit is not saying
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here that Pentecost was the beginning of "the last days"
or "those days". But the spirit declared that "this"
which they saw and heard on this Pentecost was "what"
has been declared through the prophet Joel. It was of
the same nature and of the same source, i. e., an evidence
of the outpouring of the spirit and from God. Therefore

the spirit, through Peter, declares of those who received
this outpouring of the spirit and this gift of tongues,
"And they will be prophesying" (last part of verse 18).
That is the natural outcome of the outpouring of the
spirit on this day of Pentecost even as it will be in the
last days, "those days" of which Joel speaks as preced
ing the beginning of the day of the Lord. But in "those
days" the outpouring of the spirit will not be confined
to Israel's sons and daughters as on this day of Pente
cost.
"I shall be pouring out from My spirit on all
flesh" (Acts 2:17).
Nevertheless, if "they will be
prophesying", it behooves these men of Judea and dwell
ers in Jerusalem to listen attentively to these disciples
for the words that God shall speak to them through these
inspired men. This is the answer to those that taunt
and question.
(See Section 202 in the Structure.)
In Section 212 (Acts 2:19-21) we again have the
thought of fulfillment of Scripture. This same proph
ecy of Joel foretells the dreadful heavenly and earthly
phenomena, upheavals and convulsions that shall precede
the advent day of the Lord. The foretaste of the out
pouring of the spirit has been manifested to these men
of Judea and dwellers in Jerusalem. The Lord is about
to be proclaimed as ready to return to Israel to estab
lish the kingdom. Ere His advent can come, there miist
be these physical manifestations of His coming that Joel
speaks of; this time of trial and affliction elsewhere
spoken of as the time of Jacob's trouble. But if the
nation of Israel will repent, these things will come to
pass, and thereafter—the great advent day of the Lord!

of Joel's Prophecy
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Then, according to Luke's former treatise, "there shall
be two men on one bed; the one shall be taken (in judg
ment), and the other shall be left (to enter the kingdom
then to be established).
There shall be two women
grinding together; the one shall be taken, and the other
shall be left" (Luke 17:34-35). Who then shall be*.left,
who shall be saved for a glorious entrance into that king
dom ? Ye men of Judea and all that dwell in Jerusalem,
listen to Joel's prophecy "And it shall be that every
one who should be invoking the name of the Lord shall
be saved" (Acts 2:21).
The truth presented through Peter on the day of
Pentecost is not truth for the present time. What he
proclaimed was the truth that had been taught in the
Hebrew Scriptures. The truth for the present economy
is not in the Hebrew Scriptures, for it was a secret hid
den (not in the Scriptures) but in God, until revealed
through Paul in Ephesians (see Eph. 3:9).
,
The truth presented through Peter shows forth the
God of wrath Who shall inflict His wrath upon the ene
mies of His people, and upon all apostates in Israel ere
the earthly kingdom is established. Hence the teaching
that all who invoke the name of the Lord shall be saved
in that day.

The truth for this present economy shows forth to
us the God of Conciliation Who entreats and beseeches
men to be conciliated to Himself because on the cross

Christ was made a sin-offering on our behalf; because
on the cross He conciliated the world unto Himself;
because on the cross peace has been made, and that peace
He is determined to maintain throughout this economy
regardless of what the attitude of men may be toward
Himself (2 Cor. 5:18-21; Col. 1:20). And those who
respond to the truth of this present economy are not
blessed with the spiritual blessings and the allotment
that belongs to the earthly kingdom (like those that
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responded to Peter's preaching) but with all spiritual
blessings among the celestials and an allotment in the
celestial realms (Eph. 1:3, 14). Who would exchange
the transcendent riches of His grace as displayed in His
kindness to us in Christ Jesus (Eph. 2:7) for the earthly
Pentecostal blessing? Who would exchange the assur
ance that we have now that we are "saved for grace"
and that through us the on-coming eons will be taught
to know what are the transcendent riches of His grace
(Eph. 2:5-7) for the salvation out of wrath in that day,
which is offered to the believing remnant of Israel?
If Israel had accepted the kingdom offer, in the Acts
period, there would have been no room for the present
economy of pure, undiluted grace. The day of the Lord
with all of its terrors and judgments would have begun;
the apostates of Israel would have been destroyed; the
Messiah would have returned; the kingdom would have
been established upon this earth, and the nations would
have been blessed with and through Israel, the priest
nation of God. Israel would have been the reigning

people and the gentiles would have been the subject peo
ples. That is what Pentecost and the Pentecostal bless
ing looked forward to, and that is what present-day
believers are ignorantly praying for when they pray for
a return of Pentecost and the Pentecostal blessing. They
would exchange our present position in which Jewish
and gentile believers are joint enjoyers of an allotment
(in the celestial realms), and a joint body, and joint par
takers of the promise in Christ Jesus, through the evan
gel of which Eaul became the dispenser (Eph. 3:6, 7),
they would exchange this for an earthly sphere of bless
ing, and a place subordinate to Israel in that day when
the earthly kingdom will be established, and the hope
of Israel will be realized.
But Israel did not repent; the kingdom offer was
withdrawn at the close of the Acts period until the full-

is Par Beneath Us
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ness of the nations shall have come in; the present econ
omy (hidden in God until Israel was set aside) was
revealed as a parenthesis between Israel's setting aside
(at the end of the Acts period) and Israel's restoration
(after the church, the body of Christ, has been called
to the celestial realms).
,
To Paul alone the truth for us and for the present
time was revealed. He was to preach the evangel of the
untraceable riches of Christ to the nations; he was to
enlighten all as to the secret administration which has
been concealed from the eons in God (Eph. 3:8, 9).
Therefore, not to Peter or to the writings of the twelve,
but to Paul and to his writings must we go, if we would
find the truth that applies to us, who are members of the
body of Christ. Shall we, like petulant children, turn
our backs upon the richer celestial blessing, and insist
that God give us the lesser earthly blessing, typified by
Pentecost?
H.W.Martin

TOIVEBSALISM BEFUTED

THE VIVIFICATION OF ALL

If you wish to convince a brother that his belief and the
Scriptures do not agree, the best method is to quietly
ask him to quote the passage which bears on the question.
Almost always, unconsciously, he will alter the text
slightly to fit his apprehension of it. Our dear brother
has done himself and the truth a great service when he
quotes 1 Cor. 15:22, as "all 'in Christ' " instead of " 'in

Christ' all". This was doubtless done unconsciously,
but that is all the better. It should show him that he is
at variance with God on this point. He cannot correct
his slip without acknowledging his whole position to be
wrong.

The second leading passage to which Mr. Knoch appeals
in support of his scheme of Universalism is 1 Cor. xv: 22-27.
We cannot now quote all that Mr. Knoch has said upon this
passage, but we believe we can be fair to him and yet con
dense his interpretation into a few brief statements.

In the "Divine Mysteries" (page 225) Mr. Knoch says:
"Resurrection comes through mankind, for Christ was raised
as a Man. But it will not stop with mankind but, with a
scope as wide as death, it will embrace the universe. The

Corinthians denied the resurrection of any; the apostle
insists on the resurrection of all!
"Death was introduced into the universe by a man; and
resurrection likewise is brought to all by a Man. For as in
Adam all are dying thus also in Christ shall all be made alive.

It is instructive to notice that it is not said that all shall be

raised, though that will be fulfilled at the judgment of the
great white throne. They are made alive, as we shall see, at
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the consummation.
But the main point to be insisted on
here is its universality in both cases. In Adam all are dying.
Thus all shall be made alive in Christ."
There is no ambiguity about the above language. Mr.

Knoch is going to make 1 Cor. xv teach the verification of
the entire human race.
In order to accomplish this he
insists that the "all in Christ" (verse 22) are co-extensive
with the "all in Adam."
The supposed proof for this is
found in verses 23 and 24a which are regarded as an ampli
fication of verse 22.

The editor of Our Hope and the writer of the article
against us both insist that the Concordant Version is an

effort to pervert the Bible to teach what we believe.
Here we have a test passage. Do we change this to suit
our doctrine?

So far as the present question is con

cerned we render it the same as all the versions we have
seen. ' * Even as, in Adam, all are dying, thus, in Christ,

also, all will be made alive" is not only an exact render
ing of the Greek, but is practically the same as the
Authorized, the Revised and Rotherham, the only ver
sions we have at hand. Our critic quotes the rendering
"all in Christ" and "all in Adam", and thus gives a
twist to the passage to which we vigorously protest.
Instead of our being "so filled with conceit" that we "do
not hesitate to dismiss with a wave of the hand the con
centrated and consecrated studies of all who have gone
before" us, they do not even wave their hands but calmly
give a rendering which, so far as we know, is totally at
variance with every version ever made.
They pervert
this passage, not we. They would render it, "As all in
Adam die, so all in Christ shall be made alive". This
restricts it to believers.
But this is an unwarranted
mistranslation, unsupported by the original or by any
recognized English version.
We solemnly adjure them before God to publicly
acknowledge this grave error and give the true facts af
the case in Our Hope. When they have done so, we
shall acknowledge their confession in our magazine.

Will They Correct It?
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Otherwise we may be led to remind our readers now aiid

again'that"*'Our Hope teaches that 1 Cor. 15:22 should
read ' As all in Adam die, so all in Christ shall be made
alive,' and thus perverts the word of God in order to
destroy the great truth that, 'Even as, in Adam, all are
dying, thus, in Christ, also, all will be made alive.' "
In Our Hope the words "all in Christ" are in quota
tion marks. We wondered whence the quotation had
been taken and made a thorough search. A friend in
England visited what is probably the most complete
collection of English versions extant, through the cour
tesy of the officers of the British and Foreign Bible
Society. His report follows:
I am delighted to tell you the result of my search at the
B. and F. Bible Society confirms your contention in every
case.

Let me tell you what I have done, and if this is not
thorough enough, I shall be pleased to devote a week, or even
longer to the task.
I have examined 1 Cor. 15:22 in each of the enclosed list
of versions, and in every case it reads "in Adam all" and
"in Christ all".
My wife and an interested friend came
with me and checked my findings, so I do not think there is
any possibility of error.

Dr.

Kilgour

very

courteously

examined

my

list

and

assured me that every necessary one was there. It would,
he said, take months to go through every edition on their
shelves, but any variation from these would only be a print
er's error and of no value to decide a point of doctrine.
Wycliffe Version, 1382; Purvey's revision of same, 1420;
Tyndale's Versions, 1525 arid 1534; Coverdale's Bible, 1535;
Matthews Version, 1537; Taverner's English Bible, 1539;
Cranmer's Version (known as the Great Bible), 1540; Whittingham's Version, 1557; Geneva Version, 1560; Erasmus'
paraphrase on the New Testament (this of little value, but
very interesting), 1549; Bishops' Version, 1572; Tomson's
revision of the Geneva Version, 1576; Cambridge Standard,
1638; Oxford Standard, 1762.
WyclifiVs Version, 1382, has it, "And as in Adam all men
die, so in Christ all men shall be quickened," W. Tyndale,
1525, has it, "For as by Adam all die, even so by Christ shall
all be made alive." Coverdale's Bible, 1535, has it "For as

they all die in Adam, so shall they all be made alive in
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Christ." Matthews Version, 1537, has it "For as by Adam all
die, even so by Christ shall all be made alive." Taverner's
English Bible, 1539 (a layman's version), has it "For as by

Adam all die, even so by Christ shall all be made alive."

Richard Taverner had high repute for Greek scholarship
and was at this time Clerk of the King's Signet, Cranmer's
Version, 1540, has it "For as by Adam all die, even so by
Christ shall all be made alive."
Whittingham's Version,
1557, has it "For as by Adam all die, even so by Christ shall
all be made alive." He married Calvin's wife's sister. In
Queen Elizabeth's reign he became Dean of Durham.
His
testament, which was based upon Tyndale's, compared with
the Great Bible, and largely influenced by Beza's Latin trans
lation (No. 33) was the first portion of Scripture printed in

Roman type. Before that black-letter had always been used.
The text was divided into verses, and italics were used for
the explanatory and connective words.
Geneva Version,
1560, has it "For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall
all be made alive." The Geneva Bible became the favorite
household Bible of the English people.
For fully threequarters of a century it maintained its sway in the homes
and hearts of our countrymen, and no fewer than 140 editions
of the Bible or New Testament were required to meet the
popular demands between 1560 and 1642.
Its phrases find
an echo in Scripture quotations from Shakespeare to Bunyan.
Erasmus* Paraphrase of the New Testament has it "For as
by Adam all die, even so by Christ shall all be made alive."
Bishops' Version, 1572, has it "For as by Adam all die, even
so by Christ shall all be made alive.'' Tomson's revision of
the Geneva Version, 1576, has it "For as in Adam all die,
even so in Christ shall all be made alive."
Later translations:
Noyes, 1878 (a Unitarian); Ferrar
Fenton, 1900; J. Mace, 1729; Whiston's Primitive New Tes
tament, 1745; Cunnington (a revision of the 1611 version) ;
Literary Man's New Testament, W. L. Courtney; Westminis
ter Translation (R.C.), 1914; Weymouth's New Testament in
Modern Speech and Rotherham's Translation, 1902. These all
put the order of the words "in Adam all" and "in Christ all."
Moffat's translation, 1913, is as follows: "As all die in Adam,
so shall all be made alive in Christ."

To this we may add that a number of German bibles,
including the Miniatur Bibel, all read "in Christ all".
Thus all the translators are in complete accord on
this crucial point. The only exception is the late Pastor
Eussell. Friends who are acquainted with his works
tell me that on page 129 of Vol. 1, and page 695

Other English Versions
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of Vol. 6, he quotes "As all in Adam die, even so
all in Christ shall be made alive."
He boldly states
that "The"declaration of our common version Bible . . .
is manifestly a mistranslation . . . The mistranslation
favors the doctrine of universal salvation . . ." Arthur
W. Pink and Charles T. Russell are the only ones we
have been able to find who alter this passage to conform
to their own interpretation.
As we have not the slightest wish to charge anyone
falsely, we wrote to our brother and asked him whence,
he took this quotation. His reply follows:
Swengel, Pa., April 12, 1923'.

Dear Mr. Knoch: In reply to your inquiry would say,
that the words you refer to are a typographical error. A
similar one is found on the middle of page 568. It should

have read, all "in Christ", and all "in Adam", the quota
tion being from 1 Cor. 15:22.

Yours by grace,
Arthur W. Pink

This absolves him from misquoting the Bible, but
shows that he has more regard for his own reputation
than God's truth. We hoped it would touch his con
science and that he would change the order of the words
to conform with what is written.
Verses 23 and 24a are analyzed as follows: "Three classes
are made alive. These are:

I. Christ the firstfrujts (in the past).
II. Those who are Christ's (at His presence).
III. The balance of mankind (at the consummation).
"This is the 'explanation' of 'as in Adam all die, so also in

Christ shall all be made alive'." Let the reader pay careful
attention to the above analysis (comparing it with the
Scripture) and then let him ask himself the question, What
is there in verse 24 which in anywise speaks of "the balance
of mankind."
That, is Mr. Knoch's interpolation, and a

glaring one too; we might add, an unwarranted and wicked
one.

.
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To justify him making the words "the end" in verse 24
mean the resurrection of "the balance of mankind" (at the
consummation), Mr. Knoch insists that the "end" refers to
the termination of "the ages of the ages," and that the
"death" mentioned in verse 26—"The last enemy that shall
be destroyed is death"—means the second death. He argues
that since the first death is cast into the lake of fire (which is
the second death), and seeing that the abolishing of death
(mentioned in verse 26) occurs subsequently to this, that
therefore "at the consummation when this takes place, the
only death which can be abolished is the second death" (italics
his). And then, he adds, "Instead of this passage referring
exclusively to the first death, it has no bearing upon it at all.
It refers only and exclusively to the second" (page 226).

Having accepted the great truth that all shall be
made alive, the next question is, when"!
The answer
is, Not all at once, but in classes. Vivification is pro
gressive. Christ is the first class. The second is those
who are Christ's at His presence. The third is at the
consummation. This is clearly indicated by the expres

sions of time: "the Firstfruit, Christ; thereupon those
who are Christ's at His presence; thereafter the con
summation, whenever He may give up the kingdom
. . ." Who will be included in the last class? It is a
simple matter of subtraction. Indeed I have not even
ventured to do the subtracting. The difference between

"all" and those enumerated cannot be otherwise than
"the balance".
Now let us suppose that only "all in Christ" are
included. How shall we understand "Yet each in his
■ own class"? Could anyone suppose that those that are
Christ's would be vivified when He was, in the past?
Why, then, bring in these "classes"? And why, after
"those who are Christ's" have been vivified, speak of
"thereafter the consummation"? What comes after the
saints have been made alive? The record reads that this
coincides with the abolition of death.* Hence there is no
reasonable alternative except "the balance of mankind".
Let us allow that the abolition of death refers to the
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vivification of the saints. Then the.coming of Christ
is not only post-millennial but long after the thousand
years, so long as government exists!

Sovereignty con

tinues in the new creation. Death is not abolished until
after it has gone. Hence the saints still sleep! There
are no saints to reign on the millennial earth! It can
not be true that they live and reign with Him during the
thousand years! It cannot be true that they reign in
the new earth! Such absurdities ought to satisfy all that
the abolition of death has no reference to the vivification
of the saints.
As his interpretation of this passage (1 Cor. xv:22-27) is
the main one upon which Mr. Knoch rests his scheme of
universalism we shall the more carefully examine its setting,
scope, and true meaning.

The passage before us has its setting in a chapter which
treats of resurrection: first the resurrection of Christ, second
the resurrection of His people. Upon the former we need
not comment; upon the latter we would offer the following
remarks. That what is found in this chapter concerns the
people of God, and them alone, is clear from its opening
words, "Moreover, brethren, I declare unto you the Gospel
. which I preached unto you/' etc. This is confirmed in what
follows, for example in verses 50 and 51, "Now this I say,
brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of
God. . . .
Behold, I show you a mystery."
To this it
might be replied, We allow that this chapter is addressed to
believers, but we also insist that it treats of a wider circle,
including within its scope unbelievers, too. We might dispose
of this objection simply by saying, It is one thing to affirm
this and another to prove it. But we go further. We call
attention to three of the proofs that 1 Cor. xv concerns
believers only.

We are heartily in favor of the great principle that
every passage- in the Scriptures must be interpreted
within the scope of its context.
All of Paul's epistles are addressed to believers. Are
we therefore to conclude that all is concerning them?
Would our critic insist that "with their tongues they
have used deeeit, the poison of asps is under their lips:
whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness. . . ."
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refers to them.1! We do not wish to apply it to them,
though they might have difficulty in disproving the

charge. In Corinthians are we to conclude that the "all
men" referred to in the statement "we are more forlorn
than all men" (1 Cor. 15:19) is restricted to believers?

It it not evident that a cause is desperate that allows
Paul always writes to the

the use of such an argument ?

saints, but he writes of all created beings, including the
archangel and Satan, the demons and the lower animals.

Since when has the recipient of a letter been the sole
subject which it can discuss?
If, instead of beginning at verse 22, the reader will turn to
verse 20, to which the "for" at the beginning of verse 22 and
verse 21 looks back, it will be found at once that those who
are to be "made alive" are the saints, for there the apostle
says, "But now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the

firstfruits of them that slept." Never are the lost referred to
in the ,New Testament as "them that slept'' or "sleep."
"Sleep" is a figurative expression (signifying rest and re
freshment, etc.) applied only to God's people. "Koiaomai"
when used figuratively is restricted to believers (see John
xi:ll, 1 Cor. xi:30, 1 Thess. iv:14).

We have taught that the word koimaomai, sleep, or
repose, is usually confined to the saints." Now we are
asked to believe that it is restricted to them alone. Its
literal use, of the soldiers who guarded the tomb of our
Lord, who were told to say "His disciples came by night
and stole Him away while we slept" shows that literally,

it is not so restricted. The sad duty devolves on us to
point out that our critic in giving passages to prove his
position (Jno. 11:11; 1 Cor. 11:30; 1 Thess. 4:14) delib
erately passes over one which disproves it. In the phrase
"if her husband be dead" (1 Cor. 7:39) we have the
figurative used of both believer and unbeliever.
Second. Verse 22 explicitly tells us that it is those who
are "in Christ" who shall be "made alive," and there is not
a single verse in the New Testament which speaks of un
believers as being in Christ. The lot of those out of Christ
does not fall within the scope of this chapter.
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It grieves us to comment on such a statement as this.
It is difficult not to give offense. Does verse 22 tell any
such thing ? It is evident that his own perversion of this
passage has so blinded his mind that to him it seems to
teach what he wishes it to teach. What is true?
"in Christ all ..."
or "all in Christ . . J"
This is sufficient answer yet we wish it clearly under
stood that we believe that all will be in Christ, just as all
are in Adam. If we limit those "in Christ" to those
who were in Christ when this passage was written, then
not one of us today is "in Christ". If we limit it to all
who are "in Christ" now, that would exclude many who
may yet believe into Him in the future. It refers only
to those who are in Christ at His presence. Many will be
born after this, in the millennial age, who will be "in
Christ". We make no pretense that any will be made
alive out of Christ. At the consummation it is only '' in
Christ" that the erstwhile unbeliever will be made alive.
The passage plainly states that all will be made alive in
Christ.
6
Third, that this chapter concerns believers, and them
alone, is further proven from verse 23: "Afterwards they
that are Christ's at His coming." The passage does not con
cern the human race (as such) at all, but only "they that
are Christ's/*

This is followed by "then cometh the end".

The

word here rendered "then" in our versions is not as

clear as it might be.

We give a few passages where it
We give

occurs to show that it really means thereafter.
the A. V. renderings.
Mark 4:17
Mark 4:28
John 13: 5
ITim. 2:13

afterward, when affliction or persecution
then the ear, after that the full
After that He poureth water into
Adam was first formed, then Eve
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We are asked to believe that the phrase ""they that
are Christ 's" excludes the class thereafter. It is just
as easy to believe that the forming of Adam proves that
Eve was not formed because she was formed thereafter!
Were we to conclude our remarks on 1 Cor. 15 at this
point we might be charged with begging the question—
assuming the very point at issue.
So we will now proceed
to show how forced, unwarranted, and unscriptural are Mr.
Enoch's interpretations of verses 22 and 26.
"For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be

made alive'"' (verse 22). Mr. Knoch contends that the "all in
Christ" is co-extensive with the "all in Adam," but the only

kind of proof offered in support of his assertion is to add a
sentence of his own to verse 24, and then to assume that
"death" in verse 26 refers to the Lake of Fire.
Now it
cannot be gainsaid that in every other passage those who are
referred to as being "in Christ" are a restricted company,
how then can we 'consistently* (to use one of Mr. Enoch's
favorite words) ignore such a restriction here? 1 Cor. 15 is
another passage which, like Rom. v, treats of Federal Head
ship and postulates concerning the respective peoples rep
resented by the two great Heads: all represented by Adam

"die;" all represented by Christ "shall be made alive."

It is very clear, even to our critic, that he has been
assuming the point he wishes to prove. Now, however,
we are to be treated to a real argument. We have never
found it necessary to prove that "all in Christ" is co-ex
tensive with "all in Adam'7, because we quote it as it
stands. If he wishes to change this to "all represented
by Christ", all we have to say is that we prefer God's
words to his. It will only lead him back to his starting
point.

True consistency is a jewel. This kind of consistency
is a conterfeit. The context determines the scope of an
expression. In our Lord's day the gospel was restricted
to Israel and the land.
What kind of consistency
requires that the Jews in Palestine alone are eligible for
the evangel today f God Himself has made the change.
The number of those "in Christ" is continually growing.
Until the consummation they are always a restricted
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class. But in this passage God Himself removes the
restrictions. This is not consistency. It is unbelief.
In the next place, Mr. Knoch seeks to avail himself of the

fact that the second half of verse 22 refers to more than
resurrection. "Made alive" Mr. Knoch insists is the equiv
alent of them receiving eternal life at the consummation of

the eons.

In his booklet replying to Dr. Torrey, Mr. Knoch

says (page 22),: "The believer's life is not limited to the eons.
He receives ecfnian ("everlasting") life while the unbeliever
receives eonian judgment in death.
But, at the consum
mation death is abolished and all receive life (1 Cor. xv:22,
26).
The unbeliever never receives eonian life, but after
the eons he receives eternal life. The [un]believer enjoys
eonian life until the consummation and then receives eternal
life. In both cases eternal life (italics in this sentence, ours)
comes as the result of the abolition of death. Eonian life is
only for those who believe."
Mr. Knoch's scheme compels
him to define the "made alive" in 1 Cor. xv:22 as signifying
the giving of eternal life. Thus the issue is clearly defined
and may be easily settled.
The Greek word here for "made alive" is "zoopoieo." It
is most frequently rendered "quickened" in the 1611 version.
Whether or not it signifies the bestowal of eternal life we
leave the reader to judge from the following facts.
The
first occurrence is in John v:21, "For as the Father faiseth
up the dead, and quickeneth them; even so the Son quickeneth whom He will." It is evident that in the first half of
this verse the reference is to the quickening of bodies not

hearts; so it is in the second half of the verse, for the whole

verse is a part of our Lord's vindication for having healed
(quickened) the impotent man on the Sabbath day.
The
same word is rendered "quickened" in Rom. iv:17, where the
reference is to the re-juvenation of Abraham's body.
In
Rom. viii:ll the reference is plainer still, "But if the Spirit
of Him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, He
that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your
mortal bodies by His spirit that dwelleth in you." We do
not affirm that "zoopoieo" is limited to physical quickening,
but this is the most common application of the word in the
New Testament.
All doubt should be removed as to its
exact force in 1 Cor. xv:22 from the fact that in the same
chapter it is employed twice more in its primary and re
stricted sense: "Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not
quickened except it die" (verse &6). Here the reference can
only be to physical quickening. So, again, we read "There is
a natural body,, and there is a spiritual body. And so it is
written, The First man, Adam, was made a living soul; the
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last Adam a quickening spirit" (verses 44, 45). Here again
it is evident that "quickening" refers to bodily quickening.
The fact that the Holy Spirit has employed the term

"zoopoieo"

(quickened)

rather than "egeiroo"

(raised)

in

1 Cor. xv:22 only brings out the minute and marvelous
accuracy of Scripture. If only sleeping saints were in view
it would have said "raised/' but as there will be living saints
to be "changed" as well, the Holy Spirit has used "made

alive" so as to include both the dead in Christ and those alive
on the earth.
*
fe

Our Lord calls Himself the Resurrection and the
Life" (Jno. 11:25). He speaks of "the resurrection of

judgment" and "the resurrection of life" (Jno. 5:29).
It is evident that resurrection includes life.
Those
raised for judgment will have life. Why, then, is it not
also a "resurrection of life"? Is it not clear that our
Lord is giving the word "life" a higher and fuller sense
than it ordinarily carries ?
.Far from calling the healing of the infirm man by
this term, He speaks of this as greater (Jno. 5:20).
"For even as the Father is rousing the dead and vivi
fying them, thus the Son, also, is vivifying whom He
will." It is life superimposed on life. This may not be
so immediately evident in every case as in the direct
statements of our Lord, but there is no passage but
bears it out.

Even the case of Abraham, which is adduced to the
contrary, is a good example. Abraham was not dead.
He was not concerned with his resurrection after he had
died. He was concerned with the perpetuation of his
life by means of the seed that God had promised. He
needed vivification, not resurrection. And God gave it
to him, for that seed will live eternally in myriads of his
descendants.

In Romans the subject is not resurrection, for the
body is not dead, but mortal, that is, subject to death
(Rom. 8:11). You cannot resurrect a mortal body, for
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it is not dead. You can vivify it, or give a lite body
an immortal life.
The whole point in this passage
depends on the distinction between vivifieation and res
urrection. To give a mortal body physical life is absurd,
for it already has that.
The same great truth is evident in connection with
the law. If there had been a law given able to give life,
righteousness would have been out of law, (Gal. 3:21).
Surely it is not a question of the law raising the dead,
or of giving physical life! If it could have been kept it
would have given eternal, deathless life. The law has
no jurisdiction over the dead. It came to those who had
physical life. It promised those who kept it immunity
from death, or, in other words, vivification.
Even as the Father, has life in Himself, thus also He
gives to the Son to have life in Himself (Jno. 5:26).
He alone has immortality (1 Tim. 6:15). This is the
context in which we find the statement that God is mak
ing all alive (1 Tim. 6:13). It would be intensely trite
to say that He gives all physical life in such a connec
tion.
He does that and' far more.
He has vivified
Christ. He will vivify those who are His at His pres
ence. He will vivify all in due time.
No wonder our critic does "not affirm that 'zoopoied'
is limited to physical quickening" (though that is vital
to his argument) when we read of "being put to death,
indeed, in flesh, yet made alive in spirit" (1 Pet. 3:18).
But why does he not quote this passage? This cannot
refer to bodily quickening.
There are three references to vivification in the fif
teenth of first Corinthians, two of which, we are told,
should remove all doubt that it is limited to "physical
quickening". Following the statement that "If there
is a soulish body there is a spiritual, also" we are told
that '' The first man Adam became a living soul; the
last Adam a life imparting spirit."
This is referred
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to "bodily quickening".

The soulish body has physical
life. Consequently the last Adam, when He vivifies, is
not a whit superior to the first! All that we will have
in the resurrection will be a living body, still subject to
death with a glory no greater than our present soulish
bodies! Now all who know Him are aware that this is
not true. When He makes us alive we will be beyond
the power of death with bodies of glory and power. This
passage is the last one to appeal to, to prove that vivification is no more than the healing that came to the impo
tent man at Bethesda.

One more passage remains which he deems conclusive.
'' What you are sowing is not being made to live if it
should not die"- (1 Cor. 15:36). We quote from the Con
cordant Version because the A. V. does not heed one
word in the Greek at all. It is an, meaning ever. The
word die is in the subjunctive, may-be-dying. To indi
cate the force of an, ever, we change the may to should.
It is usually supposed that the argument runs to the ef
fect that no seed will germinate unless it dies first. Any^one who will put this to a practical test will be greatly
disappointed in his crop. Dead seeds will not give life.
Here, as elsewhere, it is life superimposed on life. The
life of the plant perpetuates the life of the seed, though
the.seed itself must die. This is in a different natural
realm and should never be used in this discussion, yet it

is in full harmony with the truth that, in the Scriptures,
to vivify is a different matter from resurrection. It is
an added grace.

If no other proof could be offered will not his own
words suffice? He says that "make alive" is used in
this passage because when the Lord comes, there will be
living saints as well as those raised from the dead. The
living saints will be "made alive". The living will he
given non-eternal physical life! As they already have
that, vivification is reduced to nothing.

Natural, Physical "Death
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Moreover, Christ Hi >self is the Firstfruit of those
who are vivified. Did He receive non-eternal, physical
rejuvenation at His resurrection 1 How, indeed, can He
be the Firstfruits when some were raised by the prophets
long before He came in flesh and He Himself raised
three from the dead, giving them non-eternal physical
life at the very least ? What is it that distinguishes His
case from theirs, and the case of the saints from the
resurrection of judgment?

It is the possession of life, immortal life, beyond the
jurisdiction of death. Christ is the Firstfruit of such,
and not of the resurrection. It is this abundant life
which is indicated by the term "making alive" or "vivification" in the Scriptures. The hopeless tangle in which
our brother involves himself, and his own admission
that his definition is unsatisfactory ought to be enough
to convince all that the truth is elsewhere. Truth does
not suppress passages which appear unfavorable, nor
does it blindly produce an argument against itself.
In conclusion, let us give our Lord's definition of His
own statement that He is the Eesurrection and the Life
(Jno. 11:25).
He expands the first thus: "he that
believeth in Me though he were dead, yet shall he live."
He is the Life because "whosoever liveth and believeth
in Me shall not die for the eon." In brief, vivification
imparts eternal life. "Believest thou this?"
Before leaving this passage we must notice two other
points in Mr. Knoch's erroneous interpretation. In 1 Cor.
xv:26 we read, "The last enemy that shall be destroyed is
death."
Would it be thought possible that any one who
boasts so frequently of his consistency would make this to
mean anything more than natural death, physical death, the
first death?Let the reader note carefully the following
statement: the word "die" occurs in verses 22, 31, 36; "died"
in verse 3; "dead' in verses 12, 13, 15, 16, 20, 21, 29., 32, 35,
42, 52; "death" in verses 21, 26, 54, 56, and in no single
instance is the reference to anything more than physical
death, the first death! By what sound principle of exegesis
then can "death" in verse 26 be made to mean the second
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death, the Lake of Fire? To say as Mr. Knoch does that
"death" in 1 Cor. xv:26 signifies the second death, is an
arbitrary assertion, as a glance at the above reference will
prove.
It is more: it is a wicked perversion of the truth.
On page 58 of "All in All" Mr. Knoch writes: "These all
find their place in the lake of fire and sulphur, which is the
second death (Rev. xx:14, xxi:8). A comparison of 1 Cor.
xv:26 with this statement will show that the lake of fire is to
be abolished at the consummation."
This is a falsehood,
pure and simple, for 1 Cor. xv:26 says nothing about ™the
lake of fire" being abolished. 1 Cor. xv:26 declares that it is
"death" which shall be destroyed, death there termed "the
last enemy," and the context, both before and after, shows
plainly that it is the believer's "last enemy" which is in view;
and their "last enemy" is not the "second death," but the
first death.

The falsehood in our statement lies in believing that
It lies in believing
that the second death is death. The second death is so
called, not because it is something entirely different from
"natural", "physical death", but because it is natural,
physical death.
Because our brother has some un
natural, metaphysical, theological death in mind he is
led into this outburst. It would lead us too far away
from our main theme to prove that the word "second"
does not affect the character of the death. In the same

the lake of fire is the second death.

scroll we read of the second animal (Rev. 4:7), the
second seal (6:3), the second messenger (8*:8), the sec
ond woe (11:14), the second Alleluia (19:3), the second
foundation (21:19). In no case does the word "second"
suggest anything different. Moreover, the phrase "the
second death" is God's definition of the lake of fire. He
uses a well-known term "death" to explain to us what
the lake of fire is. "We must take it in the same sense
as it is elsewhere used. The second death is death just
as much as the first. It is perfectly consistent to refer
the abolition of death to the second.
In fact it is
absurd to refer it to any other.
But it is not necessary to believe God's simple def
inition to see how untenable is the position taken by our
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brother. It seems incredible that he should not have
been struck by its incongruity. He insists that the last
enemy is the first death. Consequently the second death
comes after the last enemy has been, abolished! He
insists it is the believer's last enemy. The time when
it is abolished is clear. All sovereignty and authority
and power must be abrogated before that time (1 Cor.
15:24). It cannot be before the reign of Christ, during
the thousand years. It cannot be during the reign of
the Son for the eon of the eon (Heb. 1:8). It cannot be
until the Son becomes subject, and all rule has vanished.
Hence death is not abolished for the believer until the
consummation!
Either we are not raised at Christ's
presence, or, being raised, are still subject to death dur
ing the thousand years and the reign which follows in
the new creation.
Of course, he may say that "all" sovereignty does
not mean all.
But what sovereignty does our Lord
exercise on earth prior to our resurrection ? Does not
His kingdom commence after we are caught up to meet
Him? Consequently "all" sovereignty would be reduced
to none! He would give up a kingdom He never had!
Let anyone compare the statement that the lake of
fire-is the second death (Rev. 20:14) with the abolition
of death at the consummation when the Son gives up the
kingdom (1 Cor. 15:24), after death has been cast into
the lake of fire (Rev. 20:14) and then judge for himself
whether it is "a falsehood, pure and simple", to say
that the lake of fire is to be abolished at the consumma
tion.

"When God says one thing is another we have no

hesitancy in believing Him.
Another of Mr. Knoch's glosses (borrowed from Mr. A.
Jukes) is the mystical meaning which he gives to the con

cluding words of 1 Cor. xv:28: "That God may be all in all."

Mr. Knoch makes this to mean that God may be "all" in
all creatures (The Mysteries, pages 246-9), whereas the con
text makes it plain that God may be "All in all" signifies that
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After we had completed that last sentence above we con
sulted Mr. F. W. Grant to note his interpretation, and we
find ours is in entire accord.
Here are his words: "If
Christ's enemies had become His friends before He gave up
the kingdom (which is what Mr. Knoch contends), His
giving it up would not make God all in their hearts any more
than before. But it is the giving up of the kingdom that

makes God 'all in all.' Evidently then the sense is that He
will be in recognized and immediate supremacy everywhere"
("Facts and Theories of a Future State," page 401).

As I have never possessed • a copy of Mr. Jukes'
book and had not read it when '' The Mystery of the
Gospel" was written, it must have been a case of bor
rowing by mental telepathy. But where is the "mysti
cal" meaning? To say that "all in all" signifies "the

manifestation of God's supremacy'' may not be mystical,
but it is very far indeed from the truth.

The Chinese

revision committee did not think that "all in all" would
convey this idea, so they deliberately made it "Lord

of all over all".
When we say "Christ is my all"
what do we mean? That Jle is our Lord? Yes, and
our Saviour and Friend and our Lover, our Wisdom

and our Righteousness, and our Holiness—He is every
thing to us! There is nothing mystical about that. And
that is just what God wishes to be and what He will be!
Will He be this only in some ? No! He will be All

in all! It is insinuated that this is not the natural sense,
of in all, so we will give a few passages in which it is
used of persons.
1 Cor.

8: 7

Eph.

4: 6

2 Thes. 1:10
Heb. 13: 4

Howbeit there is not in every man this know-

edge

One God and Father of all, Who is above all,

and through all, and in all

admired in all them that believe
Marriage is honorable in all

.. These passages make it clear that in all may refer to
persons without the least mysticism.
Knowledge and
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belief and marriage are not associated with things. But
let us call special attention to the reference found in
Ephesians, for God is there spoken of as being in all His
saints at present, precisely as He will be in all at the
consummation. But He is also above all. This is an
entirely different thought from being in all. Yet this
is the terse vigorous way of speaking of God's suprem
acy. But this is not what He will be at the consumma
tion. He will be in all, not over all.

The thought of manifestation is entirely absent. It
is not that He will appear to be over all, but He will be

in all..

"

.
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"What a pitiable play on words is the charge that we
teach that Christ's enemies become friends before He
gives up the kingdom! When have we ever said it?
Again and again we have said that when the last enemy,

is abolished, then the Son abdicates and God becomes All
in all. If there were still enmity we might imagine God
being over all, but with all enmity gone, it is easy to see

how He can become All in ail.
The "kingdom" is given up to the Father, after all
sovereignty and authority and power have been abro
gated. What kind of a "supremacy" will God "fully
manifest9' which has no power, no authority, no sover
eignty ? Thank God, all these elements, which character
ized government during the eons, will be utterly unnec
essary when the Son of God is finished with His "media
torial" work. Instead of God's supremacy being fully
manifested at that time, it will be entirely absent, and
God, as Father, will guide His family by the sweet con
straint of love.
After all, the fullness of "in Christ all shall be made
alive" cannot be camouflaged by distorting it. Its mean
ing does not depend on the order of the words, but on
Jhe actual fact conveyed by the previous phrase, "As in
Adam all are dying." Altering the divine order of
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these words into "As all in Adam are dying" does not
change the fact that all mankind is involved.
So,
wrenching the divine order to "all in Christ shall be
made alive'' ddes not touch the truth that it is co-exten
sive with the scope of death.

The whole of this elaborate discussion
summed up in one query, What has God said,

may

in Christ all
or, all in Christ?

A. E. K.

be

THE MINISTRY OF EVIL

"And that thou wouldst keep me from evil, that it may
not make me sorrowful" (1 Chron. 4:10).

I have quoted this scripture, not with the intention of
taking up the study of the history of which it is a part,
but for the purpose of bringing out the great truth that
it is possible for the child of God to have such an atti
tude towards evil as will enable him to consider it with
out giving him either grief or pain.

The problem of evil, in its various aspects, is
engaging the attention of people as never before.
The reason for this may be found in the intensity of its
working, the fact that its history is about to close, or its
judgment about to be executed. Perhaps the late war
has had something to do with awakening this interest.
In some cases the study has resulted in hard thoughts
of God. In others, the unaided intellect, grappling with
the problem apart from divine revelation, has resulted
in confirmed infidelity.

It is both reasonable and con

sistent, that we should reverently seek to know what can

be known concerning this dark problem. We are in
volved in it and have reason to expect that some light
would be thrown upon it from the Word of God. There
may be some things connected with the existence of evil
that we cannot understand, but the surface facts are
clear.
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Evil is but the Means

In our inquiries about evil, we usually occupy our
selves with the question how it came into the world,
rather than with the purpose which it serves. The real
question is not how it came into the world, but how it
came to be at all. There is some light from the follow
ing scripture- "I am Jehovah
. . . I form the light,
and create darkness; I make peace and create evil; I
Jehovah do all these things" (Isa. 45:7. See Amos 3:7).
Evil is studied in the abstract, instead of as part of
the divine plan, concerning which it is said "That all
things work together for good, to them that love God."
There is purpose, connection, interdependence of opera
tion, between all parts of the divine plan, and it should
be studied in its unity. Evil is a means to a further end.
The difference between the absolute and the relative
should be kept in mind in the studying of evil. There
is but one absolute, there are many relatives. The rela
tives are as real as the absolute, and need not be denied:
evil does exist, and shall eventuate in good.
The necessity for looking at evil relatively as well as
positively is clearly seen in such a history as that of

Joseph. Was it not an evil that he was sold, and made
to pass through the sufferings of the pit and the prison f
Relatively it was the means of good to Joseph, his breth
ren, his father, and the Egyptians. At the end, when
the throne had been reached, the testimony was "It was
not you but God." Joseph had been sent of God to save
much people alive.

What of the crucifiction? Looking at it from the
human standpoint, it was the greatest tragedy the
Avorld has ever known, but from the standpoint of the
divine purpose, the greatest blessing to the human race.
What saith the Scriptures ! '' Herod and Pontius Pilate
with the gentiles and the people of Israel were gathered
together for to do "whatsoever Thy hand and Thy coun
sel had determined beforehand should be done" (Acts
2:23; 4:27, 28).

of Revealing Good
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Evil is a means to a further end, the dark back
ground which God is using for the display of Himself,
and for securing the glory of His own name. Evil is as
much of God as is good, and through evil, God is work
ing out good, triumphing over evil with good, and better
than that, at last He will put good in the place of evil.
That which once was shall cease to be: having accom
plished its mission, it shall pass away. "For this pur
pose the Son of God was manifested, that He should
destroy the works of the devil" (1 Jno. 3:8).
There are those who deny the existence of evil. This
is strange, seeing that men. and things are being acted
upon from within and without by evil. Surely evil is
here, great in extent, and powerful in its working. How
can we account for the last war if there is no evil? Evil
is here, and God must have originated it. There can be
only one First Cause, and He must be answerable for
what He creates. God is not afraid to take the responsi
bility. "All things are of God." "He is of one mind
and who can turn Him? Whatsoever His soul desireth;
even that He doeth." We need not be afraid of such an
absolute power lodged in the hands of a sovereign God,
when we remember that His sovereignty is under the
direction and control of His love. A God Who was will
ing to give His Son to die for the sinful race need not be
feared, but ought to be trusted.
What has the fall of man revealed with reference to
evil? It has revealed a previous purpose in God.
It
has brought out the resources of God. How ready He
was with the remedy! It was provided before the need
arose.

In fact, the provision was not really a remedy.
It was a revelation. Redemption was not called out by

the need in man, but is the outcome of the love of God
(Jno. 3:14-16; Eph. 1:3, 4).

The question is sometimes asked, "Why did not God
destroy the race as soon as Adam disobeyed?" Would
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that have commended God? It would have revealed His
power, but is there nothing in God but power ? What
about His wisdom and His love? Is there nothing in
God but so many attributes ? Is there not behind these
the essence of God, which is love?
What was the attitude of the Son of God towards
evil when in this world ? I do not mean He became
chargeable with sin, as the appointed sacrifice by which
it was to be put away, but the way He met evil at the
hands of men as He walked the path which ended in the
cross. Why did He not resist it? Why did He submit
to the indignities wicked meti heaped upon him? The
answer to these question is in His recognition of the
fact—that all things are of God, and that evil and good
alike are under His control, and working out His will.
We have an example as to how evil was regarded by the
Lord Jesus in John 18:11, when the officers with a band
of men came to take Him. Peter, to defend his Master,
drew sword and cut off the ear of the high priest's serv
ant. Jesus said, "Put up thy sword into its sheath. The
cup which My heavenly Father hath given Me, shall I
not drink?" Again, in the judgment hall before Pilate,
the Roman governor said unto Him, '' Knowest Thou not
that I have power to crucify Thee or to release Thee?"
Jesus said unto him, ' \ Thou couldst have no power at
all against Me except it were given thee from above"
(Jno. 19:11). In 1 Pet. 2:22, 23, we are told that "He

did no sin, neither was guile found in His mouth, Who,
when He suffered, threatened not, when He was reviled,
reviled not again, but committed Himself to Him that
judgeth righteously."
The one who knows God can accept evil as well as
good as coming from Him, and as we connect it with
God's purpose and love, we can regard it without giving
us grief, or adding pain. Both good and evil are in the
hands of God, and both are working out the blessing of

Evil at the Lord's Hands
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man, and will ultimately secure the glory of God. We
can in everything give thanks (Cp. Eph. 5:20). " Shall

we receive good at the hands of the Lord and shall we
not receive evil V asks Job.
Some things we may reasonably conclude with refer
ence to evil:
1. As God has entered into conflict with it, the ulti
mate victory of good over evil is guaranteed.

2.

God, having created it, is able to control it.

3. He must have some purpose in it or He would
not have suffered it to be.

4. He would hot have suffered it to be, unless He
could bring good out of it.

5. A good God must ultimately secure the good of
all His creatures.

6. God will eliminate evil out of the universe when
it has accomplished its mission. .
7. The ultimate purpose of God is not only to over
come evil with good; to transform evil into good; but
also to put good in the place of evil.
W. H. Walker

A WONDEKFUL DELIVERANCE
Dear Friend: It is only fair to Mr. Machiin, to say that he
had a right to enquire into the legality of my being pro
prietor of a business, carried on by native Christians in

Inland China, away from the Treaty ports. From the very
first he took the position that I, as a foreigner, had opened
"a foreign establishment" (yang hang). Now this is a tech
nical expression and implies a foreign business with a foreign
business sign, not under Chinese jurisdiction, and carried on
solely for the firm's profit.
He stirred up the students to
accuse me to the governor on the above grounds. We knew
the accusation was not true, and our magistrate, local officials,
and gentry agreed with us, none of them wanted our busi
ness to be stopped. It was well-known by them that I had
started the business in a very small way eighteen years ago
to help the church, and for fourteen years the business had
had a recognized place in the native local Commercial Guilds
wherever it was carried on, a position" quite impossible for
"a foreign establishment". The "spirit" of the Treaties, in
distinction to their "letter", is to prevent foreigners doin^
business in the interior, and sending all their gains to foreign
countries.
Our business had a very different end in view.
At first and for many years every cash of profit, beyond
workers' wages, was spent on the native church.
Of late
years, owing to loss of money from England, I then used
some of the interest on my capital for my own and family
needs, and, since 1920, had a share in "bonus"-money. This
scheme came entirely from the native business managers;
it was a mistake, but I never realized it, till the January of
this year, as soon as I saw it, I was willing to withdraw my
capital, and cease to be proprietor. The Lord has worked
for us wondrously, and overruled. He has given us the sym
pathy of the gentry and people here, and, through nonresistance, some of our enemies have been changed. One of

the chief of these, a wealthy Mohammedan, who had been in
close collusion with Mr. Machiin in wanting to end our busi

ness, and so get his oil business to prosper, met me on the

road back from Pekin, was quite friendly, and his last word
was "i lu fuh hung"—"may a happy star light your way!"
Please breathe a prayer for Mr. Machtin. As to his conduct,
it will do him, you, and me no good to make it known. He

has now been removed from his office to another lower one.
The governor has just lately approved of the new business,
with new shop-sign and organization. It is quite native, and
still Christian. I can put my former capital in this as a
"loan"-or "deposit" money and draw interest; but, of course,
will have no more "bonus" money; however that is quite
alright.
So we have abundant cause to praise God for
deliverance from a great danger, and thank many friends
for their prayers on our behalf. Yours in Christ,
Stanley P. Smith
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FOURTEEN

EDITORIAL

This issue celebrates the second septennial of this little
witness for God's Word.

The last seven years have

been marked by trials and tragedies, but the Lord has
been bountiful in blessing, so that we look back with
thankfulness, and anticipate the future with joy and
exultation.

"We have had the oft repeated pleasure of

leading God's dear saints into the light, and have en
joyed reading their transports, telling of the satisfac

tion and fullness which can be found only in the knowl
edge of God through His beloved Son.
We face the future with confidence in God, that He

will finish the work He has begun.

Not only are many

more rejoicing in His truth, but the witness for the

truth has been greatly strengthened.
competent men are making it known.

Courageous and
Our list of litera

ture has been enlaarged and large editions have been
printed.

Let us all take courage and, with added zeal,

bear witness to the treasures of truth which have been
entrusted to us.

As most of the subscriptions fall due at this time we

would suggest that each one fortify themselves with
literature for aggressive work among their friends and

neighbors.

The large colored chart is especially adapted
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A "Message" for the I. B. S. A.

for hanging in the home, and for small Bible readings.

The new pamphlet, "The Sacred Scrolls of the Scrip
tures," is a simple presentation of the correct apportion
ment of the truth.

Keep a supply of the pamphlets on

hand, and enjoy the pleasure and surprise of sharing
your riches with others.

The best means of interesting

others in the truth is a year's subscription to the maga

zine.

The continual reminders seldom fail to provoke

enthusiastic assent.

No one need hestitate for lack of funds.

"We are not

conducting a commercial venture, and hold ourselves

bound to co-operate with every earnest effort, by the
supply of literature freely where it is really needed.
We have read, with much interest, the statement by
F. "W. Robison, formerly one of the editors of the Watch

Tower, giving his reasons for resigning.

It is published

by a brother in Buffalo, and may be obtained from F. H.
Robison, 4 Valley View Avenue, Takoma Park, D. C,

at 15 cents each.

The point at issue may be briefly com

prehended in the question: "Are the Scriptures In
spired?"

They seem to prefer a system of interpreta

tion called "the truth" to the "Word of God.

The prin

ciple may be seen in germ in the quotation of 1 Cor.
15:22, given in our last issue.

If the Scriptures do not

agree with their theology they deem it best to change

the text to suit or discard it.

It is only just, however,

to state that, in the case of that passage, Brother Robi
son got them to agree to quote it as in the text, from
1919 on.

This act shows his attitude and the principle

which has led to his severance.

His "Message" is of

special interest to his friends of the I. B. S. A.

"Facts and Theories"
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Our attention has been called to another rendering of

1 Cor. 15:22, found in the Numerical Bible, by F. W.

Grant.

The author of "Facts und Theories of a Future

State", succeeds in giving by far the worst translation
of alL

Others are at least consistent to the extent of

making both phrases alike, but he has it "For as in

Adam all die, so also shall all in Christ be made alive."
His notes show that he does this deliberately.

Thus he

unblushingly distorts the facts of Scripture to accord

with his theories of a future state.

"We have never read

his book, and, judging from this example, we question
whether it would be worth while.

As the next part of the Version, Hebrews to Jude, is
now in the press, our readers should receive their copy
within a month or so.

As this finishes all from Acts to

the end, we are binding these five parts together in the

usual Bible binding, full leather, gilt edge.

especially fitting for presents.

These are

Later on the gospels will

be bound together as Volume I, this will be Volume II,

and the helps will be Volume III.
The growth of the work has been such that it has been

found necessary to instal an addressing system.

This

will save us much time and labor, and relieve our agents

as well.

One of the principal advantages will be our

ability to furnish lists of our friends in any locality for
those desiring fellowship.

In order to do this, however,

we will need to list all the names of our subscribers,
both magazine and version.

We take this means of ask

ing our agents to send us their lists, and we will mail
copies direct, at a saving of time and postage.

We can

then furnish lists of those interested to our agents and
representatives.

The Van in Action
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Mr. Ernest A. Trevor and the Evangelistic Van,

THE EVANGELISTIC WOBK

This is a view of the evangelistic van and introduces
Mr. Ernest, A. Trevor, who proposes to devote his life

to the proclamation of the great God-honoring truths
for which we stand.

The work has just begun.

A few

days have been spent in Compton and Montebello, sub

urbs of Los Angeles.

The difficulties and discourage

ments of such a ministry may be easily imagined and we

earnestly entreat the help and co-operation of all in this
pioneering.

There is a special fund for this work.

Let

us help to sow the seed and we will rejoice together in
the time of harvest.

SOUTH BEND CONFERENCE

The conference opened at 2:30 p. m., Wednesday, Aug.

8th, with an address of welcome by Brother W. T.
Hooper, of Mishawaka, Ind. This was followed by an

address by Brother Geo. L. Rogers, of Almont, Mich., on
ithe subject, "The Millennium and After". In the eve
ning Brother F. H. Robison, of Takoma Park, D. C, gave
the first of a series of three lectures on the subject of
"Light".

This lecture was followed by a very interest

ing question meeting.

On Thursday at 9:30 Brother Irving Goux, of Forest,
111., gave a lecture on the book of Romans. He spoke of
'the teaching of the book on the standing of the believer,
and his justification by faith, so that there is "no con
demnation" and "no separation". His text was Rom.
11:33. Brother Robison followed with the second lecture
on the subject of "Light".
In the afternoon at two different homes of the friends
there were question meetings. Brother Rogers at one
home and Brother Robison at the other. These meetings
were the most interesting of the sessions. Many questions
were answered and much light was thrown upon the
Scriptures. In the evening Brother Rogers lectured on
the "Great Reconciliation".
This was followed by a
short question meeting.
On Friday morning at 9:30 there was a testimony

meeting, in which many testified of the grace of God
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A Spiritual Unity

toward them. In this meeting we found that many had
left the I. B. S. A. on account of their not being able to
accept the Finished Mystery, a publication dealing with
Revelation and Ezekiel.
The unity of the spirit was
stressed. All were willing to lay aside all their doctrinal
beliefs in favor of the unity of the spirit, the unity of
fellowship.
One brother gave a striking illustration.
Those in the creeds are like a man with a peg leg walking
on a board walk. His peg leg got stuck in a hole, but
he kept on walking round and round in a circle.
At 10:30 Brother Rogers talked on Salvation vs.
Reward, or Standing vs. State. In the evening Brother
Robison finished his series on the subject of "Light".
We must not forget the afternoon, as there was another
question meeting in the homes, and much benefit was
derived.

Saturday afternoon at 2:30 Brother Van Vactor, of
Evanston, 111., gave a very interesting lecture on "Uni
versal Reconciliation", using as his text 1 Cor. 15:22.
This was followed by Brother Robison in which he
showed the difference between the bride and the church,
which is His body. In the evening Brother Rogers con
tinued the subject of Salvation vs. Reward.
Sunday morning Brother Rogers continued the
thought of his previous discourses. This was preceeded
by a testimony meeting in which many told how they had

come discouraged and down-hearted, with many per
plexing questions in their minds and were returning
home with their hearts filled with praise and joy. In
the afternoon Brother Robison lectured on the first chap
ter of the book of Ephesians. Another testimony meet
ing closed the conference. All left happy.
A few notes follow, giving a brief summary of some
of the addresses:

A Lecture on "Light"
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NOTES FROM BROTHER F. H. ROBISON'S ADDRESSES

Text: Every good gift and every perfect gift is from
above, and cometh down from the Father of lights, with
whom is no variableness, neither shadow of turning (Jas.
1:17).
This verse speaks of God's nature. Evil is not Godlike.
God's gifts are good gifts and He is the great Father of
lights.
The word for gifts should be "giving".
Every
good giving and every perfect gift is from above.
The
comparison here seems to be to the sun as the father of
lights of the solar system and to God as the Father of all the
lights of the universe.
"Ye are of your father the devil." The basis for all
their works are found in their father.
So those who are
of the Father of Lights find the basis of all their works in
their Father. As there is no shadow cast by the sun's turn
ing, so with God, there is no shadow of turning.
Light is the first of God's reconstructive work; "Let
there be light; and there was light." Later on "God made
two great lights; the greater light to rule the lay* and the
lesser light to rule the night." The emphasis here is on the
word "rule", to rule the day. Although the moon was made
to rule the night it receives its light and magnetic force
from the sun. The sun rules everything upon the earth.
The .text for the second discourse on this subject is
found in 1 John 1:5. "This then is the message which we
have heard of Him, and declare unto you, the God is light,
and in Him is no darkness at all."
In proportion as God reveals Himself will there be light
in us.
There are heat waves, light waves and chemical
waves. One gives heat, another light, another gives changes
effected by the activity of the rays.
Health comes from
Him, illumination and change comes from Him.
Heat is
felt, so God is felt but not seen.
The Son corresponds to
the light or illuminating factor in God's government. Illu
minating lights are seen. We see God's Son manifested to
the world in the world. He came to reveal God. No effort
was made to impress Himself upon the minds and hearts of

those with whom He came in contact.
He was constantly
referring them to the Father.
"The Words that I speak
unto you I speak not of Myself: but the Father that dwelleth in me, He doeth the works" (John 14:10). "For I came
down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will
of Him that sent me" (John 6:38).

The holy Spirit corresponds to the chemical rays, or
value of light which effects the change known to be accom

plished in the lives of people. Light has peculiar qualities.
Gray light is better than yellow light for photography. It
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God is Light

depends not on the yellow rays, but upon the blue rays
which are invisible to the eye, but effects wonderful chemi
cal changes. This light corresponds to God's spirit working

wonderful
Light
Light
God give.

changes, but still unseen.
is diffusing.
is dispensary. As light is always giving, so does
God is always giving, quietly and never with the
desire of attaining.
Light is power.
Light is pure.
Purity is a negative quality.
Purity
is simply an undeveloped state. Purity is not as strong as
holiness. Holiness is abhorrence which God has for sin, a
declining from unrighteousness toward equity (Psa. 31:5).
Light is a favor. You cannot buy sunlight in its last

analysis. It is sent out before the individual knows where
to seek it.
It is around him, in him and thru and per
meates his very being. This corresponds to God's grace.

Light is a condition of life. God is not only the source
of life but the condition of life also. Fellowship with Him,
reliance upon Him, and companionship with Him is a con
dition of life.
Not merely the source of life, but a con
dition as well (Psa. 36:9; Joshua 5:26). Our history, our
derivation, our destiny exist by Him, subsists through Him
and consists in Him. All this is true of life, and if there
fore of life, it is true of God, because God is life. As the
sun shines on the just and unjust so are the blessings of the
ungrateful, but all will not remain forever ungrateful.
The Son is also spoken of as the light of the world.
That light which was in Him was the light of men. With
out His favor, His life, all is death. With life as a basis
for hope, God perfects life in Him and this life is the light
of men.
Among the heathen this light does shine but in

small measure (2 Cor. 4:11).

In the believer the life of

Jesus is being made manifest in their flesh.
Therefore, as the true light represents true knowledge
and holiness and salvation, so Satan's light represents false
knowledge, self-righteousness, boot strap methods of gain
ing salvation. You cannot lift yourself up. This is of the
devil and not of God. All of God's blessings are going to
be realized as of pure grace before He gets through bless
ing.

All the artificial light that has ever existed has never
opened up a single rose bud, but the sun opens up the
flowers every morning, and gives health and happiness and
blessings of every land.
The transforming light of God changed Paul at noon
day, changed him from a condition of exceeding madness
to one of humility and exceedingly loyal and appreciative
friend of God.

Salvation vs. Reward
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For God, Who commanded the light to shine out of
darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the light of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ

(2 Cor. 4:6).
The knowledge of the fact that the glory
of God resides in the face of Jesus Christ enables us to
receive that light (2 Cor. 6:14; Eph. 5:8, 13).
The effect of light upon any substance is to cause the

light to shine back or reflect. God shone on Him and He
became a burning and shining light.
NOTES FROM BROTHER G. L. ROGER'S ADDRESSES

The business of a minister is to know the Word of
God and to proclaim it. It is possible to teach grace to the
exclusion of works as a merit of reward.
The Scriptures
teach that we are saved through faith for grace (Eph.
2:8). That our salvation is of grace. "If by grace then it
is no more of works; otherwise grace is no more grace"
(Rom. 11:6). Therefore, salvation depends upon the grace
of God.
Still in 1 Cor. 3:8, it speaks of every man receiving a
reward according to his own labors. There has been a foun
dation laid which is salvation brought to us through Jesus
Christ.
If the building built thereon stands the fire, he
will receive a reward. If not his works will be burned up,

but he will be saved as by fire, loosing his reward (1 Cor.
3:8-14).

In 1 Cor. 9:17, 18 the apostle speaks of the fact that
he preached the gospel without any cost to them so that
he might receive a reward. Paul tells us in Galatians that
the greatest evil is religion. Religion consists in ones own
efforts to obtain salvation; in his own righteousness being
able to save him.
Sin has reduced all to a common level.

All have sinned and come short of the glory of God. Sal
vation is not an attainment, it is an endowment. It is the
abandonment of one's own efforts. It is the gift of God
(Eph. 2:8, 9).
As to rewards, there are different ways in which they
are received.
Our labors are rewarded with many bless
ings in this life. Luther, for all his labors and sufferings
received many blessing during his earthly life.
The posi
tion in glory is also given as a reward.

In 1 Cor. 9:17, 18 Paul tells us that he was putting
all his life into something. What was his object in doing
this? It was not to obtain salvation, but to obtain a reward.

Rewards are given for works, services, suffering, etc., to
believers. Grace or salvation is a gift. Rewards are won.
Rewards are promised for faithfulness, for loyalty, for suf
fering, for righteousness sake, etc.
"And whatsoever ye
do, do it heartily, as to the Lord, and not unto men; know-
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Reward is for Service

ing that of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the
inheritance, for ye serve the Lord Christ" (Col. 3:23, 34).
Rewards are earned by faithful service.
Salvation is
the foundation upon which we build by works.
If our
works will withstand the fire, or judgment, we will receive
the reward.
Every bit of service that is given from a
wrong motive will be burned up. No reward will be received
for it.
You are God's workmanship or work-shop. He is work
ing in you to will and to do His good pleasure. Therefore,
we are to take that which He is working in us and use it
in harmony with Him in working out His delight (Phil.
2:12,13).

A believer is put On trial not for standing but for
state, not for life but for reward.
"Now then, thus am I
racing, not as dubious, thus am I boxing, not as punching
the air, but I am belaboring my body and leading it into
slavery, lest some how when proclaiming to others, I may
be becoming disqualified myself" (1 Cor. 26, 27). The con
text shows that Paul was talking about prizes or rewards.
He was not afraid of loosing his life or standing, but was
concerned about his state or the reward he had in view.
Truth is only ours as we incorporate it into our lives.
Truth is ours only as we experience it.
In other words
we do not know or appreciate things until we experience
them.
Reward depends upon what effect the truth has

upon us and how we use it.
If we build as superstruc
ture that will withstand the fire we will receive the reward.

THE "END" OP JOB

But what of the appeal to animate creation?

It

reveals a love that bears all burdens, a goodness that

lavishes favors on just and unjust alike, a heart that
beats warm for all His suffering creatures.

The address

consists of six sections, three devoted to the living crea
tures on the earth, three to the living creatures of the

firmament:
The Lioness. 38:39, 40.
The Raven. 38:41.
The Wild Goat (1-4), Wild Ass (5-8), Wild Ox (9-12).
1-12.

The Ostrich.

39:

39:13-18.

The War Horse.

39:19-25.
The Hawk and the Eagle.

39:26-30.

Here is sympathy with the raven's struggle for exis

tence, with the domestic problems of the hind—the num
bering of the months, the bowing in travail, the casting
out of their sorrows, the young ones basking in the sun

bathed prairie, their going forth at last to return to the
parent no more.

Man feeds the ox in return for har

rowing the valleys, but here is sympathy with the exhil
aration of the wild ass produced by^ wide space and free

air and bright light.

Here is pity for the stupid ostrich

laboring for nought, and admiration when she lashes her
self aloft and scorns the horse and his rider.

Here is

fondness for the horse reflecting the world's glory in a
tingling response to his quivering strength, as undaunted

by the din of battle he dashes ahead with fluttering mane
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and tail spread to the winds!

There is sympathy with

the hawk soaring southward in search of warmer climate,
with the eagle peering into distance from her spyhouse
on the crag of the rock!

He looks with complacency on

huge behemoth with bones of brass, limbs of iron bars,

and cedar's swing of the tail comfortably housed under

a pavilion of lotus trees, the mountains yielding him

abundance of food.

And what about leviathan, superb

in his invulnerable panoply, who makes the deep to boil
like a pot?

We will now change the angle of observation, and
view these pictures in another light.

The outstanding

facts are:
Provision (Lioness).
Protection

38:40.

(Raven and his young ones).

Freedom (Wild Ass).

Protection (Ostrich and her young ones.
Courage

(War Horse).

39:26-30.

"What a cluster of lessons for faith!

fies them.
prey.

39:13-18.

39:19-25.

Provision (Hawk and Eagle).

feeds them.

38:41.

39:5-8.

Bavens?

Eagles on the crag of the rock?

Lion's cubs?

He

He satis

He teaches them the art of

And if His care for bumb brutes is so laborious

as to exhaust every figure of speech, His care for .man so

suffuses everything with a sense of infinity as to forbid
finite expression.

The Saviour's words, "How much

more!" sweep over our souls like a mighty wave, rolling

off our shoulders the burden of anxiety and care.

How

secure we feel ourselves amid dangers as we watch His
hand preserve the young ostriches, when the heartless

mother lacks instinct to guard the eggs against a chance
football, and is cruel to her offspring!

The heart

expands at the thought of a love that delights in the

freedom of the wild ass which scorns the noisy city and

the Groaning Creation
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driver's shout; the feeble arm is nerved for fight in
thinking of His intense admiration for the horse sweep
ing at full gallop against an armed host, amidst a peal
of roar, braving death and danger.

We become con

scious of our nothingness and sink in the embrace of a
love that is boundless, and a sympathy that is measure
less.

How pleasant to linger on these representations of
our Father's yearning for a groaning creation!

Now

creation groans and travails in pain; but it travails in
hope; for it shall be delivered from the bondage of cor
ruption into the liberty of the glory of the children of

God.

Now it declares His glory but imperfectly, because

subject to decay.

The variegated hues of the flower that

decks the sod are only a faint reflex of God's manifold
wisdom, because the flower fades.

But it will be ran

somed from the ruthless hand of death to tell His wisdom
in a never-fading bloom.

I love to think that the heav

enly Father will in some way compensate even animals

for the wrongs they have suffered.

How He can do it I

have not the slightest idea, but I know He will do it.
Surely God is equal to make redress for every wrong.

When the storm abated, and the Voice ceased, the
effect on Job was overpowering.

In the course of contro

versy he had expressed the desire to appear before God,
and said: "Oh, that I knew where I might find him!
That I might come even to his seat!

I would order my

cause before him, and fill my mouth with arguments . . .

I would declare unto him the number of my steps; as a
prince would I go near unto him"

(23:3, 4; 31:37).

Now that he has attained it, his argument is gone, his

princely dignity has faded, his righteousness !s tar
nished.

In true contrition he exclaims
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God's "End" is Glorious
"I

am nothing."

"I am vile."

He has justified God and condemned self.
is abased.

The "end" is reached.

produced the desired effect.

The flesh

Satan's blows have

The captivity is "turned"

and made to yield "the blessing of the Lord that maketh

rich, and addeth no sorrow therewith."

The "end" has

justified and vindicated the strange, inscrutable process.

Let us not chafe, then, if He startles us from the even
tenor of our ways," neither let us measure His dealings

by the small span of our mind.

Nature, as we know it,

is but one circle of the limitless whole, over which God

reigns.

"What is beyond the circle we know as nature

we are ignorant of.

The place we live in is so narrow,

and the facts we deal with are so familiar, that we feel

far too knowing, and are prone to forget that our knowl
edge is limited and defective.

When we are passing

through deep waters, and all seems contrary to us, let us
know that all around the vast sphere of the unseen God
is, and a law that is above our understanding, and a light

that is not for our eyes.

Amidst the mystery of the pres

ent condition of affairs, He leads all things towards final
order and rest and perfection.

Let us trust Him, then;

let us give Him glory in all things; let us justify Him at
all cost, and the smile of His face will soon brighten our
path.

Eeader, have you reached this place ?
attained this end ?

Have you

If you have, will you not walk softly

before Him in sweet contemplation of His goodness ?

If

you have not, will you not take this lesson to heart f Will
you not renounce all confidence in the flesh, and say unto

Him® with heartfelt conviction, "All my springs are in
thee"?
'
; . ^-} j ;■]_]■

"UNIVERSALISM KEFTITED"
UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION

"We now come to the grandest of all God's revelations,
the reconciliation of the universe, and we are actually
asked to believe that this refers to things, not to persons!
This assertion has been made before. We have thought
it so ridiculous that it seemed best not to notice it, leav
ing it to expose its own folly. This has been the wisest
course, for honest hearts who heard it were led to con
clude that, if such an absurdity is necessary to sustain
the point, the contrary must certainly be true. How can
things be reconciled ?
The few phrases in the Hebrew Scriptures, such as
reconciling the house, have been properly changed to
atoning in the Revision. As the theological definition is
"the act of bringing God and man into agreement", it is
evident that our brother boldly ignores all the good and
great men he has been lauding, without even an explana
tion. Were they all wrong ? He must prove, not assume,
that reconciliation is confined to things. He cannot pro
duce a single passage to substantiate it. The very next
verse tells us the Colossians were reconciled. Were they
inanimate things?
We shall notice one other passage which Mr. Knoch claims
in support of his scheme of Universalism, and that is Col.
i:20: "And, having made peace through the blood of His
cross, by Him to reconcile all things unto Himself, I say,
whether they be things in earth, or things in heaven." In
connection with this verse the impious audacity of Mr.
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Knoch appears in its baldest form. With regard to his dis
torted interpretations of the scriptures which have already
been before us, we have shown how he is guilty of reading

into them what is not there, and how that he is obliged to
interpolate phrases of his own for which there is absolutely
no warrant. But here he dares to offer a translation which
entirely changes the meaning of the words used by the Holy
Spirit in the original. On page 169 of "The Divine Mys
teries" we find him rendering Col. i:20 as follows: "And
through Him to reconcile the universe for Him (when peace
is made through the blood of the cross) whether that on

earth or that in the heavens."
Before indicating what we believe to be the real meaning
of this verse, we call attention to two of the changes made by
Mr. Knoch. First, he changes "all things" to "the universe;"
and second, he alters the "having made peace" to "when
peace is made."
Now the Greek here for "all things" is
"ta panta". Panta signifies "all things", ta is the article in
the neuter gender, so that ta panta means "the all things".
When this expression occurs on the pages of the New Test
ament close attention must be paid to the context, so as to
gather its scope from the setting where it is found. Whether
or not there is anything in the meaning of these Greek words
"ta panta" which obliges us to render them "the universe"
we leave it to our readers to judge for themselves, by the
occurrence of them in the following passages: "I am made
the all things to all men, that I might by all means save
some" (1 Cor. ix:22). "If any man be in Christ, he is a new
creature: old things are passed away; behold, the all things
are become new" (2 Cor. y:17). "But speaking the truth in
love may grow up into Him in the all things, which is the
head, even Christ" (Eph. iv:15). The words we have placed
in italics in these three passages correspond exactly with the
Greek for "all things" in Col. i:2G. Let any one attempt to
substitute "the universe" in 1 Cor. ix:22,—"I am made the
universe to all men," or in 2 Cor. v:17—"Old things have
passed away, behold, the universe is become new;" so with
Eph. iv:15. Thus, not only is there nothing in the Greek
expression "ta panta" which obliges us to translate it "the

universe," but its usage in the New Testament demonstrates
the utter absurdity and impossibility of such a rendition.

This certainly looks serious, for here we have no
appeal to human authority, but to the Scriptures them
selves. This is the real way to go about determining the
meaning of ta panta I If we find, upon investigation,

that all of the passages which have.this phrase are like

for a False Argument
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those given it would be well for us to revise our render
ing and acknowledge our mistake. But there is some
subtle reservation in the twice emphasized "obliges",
which arouses our suspicion that all is not just as it
should be. It is evident that his conscience is uneasy and
demands a loophole through which to escape in case his
facts are checked.
The choice of passages given to substantiate the mean
ing of ta panta is most unfortunate. These three passages
do not "correspond exactly with the Greek for 'all
things' in Col. 1:20." Not one of them. The first one
(1 Cor. 9:22) omits the the. None of the three most
ancient manuscripts, no recent Greek text or editor has
it. It is simply, as in the Concordant Version, "To all
I have become all . . ." If the writer wishes to act
honorably, and no doubt he does, he will correct this
error publicly in Our Hope.
In the second one (2 Cor. 5:17) the whole phrase, the

all, is omitted by all modern editors and texts and by the
three most ancient manuscripts. The Eevisers do not
even give it a note in their margin. Justice to the read
ers of Our Hope demands that they be undeceived as to
this.
Thus we see that two of the texts do not even have
the phrase in question!
Do these "exactly corres
pond"? Is this the way that, truth is to be established?
These are false witnesses against the truth.
0, why
should one of God's servants fall so low? May God for
give him this wrong!
In the third instance (Eph. 4:15) the phrase actually
occurs, but the grammatical usage is entirely different.
We are considering ta panta as the direct object of the
verb, in the phrase reconciles the universe. Anyone can
see that it will not do to translate Eph. 4:15 this way,
for that would be "should be growing the all". The
A. V. gets around this by changing to the dative, "may
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grow up in all things". But this would be tois pasi or
en tois pasin in the Greek, hence the C. V. prefers "we
all should be growing" because ta panta may be the sub
ject as well as the object of the sentence.
Worse evidence could scarcely be found. In fact, in
culling out texts to prove his contention he was forced to
choose those which were spurious because the others,
which are authentic, are against him! But why did he
suppress them ? He well knew that few readers of Our
Hope could or would look up the other passages. It is
very sad!
But we do not wish to hide behind the errors of
others. Their wrong does not make us right. There are
passages where the phrase the all cannot be rendered by
"the universe", and we need only refer our readers to
the Concordant. Version to show that we, too, hold with
our dear brother that there is nothing in the phrase
itself which obliges us to render 4t so. "Why, then, do
we do it?
The word all, as used in the Greek original, is quite
a study in itself. In the concordance made for the Con

cordant Version every form of the word has been classi
fied and special usages have been grouped together. All
is sometimes used as an adjective and sometimes as a
noun. When used as an abjective it is limited by the
noun it modifies, as "all men". When used as a noun it
is limited only by its context.
The all is used as a noun and is further classified as
to whether it is the subject or the object of a sentence.
Gathering together the occurrences which have the all as
their object we have a magnificent cluster of passages
which shame the brilliancy of Orion, and compass the
uttermost realms of space as well as farthest stretches
of time.
We do not wish to be sticklers for any form of phrase

ology and are quite willing to withdraw the phrase "the
universe" just as soon as it is shown to be wrong. But

means the Universe
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we believe that Sew will find fault with the following

renderings, in which "the universe" is
guish the simple "all" from "the all".
actually are the same in every way in
have the same usage in English, hence
dered alike.

used to distin
These passages
the Greek and
should be ren

Now whenever He might say that all has been subjected, it
is evident that it is outside of Him Who is subjecting the
universe to Him. 28 Now whenever the universe may be sub
jected to Him, then the Son Himself, also, shall be subject
to Him Who subjects the universe to Him, that God may be
All in all (1 Cor. 15:27, 28).
... He makes known to us the secret of His will ... to
have an administration, the complement of the eras, in which
the universe is to be headed up in the Christ—that in the
heavens as well as that on the earth—even in Him in Whom
our lot is cast, being designated beforehand according to the
purpose of the One Who is operating the universe in accord
with the counsel of His will . . ." (Eph. 1:9-11).
. . . God, Who creates the universe . . . (Eph. 3:9).

He Who descends is the Same Who ascends, also, above all
the heavens that He should complete the universe (Eph.
4:10).

. . . Who will transfigure the body of our humiliation, to

conform it to His body glorious, in accord with the operation
which enables Him to subject even the universe to Himself
(Phil. 3:21).
. . . and through Him to reconcile the universe to Him (Col.
1:20).
Who, being the Effulgence of His glory and the Emblem of
His assumption, as well as carrying on the universe by His
powerful declaration , . . (Heb. 1:3).

'Thou dost subject all underneath his feet.'

For in the sub

jection of all to him, He left nothing unsubjected to him
(Heb. 2:8).
For the universe Thou dost create, . . . (Un. 4:11).

Happily one of the passages gives a divine discussion
of the very point at issue. The fifteenth of first Corin
thians defines all as in itself so unlimited in its scope as
to include God Himself! Only the nature of the case
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leaves God outside of its range. "What English expres
sion means just this? In German we would follow the
Greek literally and say das All. But in English the uni
verse is the exact equivalent of the divine definition here
given, even to the point that it may or may not include
the Deity. Any dictionary will confirm this.
This is the passage which our beloved brother should
have quoted to show the meaning of the phrase. There

is no question of its right to a place in the text. It is in
exact grammatical accord. The usage is the same. It
specifically defines the very point at issue, which is that
the all, unless limited by the context, includes the uni
verse* What motive would have prompted the deliberate
omission of this passage ? Is not this the offense he seeks
to cover with the word "obliges"*!
But we cannot consider such priceless pearls of truth
strung on the phrase ta painta without pausing to view
their amazing beauty. We are led from the beginning
to the consummation, from the creation to the~ reconeilation. He creates, He carries on, He operates, He sub

jects, He reconciles. Did He create a fragment? Then
He will reconcile a few. Does He operate a fraction?
Does He subject a selection? Is His headship confined
to His followers ? Then reconciliation is restricted to a
residue.
But if God creates all and operates all and subjects
all, then He reconciles ALL. Eob Him of the brightest
gem in His diadem and you filch the rays from all the
rest.

And so with every one of these marvelous activities
of God and Christ. Eob them of their universality and
they are shorn of their splendor, they sink into a dread
and dark eclipse. One thread of thought will suffice. If
all is not eventually subjected to the Son, then rebellion
will never cease. God will be in constant and eternal
conflict with His creatures. Christ will be proven power-

He also Reconciles All
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less to perform the task assigned to Him. The creature
is stronger than the Creator!
It will be noted that we do not render Heb. 2:8 the
universe.
The reason is obvious.
In this context
the scope of the passage is limited to the future inhabited
earth (Heb. 2:5). Had it not been so confined, we should
have been fully justified in the usual rendering. In
Colossians, the passage in point, the conditions are the
opposite. Instead of limiting the all to the earth, it is
expressly amplified so as to include both earth and
heaven lest we should be led to confine it to this sphere.
The most important conclusion is yet to be stated.
We ourselves could not produce a more powerful argu
ment for the truth than is furnished by this incident.
Why, the suppression of a dozen passages which disprove
his point is enough for any honest heart! But the tragic
faculty of ferreting out all the texts which are inapplic
able or spurious absolutely assures us that the one who
chose them is seeking a foundation for that which is false.
He, rather than we, has put this point beyond the possi
bility of appeal! We thank him for his efforts.
The other change which Mr. Knoch has made from "hath
made peace" to "when peace is made" is, if possible, even
worse.

As no reason or evidence is given why "when peace
is-made" is so impossibly worse than "hath made peace",
we will not take the space to repeat what we have already
set forth on page 19 of "The Greek and English Indef
inite". The rendering we gave was the result of weeks
of careful study and compilation of hundreds of passages
in which the indefinite participle occurs.
Examples
were found where its action was in the past, as here, and
examples were found where the action is in the future,
as "what shall I do to inherit eternal life?" (Lu. 18:

18). When all the evidence is considered, there can be
no doubt that this indefinite participle is timeless. It
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records a fact, not an act. In the Concordant Version
the when has been omitted because the simple participle
"making peace" carries the indefinite sense sufficiently

without it.

Besides all this, "having made peace" calls

for a different form of the verb, ending in -kos.

At the time this is written we are working on the
translation of Heb. 7:27. Speaking of the sacrifice of
Christ, we read, "this He does once, when offering up
Himself." Was the sacrifice after "having offered" up
Himself? This is surely incorrect, for the offering up
was the sacrifice. Hence the indefinite participle is here
rendered, "when offering".
Now in order to arrive at a proper understanding of Col.
i:20 several things in it need to be carefully weighed—any
one of which is sufficient to show the falsity of Mr. Enoch's
interpretation.

First, the Greek verb which is rendered in the 1611 ver
sion "to reconcile" is in the aorist, and refers, therefore, to a
past action.
The reconciliation of verse 20, so far from
pointing forward to some far distant hour in the future,
refers to something already accomplished.

Once more we must make allowances for those who
study grammars about the Greek rather than the
inspired text itself. The statement that the aorist is a
past tense may be "proven" by a reference to most ele
mentary Greek grammars, but it cannot be shown in the
Scriptures themselves.
Great scholars, as Weymouth,
say it is not past. As we have a complete pamphlet on
this subject, we refer our readers to "The Greek and
English Indefinite", which shows that this form is just
what its Greek name says it is. It is not a past tense,
but indefinite. One example will suffice for those who
wish to bow to the authority of God's Word. Paul wrote
to the Eomans concerning the saints of the Circumci
sion, "for if the nations participate in their spiritual
things, they ought also to minister to them in carnal
things" (Rom. 15:27). The word for to minister is in
the aorist, exactly the same as to reconcile. How could
Paul urge the saints to minister to them in the pasti

a Past Tense
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Was it "'already accomplished?''

indefinite
future.

form,

This is an aorist, or
and includes the past, present and

Second, as already quoted above, in the Greek the "all
things" is prefaced by the definite article—"the all things."
The usage of the article limits the "all things." It c serves
both to define and confine the "all things" spoken of.

This statement is so vague that we will Supply an
example in order to determine whether "the" really
limits the simple all. That it is used to define it, we
have indicated by translating the all, the universe, and

without the, simply all. In 1 Cor. 15:27 (quoted above)
all occurs both with and without the the, as follows:
"now whenever He might say that all has been sub

jected, it is evident that it is outside of Him Who is
subjecting the all to Him." What difference is there
between the limits of all and the all in this passage ?
There is none at all. Both include the universe with
the evident exception of God Himself.
This missile,
thrown at a venture, is a boomerang. The truth is not
driven to such expedients. Only the false needs such
arguments.

Third, Col.i:20 is speaking of the reconciliation of
"things," not persons. It may be replied that "all things"
includes persons.
Our reply would be, Not so here.
If
every passage where "panta" and "ta panta" is examined, it
will be found that in the vast majority of instances the

reference is strictly to "things," not persons—(cf. Matt.
xix:26; xxi:22, etc., etc.).
In the very few cases where
persons are included the Holy Spirit has been careful to
indicate this by a specific amplification, as for instance in
But where "all things"
1 Cor. iii:21, 22 and in Col. i:16.

stands alone (no persons being named in the words im
mediately following) persons are always excluded. What the
, "the all things" in Col. i:20 is we are told in the remainder of
the verse—"whether they be things in earth, or things in
heaven;" for the "things in heaven" compare Heb. ix:23.

In a previous quotation it is said that "Panta signi
fies 'all things', ta is the article in the neuter gender,
so that ta panta means 'the all things\" Such a slip as
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this may be pardoned when we reflect that it is usual,
in elementary Greek grammars, to call the indefinite
gender "neuter". In English the neuter gender cannot

be used of either masculine or feminine objects. The
Greek has no form like this. The so-called "neuter"
applies to both persons and things. We do not need to
study Greek grammar to satisfy ourselves on this point.
Any of fhe passages already quoted will show that ta
panta is not confined to things. What sense can there be
to the subjection of all things to the Son except God?
Our dear brother surely does not wish to tell us that
God is not a Person! (1 Cor. 15:28). Is Christ's head
ship to be confined to things ? (Eph. 1:10). Does not
God's creation include persons? (Eph. 3:9). Does God
make all things alive? (1 Tim. 6:13).
The single
phrase panta ta ethne, "all the nations", completely
destroys the contention that panta is neuter (Mat. 28:
19; Lu. 21:24; 24:47; Rom. 16:26; Un. 12:5; 14:18).
Nations are not composed of things only, but of persons.
So also, "all the demons" (Lu. 9:1). Panta is indef
inite, referring to either persons or things.
Besides, how can things he reconciled? Our brother
himself sees this, for in his fifth objection he insists that
only those who have been alienated can be reconciled.
Those passages in the Hebrew Scriptures which speak of
reconciling the house (Eze. 45:20, etc,) are mostly mis
translations of the word otherwise rendered atone. Heb.
9:23 speaks of cleansing, not reconciling. The basis of
the reconciliation is the peace made by the blood of the
cross. Has He made peace for things'! Both of the two
other occurrences of reconcile, apply to persons.
The very next verse applies it to the Colossians:
"And you, being once estranged and enemies in com
prehension, in acts of wickedness, He now recon
ciles . . ." (Col. 1:21). "that He should create the two,
in Him, into one new humanity, making peace; and

is Indefinite
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should be reconciling both with God in one body through
the cross" (Eph. 2:15, 16).

Let us try another test. Having disposed of the fal
lacy that only things are referred to, it is easy to see that
the reconciliation of the Colossians, in the next verse, is
a part of the all to be reconciled. When did it occur
in their case 1 Was it when the Son of God died for
them ? No. It was after they had been estranged. It
was not until they "obtained the conciliation" (Eom.
5:11). "To reconcile" is still future for all who have
not yet been called, and for that great host who will not
enjoy it until the consummation.
For the sake of those who know no Greek, we must
explain that the original knows nothing of things on
earth or things in heaven. It is simply the article the.
Any argument based on it is built upon a weakness in
translation.
Fourth, it should be carefully noted that nothing whatever
is said in Col. i:20 about the underworld—"the things under
the earth" being omitted by the Holy Spirit. // the recon
ciliation of "the universe" was comprehended in the ex
pression "the all things" then, most assuredly, would the
remainder of the verse have read, "whether things in earth,
or things in heaven or things under the earth/' seeing that
the concluding clauses are obviously a definition and descrip
tion of what is to be "reconciled." That "things under the
earth" (cf. Phil. ii:10) are not mentioned here is conclusive
proof that the underworld is excluded from the reconciliation.

There can be no question in the mind of anyone" who
understands English that the word whether never intro
duces a definition or description of any kind.
But

perhaps the translation is wrong, and our brother uses
the word as it is in the Greek. Let us consider a few
examples.
1 Cor. 12:13' For in one spirit we all are baptized into
one body, whether Jews or Greeks, whether slaves or free . . .

No one can read this and say that the spirit is limited
to Jews and Greeks, slaves and free. It includes them.
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"Whether ... or" Amplifies

"Whether" amplifies a statement.

It insists that it is

true in either alternative. Reconciliation is true whether
in heaven or on earth. It removes limits.
Suppose we inject the idea of limitation into 2 Cor.
5:10 "that each may be requited for that which he puts
into practise through the body, whether it is good or bad.
'It verges on silliness to say that this restricts the inves
tigation to our good and bad acts only!
Test Eph. 6:8 the same way, ". . . whatever good
each one may do, for this he will be requited by the
Lord, whether slave or free." Those who are neither
slave nor free will not be rewarded in that day!

Take 1 Cor. 3:22. Without the necessity of mention
ing everything which might be enumerated, we are given
an overwhelming sense of universality. ". . . for all is
yours, whether Paul or Apollos, or Cephas, or the world,
or life, or death, or the present, or the future—all is
yours, yet you are Christ's, and Christ is God's". The
continued repetition of or tends to enlarge our vision so
we shall not miss the all-embracing scope of the first
statement.

Coming closer to the context, what limitations shall
we put on Col. 1:16? "Seeing that the universe in the
heavens and on the earth is created in Him—the visible
and the invisible, whether thrones, or dominions or sov
ereignties or authorities—" Is the invisible creation of
the Son of God confined to these specially named forms
of government? We note that "powers" (Eph. 1:21)
are lacking in this list. Are they outside of its scope?
May God forgive such treasonable insinuations!
He

knows we would not suggest them except to expose their
falsity.

Finally, we will take a passage of exactly the same
scope as Col. 1:20. In 1 Cor. 8:5, 6 we read, "For even
if so be that there are those being termed gods, whether

in heaven or on earth, even as there are many gods and
many lords, nevertheless to us there is one God, the

It Does Not Limit
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Father, out of Whom all is, and we for Him, and one
Lord, Jesus Christ, through Whom all is, and we
through Him.'' Who would even suppose that the scope

of this passage is limited to heaven and earth? The
gods in the sea and in the underworld are outside its
consideration! These places did not come from God or
through our Lord! We would like to see a single Scrip
ture in which the phrase heaven and earth is used that
does not convey, to all honest and rational minds, the
idea of a complete inclusion of all there is. Until its
application to the reconciliation of all was noted, no one
dreamed of giving it any other force. From the first of
Genesis to the twenty-first of Revelation it includes all.
Fifth, that the reconciliation cannot be absolute or uni

versal is unequivocally established by the fact that every
creature in the universe needed not to be "reconciled," for the
simple reason that every creature has not been "alienated"
from God. The unfalien angels have never been at enmity
against God, and, therefore, peace needed not to be made for
them. Hence, as there is one class of God's creatures who
cannot be "reconciled" there can be no such thing as a
universal reconciliation.

If we must reason, here is a premise on which we can
agree.
Only those at enmity with God can be recon
ciled. Hence things cannot be included, for they can
not harbor enmity. As the Scriptures know nothing of
" unfalien angels", this is only another case of the rejec
tion of God's Word because of a theological tradition.
.There* is no Scriptural ground whatever for excluding
any part of the universe from the benefits of the death of
God's beloved Son.
Sixth, it should also be noted that the reconciliation of
"things in earth" and "things in heaven" is not universal, for
it does not say "all things in earth," or "all things in heaven."
As a matter of fact all "things in earth" have not been
reconciled, nor will they be. One of the "things" in earth is
the sea, and this, we learn from Rev. xxi:l, is to be done away
with, for there we read, "And there was no more sea"—that
which so often separated the saints from one another during
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The Sea will not

the time of their earthly pilgrimage will be "no more."

Mr. Knoch himself has felt the force of this and in his
characteristic serpentine fashion has sought to wriggle out
of it. On page 244 of "The Divine Mysteries" he says: "It is
a notable fact that the word aretz (earth) does not include
the sea.
So that the statement, 'In the beginning Elohim
created the ... earth/ gives us to understand that there was
no sea on the primeval earth. In the new earth we are told,
'And there was no more sea' (Rev.xxirl). So that an earth
as God made it and as He will yet have it has no seas." This
is a fair sample (illustrations could easily be multiplied in
definitely) of the subtle but evasive methods which he
follows when fairly cornered.
What has the "primeval
earth" got to do with the subject? Whether it had any sea
or had no sea is altogether beside the question. It is not the
"things" of the primeval earth which need "reconciling," but
the "things" of the present earth which have been defiled by
sin.
This earth has "seas" and the fact that they are not
among the "things" reconciled refutes his contention of
universal reconciliation.

The,thought that the sea is one of the "things" in the
earth which need reconciling is quite a novel one. We
were not aware of its enmity to God. However, as it is
to vanish in the new earth, it does not affect the matter
in hand. We willingly and cheerfully acknowledge that
the sea itself will not be reconciled to God!
But the dead in the sea will be reconciled, for the
sea will give up the dead in it before it is done away
with (Un. 20:13).
After that they certainly will be
included in the phrase "on earth or in the heavens".
This is bordering so closely on the ridiculous that we
forbear. Are ships "on earth" when they sail the sea?
Are submarines? "On earth" includes the sea. The Son
glorified the Father "on the earth" (Jno. 17:4). Shall
we conclude that He was out of fellowship when He
walked upon the sea (Mk. 6:48) ? The conviction of all
sober Bible students that "heaven and earth" includes
all, is fully confirmed by a close study of every occur
rence.

Seventh, what follows in verse 21 unequivocally fixes the
scope of verse 20.
Here we read, "And you, that were

be Reconciled
some time alienated
works, yet now hath
noted: first, the "and
from "the all things"
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and enemies in your' mind by wicked
He reconciled." Two things should be
you" (persons) is in designed contrast
of verse 20; second, "yet now hath He

reconciled" points a further contrast.

Mr. Knoch has been

quick to seize upon this (while complacently ignoring the
first contrast) and argues that the present reconciliation of
the Colossian saints is contrasted with the yet future recon
ciliation of the 'iuniverse" (?). But, as a matter of fact, the

antithesis is of quite another nature.
The "yet now"
(present) is set over against the past (accomplished) recon
ciliation of the previous verse, where the verb is in the

aorist tense.
In proof, we ask our readers to weigh care.fully the use of this same term in the following scriptures:
"For when we were in the flesh (judicially), the motions
of sins, which were by the law, did work in our members to
bring forth fruit unto death. But now we are delivered from
the law/' etc. (Rom. vii:5, 6). "That at that time ye were
without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of
Israel, . . . but now in Christ Jesus ye who sometimes were
far off are made nigh by the blood of Christ" (Eph. ii:12,
13). "Even the mystery which hath been hid from ages and
from generations, btit now is made manifest to His saints"
(Col. i:26)--(cf. also Rom. vii:21, 22; 1 Cor. v:9; 2 Cor.
viii:22). In all of these "now" points a contrast from the
past, not the future. It is so in Col. i:20, 21. We conclude,
then, our comments upon this passage with words borrowed
from Sir Robert Anderson: "All this leads to the unmis
takable conclusion that 'the reconciliation of all things' is
not a hope to be fulfilled in the coming eternity, but a fact
accomplished in the death of Christ."

Our authority for complacently ignoring the "con
trast" between "and you" and "the all things" is the
introductory conjunction. And cannot introduce a con
trast.
If such had been intended, yet, or hut, would
have been used. It shows beyond question that things
includes the Colossians.
If we have ever based a contrast between the present
reconciliation of the Colossians and the future universal
reconciliation on the word now we are heartily ashamed
of it and retract it without qualification. "We cannot
find any place in our writings where we have done this.
The contrast is clearly between the past estrangement
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Conciliation is One-Sided

and present reconciliation of the Colossians themselves,
and has no reference to the universal reconciliation.
Sir Eobert Anderson's unmistakable conclusion was
not based on the point here presented, but on a study of
the word katallasso, conciliate, showing that it was a one
sided change. This meaning he transferred to apokatallasso, reconcile, notwithstanding the fact that the added
prefix transformed it into a two-sided change. In other
words, his unmistakable conclusion was founded on the
mistake of failing to distinguish between the things that
differ. His study of conciliation was very good, and a
great advance in the truth.
But he should not have
allowed himself to ignore the vital distinction between
conciliation and reconciliation.
That all may be able
to consider this important point for themselves we give
all of the occurrences of these two words:
katallage, down-change, conciliation
Rom. 5:11

Through Whom we now obtained the concilia

tion.

Rom. 11:15

world
2 Cor. 5:18
2 Cor. 5:19

if their casting away is the conciliation of the
the dispensation of the conciliation
the word of the conciliation

katallasso, down-change, conciliate
Rom. 5:10 being enemies, we were conciliated to God
Rom. 5:10 being conciliated, we shall be saved by His life
1 Cor. 7:11 let her remain unmarried or be conciliated to
her husband
2 Cor. 5:18 yet all is of God, Who conciliates us to Himself
through Christ
2 Cor. 5:19
God was in Christ conciliating the world to
Himself
2 Cor. 5:20 We are beseeching for Christ,"Z?e conciliated to
God!"

Sir Robert Anderson's deductions from these pas
sages was that conciliation (miscalled reconciliation)
was on one side only. God is conciliated. We receive it.
This is the essence of the gospel for this era of grace.

Reconciliation is Mutual
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We do not differ from him in this. Eather, we commend
and thank him. But when he seeks to carry this point
over to the fuller form, we must protest.

is more than conciliation.
former is mutual.

Eeconciliation
The latter is one-sided, the

apokatalasso, from-down-change, reconciliation
Eph. 2:16
Col. 1:20
Col. 1:21

and should be reconciling both with God

and through Him to reconcile the universe to Him
And you . . . He now reconciles

The conciliation is concerned with God's attitude
toward the world.
There is no estrangement on His

side. The message of the gospel is not "be reconciled!"
for that would imply a change on God's part. We be
seech men to be conciliated, to lay aside their enmity
as God has done His. The result of mutual conciliation
is reconciliation.
In Ephesians the estrangement is between Jew and
gentile. Both were at enmity. A change was needed on
both sides. Hence they are reconciled. Conciliation was
effected at the cross, reconciliation occurs when we obtain
the conciliation. Hence the Colossians were reconciled
(1:21). This leaves the one passage in point. Does He
conciliate the universe or does He reconcile it? Which
word is used ?
As the word for conciliation is not used the "unmis

takable conclusion" is that it is not "a fact accomplished
in the death of Christ". The time element in both Ephe
sians and Colossians shows that it was after Paul's min
istry that the reconciliation was accomplished. Jew and
gentile were not reconciled at the death of God's Son.
It was not until Paul's Eoman imprisonment and the
casting aside of Israel that this reconciliation was pos
sible.
The Colossians were once estranged.
They con
tinued to be estranged long after the death of Christ.
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Beconciliation Future

"When this estrangement ended, they were reconciled.
This was not a fact accomplished on Calvary.
No other conclusion is possible but that the recon
ciliation of the universe, though founded on the peace
which coines through the blood of His cross, is not a mere
conciliation, but a full reconciliation to be accomplished
only when all estrangement between God and his crea
tures is done away.
In concluding this section of our defense we desire
to record our sorrow that necessity has compelled us to
expose the false dealing of our brother in choosing dis
credited texts to prove his position, and in deliberately
suppressing those which disprove it. It is really painful
to be drawn into a discussion concerning the reconcilia
tion of things, for we feel that no sober, intelligent saint
wishes to descend to such unprofitable inanities.
Our only consolation lies in the thought that, if such
arguments are the best that can be brought against the
truth, they alone should be sufficient to convince all of
God's grand purpose to reconcile the universe through
the blood of His cross.
In brief, what has God said

He reconciles the universe
or,

He reconciles some tilings

?

j&tubte* tn ]K,tt*

THE PENTECOSTAL PBOCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION OP THE KINGDOM IN THE FIRST PART
OF THE TRIPARTITE MINISTRY
CONTINUED

Peter now declaims, to those that scoff and question, the
fifth point of his Pentecostal message. Section 203 (Acts
2:22-24). He addresses the multitude as "Men! Israel
ites!" The message that he proclaims is a national
message—a message for the Jewish people. Let us not
import into this message the thought of the church or
church truth, and so bring in a confusion of our own
creating.

In Peter's opening phrase, "Jesus, the Nazarene",
we find that the theme of this Pentecostal message is the
earthly life of our Lord Jesus, for here .we have a com

bination of " Jesus", (the title of His humiliation) and
"the Nazarene" (the term of reproach applied to Him
by those who had refused to receive His earthly minis•try). Because they knew of His earthly life, they are
reminded of a fact not unknown to them, namely, that
the very powers, miracles and signs which the Hebrew
scriptures had foretold as the peculiar works of their
long promised Messiah, had been done through this
Man, God thereby demonstrating " Jesus, the Nazarene",
to be from Himself.
Then is presented the thought of God's sovereignty

and man's responsibility.

The Hebrew scriptures had

foretold the sufferings of Messiah.

Hence they are
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The Davidic Covenant

reminded that "This One" was given up by the specific
counsel and foreknowledge of God. Does that absolve
Israel of their responsibility in rejecting and crucifying
their Messiah? By no means! For they gibbet Him
with lawless hands, and assassinate Him. They stand
guilty, before God, of the death of their Messiah. And
why did they gibbet and assassinate Him? Because of
the same unbelief which now occasioned the scoffing and
taunts among this vast Pentecostal assembly.
But God has an answer for their unbelief.
He
raises Messiah, "loosing the pangs of death, forasmuch

as He could not be held by it". This was in fulfilment
of what Messiah, in the days of His humiliation, had
said to them, "I am laying down my soul, that I may
be getting it again. No one is taking it away from Me,
but I am laying it down of Myself. I have the right to
lay it down, and I have the right to take it again. This
precept I got from My Father" (Jno. 10:17, 18). The
earthly life, the death and the resurrection of Messiah
were matters of current knowledge among all in Jerusa

lem. This is evidenced by Cleopas' question, asked of
the Lord on the Emmaus road, "Dost thou sojourn
alone in Jerusalem and not know the things which
are come to pass there in these days?"

And why does

Peter, through the spirit, declaim these well-known facts
to this great multitude? Because the divinely attested
ministry of the Lord, and His death followed by His,
resurrection, prove that the whole nation stands guilty
of apostasy against Israel's God and Israel's Messiah.
If they sincerely question "What does this want to be?"
—this is the spirit's answer to them. But if not sincere
inquirers, is it seemly or wise to scoff and taunt in view
of this unquestionably established evidence of their sin
and apostasy?

And now the spirit returns to the scriptures to
reinforce what has just been said about the life, the

is Fulfilled in Christ
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death, and the resurrection of Messiah.
Section 213
(Acts 2:25-28). David is appealed to, for the covenant
concerning the throne had been made with David (see
2 Sam. 7:8-17; 35:5), and without the throne Peter's
* proclamation of the kingdom would have been farcical,
for he was proclaiming a literal king and a literal king
dom for Israel. As David's Heir, Messiah will receive
the throne of His father David, and reign over the
house of Jacob for the eons (Luke 1:32, 33).
First
David is saying something concerning the earthly life
of Messiah. We have read how unswervingly Messiah
adhered to the will of the Father, becoming obedient
unto death, even the death of the cross. What is the
secret of this unswerving adherence to the Father's will,
as manifested in Messiah's earthly life? The unfailing
presence and power of Messiah's Lord, for concerning

His earthly life, Messiah could say, "I saw the Lord
before me continually, seeing that He is at My right
hand, that I may ncit be shaken. Therefore My heart
was gladdened and My tongue exults."
But has David anything to say as to what sustained
Messiah in Gethsemane and on Calvary? Yes. It was
the hope, based on the Father's promise, that He would
be resurrected from the dead. "Now, further, my flesh,
also, will be tenting in expectation, seeing that Thou
wilt not be abandoning my soul in the unseen, neither
wilt Thou be giving Thy Benign One to be acquainted
with decay.
Thou makest known to me the paths of
life."
Not only the earthly life, the death, and the
resurrection of Messiah are substantiated by Daniel's tes
timony, but His ascension is more than suggested by
the closing words that David ascribes to Messiah, '' Thou
wilt be filling me with gladness with Thy countenance."
Thus these assembled Israelites are shown that their
own scriptures are in perfect agreement with what they

know of the life, the death, the resurrection, and the
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David is Dead and Decayed

ascension of Messiah, the latter being certified to by
over five hundred living witnesses, a testimony that
could not be gainsaid.
This testimony of David also shows wherein the
death and resurrection of Messiah were alike, and
wherein they were different from the death and resur

rection of mankind.
Death is a return.
The spirit
returns to God Who gave it (Eccl. 12:7). In harmony
with this truth, our Lord commended His spirit to the
Father (Luke 23:46). The soul returns to the unseen.
In harmony with this truth, our Lord here speaks of
the fact that His soul will not be abandoned in the
unseen. The body returns to the soil (Eccl. 12:7; Gen.

3:19). But our Lord's body did not return to the soil
—"neither wilt Thou be giving Thy Benign One to be
acquainted with decay." When mankind are vivified,
they will not arise with the same body that was
entombed, for God will give to each one a body as He
wills (1 Cor. 15:38). But our Lord arose with the
very body that was entombed; the very body in which
He suffered for our sins (Jno. 20:27). His body was
not acquainted with decay, death had not marred its
spotless purity .
I
In Section 204 (Acts 2:29-33) we again see Peter
reasoning with those that taunt and question. He calls
their attention to the undisputed fact that the patriarch

David "is deceased, also Ll&e the rest of mankind],
and was entombed, and his tomb is among us until this

day." Therefore, David's body was acquainted with
decay; he was still awaiting the resurrection before he
would know "the paths of life". David spoke these
words, not of himself, but, as a prophet, he spoke of
Messiah.
He perceived that God had sworn to him
with an oath that out of the fruit of his loins He would
seat One on Ms throne. This Davidic covenant, con
cerning the throne, is an unconditional covenant, and,

Christ is Risen and Ascended
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unlike the conditional Sinaitic covenant (which depends
on human effort and merit) will not end in failure.

The fulfilment of God's unconditional covenants are
solely dependent on God, and God is faithful.

Foresee

ing this, David, as a prophet, speaks concerning the
resurrection of Messiah, for this resurrection is essential

if the unconditional Davidic covenant, concerning the
throne, is to be fulfilled.
Therefore, Peter testified,
"This Jesus God raises, Whose witnesses we all are."
But Messiah was not only raised, but He has ascended
and is now exalted at God's right hand. There He has
obtained the promised holy spirit from the Father, and,
with it, He pours out this which these scoffers and ques
tioners are observing and hearing—the gift of tongues,
so that each one in his own vernacular is hearing of the
great things of God.
Now Peter agrain appeals to the scriptures.
214 (Acts 2:34. 35).

Section

He affirms first of^all that David

did not ascend into the heavens. This statement, together

with verse 29, should be sufficient to put the ouietus on
the common teaching that the skints that have fallen
asleep are in heaven, or in a fictitious plaee for rlisembo^ied spirits (*a]ipf¥ pararlisp..

"Par^^^e. is +."he scriptural

name applied to this earth as it will be when the
rfom is established.

Ther scri/ntnres nowhere affirm

rKspmhodied

are

^7"hpri

one

smirits

or

ever

of t."hp. malefactors

will

aVlrprl

ho

in

Mp^sipTi.

remember me when Thou comest into Thv iri
the Tiord told "him that his rennest, was eran+erl.

on this dan, all the events of which "made faitb in the
crucified Messiah seemine-lv impossible, be had mani
fested the requisite faith to insure him an entrance into
paradise, the earthly kingdom, concerning which he had
made request, that, upon its establishment, he might be
remembered.
"Verily I say unto thee this day, thou
shalt be with me in paradise" (Luke 23:42, 43).
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The Crucified becomes

Furthermore, the scriptures never speak of dead
saints as conscious disembodied spirits, but as fallen
asleep in Christ, and they remain asleep until they are
vivified at Christ's presence. The common teaching of
Christendom does away with or sadly belittles the grand
scriptural truth of the resurrection.

That is why the

great apostolic theme of the resurrection is so sadly

ignored in these days of apostasy and unbelief. Not
only so, but the fact that the scriptural teaching (that
the dead are asleep and know not anything) has been
shelved for the teaching that they are in a disembodied
conscious state, in a fictitious paradise, has aided and
abetted the spread of spiritism, which uses this unscriptural teaching of the death state as its basis. The chil
dren of God have united with the.enemies of God in
believing Satan's lie—"Ye shalt not surely die."
After affirming that David did not ascend into the
heavens, Peter calls attention to David's words, "The
Lord said to my Lord, Be sitting at my right hand till
I should be placing your enemies as a footstool for
your feet.'' In harmony with this scripture, Messiah
ascended, and at the command of His Lord sits at His
rietfit hand, the place of power. But this session is to be
till a certain definite time. When Messiah's Lord tells
Him that the time is ripe for placing His enemies as a
footstool for His feet, then Messiah will arise; then He
will subdue all His enemies: then, usinsr them as a foot
stool, He will arise into the glories and powers of the
long-promised kingdom.
In view of the above, what answer is there to the

taunters and questioners of Israel? Section 205 (Acts
2:36). "Let the entire house of Israel know certainly,
then, that God makes Him both Lord and Christ—this
Jesus Whom you crucify!" As Lord and Christ He will
inaugurate the era of judgment before the kingdom era

both Lord and Christ
begins.
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When that judgment era begins, will these

taunters and questioners want to be numbered among
those who still are guilty, through continued apostasy, of
crucifying this Jesus, unbelief blinding their hearts to

the fact that God has made Him both Lord and Christ?
If so, then, swift and dire judgment awaits them ere
the hope of Israel is realized and the Davidic throne
re-established.
Peter, in the power of the spirit, has faithfully pre

sented the gospel of the kingdom to the house of Israel.

In Acts 2:37 (Section 191 in the Structure) we begin to
see the effect of this spirit-indited proclamation. "Now
as they hear, their heart is pricked with compunction."
They begin to see their sin and apostasy as God sees it;
their heart is sorrowful because of what they have done.
But the spirit's work does not stop with conviction of,
and sorrow for sin. "Besides, they said to Peter and
the rest of the apostles, 'Men, brethren, what should we
be doing V " They know their own scriptures well enough
to realize the awful doom that awaits them in the day
of wrath (which precedes the setting up of the king
dom) in view of the fact that they have rejected and
gibbeted, with lawless hands, their long-promised Mes
siah. But they also know that their scriptures have
promised the kingdom to Israel; and these scriptures
cannot be broken, because the God of Israel gave these
scriptures to them, and He is faithful. Not only so,
but the whole tenor of Peter's proclamation was against
the thought that the whole nation was to be doomed to
wrath and destruction because of this great sin. Hence
the question "What should we be doing?" How shall
they avert this wrath, and enter the kingdom ? Thus we
find three results from Peter's spirit-indited message:
conviction of sin, sorrow, and the desire for some action
that would lead to a restoration to God's favor.
Peter's Pentecostal proclamation is, or is not, a
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The Present Application

model for present day evangelism, depending upon the
viewpoint from which we look at it. It is not a model
for present day evangelism when we look at it from

the viewpoint of subject matter. His subject was the
earthly life of the Lord Jesus. The gospel of God, as
modified by the mystery of the gospel or the concilia
tion (which is the gospel for this economy), ignores the
earthly life of the Lord Jesus. It begins with the death
of Christ (see opening verses of 1 Cor. 15), and empha

sizes His death, burial, resurrection, ascension, and exal

tation in the heavenlies. This is the theme of Paul's gos
pel, as distinct from the gospel of the twelve, who
emphasize the earthly life of the Lord, for their gospel
(the gospel of the kingdom) is concerned with His
future earthly exaltation, and therefore with His past
earthly life which unites Him, in the ties of flesh, with
Israel and Israel's hope. In Paul's gospel, the gospel
for the present day, we know not Christ after the flesh
( 2 Cor. 5:16). Therefore, even though the earthly life
of our Lord Jesus is the favorite theme of present day
preachers and evangelists, it is not the gospel for the
present time. If we would present a scriptural gospel,
we begin with Christ's death, not with His life.
But Peter's proclamation is a model for present day
evangelism when we look at it from the viewpoint of
the power in which he presented his message. He de
pended, not upon the flesh, not upon his own native
ability, or his education, or his eloquence, but solely
upon the power of God's spirit. And that dependence
upon the power of God's spirit was honored of God.
/Would that we, and all present day teachers, and
preachers, and evangelists would look solely to God for
power in service!
Furthermore, there is another viewpoint from which
we may look at Peter's Pentecostal proclamation as a

model for present day evangelism and preaching.

Read

of Peter's Proclamation
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his Pentecostal message from beginning to end. See
how all the way through the Scriptures are appealed to.
See how the scriptures are honored, and how the elo
quence, the wisdom, the reasoning, the illustrations, and
the emotionalism of man are ignored.
Compare this
with the average modern sermon, where the eloquence,
the wisdom, the reasoning, the illustrations, and the
emotionalism of man predominate, and the scriptures
are practically ignored. Of what did God say that it
shall not return unto Him void, but shall accomplish
that for which it has been sent forth ? Did He say this
of these props of the modern preacher and evangelist?
Or did He say it of His "Word?
He said it of His
"Word!
And because modern evangelism practically
ignores that Word in favor of these so-called props and
aids of modern evangelism it is practically fruitless,
while Peter's plain unadorned message, in which God's
Word was honored and appealed to continually, was
fruitful. Let us apply the lesson to ourselves in our
own sphere of service.
H. W. Martin
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